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FOREWORD

A major research effort of IUI in recent years has been directed
towards tracing and analyzing the causes and implications of the
so-called energy crisis of the 1970s. The project - called Energy and
Economic Structure - has been financed by the Energy Research
Commission. It was carried out in collaboration with the Stockholm
School of Economics. B-C Ysander has been coordinating the project
at the IUI and K-G Mäler has been responsible for the Stockholm
School part.

Much of this project work has been concern~dwith energy market
projections and with estimation and simulation of impacts of energy
price changes in the economy. Detailed documentation of that work
has been and will be published by IUI.

The focus of interest in the present collection of papers is not on
energy problems as such but on the generallessons of the 1970s
for macroeconomic dynamics and policy. The papers have been pre
sented in various combinations at IUI seminars over a couple of
years. They have been revised, updated and edited to address the
stability and macroeconomic policy problems of the 1980s. We have
chosen to publish them in this form in our conference series.

The papers report empirical evidence, simulation results and policy
suggestions. They should be useful in the ongoing reconsideration
and reconstruction of macroeconomic theory. In particular, we
believe that this book represents a novel way of looking at the
increased levels of uncertainty, instabilities and stagflation that have
characterized the disorderly economies of the 1970s.

Stockholm, January 1983

Gunnar Eliasson
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INTRODUCTION

In the 70s the world economy shifted from orderly growth to
disorderly stagflation. That shift forced the economic profession to
abandon the orthodox Keynesian macroeconomics of the postwar
years. By the 80s, the profession was divided between alternative and
often extreme macrotheories and their implied policy· prescrip
tions.

But out of disil1usionment and controversy, a new consensus view
of macro policy is gradually emerging. The traditional Keynesian
emphasis on demand management now tends to be counterbalanced
byarevived interest in supply behavior, in price- and wage- setting,
and in the processes by which real markets and firms adjust to
changing relative prices. Inflation is no longer discussed simply in
terms of aggregate excess demand or excess liquidity. Traditional
fiscal and monetary poli,cy tools are increasingly viewed as comple
mentary to policies directed towards the functioning of markets and
the expectations of price- and wage-setting firms. Intensified research
into market search behavior and price-signal transmission and
dispersion is a vital part of attempts to furnish the microeconomic
underpinnings of a new macro theory.

That better macro theory should help us explain what went wrong
in the 70s, andshould also help us design policies for the 80s. We can

I even hope for a deeper understanding of the meaning of and the
conditions for economic stability in industrial economies and in the
world economy as a whole.

The papers brought together in this volume aim at providing
material for this on-going reconstruction of macroeconomic theory,
and a point of departure for a better understanding of the 70s. Three
different kinds of papers are included. The first presents and
summarizes empirical evidence on the price and quantity distur
bances that plagued the advanced economies in the 70s. The second
set of papers analyzes the results of simulations of dynamic
adjustment to supply-price shocks in three different kinds of macro
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modeis. The final set is concerned with the pölicy and decision
problems confronting national policy bodies, business firms, and
private individuals in the disorderly macro environment of the 70s
and 80s.

The next section of this introduction presents some "snapshot"
pictures of developments during the 70s. We then move to an
overview of the evidence, and to the formulatian of same tentative
explanations of what happened. After examihing the methods and
results of the different papers in more' detail, we conclude the
introduction with some preliminary conclusions about the ,macro
stability problems we are facingand the macro policies we might
adopt.
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WHAT HAPPENED AFTER 1973?

Even a brief glance at the macroeconomic record of the 70s forces
some disturbing questions upon us. Why did output growth among
western industrialized countries fall by 2 to 3 times as much as can
reasonably be explained by the direct effects of the terms-of-trade
induced demand contraction caused by the oil-price hike in 1973/74?
Why did growth rates then stay at about half pre-shock growth rates?
How could inflation run much higher than can be explained by the
direct-cost effect of higher oil prices, and why did it remain high for so
long?

Why did growth rates among countries diverge so much after 1973?
Why, for example, did Swedish industry, which earlier grew at the
OECD average rate, fall into last place along with the industrial
sector of the U.K. (Figure 1)?

Most economic postmortems of the 70s have prominently featured
the oil price hike illustrated in Figure 2, and the automatic
transmission of this "cost increase" to all-countries in the form of
inflation. But the diagram also shows at least two other things. Real
oil prices had been declining since the end of the war, weIl before the
shock. With the shock they.recaptured the ground lost in earlier
years. Then they began a new decline which lasted until the second oil
price shock of 1979. Moreover , the aggregate price level in the
industrial world had been on an increasing trend for many years

. before 1973. That period also saw steady growth rates and a
downward trend in excess capacity . In fact, many observers during
that time clairned that the business cycle was a thing of the past.

After 1973 came a protracted inflationary period characterized by a
wide dispersion of relative prices lasting several years (see the papers
by Josefsson & Örtengren and by Faxen in this volume). It became
increasingly harder to predict future prices from current and past
prices. The same was true of exchange rates once the Bretton Woods
agreement had broken down (Figure 4). There was a marked
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deterioration of the information content of price signals within and
across countries.

Policy-makers in different countries responded very differently. In
Sweden attempts were made to bridge the world recession of 1975 by
stimulating domestic demand along traditio~al Keynesian lines. At
the time this policy was praised by the OECD organization. West
Germany chose the oppositepolicy and was severely criticized
abroad (Figures 5). World trade decreased dramatically (Figure
3).

Thus there were substantiai policy and performance differences
between OECD countties in the 70s. In Sweden, an extreme
factor-price (",wage-cost") explosion foIlowed the oil price hike, and
the Swedish export shares were drastically curtailed. The Germans,
on the other hand, aIlowed their'exchange rate to rise'substantiaIly,
and German domestic inflation was stopped dead relative to that of
the rest of OECD (Figures 5E, F and G).

The picture becomes even more puzzling when we include Austria.
That country expanded both ,private and public consumption
relatively more than Sweden and West Germany. It eontrolled
domestic inflation about as weIl as West Germany through apprecia
tions of the curreney. Austria scored best in terms of long-term GNP
and industrial output growth rates among these countries (Figures
5).

But the real puzzle comes when we look at investment in
manufaeturing (Figure 5D). Sweden had the "best" investment
performance and by far the worst output performanee. Sweden also
performed :better than the other countries in keeping capacity
utilization rates high during the initial years of the oil crisis. A
comparison between Swedish ·and Dutch manufacturing after 1973 (ef
Fries' paper) raises some new questions. Swedish industry invested
more, and maintained higher employment than Dutch manufactu
ring. But Dutch manufaeturing outpaced Swedish nlanufacturing in
growth performance by a wide margin (Figure 1).

This aneedotal evidence brings ilS back, with renewed interest, to
the questions we started with. To understand the 70s we must go back
and examine what happened' with the various determinants of
economic stability during the 50s and 60s.
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Figure 3 World trade 1955-81
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Figure S Country comparisons, Austria, Sveden, West-Germany
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Figure 5F $ Export prices
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WHY DID IT HAPPEN?

The Origins of Inflation

With hindsight, we can trace the origins of the stability problems that
became manifest in the 70s back to policies and developments of the
preceding decades. The western. economies that were hit by the
supply shocks of the 70s were already inflation-prone from years of
expansive demand policies exerting pressures on increasingly rigid
supply structures. An accelerating inflationary drift was observed as
earlyas the end of the 60s.

Stable and high economic growth rates in the 50s and 60s,
unprecedented in recorded western economic history, led govern
ments and electorates to view the future with confidence. Those
governments were also led to neglect the adjustment problems
associated with supply inflexibilities. Economists, politicians and the
public at large tended to believe that cyclical variations in growth
would shortly be compensated by government policies capable of
returning the economy to stable and high long-term trend growth
rates. Though unfavorable trends in world trade were already evident
in the 60s, western industrial countries were, in their consumption
behavior, discounting continuing high rates of economic growth.

That ill-founded optimism and sense of security not only led
governments to institute long-term spending and redistributional
schemes based on fast economic expansion, but also raised the
aspirations of labor in regard to job security and steady wage
increases, and made business less risk-conscious and willing to accept
smaller safety-margins.

Investment levels in industrialized countries had long been
propped up by low interest rate policies. Those policies sustained low
rate-of-return capital vintages, which were very sensitive to compet
itive 'change in world markets, and particularly sensitive to increases
in capital cost.

Concurrently, increasing specialization in trade and production,
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supported by a regime of fixed exchange rates, contributed to rapid
increases in world output, but at the eost of increased struetural
inflexibility.

Expansive monetary and fiscal polieies, aimed at maintaining full
employment, also served to reinforce the trend towards increased
rates of capacity utilization, increased wage shares in value added,
and gradually declining rates of return in industries. Business
risk-buffers (profit margins, financial gearing ratios etc) tended to be
adjusted downwards in response to a perceived greater predictability
in markets. Wage-increase expectations were at the same time
conditioned on past, relatively high productivity growth rates.

Rigid supply structures, and market behavior characterized by
monopolistic competition, meant that price disturbances, once
initiated tended to bounce back and forth "within the system",
sometimes in a cumulative fashion ("overshooting" ; see Genberg's
and Eliasson's papers). With wage- and price-setting becoming
increasingly institutionalized in terms of wage norms, mark-ups and
other rules-of-thumb, price flexibility and price competition were
downgraded. Creeping inflation went largely unnoticed.

The Price Shocks

The supply shocks of the early 70s had all the more impact because
they occurred in a world that had come to think of itself as
shock-proof, as successfully and permanently riding a stable and high
trend growth rate. Increasing supply inflexibility combined with
constant inflationary demand pressure help explain why the oil price
shock of 1973 so destabilized the industrial economies.

By chance, that oil price hike occurred almost simultaneously with
other major supply disturbances. Food and other raw material prices
increased substantially just before the oil price hike. Environmental
controls and costs were beginning to be imposed in the wealthier
industrial nations, notably on energy-producing facilities. Low
interest-rate policies were generally being abandoned in industrial
ized countries towards the end of the 60s, principally because of the
growth of an efficient, international credit market. The organized
actions of labor were beginning to work in a supply-contracting
direction, and the Bretton Woods system had collapsed in the early
70s. The industrial competence of the nonindustrial world was rapidly --
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improving, and those eountries were making eompetitive inroads in
the markets for unsophistieated basie and engineering industries.

Those trends enhaneed world-market eompetition, and squeezed
profitability among firms in the industrial world from both the
demand and the eost sides. Investment was discouraged, and a supply
problem grew.

But the oil price shoek was large in eomparison with the other
supply disturbanees. It sent an immediate expeetational wave of
severe quantity eut-backs through the world economy. The resulting
large relative priee change between oil and other produets and
services (Figure 2), and the strong dispersion of relative priees
persisted for several years.

Those primary disturbanees led to two seeondary imbalanees. The
first, in the international market-pricing system, amounted to a
degradation of the information content of market signals. And th~

second was a further deterioration in the eompetitive situation of
some basie industries already under secular eompetitive pressure
from the new industrial eountries. Increased relative energy prices hit
the world tanker market immediately, and soon afterwards affeeted
such other major users of energy as the automobile industry.
Shipyards and large automobile manufacturers - the main users of
standard steel- were affected soon thereafter, sending a third wave of
effeets through all stages of the steel industry, and reaching as far
down into the production ehain as high-eost iron mining. Some
eountries had relatively more of these so-ealled basic industries, and
thus bore a disproportionate share of the struetural adjustment
burden.

But the question remains: why did the initial round of disturbances
and reaetions become cumulative? The explanation is to be sought in
the rules and attitudes of actors in the markets that had developed
during the preceding 20 years of prosperity and steady growth. In a
global eeonomy characterized by segmented monopolistic competi
tion, all actors responded in a destabilizing way. Governments
honored existing welfare commitments out of dwindling output
growth. Households, faeing inflation, tried to ll}aintain the real value
of their savings, or moved planned consumption forward in time.
Firms were in an inflationary mood, since there seemed to be ample
leeway for priee inereases without negative quantity effects. Rates of
return that had been declining for years c.ould temporarily be restored
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to higher, historicalieveis. Most signals - profits, for example - were,
in an inflationary world, seriously biased measures and bad
predictors. Money illusion was widespread; high profits and rapid
inflation sparked a wage-compensation round that was easily
accomodated by employers.

This initial inflationary wave had two immediate types of
consequences. Price levels rose far beyond what a general mark-up
for oil prices would suggest. That threw established relative prices out
of line, preparing the way for future, inflationary adjustments. The
second set of effects came in the form of cumulative quantity
contractions.

Down We Go . Market Reactions

What was the nature of those quantity responses?

Within each national economy, initial quantity cut-backs driven by
higher prices were seen shortly after the supply shocks. Producers
then realized that factor prices, notably wages, had risen too far, and
began idling unprofitable capacity. Unemployment rose; uncertainty
increased, and producers increased their prices further to protect
margins and cover perceived risks. The initial, significant price
disturbance was now causing significant changes in both relative
prices a!1d quantities. A new round of the same chain of events was
then initiated. Some producers, particularly in markets for staple
basic products, were subjected to increased competition from the
new industrialized countries, and first experienced an inflationary
profit boom. They reacted perversely , by increasing investment and
adjusting supply upwards, creating an oversupply in world mar
kets.

The consequences of misinformation are weIl exemplified by the
Swedish experience. Basic industries in Sweden registered a profit
windfall immediately after the 1973 oil price hike. Those profit
perceptions arose in part from biased informatIon (price-inflated
profits), and in part from biased expectation mechanisms (rules of
thumb). These generated excessive optimism regarding future
profits, leading to extraordinary wage increases throughout the labor
market. A marked investment boom followed in the basic industries
that later turned into crisis industries; the upwards drift of wages and
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salaries spread through the entire economy, and led to factor prices
distorted relative to world prices. Swedish industry went into a nose
dive (Figure 1) from which it has not yet recovered.

At the same time, the profitability and debt situation in the
business sectors of most industrialized countries deteriorated. This
reduced both incentives and financial backing for further risktaking
and long-term financial commitments: ,a few successful firms were the
exceptions to this rule. At the same time inflation, in conjunction
with an income tax written in nominal terms, created new opportu
nities for short-term financial operations, making investment in
manufacturing even less attractive.

All this led to demands for political remedies. Those demands
often took the form of patchy, legislative reforms, adding further to
increased uncertainty in the market. In most countries governments
initially tried to stem the rise in unemployment. In the process, large
deficits on foreign and domestic accounts were created, but demand
was expanded in such a fashion that structural adjustment was
impeded. Inflation then followed, and in order to avoid additional
unemployment, additional demand was injected. Rising interest
rates and flexible exchange rates were other important elements of
the new, risky environment to which firms, households and
governments had to adapt.

Rapid and increasing inflation had dest~bilized relative prices in
the global economy and degraded the information value of price
signals, thus increasing the generallevei of uncertainty in the world
economy. Wage rates, rates of return and the interest rate were
frequently seriously distorted , both within the individual industrial
countries and in world trade. Those misalignments led to further
erratic adjustments in exchange rates, making profit calculation and
investment decisions even more difficult and hazardous.

A natural reaction to increased risk and uncertainty is to try to
"play safe" by reducing long-term commitments and making faster
and smaller adjustments. The sector in which long-run commitments
are most typical is manufacturing. The contracting or crumbling
markets of the late 70s, and the inefficiency of the fiscal remedies
attempted, can be interpreted and understood from this common
sense point of view.

Market responses in individual countries were subsequently
multiplied throughout the industrial world. Those economies are
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strongly interwoven by a network of trade, and inflation and other
immediate effects were rapidly transmitted and reinforced. But even
more important was the way macropolicies adopted by individual
country national authorities were augmented by international
repercussions.

Wrong Go, Wrong Stop - the Policy Reactions

As illustrated above (Figures 5), policy responses throughout the
industrialized world varied widely. The immediate post-1973 reaction
was often protection of the domestic economy from mounting foreign
deficits by demand restraint. That reaction was widespread, and
world trade was severely contracted (Figure 3). When those
depressive tendencies became apparent, most governments tried to
protect employment by subsidizing crisis industries, honoring welfare
commitments by generating public deficits and borrowing, and
protecting domestic consumption levels by borrowing abroad. Even
with accomodating monetary expansion, in many countries those
responses pushed interest rates upward, further restraining invest

ment.
As noted above, one important feature of most industrialized

countries at the time of the first oil price hike was a reduced supply
elasticity. With relative factor prices - especially after-tax wages and
salaries - insulated from the supply shocks, and with obstacles to the
withdrawal of resources from depressed industries, a mismatch of
supply and demand structures developed.

Overcapacity could have rapidly disappeared through shutdowns.
But policy authorities stepped in to support ailing or dying industries,
preventing capacity from being scrapped and labor from searching
new jobs, and supporting previously-negotiated relative wage and
salary structures. Since basic industries, including shipyards and
automobile manufacturing, had been high-wage industries, this
meant that an existing relative wage structure providing no incentives
for labor to move out of the crisis industries was made permanent by
central policy decisions.

Next came growing public deficits and extensive foreign borrow
ing. It took same time for the authorities to realize the extent of the
deficit problem,' and to accept a share of the responsibility for
creating a strong inflationary potential in the world economy and
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undermining the traditional self-regulatory mechanisms of supply.
Budget deficits and foreign indebtedness gradually became self

reinforcing through interest payments, particularly when interest
rates were adjusted upwards, both in real terms and to compensate
for inflation. High interest rates and unpredictable prices further
reduced investment incentives, and lowered activity leveis, thereby
increasing claims on compensatory public expenditures, and leading
to a vicious spiral of unemployment and inflation.

In some countries, notably the U .K. and the USA, the fight against
inflation was given first priority . But because of installed rigidities in
supply and in price- and wage-setting procedures, that deflationary
policy called forth massive unemployment and required extremely
high interest leveis. World trade then contracted, increasing the
employment problems of all the trading partners, and seemingly
leading the OECD countries into long-term stagnation. A one-sided
emphasis on demand management had thus misled governments into
exaggerated and ill-timed go-stop policies. Finding a way out of the
present stagnation will require a coordinated but cautious global
demand expansion, complemented and preceded by a more decisive
change in the industrial structure of western nations. This requires
fighting inflation ,where it starts - in the wage- and price-setting
decisions of firms and labor unions - and accepting an adjusted
factor-price structure. But we question :whether such a consensus
global policy can be agreed upon, and whether we know enough to
implement such a policy even if a consensus is reached.
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WHAT DO WE KNOW?

During the 1970s, the unprecedented boom enjoyed by the Western
economies in the postwar years ended; for most of those economies,
the 1970s were years of slow growth and high unemployment. We
have been discussing what went wrong. On one point there is
considerable agreement: the supply-side shocks of the 1970s,
particularly the oil- and food-price shocks, were significant. And
policy responses to those shocks, conditioned by long experience with
demand-side disturbances during the postwar boom years, may have
been counterproductive and destabilizing. The question arises: how
much of the economic shambles of the 70s is the result of the demand
policies of the preceding decade, how much of the shocks of the early
70s, and how much of policy reactions to those shocks by national
authorities?

Can we answer that question? Do we really understand how
industrial economies behave when subjected to ex~ernal disturbances
like those of the 1970s? Can we say that we have learned from those
experiences, so that we can manage our economies better next time?
The authors of this introduction would answer these questions in the
negative. And the papers collected in the present volume are
evidence that we have a long way to go before economists understand
dynamic economics and before we can recommend policies to
ilnprove the performance of economies in the state of disarray that
has marked the industrial economies since 1973. The papers by
Sharefkin and Faxen suggest that we have an even longer way to go to
an understanding of the policy issues.

The papers presented in this volume range over the approaches
suggested by received theory, in places suggest where received theory
is inadequate, and finally s~ggest what may be better. They are
clearly preliminary and exploratory, and rather lead to new and more
specific questions.
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Price Shocks: Mining the Data Evidence

In trying to assemble the data evidence to be used in hedging against I

prospective future shocks, just what data evidence is relevant?
Because data on the Western economies have grown explosively over
the past fourty years, there is' a natural tendency to confine the
inquest to those years, and even to the period of the supply shocks of
the 1970s.

That, we think, would be amistake. It is true that recent data are
generally better data. But institutionai and structural changes have
occurred and been recorded in the Western economies for more than
fifty or so years. This record embodies information on past
adjustments to shocks, and can tell us about th-e state of the economy
during the decade preceding the 1973 shock. The shock appears to be
a long-run phenomenon, if we include both its origin and the
adjustment period. The last great periods of price upheaval in the
international economy, the periods of commodity price shocks during
and immediately following the two world wars of this century and the
Korean war, can teach us something. In their paper, Josefsson and
Örtengren examine that record for the Swedish economy.

Even 'for that time of far less institutionai price rigidity , the
progress of a major price shock through the real ecollomy is anything
but rapid and smooth. The evidence suggests that we should be wary
of theories, or modeis, that predict (or assume) adjustments to price
shocks that are rapid and relatively costless in t(;rms of the real
economy. Josefsson and Örtengren find that relative prices dispersed
greatly after 1972. It took some 7 years for them to stabilize again,
just in time for the new oil price hike of 1979. Contrary to experience
from "war shocks" and the Korean cycle in 1950/51, relative prices of
manufactured goods returned roughly to where they were before the
"oil price shock".

Perhaps more typical of modern analytical methods are the papers
of Horwitz and Genberg. Both aim at extracting, from the relatively
recent record, information critical to an understanding of, how
external price shocks affect the domestic economy. The results of
both papers reinforce the general impression that the uncertainties
surrounding those responses are enormous.

The paper by Horwit'z examines the problem of estimating price
elasticities of the goods imported, and exported, by a small open
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economy. The relevance of those estimates to, say, macropolicy
makers making plans in the face of possible external price shocks is
apparen~. In the extreme case of unit price-elastic export and import
demand functions, there is no problem: price shocks leave the values
of imports and exports unchanged, and macroeconomic variables
unchanged. In the very different extreme of large import-demand
price elasticities, a sudden increase in the price of the imported
cOlnmodity may result in excess dem~nd on domestic resources. And
in the related case of extreme export-demand price elasticity, that
import-price shock may lead to domestic unemployment.

So much for the rather obvious point that those price elasticities
carry important i,nformation for macropolicy makers. But how much
do we actually know about those elasticities? The answer is clearly
"too little", as demonstrated by the specification-sensitivity of the
results reviewed in Horwitz' paper. It is not unusual for there to be a
difference of a factor of 2 in estimates of import or export price
elasticities, dependin,g upon the inclusion or ex~lusionof restrictions
imposed upon the estimating equation. The latter often involve
variables which are proxies for incompletely-understood effects.
, Nevertheless, ~hose large bounds carry important information for
macropolicy makers. They indicate th~ range of consequences - in
t~rms 'of domestic inflation and employment - that should be
associated with the risk of an external price shock. If those policy
makers ac.t like good statistical decision theorists, they will express
their beliefs; abou~ future shoc~s and their effects as probabilities.
Then they will associate with any given shock, and any given set of
ejasticities, a macroeconomic "consequence" . Among other things,
Horwitz' paper tells us that the marginal probability distribution on
price elasticities must, on the data evidence, be relatively flat. In
other words, the possibility of high elasticities, and large shock
effects, cannot be excluded. That means that expected losses from
shocks, and the value of policies aimed ,at insuring against or
mitigating the effects of shocks, may be large.

The model underlying Horwitz' paper is an adaption of the
standard neoclassical Walrasian model, and of course embraces the
corresponding informational assumptions: information is costless
and perfect. Over the last decade, economists have increasingly
moved away from those assumptions, and toward a recognition of the
importance of information costs and informational imperfections.
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Genberg's paper is in this spirit. His results confirm those of Josefsson
and Örtengren in that he observes a relatively long transmission
period for external price impulses, and a translnission time that
depends on the size of the external price shock. His results also
confirm the existence of "overshooting": prices move away from
their long-run "equilibrium" position for some time before they
converge. That property of a dynamic economic system is demon
strated in simulation experiments in Eliasson's paper, and the
quantity responses of the economy appear to be both large and
long-lived.

Genberg first develops an apparatus for distinguishing, and then
estimating, the effects of anticipated domestic inflation, on the one
hand, and external inflation, on the other, on the domestic price
level. The point of the exercise and its importance for policy vis-a-vis
shocks is apparent. If external price shocks - in contrast to
domestically-generated price rises - are unanticipated, then forecasts
of the impact of price shocks must be based upon estimated inflation
equations which distinguish between anticipated and unanticipated
inflation (cf Faxen's paper).

The point is unarguable, and the econometric results are intrigu~

ing. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that Genberg's
method is what electrical engineers call a "black box" method: a
price-related equation is estimated from time series, with relatively
little fuss about the variables and mechanisms excluded from that
equation. There are "inputs", anticipated and unanticipated price
shocks, and there is an "output", the change in the domestic price
level. The "real world" of price and quantity changes in the real
economy lies within the "black box".

Since the niethod is an attempt to confirm simulation results from
the micro-to-macro model (see Eliasson's paper), one might use that
model to explain the long lags. The main explanation seems to lie in
the time needed to transmit price increases by way of economic
agents through a multitude of markets. In the process mistakes are
made, especially if initial price shocks are large. Disturbances are
transmitted through the economy and may be magnified for some
time. Both prices and quantities may overshoot and move away from
their long-term positions for a considerable time before they begin to
converge.

These simulation experiments also demonstrate (1) that the
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character of the price transmISSIon can significantly affect the
allocation of resources in the'economy, and hence economic growth,
and (2) that policy-making on the part of national authorities can
affect the properties of the price transmission mechanisms. One
lesson from Fries' country comparison (the Netherlands, Sweden, the
United Kingdom and West Germany) is that the four countries
differed considerably in their real economic responses after 1973. The
more governments interfered with resource allocation mechanisms,
slowing down the adjustment process, the lower were realized rates
ofpost-shock economic growth.

Learning From Shocks with Models

To go beyond "black box" statistical methods, we must impose prior
information on the data evidence, information summarizing what we
think we know about how economic agents act, and how themarket
and other institutions resolve conflicting demands for scarce resour
ces. The papers by Sarma and Ysander, and part of Eliasson's paper
tell us how to learn from the shocks of the 1970s. Each, in its own way,
tells us how to use what we learn -to deal with prospective future
sho~ks. Each of tho~e papers either constructs, or suggests construc
tion bf, a modelor models relevant for those purposes. The
conceptual device - the glasses - we put on to interpret what we
observe in the economy tell different stories, and especially about
what policy makers should do.

Agreement on measures for ex post evaluation of a policy aimed at
preventing, or mitigating, the impacts of prospective shocks is quite
general: we all want relatively s~able growth and reasonabl~

price-Ieve1 stability. But the policy debates of the 1970s, and the
postmortems of the 1980s, revealed sharp disagreement about "how
to get there" . Those disagreements often took the form of public
disputation over the conflicting predictions and implications of
various models of the economy and the energy subeconomy. But
where models really differ is in their preconceptions. Those essentiai
differences are often hard to bring to the surface.

The papers by Sarma,Ysander and Eliasson provide a setting for
that ,important exercise. We suggest that they be read with the
following questions in mind. What does this model assume about the
ways firms and governments act during a price shock? What does this
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model assume about the way the priee mechanism links firms and the
government? And how plausible are those assumptions?

The reader must conduet his or her own foray through this
material. But the trip can be made mare tempting if we hint at the
riehness of the questions raised by these papers. Begin with the Sarma
paper. There, the.Wharton Eeonometrie Assoeiates (or WEFA) and
LINK models are joined to foreeast the impaet on the international
economy of an oil price shoek. Very roughly, the individual national
economies are represented by eeonometrically-estimated macroe
conomie modeis. Since maeroeconomie disturbances in any one
national economy propagate into all others through the international
trade and the international monetary system, those interdependen
cies must be represented.

A look at the model runs suggest that the propagation of a price
shoek through the macroeconomy is relatively rapid and not very
traumatie for the real eeonomy. Inflationary consequenees are
constrained by implicit mark-up 'pricing and no overshooting
assumptions. In fact, the quantity effects appear so minor that it
seems natural to ask why. The 50 percent oil price hike in 1979 yields a
world steady-state GNP effeet of less than 0.5 percent. The OECD
area has lost 1 pereent of its GDP (relative to the base, reference
case) by 1985, and no more. Are there no dynamie allocation effeets,
no priee destabilization, no price overshooting among and between
eountries? That question naturally leads us to another: how are
eonsumer and firm responses to priee shoeks and inarket mechanisms
represented in eonventionai macroeconomie modeis?

The short answer is that such events are excluded from models of
this kind by assumption. What serves instead is a set of equations
deseribing how individual industries, or seetors, make priee and
output decisions. Those industry or sector equations typically include
the quantity effects that are the hallmark of maeroeconomic modeis.
Industries and sectors respond to east increases by mark-up prieing
increases.Those mark-ups are usually eonstant pereentage mark-ups
independent of the magnitude of the eost inerease. Quantity effects
arise from the impact of aggregate prieelevel inflation on demand.

For that reason, large price shoeks affeet the WEFA-LINK model
much as small shocks do, only proportionately mare.After the shoek,
with a return to normal rates of inflation, the real eeonomy rapidly
returns to normal. Laige shoeks do not caU into question the way in
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which firms make price and quantity decisions, and neither do they
force changes in the way in which government stabilization policy is
conducted.

Is all this plausible? The answer probably depends upon the
magnitude of the shock. Surely there are disturbances large enough
to force· changes in both firm and. government behavior, though it is
far from clear how to model such changes. The papers by Ysander
and Eliasson both represent attempts in this direction. One way to
look at Ysander's paper is as analyzing and evaluating government
post-shock behavior. The essentiaI insight is simple but important:
government medium-term macroeconomic policy rules can be
sources of poor long-term responses to shocks; rules for public sector
employment and wage-setting can be particularly important. Note
how different this is from the view of the economic agent called "the
government" that is implicit in conventionai macroeconomics.
There, the .government controls the fiscal and monetary policy
instruments and runs stabilization policy. Its objectives are short
term, and success in short-term policy is assumed to guarantee
success in medium-term policy.

Ysander geparts from standard theory by taking explicit account
both of the various possible political restrictions on public policy and
of the different kinds of inertia or adjustment lags connected with
capital structure, wage- and price-setting procedures etc., A rather
detailed modelling of energy supply and use also makes possible a
more direct tracing of the transmission of energy price hikes through
the economy. In his model, existing medium-term stabilization policy
can be a source of poor adaptation to shock-related structural
imbalances.

Similarly, Eliasson's paper departs from standard macroeconomic
theory in its description of the firm. The paper examines the effects of
an oil price shock in a model setting in which there are real firms.
Perhaps the contrast with the representation of the firm in
conventionai macroeconomic models makes the point best. In
conventionai macroeconomic models like ,.the WEFA model, firms
respond to cost shocks of whatever magnitude by mark-up price
increases. But in the micro-to-macro model, firms are represented as
organizations with real-world rules for transmitting price and cost
change into employment, output and pricing decisions. Those
decisions are in general not the same as, and are hopefully more
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realistic than, mark-up pricing rules.
Finally , note how the model chosen can condition the policy

responses' identified as feasible. Conventionai macroeconomic
models focus our attention on fiscal and monetary policy. Ysander's
model directs us to government medium-term policy; Eliasson"s
model points us to those choices which can increase the adaptability
of individual fi~ms to post-shock conditions.

After the Shock: Stability and Reality

Whatever the model, it must be judged by its descriptive realism and
by the extent to which it allows us to identify good policies. In some
significant ways, the 1970s changed economists' preceptions of
then-existing economic modeis. In particular, the feeling that
neoclassical equilibrium concepts. are seriously inadequate gained
ground. The reasons are of course relevant to the issue central to the
papers in this volume: what can be done about prospective shocks to
the economy? Do we know more now about how to handle the next
shock than we did in 1973 or 1979?

The sources of dissatisfaction with equilibrium economics are
many and we must be selective here. One is at least as old as modern
macroeconomics itself: the observation that there are long periods in
which prices do not clear markets. At the onset, macroeconomic
theory incorporated that assumption by fiat, simply declaring that
certain prices were rigid "for institutional reasons". There have ,been
subsequent attempts to rationalize that declaration, typicalfy by
establishing cOriditions under which rational economic agents -labor
unions and firms - will choose rigid, long-term contract prices.

That seems to us to be a halfway measure, and one which overlooks
an important and necessary source of "price rigidity" , the large
nonprice allocation systems we call "firms" and the public sector. In
an influential paper, Coase (1937) argued that the extent of the firm is
determined by the boundary at which the advantages of price and
nonprice allocation mechanisms are equalized. Firms are, in effect,
large decision systems with operating rules fonnulated in both
quantity and price terms: while ultimately responsive to the price
system, those rules need not be immediately responsive to even
abrupt changes in "external" prices.

That separation allows the ~dvantages of both allocation mecha-
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nisms, quantity and price, to be exploited. But it seems likely that
exploitation of both kinds of allocation schemes requires relatively
stable prices. In this perspective, one source of persistent disequilib
rium is the slow internal response of the nonprice allocation systems,
and especially the pu~lic sector, to extraordinary rapid changes in
external prices.

In such an economy, shocks can "overwhelm" the'system, in effect
requiring that existing institutions perish. New institutions with
internai allocation systems better matched to the external environ
ment must take their places before there can be a return to steady
growth and reasonable employment leveis.
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A MORE SHOCK-PROOF ECONOMY?

Our Current Predieament: Some Perspectives

As we read and reread our own account of the transition - from the
steady growth of the 60s to the disarray of the 80s -, central to this
book, we find it almost impossible to point to a single, dominant
strand. Instead there are many. There is the broad problem of the
relationship between the miero and maero levels of analysis, between
stability at the macro level and flexibility at the micro level. We say
relationship rather than micro foundations of macro, the standard
formulatian, because we believe that the determinancy runs both
ways.

There is the game-theoretie problem: if all countries can agree to a
demand expansion compatible with the correct long-run adjustment
of supply, then we may be able to bring ourselves out of the current
world recession. But if such an agreement cannot be reached then we
all will hang together, perhaps indefinitely .

There is the theme, and the problem, of the gradual disruption and
corruption of the priee system, by governments and national
authorities carrying out policies leading to inflation. The price system
becomes increasingly noisy, firms find it increasingly difficult to
distinguish signals from noise, and the decentralizing functions of tpe
price system are lost gradually.

There is the theme, dating at least to Schumpeter, of the dynamic
welfare benefits of the business eyele. The cycle, Schumpeter held,
inspired winners and eliminated losers . Smoothing the cycle helps
some in the short run but at the price of imposing costs on all of us, in
the long rune

There is the theme of the conflict, or tradeoff, ,between sh.ort-term
stabilization and redistributional polieies, on the one hand, and
long-term stability and flexibility requirements, on the other. Many
of the policy measures that have evolved in the industrial countries
since the depression of the thirties aim at moderating the rigors of the
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business cycle. Most of those measures are necessarily redistribu
tional, but many also have the effect of insulating major segments of
our economies from the discipline of the price system. For that reason
those measures contribute to increasing inflexibility, and greater
instability . Flexibility is virtually synonymous with responsiveness to
price signals indicating the need to reallocate resources. And stability
at the macro level requires flexibility at the micro level: if resources
cannot move relatively easily between firms and sectors, then the
ensuing disequilibria, and high levels of unemployment in parti~ular ,
will give rise to political pressures for the further distortion of the
price system.

Finally , there is the theme of increasing international competition,
particularly from the newly-industrialized countries. Many of the
crisis industries in the advanced industrial nations are crisis industries
because new competitors, armed with th~ latest technologies and
unencumbered by outdated labor practices, have entered the
field.

So much for a listing of our current problems. Any one of those
perspectives can be, and has been, the· point of departure for
scholarly disputation and policy debate. In fact the choice of a
particular perspective is perhaps the most important step towards
analysis and subsequent advocacy, because it amounts to a choice of a
way to look at what is important in the world. From there it is a short
distance to defining a research agenda and only a slightly longer
distance to policy recommendations. We want to emphasize caution
here. No one of these perspectives alone explains the debacle of the
70s; they are all important and interdependent. And thus far we have
no satisfactory method for integrating these pe'rspectives: that is why
we have a problem of understanding.

Our own view is eclectic, and partly conditioned by our views of
what is possible. Thus increasing international competition is a fact of
life, but from at least one point of vi~w a humdrum fact: were the
world economy working smoothly, and were the individual econo
mies of the advanced countries functioning as they should, rising
productivity in the newly industrialized co'untries could contribute t<?
increasing the welfare of all countries. The real problem presented by
the newly industrialized countries is the problem of understanding
why the adaptation of the advanced industrial economies to those
new competitors has, this time, been so sluggish and inadequate.

i l
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Similarly, we do not believe that the cooperative games perspective
should be placed high on the research agenda. This is not to say that
the perspective is either uninteresting or unimportant. To the
contrary, the international monetary system, and the stabilization
problem among the advanced industrial economies more broadly
defined, are helpfully viewed as games that can be cooperative, but
that can also degenerate into noncooperative, arrangements. In the
relatively open economies that all the advanced countries have now
become it is obvious., for example, that demand expansion in one
country will fail if all other countries are deflating. To paraphrase a:
famous expressian, Keynesianism in one country is impossible.

Then why don't we award this perspective pride of place on the
research agenda? Because world models based on incorrect national
macromodels nlay be misleading. We can of course try to model the
world economy as a set of coupled macroeconomies, using standard
models for each of the countries. But we believe that many of the
features critical to an understanding of our current predicament are
excluded from those modeis. For that reason we will have little
confidence in the individual country models , and even less confidence
in a world model built on· those national modeis.

This exclusion leaves us with the following research agenda for the
macroeconomics of the 80s and 90s. Three broad areas are defined:
decision rules in large organizations, the relationship between micro'
and macro leveis, and the general area of what might be called
catching up with Schumpeter.

Decision Rutes in Firms

In the 1965 blackout of the Northeast U .S. power grid, failure of a
relatively small component of one power system led to failure of the
power grid for the entire northeastern United States. In retrospect, it
is easy to see what happened. Alarge, interconnected system is
simply too complex to allow complete enumeration of all possible
failure sequences: only the most likely sequences can be studied. The
operating rules of each of the subsystems comprising the power grid
are then designed to handle those "most likeiy" failure sequences:
because operating rules must be simple and rapidly applicable, they
cannot cover all possibilities. Inevitably, there will be some
combination of component failures which, given the subsystem
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failures, will trigger system failure. Again, the analogy with severe
economic disruptions more or less suggests itself. The subsystems are
the firms, the households and the government, the major economic
agents. The operating rules are those agents' normal practice
operating rules, derived from years of experience in "normal'"
economic environments. Unusual, disruptive events, like oil price
shocks, combined with the responses they trigger via agents'
operatingrules, can lead to severe disruptions of -the economic
system. And the state of the system at the time of the shock will
condition the nature of its response.

Models built along these new lines may have surprising properties.
U nderlying the relatively simple dynamic structure of the traditional
models of price and quantity adjustment that economists work with
are rather strong assumptions about what market agents - individuals
and-firms - know, -and about how they act on what they know.

Typically, those actions are dictated by someoptimizing model of
individual or film action. Many years ago, debates -raged in the
economics profession about the validity of such optimizing modeis,
and about the relevance of alternative behavioral modeis, notably
so-called satisficing modeis. Those debates generally ran in terms of
statlcs, but the issue seems more important, and its outcome more
critical, in a dynamic setting. There, the time lag within which firms
must respond to significant changes in their operating environments
is too'short to permit the full accomodation implied by optimization
modeis: in fact they use rules of thumb that have been "learned" by
past experience. And it is not only in the private sector that we find
decision rules that are only loosely related to optimizing:principles in
place: in the public sector such rules are typical, rather than
exceptional.

But seri~us disruptions are ultimately overcome. The Northeast
grid was restored to service, and firms, under pressure, abandon old
rules and search for better ones. In a sense "the dynamic system" has
simply been redefined at a higher level: it is now determined by all
agents" choices of operating rules. But that second level of choice is
crucial.· It is the essentiai difference between physical systems, which
follow invariable laws, and economies composed of agents who
change the rules of the game while they play. That second level of
choice must be adequately modeled - in away reflecting the real
information and decision procedures of the major agents - if there is
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to be any hope of understanding major disruptions in the econ
omy.

Beyond calling attention to this analogyas a general source of
inspiration, we eaU attention to some implications. ·The most
important has to do with method. To come straight to the point, we
believe that future work on macroeconomics will have to make far
greater use of simulation methods. The radical decreases in the cost
of computation over the past few years make this recommendation
feasible. Once we recognize that the economy is populated by major
actors employing their own decision rules, the necessity of simulation
methods is almost a foregone conclusion. Only highly-simplified
full-optimization rules will allow easy, analytical assertions about
system stability properties. Realistic sets of decision rules permit no
such easy generalization from the micro-to-macro leveis: simulation
is necessary for serious analysis.

Micro and Macro Stability

It might be helpful, in facing up to our current predicament, if the
economics profession recognized how limited, and howaccidental, its
current perspective on questions of stability is. The profession has
learned much. of what it knows about such questions by borrowing
from physical science. This is not surprising: the oldest principle of
learning is that something is easy to learn if you can assimilate it to
one of your "own" modeis. The Walrasian general equilibrium
model, from which we derive most of our notions, of economics, was
borrowed from Newton and Laplace: it is, down to the assumption
that information is costless, the model of classical physics. And since
there can be instabilities in 'classical physics, attempts have been
made to borrow those as descriptions of the instabilities observed in
economic systems.

This is illustrated by the physical phenomenon of turbulence,
which occurs under certain conditions in all fluid flows through, or
around, solid boundaries. For certain ranges of the system parame
~ers - especially the fluid-solid relative velocity - the flow pattern is
smooth, or "laminar" , and changes.only gradually with small changes
in the parameters. The flow pattern might be said to be "resilient':' to
those parameter changes at those parameter values.

But there is one, or there are several, discrete critical parameter
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values above which the flow pattern becomes anything but smooth: in
this transition to turbulence, the flow appears to be unstable and
chaotic, perhaps even "stochastic" , despite the essentiai determinism
of the basic equations defining the system. According to the modern
theories of the onset of turbulence, such "stochastic" appearance is
generated not by any "inherently" random mechanism, but by
extreme sensitivity of the flow pattern to initial conditions. In that
region, the flow pattern is no longer "resilient" to changes in the
parameters. Since molecular fluctuations (if nothing else) always
guarantee fluctuations in the initial conditions, the observed flow
·pattern will seem randorn or chaotic. But by analyzing the equations,
we can determine where in the parameter space the "onset of
turbulence" may occur: in this way we can try to design our systems to
avoid, or mitigate, the problems associated with turbulence.

The temptation to apply such models to social phenomena is
strong. Occasionally we do observe severe disruptions of "business as
usual" , such as large firm bankruptcies or severe depressions. Since
we tend to think of the economy in normal operation as a kind of
self-equilib~atingdynamic system, disruptive events appear analo
gous to the "onset of turbuIence". Our theories of economies
operating in their "normal range" might at the same time define
regions, in the space of the param~tersdefining the economic system,
where severe disruptions are likely .

But we are skeptical about this analogy. The instabilities of
classical physics arise from the interaction between the Iocal and the
global. And the components of the system are not agents with
objectives of their own. Thus we believe there will be diminishing
returns to continuing efforts to learn about the causes of economic
disarray from this particular natural-science analogy. But there may
be a better set of natural-science models to draw upon for a rigorous
nation of the relationship between macro stability and micro
fle~ibility. Look at firm entry and exit inta industries, and at technical
and orgpnizational changes in existing firms, as kinds of diffusion
processes. Diffusion is a generic name for physical processes which,
though based upon the random motion of many individual particles,
nevertheless exhibit some coherence in the aggregate. Those physical
diffusion processes are typically driven by the thermal kinetic
energies of the individual molecules or particules. To make the
analogyexplicit: individual firms are the diffusing particles, their
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posItion coordinates: are indexed by technologies and operating
practices, and the processes are driven by profit incentives. The latter
will vary over the business cycle, and thus so will the rates at which
firms search over, and move between, "positions" - physical plant
and operating practices. An industry is a cluster of diffusing firms,
following and surrounding an "average firm" orbit. But in an industry
of limited diversity, all firms cluster in a thin pencil about the orbit. In
the former case macro shocks - shifts in the demand orbit - can be
relatively easily tracked by the industry, because the initial spread of
firms leaves some close to where the new orbit will lie. But in the
latter case, a macro shock - a sudden shift in the orbit - will find
almost all firms far away from the new, postshock, correct
average-firm orbit. In the latter case, swings in industry output will be
greater than in the former: thus the connection between micro
diversity, or flexibility , and macro stability.

Within this kind of model we may be able to add a new, dynamic
dimension to our understanding of industry structure, conduct, and
performance. Most theories of industrial organization are essentially
static: the model sketched above adds another, essentially macro and
dynamic dimension to performance - the industry's contribution to
macro stability. And in this kind of framework we may be able to
sharpen our own notions of the tradeoff between a moderated
business cycle and the longer-term welfare penalty from weakened
incentives to dynamic efficiency.

Catching up with Schumpeter

Prosperity makes odd bedfellows, and no two have been odder than
the Keynesian and Walrasian traditions that have dominated the
thinking of the economics profession in the post-Second World 'Var
period. Paul Samuelson, in his famous text, came close to declaring
the marriage permanent when he coined the phrase "the grand
neoclassical synthesis" . That phrase meant that Keynesian fiscaland
monetary policies could keep the economy operating at or near full
employment, in which operating range Walrasian general equilibri
um theory became the correct theory of price formation and income
distribution.

Much of the analytical effort of the economics profession rested
upon that.synthesis. And the general conviction that the macroecon-
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omic problem had been solyed diverted both analytical attention and
professionai energy away from another, and we believe deeper ,
vision of modern capitaiism. We are referring to Schumpeter, today
considered hopelessly outdated by many of those econ?mists who
have takeii the trouble to read him at all. This, to say the least, is
unfortunate. If Schumpeter has not received the analytical wrapping
that has been given Walras, it is because formalization js intrinsically
harder , and because the profession hasn't tried very hard.

, Itshould, and soon. For many of the insights that we can draw upon
in seeking ways of understanding, and in seeking policies for
improving upon, our current predicaments are Schumpeter's. This is
most clearly true of the dynamic welfare analysis of the business
cycle. Having tried to 'eliminate the cycle, we may have both
increased its amplitllde and sacrificed its contribution to maintaining
the flexibility and resilience of the agents populating the economic
landscape. The formulation of a rigorous framework in which to think
'about the tradeoff between short- and long-term stability seems to us
to 'merit serious attention.

'Part of that effort will necessarily involve an attempt at understand
ing the cost, in efficiency losses, of policies which degrade and
disguise the informational content of price signals. Firms, in making
their iI1vestment and output decisions, lean h'eavily on those signals.
And since all signals are composed of both information and noise,
firms must be able to discriminate between the two when making
decisions.

But such discrimination becomes harder as more and more noise is
superimposed on the underlying information. And we are convinced
that so-called general inflation, often described byeconomists as a
simple rate of increase in the~general price level, has this effect. That
is because inflationary shocks are transmitted through different
sectors at different speeds, so that it is very difficult to know what is
inflationary noise and what is signal. Incidentally there is a discipline
devoted to just this problem: controi engineers try to build decision
rules for controlling systems by first separating information from
noise, and then acting upon the extracted information.

These suggestions represent an ambitious program for economic
research in the ~omingdecades. But they cannot be avoided if we are
to do better during the next twenty years than we have done over the
past twenty years. In fact, since what is acceptable as doctrine so
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conditions what is thinkable as policy, we would go further: without
such a program, we are unlikely to do better. We invite readers of this
very preliminary volume to share in that effort.



PART II

EMPIRICALSTUDIES
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INTRODUCTION

Like rnost industr ialized countr ies, Sweden experienced a shi f t up

wards in the rate of inflation during the seventies. Since 1972,

~he average annual increase in the general price level has exceed

ed 8 percent. This is notonl)' -the highest rate of inflation since

the Korean boorn in 1951, but also the longest peacetirne inflation

g.ry period in Sweden since the industrialization process started.

Aggregate price indices are, however, only rudimentary represen

tations of what has happened to prices in the Swedish econoJny.

Behind the figure on inflation there is a broad spectruin of diverg

jng price rnovements. Between 1970 and 1980 industry prices on

average increased 15.1 per cent in Sweden. 1 In some industries

prices went up considerably Inore, for exarnple in the oil industry

(+ 406 percent), the cernent industry (+ 244 percent), the glass

industry (+ 226 percent), the sawrnills (+ 229 percent) or the

·candy industry (+ 214 percen t). On the other hand pr ice's in the

rnining industry orily rose 86 percent, in the steel industry 122

percent, in the shipyards 101 percent, in the dairy lndustry 89

.percent and in the rnilling industry 68 percent.

The 70s are of course not unique in this respect. On the con t(ar y

the whole period treated in this paper is characterized by strong

ly dlverging prlce. Inovernents in different industries. A picture of

this di versi ty is given in Figure l, which shows the rnedian, quar

tiles and deci les in yearly prlce changes in 42 industrles. Thus a

point on the bott,J.n curve deliJnits those four indust"'ies that ex

perie~ce~ the 10'W'est rate of change in prices tha t year.

Figure il1ustrat~s that the aggregate inflation figure conceals

large differences a:nong industries. lt also points to the r,)le of

pr i c:::e s in the industrlal transforrnation process. In a rnarket econ

orny, the fdndarnental task of the price systern is to COtnfnunic~t!?

inforrna-tion to those who participate in the rnarket process, pro

ducers as weIl as ClIstOI ners. They need the inforrnation in order
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to decide wha t to produce and how, as well as wha t to buy.

The efficiency with which a working price systern performs this

task and coordinates the fragrnentary knowledge possessed by the

participants in the market process rnakes it indispensable in a

working market econorny. (See, for exarnple Hayek, 1949.)

The pr lee signals relevan t for resource alloca t ion, are, however,

not the norninai prices but t~e changes in ret~!l~~E.rlce~. This

paper focuses on relative prices as the most irnportant part of

the information systern in a rnarket economy. Changes in relat.ive

prices indicate a need to reallocate resources in one way or anoth

er. A ~hort-run teJnporary change indicates a need to realloca te

resources over tirne, but within the given production f!"atnework.

If, however, a change in rela tive prices reflects or is interpreted

as reflecting long-run changes in the supply and/or dernand condi

tions \ve have what might be cal.led a .!!:.~~sf~rrna!lon __.~~ss~~_~,

i.e. a need for long-run adjust rnents. 2

Interpretations and expectations are keywords in this context

since they form the basis for decisions taken by the econolnic

agents.. TelTlporary changes in relative prices lnay be wrongly in

terpreted as reflecting a transformation pressure, and thus rnay

lead to errors investrnent. This was for lnstance the case in the

Swedish shipyards during the first half of the, 70s. Difficulties to

discri 'ninate distinguishing between price signals may also have

cont(ibuted to the widespread uncertainty characterizing the busi

ness world at the beginning of the 80s.

The reshuf fl ing of factor and pr'Jduct prices tha t has been the re

sult of the t\VO oil price hikes of the 1970s provides a good ex

arnple of transfonnation pressure with repereussions throughout

the ec:onorny. One reaction arnong econornic agents has been to

realloca te resources towards energy saving. In the- U.S., for ex

arnple, there has been a shift in dernand froln large dOlnestic

cars to srnal.l~r irnported cars tha t :Jse less gasoline.

The res t of t~is paper is organized as E()llo\~'s.
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First, we start with a brief discussion of the factors deterrnining

the development of relative prices in the market process.

Second, we study the short-run stability of industrial prices .in

Sweden, especially the relationship between annual relative price

disi)erslon and infla tian.

Third, a rnore long-run perspective is taken with focus on trans

fonnation pressure. The reJationship between long-run relative

price rnovernents and the infla.tion rate is exaInined.

Fourth, we study the developrnent and stability of industry prices

in the Swedish industry during periods of "abnonnal" imbalances -

durlng the two world wars and t~ei~ aftermaths, the great depres

sion of the 30s, and the stagfia t ionary crises of the 70s.



II RELATIVE PRICES IN THE MARKET PROCESS

- AN INTRODUCTORy DISCUSSION

A characteristic feature of econornic developrnent is the rnove

rnent from one set of disequilibria to another. Under certain as

surnptions and conditions we can construct "virtual" equilibria at

any point in time. We may perhaps also assume that these equilib

ria indicate thedirection in which the econolny would be head

ing, given no change in other Inarket condi tions.

Although never attained in reality, such hypothetical equilibria

are a useful conceptual tool. We therefore start by assuming that

the economy is in a state of long-run equilibriuln. All econornic

agents are omniscient and hav~ full knowledge of tastes, techni

cal possibilities, etc. All expectations and actions are consistent

with ruling prices and quantities that are associated with the

equilibriuln.

where

1,2,..... ,n

T~e cost of produetlon of product can be expressed as

1,2,.... ,nwhere i

vij require~nent of factor in the production of product

p j priee of fac tor

m
L V" p.

j =l 1 J J

Regarding prices, this rneans that in each product rnarket the

prices of the pr'vducts correspond to thelr eost of productlon, in

cluding the eost of capital. This ean be expressed as
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Since facto r prices in a co:npetltlve in equilibriuln are the salne

for all producers, the structure of relative costs, and hence the

structure of relative prices, will be deterrnined by the factor !nix

ernployed in production.

In Figure 2 ini tia! equilibr iUln prices are represented by the point

A. If technologica.l change is introduced as an exogenous dynarnic

elernent in this sta tic world, equilibriulTl priees will change over

tirne. Those changes will reflect the irnpact of the new technolo

gies on production east:). If the change in the underlying condi

tions irnrnediately becornes known to everybody, and adjustrnent

is instantaneous, relative prlces will move along an equilibriuITl \

pr iee pathe In Figure 2 this path is labelled· by a.

An econolTlY in equilibriurn, consisting of olnniscient units which

reaet but do not act, which iinrnediate.ly and painlessly adjust to

changing supply-side conditions, is a poor representation of eco

nOinie real ity. This is particularly true for the industrial transfor

mation process, and for the role played by prices in the rnarket

·process.

The econolny is never in equilibriurn. FurthenTlore, an equilibrlulTl

concept at the lnacr~)-level rnake5 no sense once endogenous

str~Jctural change has been intrvduced in the model. In a market

systern, kno'..vledge is irnperfect and incolnplete. Plans are continual·

ly being frustr~ted and revised in accordance with the partici

pants' interpretation of rnarket signals, arTlong whlr:h prices are

the !nost irnportant.. The adjustrnent to changing condi tions is not

an uninterest ing intervening stage but as irnportan t as the change

itself. "A syste:n - any systeJn, econornic or other - that at

ev~ given point of tirne· fully utilizes its possibilities to the

best advantage may yet, in the long run, be inferior to a systefn

that does so at .!:!.~ given point of tirne, because the iatter's fallure

to do so inay be a condition for the leve! or speed of long

run perforrnance." {Schumpeter, 1942, p. 83.)
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Figure 2 Relative price structure in a dynamie perspective
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This rneans that there will be an incessant flow of disturbances

in the price systern, reflecting agents' alterations of plans in the

light of the outcoJne of yesterday's plans. Changes in the under

lying conditions will also bring about disturbances. Still, even if we

have no rnajor disturbances we might still say that the price

strdcture will oscjllate around the equilibriuJn path ex, within

rather narrow Urnit&. In Figure 2 those limits are represented by

a l and a 2·

Major disturbances do, however, occur and mo\'e the price struc

ture far frorn any equilibriuln. In figure 2 this is represented by

the point B, a disequilibriuln state characterized by widespread ig

norance. The path which the price structure follows frorn B towards

å new set of equilibriulTl prices, either on the old equilibri

um path a or on a ne'\V one, is a path along which agents are

learning by interpreting market signals. That rneans that the way

in which price signals are transrnitted to the :narket participants,

and the extent to which those are al1,)-..ved to guide the allocative

decisions in the econo.ny, are essentiai lngredients of the rnarket

process. The degree of rigidity in dif ferent markets will determine

how . long and sluggish the adjustment process will be, and

what the costs of adjustrnent will be.

Given a structure of relative prices represented by A and a

major dlsturbance which !Tloves it to B, how will the adjustlnent

process be reflected in relative prices? If the underlying equilibri

um solut.ion, represented by the underlying eost structure, has not

changed we should expect a gradual return towards <l. How rapid

will the process be, and what will it look like? Whlch path will

be fol1o'W'ed? In Figure 2, path arepresents repeated "overshoot

ing" during the adjusttnent process. In tenns of price structure,

it is a case characterized by large short-run fluctuations around

a stable trend. It can a1so be expressed as short-run instability

and relative long-run stability. A different case is represented by

the path o along which the adjusttnent towards the original equi

Hbrium path is gradual and srnooth. In this case, relative price

changes will be srnall in the short-run but larger in the longer

run.
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These cases are of course abstractions fro n a rnore cornprehensive

representation of wha t happens to prices in, for instance, a

shock of the 1973 kind. One irnportant question discussed extensive

ly in Eliasson's and Sharefkin's papers in this volulne is whether

we have reason to bel.ieve that the econolny will ever return to

the old equilibriuln path. The disturbanee ltself leads to feedback

ef fects on the supply and demand sides. Demand patterns are al

tered and technicaJ change is induced. The underlying long-term

cost structure can develop very dlfferently, depending on whlch

path the price adjustrnent process takes. In this state, whic:h can

persist for years, ignorance prevails, market uncertainty is high

and the agents in the rnarket respond with tnistakes and with 1n

credsed caution. (See below Genberg's paper and the simulation ex

perirnents in Eliasson's paper.) The more sluggish the adjustrnent

process, the greater the feedback effects and the rnore rnarket

agents will interpret the telnporary disturbance as a long-tenn

phenornenon -- and rnake long-run adjustrnents to the new signa.1s.

In Figure 2 this case is illustrated by the new equilibriu111

path p and the :-novement of L:) towards it. We can illustrate

this case by referring to the Swedish eost explosion in 1975. It

did not reflect any change in the underlying long-run rnarket con

ditions: to the contrary, it ran against to thern. It was an effect

of the overheated Swedish econorny in the rniddle of the 70s. In

this state of unpredictability, Sweden's basic industrles ernbarked

on excessive lnvestrnent spending prografnmes based on Inisinter

preted price and profit signaJs.

Tha t rise in wages thre'w the structure of relative factor prices

far off its original track. Given the rigidity of the Swedish labor

Jnarket, with eentralized negotiations and very strong unions, the

irnbalance in the facto r market was not corrected by market

forces. But Swedish export industries, being price takers in corn

peti tive world lnarkets, had to adjust to the neweost si tuatlon

with strategies like substituting rnaehines for labor and investing

abroad rather an in Sweden. Thus a new structure of factor pric

es represented by the track p in Figure 2, was established.
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The econolnic debate in Sweden has in the Ineantime been focus

ed on whether Sweden has returned to the uni tiabor eosts the

country enjoyed prior to the crisis; the criterion was some sort

of purchasing power pari ty. The recent devaluat.ion of the Swed

ish krona (October 1982) seems to have ended this discussion

but cannot be interpreted as a return to the preerisis east situa

tion. In fact, it amounts to a new shoek to the price structure.

In Figure 2, T represents a price structure gradually moving

away fro:-n 1ts "equllibriuln path". As a consequence of price-con

trois, for instance, a price structure IS no longer cons1stent with

the under!ying eost structure rnay persist for sorne time. Industry

subsldies can have the sarne effect. If controls or subsidies are

abolished or break down, we expect pries to adjust and move to

wards an "equilibrluln" set of prices. 3 This rneans that what we

experience as a shock to the price systern might in fact be an

adjljstrn~nt. Something like that happened wit~ the exchange

rates when the Bretton-\Voods syste:n was abolished.
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III SHORT-RUN PRICE', STRUCTURE .-5TABILITY'··

The first thing to establish is whether the structure of relative

prices has been "stable" and if not, its movernent. F.igure 3 shows

relative price-change dispersion annually and over five-year pe

riods.

It is clear from that figure that the price structure has been far

frorn stable. Furtherrnore, the instabiiity has varied consider

ably. Periods of turbulent relative-price rnovernent can be dis

tinguished. To a large extent, those periods have coincided with

great upheavals in the international econolnic order, such as the

two world \vars, which radically changed the dernand and supply

situation.

World War l and the follo'W'ing deflationary crisis in Swedish indus

try was characterized by extrernely unstable relative prices.

After the end of the war and the adjustment to peace-time condi

tions that fol1owed, relative prices were 'cornparatlvely stable

untH the end of the 30s. The great depression .of the early 30s

see:ns to have had only Jninor effects on relative prices in Swe

den. This is 'well' in line with other findings that the crisis of the

30s had a much srnaller irnpact on long-run resource allocation in

Sweden than the crisis of the beginni,ng of the 20s. (See B. Carls

son et al., 1979). World War II and" its" after',nath represented a

new period with considerable shifts in the structure of relative

prices. Those developments culminated in the Korean War boom

of 1951. Stabilization of the price structure fol1o·wed up to the

oil crises .of the 70s, which show up as a new bump in the

curves.
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Relative price change dispersion in Swedish industry

1913-77, annual (RPS 1) and over five-year periods
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IV INFLATION AND RELATIVE PRICES - THE SHORT RUN

Infla tion degrades and distorts the informational content of price sig

nals. During a rapid and imperfectly anticipated inflation, it be

CO:lleS difficult for economic agents to distinguish between norninai

price changes and relative price changes. Nevertheless, many

econOrn ists have argued that we have no reason, a priori, to ex

pect that changes in the aggregate price level should affect rela

tive prices, or vice versa. In an Arrow-Debreu world, the aggregate

price level is just a ITIultiplier of equilibrium relative prices.

(See Patinkin, 1965, p. 131, and Yining & Elwertowski (1976». On

the other hand, many lnacroeconotnic policymakers have blaJned

the inflation of the 70s on rising oi! prices.

But ernpirical findlngs suggest that changes in the general price

level are in fact correlated with changes in the structure of rela

tive prices. The direction of the causality is, however, far frorn

clear. The issue was raised by Milis as earlyas 1927, and the hy

pothesls was tested by Graharn in 1930. To our knowledge the

question was not raised again until the middle of the 60s, when

Gleiser (1965) found a strong correlation between the rate of in

flation and relative price dispersion. During the 70s similar con

clusions were reached, by Parks (1978) and Yining & Elwertowski

(1976).

It is easy to construct theoretical arguments for the hypothesis

that rnovements in the general price level affect relative, prices.

Different markets react with different speed to an inflationary

pressure. An econolny consists of a many interdepending markets

with differing price' dynarnics. In some of those markets, prices

are adjusted daily or even rnore frequently. In others, prices are

set infrequently and adrninistratively. The latter is typical of mar

kets where prices are set in long-term contracts or adjusted only

by negotiati.on. (See for instance J.M. Clark, 1961.) The variety

of price-setting procedures in an econorny means that we should

expect at least a teInporary shiit in relative prices even in the

face of inflationary pressures.
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Furthertnore, dernand patterns should shift in periods of rapid in

flation. To protect thernselves fro:n rising prices, econornic

agents try to lnalntain real wealth. Thus they increase their de

tnands for durable goods and raw rnaterials, and decrease their

dernand for other products. Thus de:nands for different goods will

h3. ve dif .f·erent elasticities wi th respect to the rate of inflation.

Moreover , in inflationary periods 1t becomes more difficult to

identify changes in relative prices, and to diseriminate between

reJative-price and norninal-price changes. Consumers and produc

ers become less sensitive to nominal price signals, and their sup-

ply and dernand curves becolne less elastic. A given change in de

mand or supply leads to alarger spread in relative prices.

Finally, a rise in the general price level, whatever its origin, ge

nerates cOlnpensating wage elairns. Depending on the relative bar

ga1tung power of labor unions and ernployers, eost inereases will

differ across industries, changing relative' prices.

Thus far we have assurned that the direction of causality runs

frol'n inflation to relative price changes. But we might also assume

the opposite dlrection of causaiity: fro~~n shifts in relative prices

to il1creases in the general prlce level. Different markets react

with dif f'erent speeds to inflationary pressure, but they also react

asyrnrnetrically to upward and downward pressures on prices. Very

few iTlarkets in an econolny, if any, are of the "exchange" type,

where prices move freely up and down to a market-clearing

price. To the contrary, almost all prices are "adll1inistered" in

the sense of being quoted or negotia ted. Such prices are rnore or

less sticky in the short tenn.

A prirne exarnple of such a market in Sweden is of course the

labor rnarket. Centrally-negotiated increases and wage drift allow

for SOlne flexibility upwards, but it has been virtually irnpossible

to lower a wage. In such a market a randoIn ser ies of pressures

on wages results in a "ratehet action" increasing the level of

prices. (Clark, 1961.)
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The labor Jnarket is an extre:ne case, but the combination of

flexibility upwards and rigidity downwards is characteristic of

rnost Jnarkets. "Moreover, the degree of adrninistration in price

forrnation seems to have increased. Structural change withln manu

facturing supports this trend, as product differentiation and pro

duct sophistication increase in importance. In the Swedish engineer

ing industry, for exarnple, the price of the product has becorne

less irnportant as a cornpetitive facto r . (Carlsson et al., 1981.)

Increasing Governrnent interference in the forrnation of prices by

means ~)f contr~)ls and subsidies contribute to the sarne tendency.

Thus the cornbination of disequibriutn, structural imbalance and

price rigidity downwards tneans that ?rices tend to rise on rnar

kets with excess dernand, but that prices on ~narkets with excess

supply will not fa.ll correspondingly. The result will be an increase

in the aggregate price leve!.

A rela ted observa tion is that rnore rapid infla tion tends to be as

sociated with greater variation in the rate of inflation. This hy

pothesis has been tested by Foster (1973) and Logue-Willett

(1976), by cross-section analysis on a sarnple of countries. Their

findings support the hypothesis. When their rnethods are applied

to Swedish indust!"y data, the hypothesis cannot be rejected. The

coefficient of correlation between absolute changes in the gener

al price level (DP 1) and flljctuations in the rate of inflation

('lP 1) is 0.44.

There are sorne irnportant implicatlons for the behavior of relative

prices. Expectations r-=garding future inflation rates will differ

widely a:"nong econornic agents. Since prices depend, in part, on

those expectations, an increase in the dispersion of relative

prices is likely.

The relationship between changes ip the general ;:>rice level and

changes in relati ve prices for Swedish industr y is il1ust:'"a ted in Fig

ure 4. lt shows annual changes in price dispersion (RPS 1) and the

anru.vd. ~~.E.l~~~ change in industry prices. No qualitative distinc

tion is drawn between inflati.on and deflation.



Figure 4 Annual change in prices for industrial products, absolute value (OP l),

and annual relative prices change dispersion (RPS l) 1913-80 l
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The irnpression one gets frorn the figure is that the two variab

les are correlated. That irnpression is supported by the results re

ported in Table l. The siJnple correlation coefficient between the

spread in relative price change (RPS l) and the absolute change in

industry prices (OP l) is given; the coefficient is 0.72. 4 The co['re

lation coefficient between R·PS l and fluctuations in the rate of

inflation (YP l) is even stronger: the coefficient is 0.76.

If ,ve go one step further and estirnate a linear regression where

annual relative price change dispersion (RPS l) is regressed on the

absol.lJte change in the lndustry price (DP l), the variability of the

ra te ,Jf inflation (VP l) and a trend factor (T), we get the resu.lt

reported in Table 2.
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Correlation bet'Yeen annual relative price change

dispersion (R·PS l), annual· change in industry prices,

absolute value· (DPl) and annual change in the

rate of inflation' (VP1) 1914-771

----"-.--.. ---••••- ."- - _ ••••••-- -----_ ••_----_ ..._-- .- - -".-- - __ o .... _. • __ ._. .,, .. _

R~Sl. D~l..
-_._...... -..- - -..- -"-'-"--- ._-- '-.'-'- ._. __ .... __ ..__ ._ ..._-----._._---_._-_._---- ._._~._-

0.72

0.76

0.72

0.44

0.76

0.4·4

---" _.__ .- - ---". _._ .:. .-...:--~ _.--- - ~.':.._-_ _. .:.._-....;.--. ---_ .._----- -_ ..- --'--'-

l These tneasures are defi:'led in Appendix 1.

Table 2 Linear regression with annual relative price

change dispersion (RPS 1) as dependant variable

and annual change in industry prices, absolute

value (OP1), annual change in the rate of inflation

(VP1) and a trendfactor (T) as independent variables

1914-771

Dependent
variable
RPS 1 Constant DP 1 T DW

0.0432

(7.87)

0.1679

(6.6)

0.2355

(7.60) (-3.78)

0.797

(Student t-values (i~ parenthesi:j), and R 2 adjusted for degrees of free
do:n)

l These ineasures are defined in Appendix l.
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V INFLATION AND RELATIVE PRICES - THE LONG RUN

The fundamental role of the price systern is to transfer informa

t ion to agents in ~he market process. Producers and consumers

ean then deeide what to produce or eonsume, and how. The infor

Ination content of price signals in this connection lies in relative

prices: the price of oi! relative to' coal, the price of labour relative

to capital, the price of engineering products relative to textile

products, and so on.

We have seen that as the rate of inflation increases it tends to

vary' rnore rapidly over time. We have also seen that there is a

strong tendency for relative-price change dispersion to increase.

Sornetirnes those changes in relative prices are temporary and

reflect instabillties in the price systetn. In that case, the original

relative prices are quickly restored, and market agents need not

make any long-run adjustrnent. If, however, the new relative

price reflects long-run changes in lnarket conditions we have

what we caU tr~~~.~~~_f!lati<?,~~~~_~l;!~~.

The speed of adjustrnent depends on whether we introduce adjust

ment costs in our scheme of thought or not. Traditionally, we

assurne; however, that there exists a unlque equillbriurn, and that

the eeonomy eventually will get there. But to understand the

role of prices in a dynarnie transformation process, we must aban

don such abstraetions .. Decisions to react to a priee signal by re

allocating reSources depend on how participants in the market

process perceive the change in relative prices, i.e., as being teln

poraryor perrnanent. Transfor'nation pressure exists only if the

change in 're'lative price, is perceived as reflecting a long-run

shif t in market condi tions. If that change is transi tory, expecta

tions are frustrated as the old relative prices are reestablished.

When, for instance, the Swedish steel industry interpreted the

1973 increase in relative steel prices as perrnanent and started

to invest hea vi1y, i t made a costly er ror •



For the actions triggered by a price signal, the distinction between

real and fict! tious is unirnportant; for the consequences, the

distlnction is of course fundamental.

For a change in the relative prices to be interpreted as a long

run shift, the question of duration is crucial. Transformation pres

sure will hardly arise if an .increase in the relative price of a

product is wiped out wi thin a year. On the other hand, as time

passes more econontic agents will rnake long-run adjustrnents to

price signals. Those reactions will in turn a.f.fect the relative

price. The Swedish iron-are !nining in the post-war period illus

trate<; the point. After World 'V/ar II the relative price of Swedish

ore rose by about two thirds untll the end of the 50s. Enorrnous

land rents 'W'ere earned by the principal Swedish iron ore compa

ny, LKAB, \vhich had gros,s profi t margins of about 65: per cent.

During the 60s and 70s the high price resulted in new rnines

being opened up in ot~er parts of the world, eroding land rents

earned by LKAB and lowering the relative price of iron ore.

Today the relative price of Swedish ir0n or mining is one-third

lower than it was at the end of World 'War II. LKAB has becorne

burden on i ts regional econorn y.

Thus when we ask whether transformation pressure has had time

to arise or not, the choice of period has to be a cornprornise be

tween these two aspects. We have calculated relative price

change dispersion over fi ve year periods (RPS 5) for the period

1913 to 1980. That measure, together with the measure of annual

dispersion is shown in ,Figure 3. Comparison of the two curves

suggests that rnany of the annual changes in relative prices indeed

were ternporary, and di~appear. if five-year periods are studied.

Nevertheless the characteristics of the one-year curve remain. It

is clear tha t the period up to the end of the 20s, and the de

cades of the 40s and .50s, were characterized by considerably

ITlOre tra,nsforrnation pressure than the 30s and particularly the

60s up to the first oil crisis. Particularly striking is the increase

in transforrTlation pressure in the 70s.
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The connection between relative price change dispersion and

changes in the general prlce level also rernalns strong. In Fig-

ure 5, RPS5 is shown -- along with the arithmetic mean of absolute

changes in industry prices (DP5). The two variables are analogous

to the price variables presented on an annual basis above. As can

be seen in Table 3, the coefficient of correlation between infla

tion and relative price change dispersion is 0.68 on a flve-year

basis.

The hypothesis that a high rate of inflation is assocjated with

greater variability in the rate inflation is also supported. The co

efficient of correlati.on between those variables on a five-year

basis is 0.90, considerably higher than the corresponding calcula

tian cOl'nputed fro:'n annual data. We also find a strong correla

tian between the spread in relative price changes and variability

in the rate of inflation. As can be seen fro'n Table 4, we obtain

a better estimate of the linear relationship between relative

price changes and inflation variability than between price changes

and the changes in the general price level. If botlt variables are

considered, variability takes over cOlnpletely as an explanatory va

riable. This is of course due to the strong correlation between

the two independent variables.
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Correlation between relative price change dispersion

(RPS5), change in industry prices (DP5) and variabiJity

in the rate of inflation (VP5) 1913-77. All variables

on a five-year basis!

0.68

0.80

0.68

0.90

0.80

0.90

Table 4

! These lneasures are presented in Appendix l.

Linear regressions with relative price change dispersion (RPS5) as dependent

variable and change in industry prices, absolute value (OP5), variability in

the rate of inflation (VP5) and a trendfactor (T) as independent variables

1913-77. All variables on a five-year basisl

Dependent Constant

variables

Independent variables

T DW

RPS5 0.255 0.1038 -0,003 0.89.5 0.5839
(&.475) (5.356) (-4.417)

RPS5 0.0220 0.0360 0.0002 1.247 0.705
(8.491) (7.984) (-3.906)

RPS S 0.0224 -0.0389 0.0453 -0.0003 1.308 0.707
(8.602) (-1.1806) ( !I.987) (-3.921)

(Student t-values in parenthesis, R2 adjusted for degrees of freedom.r

l These rneasures are presented in Appendix l.
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VI CRISES AND RELATIVE PRICES

We have seen aboV-e that: sorne periods in the history of Swedish

industry have been characterized by substan'tially larger changes

in relative prices. Those periods are the two world wars, includ

ing their preludes and afterrnaths, the Korean boom in 1951 and

the stagflationary crisis of the 70s. The Swedish econolny was

characterized by extre:ne irnbalances during these periods. The

discussion above has indicated that they \vere not just temporary.

They had conslderable structuraJ content, meaning that price

signals pointed to the need for long-run 'structural adjustrnent.

We have called those periods "erises", and we view them as

shocks that rnoved relative priees far frorn equilibriuln. How,

then, did prices adjust af ter these shoeks? What, for instanee,

was the time profi.le of aggregate relative price changes? C:an

we identlfy repet.itive patterns?

To explore these, questions.. w.e want to study. how prices develop

ed during and af ter ::the erlsis in. comparison with the priee struc

ture prior to the crisis. We have chosen 1913, 1920, 1939, 1949,

and 1972 as base years: those are the prices wi th whlch we wish

to compare price changes. Starting frorn ~hese years we have

acculnulated data on relative price ehanges 20 years into the fu

ture. The behaviour of this Ineasure RPSACC is il1ustrated in Fig

ure 6. That figure shows how the structure of industry prices

evolved du~il'lg 1913-33, cornpared to the priee strueture of

1913. Prlee di sperslon inereased up to 1918, when reJat ive priee

changes in industry averaged 26 per cent. Subsequently, relative

prices Inoved towards the strueture of 1913. That movernent was

lnterrupted in 1920-21 andresurned again in 1922. Th~ relative

prlces of 1913 were, however, not reeståblished. If this had been

the case, RPSACC would have been O that year. Instead, move

ment tn\vards pre-war 'relative prices ceased in 1927 at a relative

price change of SOine 15 percent on average co!npared with 1913.

The behaviour of the price structure during the six erises episo

des is shown In Figures 7A-F. The ;neasure depicted indicates
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l The measures' are pr~sented in Appendix 1.
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whe ther relative price changes have been temporaryor persist

ent. Did the structure of relative prices return rapidly to the

preshock structure? Did diverging price. rnovernents also reflect

long-run shifts in market conditiJns and thus signal transforrna

tion pressure in the Swedish econolny? If price shocks were tern

porary the curve of cumulative relative price change should ITIOVe

rapidly toward zero or toward a long-run trend of relative price

chCinge. There are SOlne conceptual problems in interpreting Fig

ure 7 since, regardless of externa1 shocks, productivity changes gen

erate contil1UoUS changes in relative prices.

The curve with 1913 as base year ~hows the effect of ~or1d.

War I on relative price developrnent. (Figure 7.'\.) The outbreak

of the war led to conslderable relative-price shifts. AcculTIulated

relative price change increased up to 1918. That period was a1so

characterized by very high rates of inflation, on average 25 per

cent per year. Those price inovernents reflected the abnonnal" si

tuation the Swedish econolny experienced in the shadow of the

war on the contjnent.

It is obvious that these very large changes in relative prices re

flected long-run shiIts ln the co~nposition of dernand, contingent

on continuation of the war. As seen in Figure 7A, an average rel

ati.ve price change in Swedish industry fro!n 1913 to 1918 '\Vas

26 %. Sweden adapted to a war econolny, or rather to an econo

my in a state of alert, through an inflationary, and increasingly

speculative, booln.

On the other hand, much oJ the price slgnaling reflected the ex

traordinary delnand and supply conditions of 'Nor1d War I. The

fact that Swedish lndustry made long-run adjustrnents to those

condi tions rneant that once the war was over, a painful readjust

ment to peace-tirne conditions would be necessary. Major sectors

of Swedish lndustry had almost no chance of surviving that read

justrnent .. A movernent in relative prices towards the structure of

1913 was initiated in 1919 and the rate of inflation decreased
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Figure 7 Accumulated relative price change dispersion

(RPSACC)l 1913-33, 1920-40, 1930-50, 1939-59, 1949

69 and 1972-80

(percent per year)
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l The measures are presented in Appendix l.
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markedly. Extensive inventory accumulation delayed the readjust

ment cris1s. At the end of 1920, however, prices started to fall.

The openl y-declared intention of the Swedish governrnent to re

turn to the, prewar gold-standard reinforced that fall in prices.

The post\var deflation culminated in 1921, when the average

price of industrial goods fell by 25 percent, and by another 22

percent in 1922.

Thus far, that was the rnost severe c'r1sis Swedish industry had ex

perienced. Regarding relative prices, we can see from the 1913

curve that SOlne movement towards the price structure of the

base year occurred. That rnovement continued in 1922-24, when

the general price level had stabilized. Nevertheless, if we summa

rize the accurnulated changes in relative prices, World War I and

1t5 afterrnath saw far greater changes, and even long-run chang

es, than any other period during the 20th century.

If we exalnine the curve frorn 1920 onwards, we get a sornewha t

different impression of what has been called the Deflationary cri

sis. (Figure 75.) The large relative-price changes of 1921-22

were of a long-run character. Between 1922 and 1930, relative

prices changed very little frorn their 1920 values.

The production and employment effects of the Grea!._Depr_essiol}

of the 30s on the Swedish econoJny were considerable, but they

were short-lived. The depression did not really reach Sweden

until 1931, and the trough bottoln of the slump came in 1933.

Af ter that, avigorous upswing started and peaked in 1937, when

industr ial production was up 50 per cent over the previous boorn.

Sweden's foreign trade increased rnore than 20 per cent frorn

peak to peak in a time when world trade was stagnant .. The suc

cessful, but more or less accidental, devaluation of 1931 played

'an important part in the perforrnance of the Swedish industry in

the 30s.

The behavior of industrial prices and transformation pressure in

the crisls of the 30s differed radically fro:n the corresponding be-
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havior patterns during other crises. The deflationary tendency of

the 205 persisted through the crisis and up into the middle of the

30s. That decade saw the origins of the inflationary .period that

has run through the whole post-war era. lt is no coincidence

that this historical reversal of trends began within a few years

of the reorientation of econolnic policy under the Social Demo

crats, who carne into power 1932.

Relative prices remained remarkably stable in comparison with

the great dispersion in relatfve price changes that has character

ized the other crises (Figure 7C.)

The beginnings of the next wave of inflation coincide with the

outbreak of World War II in 1939. We have chosen this as the--------
base year for our next curve. (Figure 7D.) As was the case dur-

ing World War I, Swedish industry had to adapt to a "war econo

my". But that transition was Jnuch smother this time, in part be

cause of better policy de"cisions but also in part because condi

tions were different. Swedish industry could depend on a much

larger dOlnestic market, and was to alarger extent oriented to

wards that market. And Swedish industry had seen more than 15

years of financial consolidation, albeit from a weak position.

World War I was preceded by hectic growth with a considerable

element of speculation; Sweden had a much more stable and

mature industrial sector in 1939.

Nevertheless, the smooth adjustment of Swedish industry to

large changes in relative prices was remarkable. Given wartirne

conditi0ns, most price signals Inust have been perceived as struc

tural and expected to persist. Thus strong transformation pressure

was created. This is indicated by the 1939 curve, which suggests

that price dispersion was significantly and cumulative, during the

first half of the war. A relatively high rate of inflation was also

characteristic of that period. By 1944 prices had stabilized, and

three years of gradual movement of prices towards those of of

the 1939 occurred.
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At the end of World '~ar II, Swedis:l econornic policy was mobi

lized for structural crisis like that of the 20s. The expected crisis

never materialized, and what happened was entirely different

fro'n what had been expected. The Swedish economy obvlously ad

justed very easily to post-INar conditions. Relative prices showed

no tendency to returi1 to pre-wrar levels in contrast to what happen

ed af ter World War I. To the contrary, the 1939 curve of curnu

lative changes in relative prices indicates a movement still fur

ther away fr'~ln the price structure of 1939 (Flgure 70.) Further

more, those price rnovernents were, on the whole, extre:nely fa

vorable, reflecting the unique cOIl)petitive position of Swedish in

dustry, af ter the war. One indicator is the development of Swe

den's tenns of trade, which increased some 50 percent in the

first five years after the war.

Tha t deveJopment peaked in the infla tionary Ko~~!!..-.Boom of

1951 (Figure 7E.) It was also characterized by rapidly shifting re

lati.ve prices. Calling the Korean boom a "crisis" may seeln sorne

what :5drprising. Priee signals this time, however, had a strong

structural content as can be seen fro:n the curve of curnulative

price changes starting fro:n 1950. Those changes treated reallo

cation pressures with far-reaching long-run consequences for the

development of Swedish industry. We can identify a tendency

for the pr iee structure of 1950 to be reestablished. It is srnall,

however, and rnost of the relative price changes represented long

run shiits.

From the rniddle of the 50s, there were almost 20 years of grad

ual aCCUITIlJlated change in the price structure relative to the

str ucture in 1950. The curve strongly suggests an econorny not

subject to rnajar external shocks. Relative prices tend to oscillate

around an "equilibrlutn" path, as dietated by underlying produc

tivity changes. But an increase in the rate of change can be spot

ted froll) the Iniddle of the 60s.

In 1973 infJation gathered speed once more, and relative price

changes increased as the St~--&!lationary_Crisis_ deepened. This
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shows up very clearly in Figure 7F; in that figure 1972 is taken

as the base year. Those price trends were further reinforced in

1974. As the rate of inflation decreased in 1975, there was a

marked return of relative prices towards the structure of 1972.

In this respect the first oil crisis -- or rather the boorn for raw

Jna terials, of which the oil price rise \\:as an important part -

saw more over-shooting than the earl ier er ises. Moreover , the

price rnovernents of 1973-74 saw sIllaller long-run shifts in relative

priees (exeept for the relative price of oH) than any of the

earller crises, apart frorn the depression of the 30s. That does

not rnean that the crisis of 1973-74 did not signal increasing

tra'\sfor:nation pressure. On the contrary there was a marked in

crease in such pr·essure in the 70s eornpared with the 60s, but 1t

seerns to have been srnaller than in the other six erisis episodes.

Particularly noteworthy was the difference between price rnove

ments in the first and second oil crises. Whereas the first oil cri

sis was part of a more general rnaterials boom, the second oil

crisis was a "true" oi! erlsis: the relative price of oi! increased

rapidly, whUe other prices lagged.

Considering the problerns facing large sectors of Swedish indus

try, this behaviar 'was puzzling. Perhaps sectors had lost their

abiHty to lnake the neeessary long-run real1')cation even in the

face of a moderate increase in transformat.ion pressure, for want

of financial resources or rnanagerial skills or beeause of rigidities

in the wirler econorny. Or perhaps those sectors were forbidden,

by the govenrnent, to adjust, for reasons of regional and labor

market policy considerations. The existence of "larne duck indus

tries" irorn which private capi tal has withdrawn and the state

has r.no\'ed in with huge subsidies give sorne support to this ob

servation. Probably, however, we must link the increase in trans

fonnation pressure with the wage cost explosion in the Swedish

econOH1Y in the rniddle of the 70 s. T~a t abnonnal incr·~ase in

wage costs created financial problerns for rnuch of Swedish indus

tr y, probleJns tha t 'Nere rnlstaken for structural problerns.
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VII RESULTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The fundarnental role of prices in a market economy is that of

guiding resource-allocation declsions. The relevant prices in this

context are relative prices, represented in this paper by producer

prices for 42 individual industries in relation to a price index for

all manufacturing and mining. 5

Changes in relative prices, regardless of the underlying causes,

create transformation pressure, i.e. pressure to reallocate re

sources. In a functioning market econolny, the agents participating in

the market process must respond. An increase in dernand for the

output of sorne particular industry pushes up the relative price of

i ts products, and dra ws addi tional resources into that industry.

A drop in demand, on the other hand, creates an incentive to with

draw resources. Changing relative prices, originating in changes

on the supply side work in the sarne manner •

If relative price changes in the econorny are aggregated, we can

define .an indicator of tt:le econolny-wide tranformation pressure.

In such arneasure (defined more precisely in Appendix l), relative

price changes should enter with their numerical values since both

upward arid downward change$ signal transformation pressure.

DisequiHbria in which positive and negative quasi-rents are being

earned are the usual state of affairs in a modern econorny. Thus

there are al ways profi ts to be made, and the person who first

perceives such opportuni ties is the entrepreneur. Indeed those

disequ~librid represent a driving force in the transformation pro

cess, and hence in econot"nic developrnent. They may be the re",:

sult of new products, new processes, new markets and new inst1

tuti.ons. This is the Schutnpeterian process of creative destructjon,

which alters the economy fro··n within. The disequilibria may, how

ever, be the result of external shocks to the econornic systems,

such as the two world wars or the oi! crisis of the 70s.
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Whatever their causes, disequilibria result in diverging relative

price rnovernents. How participants in the marke t process in

terpret and react to such rnovernents will be decisive for the

speed and directlon of e~onomic development.

The first thing we established in this paper was that the struc

ture of industrial prices in Sweden has been far fro,-n stable dur

ing the peirod analysed. And the size of that instability has va

ried considerably, as shown in Figure 3. Thus the transformation

pressures in Swedish industry have varied over time. We can dis

tinguish periods characterized by large relative-prlce shLfts. To a

considerable extent those periods coincide with upheavals in the

in terna tional econornic order, such as the two world wars, includ

ing thelr prologues and aftennaths. The associ~ted changes in de

mand and supply condi tions clearly did not reflect technological

change.

A related question is 'W'hether these results reflect purely short

run relative-price instabilities, whlch would disappear over the

longer terIn. We have chosen to examine this issue by looking at

fl ve-year periods. The results are also shown in Flgure 3. The dif

ferences between the annual and the fi ve-year relative price

change dispersion show that relative prlces were signaling short

run changes. Nevertheless, the two curves are qualitatively sirni

lar.

In the context of industrial tranforrnation and the signalling func

tion of prices, ternporary rela tive price changes are not uninterest

ing phenolnena. If the arnplit'Jde of short-run price signals grows

it becornes increasingly dif ficult for participants in the market

process to discrirninate between long- and short-run signals. Allo

cat.ive decisions then ~nust be rnade in a situation of greatly 1n

creased uncertainty, and errors in investrnent are llkely.

Since econornic agents lnust rely on norninai price signals, unantic

ipated inflation in effect increases the noise to signal ratio and
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reduces the information content of the price structure. Moreover ,

if prices are sticky downwards, increasing relative prices for

some industry's output will increase the rate of inf.lation. The hy

pothesls that there exists a correlation between short-run fluctua

tions in the general price level and annual relative price disper

sion has been tested on a cross-section of countries. For those

countr.ies, it cannot be rejected. Our data for Sweden give sirnilar

results, both on an annual basis and on a five-year basis.

Since 1913 Swedish industry has been exposed to several shocks

or "crises", as a result of drastically changed market conditions.

The outbreak of World War I lnitiated an inf.lationary boorn in

the Swedish econorny, which grew increasingly overheated and spec

ulatlve. The return to peacetirne rnarket conditions took place

in a deflationary crisis with !nass unernployment and the financial

collapse of major sectors of Swedish industry. The crisis of 1921-22

was much Inore severe than the great depression of the 30s.

Above all transformaton pressure -- the need to rnake long-run

adjustrnents -- was rnuch srnal1er in the lat ter crlsis.

World 'Nar II drastically changed market conditions for Swedish

industry. This tirne the increse in transformation pressure was

Inuch Tnore successfully handled by industry. Similarly, the prob

lerns encountered af ter World 'Nar I were not repeated. On the

contrary, the cornpetitive strength of Swedish industry can be

sUinrnarized by the 50 percent increase in tenns-of-trade that

took place 1945-51. This developrnent culminated in the infla tionary

boom. of the Korean war in 1951. The international econolnic envi

ronment then stabilized, and the Swedish econotny was not subject

ed to new external shocks until the oil crises of the 70s.

In all these crises the ability of Swedish industry to adjust to ra

dically new rnarket conditions was tested• .1\ world cr.isis ip this

context does not necessarily mean worsened market conditions~

On the contrary, the years follo'Ning World 'War II greatly irnprov

ed the coropetitive posItion of Swedish industry. Nevertheless,
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transformation pressures forced Swedish industry make long-run

adjustrnents, with consequences for the transformation of Swedish

industry all through the post-',var period.

The development of indus tr ial pr ices in all but one of these eri

ses was characterized by an initial phase of rapid change in the

general price level and by turbulent relative-price rnovernent.

High infl a tian rates characterized the beginning of the two World

Wars, the Korean boorn and the oil crises. The deflationary crisis,

on the other hand, almost halved the price level within two

years. In this general picture the crisis of the 30s stands out as

a note'.vorthy exception, since it was not accornpanied by any major

change in industrial prices. This is in line with other findings

that t~e crisis of the 30s dif fered fro:n the others in important

aspeets.

Price movernents during the ini tial phase of most of the crises

included considerable overshooting. But af ter a fe'loV years there

was a tendency for relat1ve prices to return to their or iginal val

ues. Once again, the crisis of the 30s is an exception, since it

saw nei ther inflation/deflation of any signlficance, nor substantiai

relative price change dispersion, and consequently no overshoot

ing. The deflationary crisis of the 20s was rnoreover characteriz

ed by alarger one-time shift in relative prices.

The tendency for a precrisis price structure to be restored

should, however, not be exaggerated. In almost all the episodes,

there remained a rnarked shiIt in relative prices, meaning that rel

ative price movenlents had reflected long-run changes in market

conditions. lt is not possible to talk of any of the crises as bub

bles, or temporary shocks to the price structure, without long-run

consequencies.

The findings in thIs paper show that relative price rnovements in

stagflationary crisis of the 70s to sorne extent reselnble those of

the other crisis episodes. The initial phase, of inflation and
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strongly diverging price movelnents, is there. The tendency to re

establish the original structure of relative prices seerns to have

been more pronounced, meaning that relative price dispersion was

essentially short-run nature. The stagflatlonary crisis thus has

meant less transformation pressure on Swedish industry, i.e~ smal

ler long-run shiIts in relative prices. But this tirne Sweden has

coped with the crisis ,nuch less successfully than with previous

crises in tenns of growth, external balance and price stability.

The abi.lity to adjust and the flexibility of the econorny have

been inadequate. Could it be that all our sophi-sticated econornic

policy rneasures airning at stabilization and fine tuning of the

econofny cost us the ability to handle price shocks? Have we so

constralned the working of markets that they no langer can per

form thei~ tasks satisfactorily?
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APPEHDIX I

p - Price indeI

The analysis is based on data showing how prices

have developed in 42 industries 1913-80. These

price series have been aggregated into a producer

price index for industrial goods. The index formu

la used is a Divisia-index formula.

42 p,
J t

p
t

-
l

• l. (o, • ~._._._).

j=l J t - l J t - l

where

p price index total manufacturing and mining

industries

P. price index, branch j
J

RPSx - Re1ative price change dispersion

o' share of production value of manufacturing
J

and mining industry for branch j.

42
P.

P
t

RPS
l \'

Jt / -l(. o. (-_._-~) (::._.- -)
x

t
x J·t - x P.j=l J t - x P t - x

(here 1. and 5Thp length of period

years)

v/here
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The share of branch j in the total

production value of manufacturing and

mining industry in year t-x

Price index for branch j

Price index for industrial products

Accumu1ated re1ative price chanqe
dispersion

RPS Accumulated relative price change
ACCt_(t+x)

dispersion between the base year

t and year t+x

42 P.
Pt +xJ t +xRPS ~

jt
(_._-) / (._._.~) - l

ACCt_(t+x) j=1 P. P
tJ t

where

x = 1,2,3, .... 20.

DP

l.

p

Change in the prices of industria1

products, absolute value

Annual percentage change in the

price index for industrial

products, numerical valne

Annual change in industry prices,

percent



2. DP
St

VP

l. VP
1

93

Average change over 5-year periods

in the price index for industrial

products, absolute value

~ . ~ I ~i
l=t-x

Variabi1ity i~ the rate of change in

the price index for industrial products

Annual variability in the prices of
industrial products

The variability in the prices of

industrial products over S-year

periods

2. VP S

t
Y

i=t-S
p. /5

1
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APPENDIX II

The Data

The picture of Swedish industrial transformation

we have presented' is based on statistical material

compiled for this paper and for an earlier paper

on re,lativeprices and structural change (Josefs

son-Örtengren, 1980). At this level of disaggrega

tion, no comparable data exists for Swedish indus

trial development from 1913 to 1980. Below we

list the sources of our data on prices, production

volume and sales value.

In our compilation of data we have aimed at an

internally consistent set of indices. Another prin

ciple has been to use official figures, when avai

lable. These two principles have sometime been in

conflict with one another. In those cases we have

given priority to the second, i.e. that official

figures should be used. The most important devia

tion from this rule concerns the price index for

Total ~lanufacturing 1953-63, where our implicit

def1ator has been chosen. The reason is that the

official index for wholesale prices deviates consi

derably from our implicit index. V~e have in this

case given priority to the need for consistency.

The 42 branches (see below) have been classified

according to the Swedish standard classsification

of economic activi ties (SNI), which is identical

with the ISIC 1968 up to and including the four

digit level. In addition it has a. fifth and a

sixth digit level of national classification.
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That system for classification has been used in

the Swedish industrial statistics since 1968.

Before 1968, estab1ishments in industry were clas

sified ac~ording to a national nomenc1ature. In

its outlines it dated back to 1913, with some

alterations. For

time-series have

such linkages are

and 1967.

l Sa1es va1ue

comparability over

been linked . The most

for 1939, 1945, 1951,

"time, our

important

1953, 1963

Sales value in current prices has been taken from

the Swedish industria1 statistics 1913-80. Sales

value has been chosen, instead of value added,

since no data on the latter variable is avai1able

before 1953. That is the year in which it was

introduced into Swedish industria1 statistics.

2 Production Vo1ume

We have used three sources.

a 19l~~iQ: The basic statistical material compi

led at the IUI in 1950, when the Institute revised

the production volume series of the Federation of

Swedish Industries (see Ruist, 1950).

b 1940~1~: The production-volume figures calcu

lated by the Board of Commerce and published in

the journal Kommersiella Meddelanden.

c 1949=.-§.Q.: Different production volume figures

from the Swedish Central Board of Statistics.

For total Hining and t1anufacturing the production

volume has been calculated as the weighted average

of the production volurnes in the individual bran

ches. A standard Divisia-formula has been used.
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3 Prices

In most cases, when official price indices have

been available, they have been used. But where no

official price index exists, which is the rule

before 1950, we have calculated prices as the

implicit deflator between the sales value in cur

rent and constant prices, calculated as given

above.

This means th'at our price indices should be treat

ed with some caution. Besides the usual problems

of price index calculations, they h~ve the prob

lems of historical time series.
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SNI-c1ass Type of price index 1

l Mining, quarrying

2 Meat production
3 Dairies
4 Fish, fruit or vegetab1es

tinned or frozen
5 Margarine production
6 Mi11ing industry
7 Bakeries
8 Sugar industry
9 Confectionary

10 Beverages (liquor excl)
11 Other' food industry
12 Spinning, weaving etc
13 Knitwear industry
14 Wearing apparel
15 Tanneries
16 Furs and leather industry
17 Footwear
18 Other textile industry
19 Sawn wood
20 Other wood products
21 Pu1p industry
22 Paper industry
23 Other pulp and paper
24 Printing, pub1ishing
25 Ferti1izers
26 Paints
27 Soap and detergents
28 Petroleum refineries
29 Matches
30 Other chemicals
31 Rubber products
32 Pottery, china etc.
33 Glass and products
34 Bricks and ti1es
35 Cement
36 Other stone and c1ay
37 Iron and stee1
38 Meta1 products
39 Machinery n.e.c.
40 Electrica1 machinery
41 Transport equipment
42 Shipbuilding, repair
43 Mining and Manufacturing

2

3111
3112
3113
3114
31151
3116
3117
3118
3119
3133

3211
3213
322
3231
3232-33
324

33111

34111
34112

342
3512
3521
3253
353
352901

355
3610
3620
3691
36921

37
381
382
383
3842-49
3841
2+3

Ca1cu1ated from the foreign
trade statistics
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices
1963-1980: Producer prices

1963-1980: Producer prices
1949-1980: Wholesa1e prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices

. 1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices
1949-1980: Who1esale prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices

1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices
1949-1980: ~'fuo1esale prices

1963-1980: Producer prices
1949-1980: Wholesa1e prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices
1949-1980: Who1esa1e prices

2 )

1949-1980: Wholesale prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices

1949-1980: Who1esale prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: roducer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices
1963-1980: Producer prices

Producer prices
1913-1963: Implicit def1ator
1964-1980: Producer prices

1 When no index type is spec~fied, an implicit deflator has been used.

2
No data avai1ab1e after 1971 for reasons of confidentiality.
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Tab1e l Sa1es va1ue in Swedish mining and

manufacturing 1913-80

Million SEK

The branches are numbered according to the list

presented above (page 97).

10 12 1.3 1. ~.;

I+Cj

39
7~::;

'l'}

301.
3~:i7

306

ll·';'

:I. s; 1.1· ~.:.i

?1.~06

:?ll·'+LJ
::.:!21c;
1'7'1.3
20:57
21.88

207'1

:I. 023
1. 0'50
1079
:I. 3:t./;"
:1.1'7'1
133:::>'
:l :'.~93

1339
1.3DO
11+03
13~:.;B

1373
1'·191
:1.636
1709
lBFI·
19;!t;
1.97~.::i

63
76
76
B3
9:1.

30

:I.&..
16
18

~5 (10

7 o~.:j

7~~;1.~

10'i
130
l ~':;3

163
16:~

1.[,>0
167
l e'1'

1.I·7 l l·

:)97
31l
~:o O
:.3 (I?

U:?:I
El;!:I.
939
970

10~U

10B9
1191.
1217

lpl+D
lBOO
18::!1.
1911
;~04{)

933
1027

'lOB6
1..3~:i"i

1032
1L5;:!
l O~:j/.::

1. o:~I.~

1::::'»9
, 11+93
177~:.;

3q·3

~.:.; 0:·!7 .
~:;;:.:·I.I·?

t,i.j·E;:3
l !.J. b O
E:2 l l·0

9487

::.::OB

BLI·
<iD
9~5

103
11.1
120
1. ;.~ 1
120
11 ~:i

L3 1+
1.37
11./.:::!
1::j6
1B3
1.96
::!O?

:1.1
1.1
:I. :~)

1.7
23
LJ·O
4·';'
l~8

31

;!D
30
31
29'
30

39
l~ 1.
1.i·~5

50

1. (I ~:.i l
?:'~;"-t

:1. (I ~.:;9

:l.1B1
117B
1330
141.3

1~:.i3

1BO
1.BLJ·
330
:~:: o<;'

1+01.i·
1.1· 7 f.:.
1.)·(:;6
ll·3~:.i

LI·90

9':)0
:1. O;?3
1:1.0b
11 ~.;:I.

121D

::::7'6
01.1.

91
<;'8

1 O,~

HO
11:2
113
U1
105

?::!
lOt.:.
1 :1.'+
123
133
1. l ,.;,i

31

1:'::6:.3
:I. ~~'7'7
1:36D
l4B1.
1.~:'.i (,1.
1 ....>73
1.719
:l.B3,'.:.
:;,;[){,)

::.:: ~~: l ::.::
:::!l.j·1l
~~613

2828
3204

97J)
1024·
1065
1201

17

16
16
II
1. ~;.

:l6
:1.3
12
U.
12
l l l·
1 I.~

l l,.
1'+
t ~.:.;

19
JB
18

3:1.3

Ll ()
110
122
:I.1.~3

133
96

14:':j
20~)

:l.i37
:i.~:j3

161
178
1132
:I. 9~!.
211

t,.3 (I '+
7180

:l.3~:; 72
10j 7'+

S:·~:.i El!.>
Uq 84
'7")' 67
66 7j
8~5 73

1 (I n "i'I~

11 [I 91
1::?3 :101

l o~.'.i

:I.'11.i 11:3
l l l· :I. 11 ~.j

260 307
2 1+7 1.1·09
:?:·..:n 1+7 1+

101. J (I 1.

{):::;::.il+

-"JO ~!.::.~

~:.i~~ '") ..:'

'""/6 ~:;3

1+6 B?
::5'5 9::5
D'l, :1.:1.2

:1.:1.6 161+
l~.:.iC:j' t 93
21.i6 21~j

::.:~ B7 :? ~.:j '7'

~~: 01 ,+t. (I

21.i·(I :~j7'7'

11.i·(3 ~S.~,D

::::1:1. {,l F:.
::::";;I.i "/0(,
3B:~. 'l17
1.i·'+0 B'53

:1.190
:1. :I.'~ o :I. 30~.:.;

11(32 13:::.i9
:I. oo7 ll.i·'+~!.

:I. 11.J·(? t .~.'?:::::

l ;'!'{,O :l.U:'!~::

l I.i. G,l:. lE:.~,"?

13~S5 l Ci'~:j(?

l291 226 1+
l '+f.! o
16:1.6
l (,{)7

:I.'+:??
:1./,29
:I. '?Ht:J :~)'):?'I

17.;.:.' (I 1.i·::~;2~~i

l :::i ,l:., 6 1·1· ~::;:~: 1
l /:.'+~:j I.I/;CI.:.
l ::::il.l':·::O
l UO·,:! ~:.;71+F;

):1.11
?(lS;7

:;:.001 t,;':;-GO
::~, :'~. :I o

::.~L~ I+~:.i 9907
:.3:?::!1 :I. 0823
3f::34 12077
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23 25 26 27 28 30

1913
1911.1
191::;
191/:,
:1.917
1918
:1.919
19~?0

19;~ :I.
192:;;
1923
192 1+
:1.925
1926
1927
:1.92::3
19:'.~9

1930
1931
1932
1933
19;·~;1.1

1935
19::~;/:.,

1937
1938
1939
19~0

19Li·:I.
191·1·;.:~

19~3

19~4

1945
1946
l S)l~"/

19~8

1949
1950
1°51
19~:S2

1. i?'~:.;3

19'51.J
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1?61
1962
1963
1964
19f.:,~!

196/:..
1967
1':;'/:.. 8

1.971
l '?7~)

1(,'7:3
1. 971.J·
1 S",/ ~:.i

197t,
:1.97-,:"
197:~l,

. 1979
1980

lO
13
l::.;
19

9
10
lO
10

9
9

lO
:L:l
U.
:1.1
10

9
9

11
l-r

1 ~:5

lE:
19
2 l \.

25
lf 1
43
lf3
49
(.)3

86
llt.
117

108
l o1.[

100

lO",:'
l l:'::
11 'i
129
131
142
1 ~51+

179
l(iO

176
16'/
l {,::j

161.J·

1.61
J.·?O
163
189
19B
1(36
1t))

193
214

49

130
158
136
234
121
10 1+
118
109
106
101
104
108
100
110

98
79
79
80
B7
90

l03
107
122
176
152
16~

1;.~7

16!S
187
198
226
26 1+
268
262
343
270
310
307
306
30B
327
309
31:1.
316
306
321.
346
360
340
297
::.~9L~

29l,.

267
290
333
368
400
482
506
469
~.:; l J
553

13
13
U.
19

27
38
32

22
2~j

28
29
32
29
29
31
22

39
~5

52
47
55
61
9~5

121+
156
188
200
215
221
228
219
219
290
237
224
257
261
266
296
307
350
366
~32

477
545
600
60 O
~Y79

643
698
798
8~~il+

835
883

1056
1:?76
:1.296
1475
:1.560
1510
:1.799
:1.608

218 38
1. ~i8 39

43

369 80
375 113
528 :1.1.1
699 128
211 7~:.;

::~83 62
356 73
339 79
31 O B~~

310 ?3
342 96
367 :1.0 1+
: .. :)1 114-
309 12~5

226 122
177 1. 05
:1.99 <;'1
28j 1.18
2 Lf:l. 1:)3
263 179
3li ::,:~ ;.~ (1"/
292 229
31~:.; ::!.t.O
2<?3 ;.:~19

285 247
3~6 324
388 367
3:=::;4 1+13
454 519
544 664
619 710
655 723
·;:'LI·2 703
B 61.1· 775

1339 1015
:1.263 91 1+
13 Hl, 933
:I. ~56:.3 l O7~1

1636 :1.146
:1.470 1152
1486 1239
:l.ll·~j'7 1280
:1.271 1376
1616 1528
1728 1704
17~7 1845
:l.B~~6 2124·
21B:I 2 l [ 79
2~;1 7 2864·
;~1.~:.)7 2991
2439 3222
2562 3546

3967
4390
4401
50~5

5289 6167
6980 8470
6190 E:089

9166
7815 :1.0121
BO,:.,L:.. l :l.1B3
9392 12760

11247 13712

101
102
11 l [

209
212
220
232
l)·86
181
180
198
225

293

2~j~!9

1742
13l~5

164·9
1837
1.990
2020
1791
1774
2092
2219
1954
2129
2628
2832
2613
2683
2618
2923
3691.[
3701
354.1+
q·17?
6602
7428

810{;

72
bli
86

151
192
243
196
376
154
149
170
184
200
2:l ;;~

:~07

198
231
203
:1.90
181
172
187
200
216
271
23:1.
262
223

:'516
~H9

340
414
~~;6n

692
809
710
847

1.738
124·6
1059
1272
1428
1535
1626
1601
1704
1938
20t)3
2167
2411
2671

2892
3090
~'J)2LI·9

3686
1.~271+

4357
1+837
6435

10069
93B9

10128
1 0~:.;69

12162
14824
16889

?l).
2 1.)

28
51
55
67
65

116
49
'-1. 1+
52
J7

L<

73
7l(·

6:3
86
79
7:1.
62
63
73
7B
B9

110
103
109
104

69
102

95
9 l:..

127
16~~

192

188

1+6l~

'+09
354
459
533

823
B6 1+
937

:I. 0:"j,5
1209
1212
1265
1399

1748
18:L 1
2189
3003
2995

36?6

50
55
58
f... 7
92

140
169
19f:l
168
145
1117
11.1. 1+
l ~:.; l
160
166
171+
182
187
181
173
173
183
19'7'
21 1+
236

~.~8ll·

333
37::j
1·1·10
443
l[?B
534
~'589

6l~2

693
B~:j~)

873
'7'Oll·
998

:I. 0'7'0
1171
1239
1307
1376
1 ~-:'1 O
:I.l)l~2

17<7'1)
:1.964

·?:?4·,i;)
BOt..9
ljiOll.;

1 02~.'i8

:I. :I. ~5 01+

14
12
14
2:1.
;~ :I

45

16
16
l ,f:.,

19
19
17
19
19
20
15
:L:I
13
13
14
:L ~~i

111

16
16
2j
l f..,
1 l).

31
33
38
1I. ;;~

33
'+2
49

60
7 1+
73
B8
96

102
U3
93

1. 04·
110
116
125
123
140
:1.63
160
168
392

83 1+
849

:L O3~.~

3
4
8

1.2
16
11
:ll

6
6
7
Q

10
10
12
13
13
:U
l l l·
16
20
21
25

31
39

66
7'+
78

100
120
L,'f.)

116
130
155
147
151
160
174
193
203
213
242
261
281.(·
30:3
331.
3(iO
424
l~3t)

4B1
~.:5 (I .f.,

589
,oS:'51
744
986

:I. O~~3
1. 0,62
1. 070
1.113
132(',
1.541

27

38
59

6::3
10~

102

52

81
80
80
80
80

61
57
72
77
,.' (I

114
112
139
127
110
156
207
243
268
2~6

287
382
13EJ, j •..!

1~i7 1~52

182 214
181 222
191 214
195 249
196 269
212 317
220 399
233 349
263 396
285 424
300 383
322 378
344 414
369 431
403 474
392 493
409 734
455 1084
472
467
490 1649
502 1542
542 l871
604 4029
696 4575
745 7089
7B2 8207
839 8900
960 13020

1047 19331

l"" 28
::'::0 31
3 LI ::;0
1.j·~.:5 76
1.1·6 106
1+/, 133
~:.i::.~ 94.
,-s 3 99
70 53
3'1 ~:iO

37 ~:;4

3 1+ ::;8
33 70
3\~) bEl
"l"] 68
39 65
'+:1 77
;'59 B~~

::.:::.~ 76
2:1. 76
1(~, 79
:L ':.~ 93
17 112
17 :L 11
.1..6.. 130
H. 138
20 166
:L6 191

'7' 2Bl
342
393

B 1+2~'J)

l:'.' 1.(18
17 LI·O 1
:'!.LI 446
:.n 514
31 "'-17
;3';; 867
~;6 1112
~:;,-S 1140
l[6 lHlO
45 1237
44 1292
49 1470
47 1599
43 1677
43 lB53
46 2021
46 21.30
1.1./; 2261
4-0 ;:.;4U
40 2756
42 3213
48 3465
Lf:!. 3791
!.j. 2 39 1+1
~):..' l.j.i+50
L''';' 1+9l3l
{,::; ~'=';246

(I 6037
O 7210

10846
10887
12621
12840
14569
:1.8140
22023
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31 32 33 34- 35 36 37 38 39 4-0 41 4-2 4-3

1913 1:1. "/ 1l Ij"') 11 '7"") 210 84 161+ :5 ~5 O 20 2213
1914 11 7 11 20 El 30 179 80 172 3/:.. O :~6 ::~:I. 92
1915 :I. ~;5 lO 15 "1"j 1 l) 26 25 1+ 12:1. ~~ OO 4·7 O 27 2776
1916 20 B 1<;' 28 :I. ;.~ 3:1. 40Ci' 196 31 ~~ 72 O L~~j 3862
1917 L2 10 'jr) 4· ~.5 17 4:1. 706 277 L~37 110 O 61 4~)63

1918 19 :l.1I. 29 66 ;!~~ 6LI· 782 321 488 :1.3:1. O 99 5126
1919 '+1 17 36 60 :~4 U> 477 270 L~BO 146 O 134 5650
1920 '+b 20 L~ 4. 58 28 86 4·80 3:1.0 501 :I.L~ O O :l.b5 7061
1921 ~?2 :1.3 11+ 31 :I. s> 4·:3 14·1 127 336 103 (I 1 01+ L~14 "1
1922 26 :I. ~r, :1.7 26 :1.9 :~~5 138 :1.20 2:1.7 60 O "n:'i 3732
1923 ~?E{ :I. L~ 2:1. LI·O 16 L~3 139 141+ 240 61 O ~)3 3815
1924- "1-1 :1.2 19 L~ 1 :l.t· 50 211 :l.6~) 275 75 O 53 4099
1925 Lj.1) U 20 L,. 2 18 ~:il+ 213 170 299 9:1 O 59 L~21 O
.1926 ~Hl :1.:1. 20 1.~2 20 ~) :I. 201 :1.76 3l~ :::~ lU O 65 L~L~ 11
1927 36 10 21 39 20 62 208 178 348 121 O 73 L~49~5

1928 lj·7 U. 21 l~2 19 c>3 230 199 422 145 O 91 L~692

1929 ~53 1:1. 21 4~:; 2l 69 277 220 l~ 72 147 O 103 51311

1930 3e, :I. :I. ~)-.' 4:::j ~~2 7 LI· 232 204 L~67 157 O 110 4901
1931 4· :I. 10 20 39 18 53 203 180 L~ O9 13B O 107 L~297

1932 L~ :I. 9 1 f.> 30 1 ~) L~8 209 :1.64· 3L~3 1:1.7 O 76 3919
1933 L~ O 10 17 27 :l2 4·0 255 172 331 117 l) 57 1+028
1934- L~6 :1.:1. ;!l 3<;' :1.6 49 3~)9 229 1+ cA :J.L~ 1 O Ell L~8S'9

1935 lj·7 1 ~:; 21.~ 4·6 20 ~i9 386 275 588 169 O 95 51.1·2L~

1936 ~~~~ :1.6 26 ~)O 23 67 Y·lt. 311 64:1. :1.98 O 1 OL~ ~)9L~~)

1937 61 1-] 30 57 24 75 557 L~ 0:3 798 2 1-1-3 O 139 715~5

1938 ~)L~ Hl 29 ~)8 30 El4 53'/ 377 906 269 O U> 4· 73~j:l.

1939 63 20 7'") 6::~ 37 94 5130 1+1+9 990 30 1+ l) 17'] 808:2-
19L~ O ElB 18 ;~6 36 -r1 Bl 7~;i8 4·B3 10:1.6 316 (I ;.~ OO B76Ei
1941 83 2~j 31 1~·7 28 <n 7i~ 51 1+ 1127 3~9 O 2 1-1-B 92B:I.
1942 76 32 L~ ~:.; ~,7 3L~ :I. L~ 7 B68 596 1333 399 O 256 10552
1943 82 ·Z·7

L~9 82 4·1 186 969 6~58 1502 428 O 2~jl8 11812
194~ 9:1. 39 45 87 L~8 :1.96 93LI· 6L~;.;: 1609 477 o 339 :l.2~)05

194~! 12 LI· I.I·:=;:; 5:·5 91.i· ~:il+ 2:~7 91 ~~ 1;..37 1:H3 378 O 28~) 12'-192
:1.946 1~'jB ~'j 1 7:1. <;'7 64 2L~C;' 1. 015 B9:1. 1.966 616 o 406 1.~)660

:1.94·7 1'(,1 55 7~) 104 67 261 :1.12:1 99~) 2269 675 (I 4<10 1781.Hl
1948 :1.97 69 83 l 1 :::~ 67 ;~56 1297 1:l.39 2~j:l.~j tl~)O (I 570 2028c>
1949 199 6'7 84· 111.~ 83 2:31+ 1455 :1.207 26~iO 9Lj·9 o 636 212:1.0
1950 241 70 86 1.21 93 250 1.~)29 1. 28;! 1956 1040 639 69l 22937
:1.951 371 ni :I. 01 14·3 127 315 ;;~ OBI+ 17L~8 2L~69 134·1 906 829 3107:1.
1952 32~) l06 95 l62 1L~7 370 257:~ 182~:j 2El93 :I.~j7<;' :I. O09 1. 03~) 30L~:I. l
1953 317 93 9 1+ 151+ :1.49 397 2~528 1552 2766 :I. 31~.1+ 10 1+1 109l 309~5.~)

1,954 370 104· 1. 04· 1.53 :I. L~9 1+ l~::~ 2390 1727 2937 11+2~:i 1256 U.63 3;':95~:;

1955 4·19 115 116 166 150 ll·()9 3047 1.981.> 324·7 15~51. 1321 1221 3~5<?4:1.

:1.956 433 112 12:1. l68 l60 !:.'jO~j 3 1+T? 2l Lf9 3613 1732 14L~8 :1.425 38830
1957 1+67 114 123 167 172 57.~ 3618 2~?'~·:.3 I.~ 01+7 181.~3 lL~87 1830 1+12 1+1.1'
1958 470 1:1.6 127 158 l68 606 32~'jl 24·~)9 L~2:1. '1' 1B71 :l.6L~B Hl79 LI·:l.LfO l
1959 ~j23 120 137 170 181+ 71:3 371.1·1 2~5:L:1. '+093 2022 2568 1760 Lfl.~139

1960 5El8 137 155 :1.81 1.75 793 4~i16 2957 L~66:~ 2:H1 2Bl:,9 17~'j6 LI·9112
1961 /:..36 143 163 196 188 8(17 4863 ~B06 53:3:1. 254·7 3130 1806 ~)289~5

1962 ,f.>::'6 :1.52 17B 221. 1.96 996 LI·6~)9 3472 58L~3 29:n 3536 2076 ~i60 1:1.
1963 - - 640 167 211 231.~ 207 1141 l~ 76;-3 36~jl 6L.iO 312 1+ 3942 i861 59610
196LI· 736 186 :;:~~~ :~ :.~~)5

'")-1'''') 13BLf ~)876 LI·278 6782 3424· L~476 2037 66231+
:I. 965 811 198 289 253 24·2 1571.~ 6867 l~877 774-7 3924 ~:'i07,~ 221+L~ 7~51.J.33

1966 821 206 3:1.6 231 238 1705 7:1.~:i8 ~5;.~~)9 H307 430L~ ~)488 2369 767'7'S'
1967 837 22;! :555 215 258 1883 691.~7 5231 8~j92 L~35:1. 5632 2~5~5~~ 79277
:1.968 94-3 220 382 2:1.2 2 c>:!. :1.941 7~)6l~ 5496 897C;' 4627 60~)8 2~.;30 B3702
:1.969 :I. 04:! 232 418 21'+ 268 2062 8914 62li·8 9732 51 0~5 7210 270~j S'227~)

1970 11.92 252 LfL~4 227 30:1. 2~~32 10691 7393 11358 5911 84SB 3:1.08 HlI~·673

:1.971 124·5 267 4·4·f.-l 230 34·9 2251 9963 7786 12139 669:1. 963~:! 3545 1 09~:nB

:1.972 1208 282 4El5 227 3L~8 2367 9962 8:1.26 127L~8 721.)6 :1.0826 L~ :l.El4 :1.173:1.2
1973 :1.332 320 54·3 265 372 2533 12422 9L~50 14498 8138 12500 ~.5 o1 :l. 1362;:~9

1974 1722 376 625 321 439 2874- 16989 :1.191. :::~ l8608 :1.0664 :l.~nB3 60 t'> El :I. 77L~ 7:1.
1975 1735 45 1+ 65:1. ~551 L~85 3167 16L~90 13622 215~):I. 12487 1867~) '730 1+ :l9()B~:jl+

197c) l7:1.6 483 773 360 538 3518 16:1.29 :l.L~528 23016 13612 21 0~:i7 T?~.i8 20 i?3:?i)

! 197'7 1817 474· 9L~B 361 5'+2 3638 15425 1~) 01 1+ 2396:1. 1 1+20 o 2:1.3 1+8 738,::', 216076
1978 18Ell 486 :I. OL~~j 3~)6 501 3915 1789'9 :I.~j6~'jll· 2~j~)78 1465B 2l(·228 C,7L~(.·, 232800

1- 1979 213 1+ ..J d d 1166 392 ~576> 4621+ 23937 1784-8 2931;~ 17062 30:lW.il 671.)·0 27~5834

I· 1980 2398 5:i8 128~) 4~)9 634 5063 26292 2076>2 ~n6~1,9 :1.-9064 30399 (::o~)~:j3 3097LI·3

I
L



Tab1e 2

101

Procuetion vo1ume in Swedish mining and

manufactur~ng1913-80

Index 1968 = 100

The branches are nurnbered according to the list

presented above (page 9 7)~

o
1913
1914
1915
19:1.6
1917
1918
1919
:1.9;!0
1921
1<?22
1923
1921~

:L 92~:;

19:,~6

:1. 927
1928
1929
19~~0

1931
19:32
1933
1934
193::i
1936
1937
1938
19.39
1940
1941
1942
1S'43
1941!·
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1951~

195~5

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1961!·
196:::'i
19':){;,
1967
1968
196?
1970
1971
1972
1973
1971l·

1'97::;
1~'-;;6

197,'
1970
1'?79

'19HO

1
l ~i , S
17.l!·
18, ;'"
18. ~)

16 , l~

17.l!·
13,1
12.1
17,2
16 , t~

jl~. "7
17,2
21. q
22.3
:~5, 5
12.3
30.3
~~9 . 2
19, B
U.,8
1.2,6
1<7',0
26, (3
3~5. 7
I.j.~j • o
4·3.7
l}3 . ::.~

"1'-/ -I

3::i .1
36, ~;

39. l ).

30.3
20,4
27.1
31, l
t~;!. , l~

1+1.j.• I)

44.0
14·7.2
~H .2

60.1
6'+, f.i

~)9 , o
tlO.l
67, o
7l~, 3
74·. (I

75,6
fl3, :l
07,9
Dt~ 12
91, .."

lOO.O
l03.0
102,0
:I.l l+,(t

U.3,()
1 ~!~5 , o
130.0
:I. 11 . I)

u.o. o

79, o

3, 'i
l~ , 6
t,.l
Ej,9

8.3
l~ , o
ll·,3

~). 9

7,3
9, o
9.El
8,5

10,3
:1.2,5
L:!. 5
12, ::;
13.8
1. ~5 . 3
ll~ , "1
1:5.2
17.8
~!o ,8
23. tl
25.7
29,0
34·. (I

37.3
34· .l!
23.9
29.3
37,6

l)·1.9
1.~6 , 1
4·1 ,1
l~6 .1
t~8. l
~3:3 , '+
52.fl
~5:I , 4·
~.iL~ ,7
:::.i9.1
:57. 1+
~5? . [:
61, El
70,2
72.'+
77,2
8 l l·. I)

89,8
90.6
93,9
'i)·.9

1. oo. (I

1. O;? (I

:I. oe, o
1 l l) , ()

101,0
:I. O;?, o
u.o. o
:I. l::!, , (I

11 1+. (I

:l.ll.j·, o
:I.:l.ll·, O
117. (I

1.17,0

23. ~i

23.9
20,1+
;!l,6
16.2
8.5

1 l) ,ll·

16,6
20,8
21. S·
2:.3, l
2~5 , O
2~5. 8
30.4
33.1
~B.l

l~2, o
LI·2.3

1+1.6
l~2. 7
l~8 .1
~8. 9

~56, 6
I.~<;' ,8
~56. (:..
6 LI·,9
71.7
7"1,.6
76, :L
7l~. 2
B3,4·
87, ~.i

BI+.9
8l\.. L,.

8 1+,6
83.1
\33.0
81,0
8'~l, 9
B3, ~)

136,2
8B.6
\39,9
92.1
9:1. .1
93.1

9B, ~)

'?G. t,
100,0
'rl. o

.Sill , o
10:1..0
lOB. o
106, o
:1.1.1.0
11(.). I)

1l.!T·.0
U':)l, o
12~;. o

13~5 . I)

4
2.0
3,0

3,"(

1.6
1..6
2.3
2.6
2,9

3, !:;
4·, '2
LI·,3
'+.El
l~ , 5

8,2
El,4·
''',9

U .. 1
13,0
1 ~:j ,1
17 . ~~

10,1.
11. :3

9,B
1.2, ::-i
1.3, B
16, :3
1 ~i , '?
17,8
1.7, LI·
20. 1+
20.3
26. ~3

:n.2
32,:1.

36, (I

38.5
1+1+,0
~:.i1 . '2
~::j:5 •9
62,2
68, l
72, o
130,2
<?O.LI·
'.1' ~.:5 , l

1 (I O, o
106,0
121. o
:1. l3, o
111.f·. I)

117, o
1;.)·l.0
:1.20.0
121.l, (I

12.5, o
120. o
120, o
:1.18, o

5
19.7
20,2
27 f 2
18.0

, l~

1..3
12. :.3
12.7
11). ~5

1.l~ . o
1B, '"
rl-1 7

34,2
1+0.:3
L~3, 8
1~·2 , ~j

L~() .3
1+0.3
L~O .8
1+3, B
L~6 , ~5

1+7, B

32. l l·

33.'+
32,0
36, ;.~

39. I.~

6l~ . ~j

67,6
71.3
66. l l·
70.6
71.1·, o
El2.4
90.9
B3,3
8::';.7
BB, fl
BG,O
8B.3
:3,~, , ()

:1.00,0
10:1.,0
l Olj·. o
10;;::,0
:I. O~) • o
10"(,, o
:1.09,0
:I. o;:~ , o
97.0

,o
~i3, o
91, o
91.0

BS,2
tl7,2

96),9
96. '/
92, :I.
97.9
91, l
<j'l.l
<;'7,9
98,9

1. I) l) .8
99,8

1. oI+. 7
11~j. 3
1L2,1.)·

BB. "(
10'+ , ~:i

:I. o~:.i , ~:j

118 , :~;

U1 .l~

109, LI

1. (I t. . ~'j

106, ::i
107.~~

109, ::;
10B,7
99, l

106, j

106.0
:I. o~j , ~:!

106,[;
107, tl
11:1..'?
:l. 07.7
106. ::5
l.!)8. ~)

103. (.
l o:~: .B
102, B
:1.02,2
:I (I :L • ~5

100, o
100,0
J () o,o
']7, o
97, o
':';;7. (I

'7'6,0
99, o
91~ 10

E::]. (I

92. o

11+,4
l:.i,LI·
15. '7
:I l' , L~

l~j. '7
13. c,'
l:j. :I.
it).2
1b,l+
17,2
17, '7
19 ,~:j

2 o. ~.'5

:~~.~.. 7

33, ~'

36, '+
39(.0
1+1. f.)
l'.3. ii'
I+B. ?

~)5 , 1+
60. :1.

6G l l
73. J
7'+ , L~

80. ()
80,3
-;;3,9
7:.3 I 6
71+ .ll·

73,9
77,1.1·
Bl,2

';)9.7
:1.00,0
1 o~5 , o
:i. o~:5 , (I

103.0
10:1..0
10(1 , o

'JB, o
:I. (I ~::.i • (I

!j'~:; , (I

93, o
~·:'3 , o
'i3, o
93. o

f.l
L~t.:. , 3
4·:i.6
50, (I

ll·El . ~:j

l~ 1+ , 1
37, ~;

l~2. 6
ll-9.3
52,2
61. (I

ll·I~. , :I.

1+1,9

6:1.. (I
'7::3 ,~:;

6~j .ll_

82.3
100.0

'1'3. I.~

':,'9,2
l () (I , o
1:1.3, ':;'
102,2
11.9,1.
103,2
jQ~, 1.
91, '.')
97, ~;

:1.01.3
9~5, (.)
9~3 . !S
B9, l
9q·."1

:I. O~.i • (,)
l01.l

B3, '7'
1.10,7
:I. OL~. "1
l03, t..
t Ut·, "1
l () ::.i. ,~,

f!'7',2

i O~:.; • 4·
9:1. , ~s

B1.,3

9L~ , o
7'.;',8
(I ...... (

89 l B
100,0
83. (I

B':;', (I

913, o
:I. 0:1. . (I

l () (I. (I

109, o
10;5.0
l o~:.i • o
lOD, ()
JOO,O
:1.06, o
105.0

10
':J I+I.~ , 6
'1', 4b. (I

J l , 1+~5 , !5
i , l~ l' , :~

.:) , L~ o, :1

-;' , L~ l ~5 , ~:;

:1.0, B ,I.I

11.,8 39, t.
12,:~ 39, j

l ~.;, o 3 l l·. {,

:lL~. l 3(3, '2
:1.6,0 37,D
1::':',::.i '+l,l.j·

1.6. o LI·3.
1 ,~j , ']. I.~I+ ,

1.7, ':;. L~3. 7
l 'f, (I 1.~5.::-j

:: (I • ':;' ~~.i o, J
21,9 1.~8.3

;~1. .9 lj·7. B
~~1,7 :.39,,~)

;!L\.. "{ 37, B
2::l,1 1+0,5
2'7', lY' 1+1, '7'

36.~i 4B.3
IH. :L ::-i2.:.3
39, lj. l,. 6 , tl·

'+0, :::; 3B, (:!
L~ l. <.:, 36.:!'
37, !.J. '+0, o
lj.t>. l 3<1', t.,
ll' 'i , ::~ 1+ 1 , .f.,
~:.il ,2 LI·4· .Lj.
1+9,2 q·B, ']
~)~j, 1.1· q·H. 1.1·

~52,0 ~5ij,l

~::. o,{. ~jO . l
1+9, '7

Lj·2 . L~ ~:j:~ , :I
1+:';;, :L ~:i6, ll_

1+3, '7' ~51.), l'
1+1.~,2 63.~!.

1.~8, l 61. ,t,
~:50 , I.f. 61 ,
~) o, l~ ~5!J' • (I
::':;8. o i."-'·']

6:1.,3 62,{
6 B . B .61.1· , :3
7 L~ , ~.:j 63 , 7

Bl.:3 7::.~,

B6.!.J· 7::5,

91.'/ 86, '?
:1. o(I. ii l (I o. I)

l (I :I. , (I :I. 1. ~:i , l)

:I. 02. (I , o
:t O,j, (I , (I

:I. O,?, o l31 . (I

:I. :I. :I. • () :I. :3~.':.i , o
1:1.1, o 127. o
1. OB, (I :1.:5'+, o
1l7, l) 14·7. I)

12 (I , o :l.1+:~': , o
116, fL...J.37.... 0_
:1.20. (I :l.3E:, o
123,0 132,0

l:l. 12
20,1 1.J3. '7
19.3 LI·2, 2
1(.1',':1' L\./.."LI

lEl,~~i l~7,7

l B 3 1+,O'l
lO,~; 11.>. l
16. q 2D. ::.i
20,(1 3~.;.1

, 1+ ;~:: t., . 1+
:~ l , ~:j 37, q.
1.6, l 1+;;'>, ::5
;!O , o 1+3. l
20. "i' :?;9, o
;:: ~.:j • fl l~ 2 . 6
1.9.!5 l).I+.:1
;:!3 . ~.~ L~6 . o
3:1.. l.l l.1·!5.

q l~ 7.1
7 I+l , r'

3~i .1 liD."
32. "? 1+9.4
31.1.1· 6l, 5
3:l. 6 61..1
31. 2. 66.7
31.1·,7 ,~B.~:j

37. (I 63,8
2::.; , '7 70 ,8
30, '7' 71.3

3l~,1 67,2
(:,,'7, o

30 ,~:.i 71,8
3:1.,6 7D,n
36, l Bl, (I

1+0, -:; 9:1.,7
~53.3 ?'~J,q.

~'jJ • G 99.2
'+B. '7 '?,?, 9
1.~9, 2. ::)1) ,2
~:.; ~:.~i , ::3 ~:: 1-:;' I 6
~';::) . o B9 , 5
!;.'!:2. '7 B:::l.
~:;7, 1. e9, '7'
':S'? , L~ ?I+ , (I

{,O. o BB, 9
L'7 '.1'7.~;

{,7. l lO::.::, 5
69 ..~, :1.0:::'::.0
72.. ~'; l (11+, l
(,..', 107,2
BO, l) l l (I ,~i

BI+, o 1:1.:1..7
tj'? . ~:, lO o, (I

?3.B 101,13
:I. oO, O l (10. O
10{.. , (I lOB.O
:l.1 l l· , :~~ 1. 07 , o
11),1;, .l.i. :l. 0:1. , (I

ll~;,:' 1 (I? o
:1.22. . ~5 l Of.l , (I
12'5. ,.;., 109. o
12:1.,;5 92. o
130, O S:09, o
12;-1-, o (?:I., (I

126 ,il ........8!:L. o
1.30,0 Dl,O
1:.':'.7. O B2. o



1915
1·?1f.,
li)!7
1918
1i/19
1'120
1921
19;.:::2
l 9:::'3
l·;;21.1
1925

1953

1955
1956
19~::j7

1958
1959
1960
1961
1
1963
1 '7' ,~::' i.j.

1965
1966
1967

1969
1970
19'/1
1'7'7';;';
:I.~73

1974
1975
1976
J '7-'7)'
1?78
1979
1980

13

1B,2
19,8
12, O
7,4

12.8
25.
15.9
;.:!.I.) , I~

26, LJ·
26,4
25.2

'+2, :.3
38.8
'+1.1
45.4

61.3

64.2
65,3
61,3
61.3

67,0
62.

67.4
t.::lf:~ I 9
66.9
7;.).9
85.8
86.6
88,
99,

102.7

98.0

100,0
118,0
131.0
136,0
144,0
148,0
149.0
144,0
133.0
109,0

.0
':".'),0
0:)1.0

:1.1.1

8,6
9,4

12.2
l:I, (3

12.2
9.0

ll. G
8,8

:1.0.3
l2,7
1~.7

13, '?
l ,~\ . l
18.
:I. 9 . (~1

21.5
2 1+. l
:)3./.j·

24.9
:.::l. B
36. l
40.4
44,7
/.j.f.:,.ll

46.7
1+'2. O
46.0
49,6
53,3

75.0
"?3, O
78.0
72.0
82.0
81. O

.0
8~:; . O
84.0
(:;'0. O
el+, O
89.0
96,0
98.0

102,0
105,0
l Ol~ , O
102.0
l06,0
100.0
:I. OO, (I

97,0
B6, (I

84,0
8810
::~f.. . O
D~.), O
73, O
59.0
45,0
1+:.:.:.;. (I

45.0

:1.5

86.
83.

70 I B
78.1

lOO.8
:1.05,3

';':1..7
95

103,

(.18. :1
9f:!,1
BE:,1
90.8
96.2

:1.03.
104.4
:1.:1.:1. .-"
99,9

127.1
149.8
:1.26.0
1:1.4.7

9:1.. 'J'
103,3
108.5
:1.38.4
1 ~:.) O. t<
:I. ~:i 1 • i?
:I.~S3. 9
145.5
127.9
1:1.2,0
:1.31.4
114.8
1:1.6.7
115.7
1:::' l /.•

10':';;.3
.9

96.8
l 02,8
113,9
111,3
103,4
99.
9{.. ~.)

100.0
1 O~5 , O
94,0
9~:.; . O

103. O
S;'1.0
(?~S , l)

:1.00.0
106.0

';:'0.0
9 1+. (I
Dt.·). (I

"/'5, (I

16

fL~g
15,8
:1.5.0
13.7
13.4
14.3
1 ~:'.i . ;:~

7.6
8.9

:l ;.~ . 7
12. t.
11 . II

l3.0
l4.5
:1.5.8
:1.6.1
15.1
l6,6
l ~.:.'.i • 1.1
l~:j. B
1 ~:i, • ~::!

:~:~:~ I 7
26,
31 . l~

,1+

'+:'? , ~.'.i'

6 l l·,7
7.~) , O
79.0
71.7
1'1'. I)
n.'.). O
93.3

l oil , ~:.i

106.7
Bl.7
79.3
83.6

72.7

78.8
78.0

, :.3
nl+. n
83.4
88.5
'=/3. B

10lt·. E
1 OI.J·. 7
90.6
no;;;. ':?

100.0
99,0
94.0
f:2. o
BO. o
72.0

.0
7~.:j . (I

(:03.0
.0

~:5 o. (I

48.0
45.0

17

19
7

1 O~). 2
:1.0).7

$3~:j. 7
72.1
5Ci·. lf·
':,1;3. ::5
{.t.~ I :~

77.2
97.6
9'+ ,
f/J.6
B'i.1
94.2
9:1..6
84.9

101. ::::

83.2
fl? .l!.
89,9
9B. '+

:l.OI.J·. l ,.

11:1. . 2
:1.25.6
13lt·. ','
l03.2
97,2
72.4

l03.
11 ~.'.i , 1
123.0
:1.28.0
124.0
l::?O.O
115.0
96.0

:I. l ~:i . (I

117,0
:1.:1.3. O
1:1.:'3,0
12;:'. (I

11 ~:i . o
.fJ
.0

:1.18,0
:1.22.0
129.0
131. o
122.0
101.J·, o
103.0
:1.00.0

97,0
.0

78,0
80,0
84.0
79.0
73. O
78,0
72. o
.~':. o. o
~'.;9. o
~:!7 . o

18

2~j. II

2 1+.7
;?1.0
16,2
19.2
19.5
16. (I

18.4
21,1
21.1. o
25.9
27. o
27.6
27. :1

27.6
30. '+
28.0

34.8

38.1
37.9
4J.6

1+3.1:,.
~:.i~.:.; • II

6J.3
61.6
71. (I

67 r";;

~) 1+ • 1+
59.9
62.7

c:01.2
{;l.. l
61,3
l:.. ll· • l~

7D. i)
83. I~.

'7'1 ,f.:.
9!:':'.7
97. B
96.0

100.6
100.0

'Y'~:.i • O
101.q·

C;;'B, q.
i O:~.) .2
111. B
l (I ~5 . (:.
:I. ():~ , O
104.0

99.0
85.0
89.0
.(,:~J I O

102

63.3
70.2
6(1.2
53,2
6l.7
61.9
39.3
54.0
66. ~!.

67,9
6 l l·. O
67.9
72,5
77.9
77.1
7 O, ;~

60.2
53.2

71. O
66.3
66,3
7 l l·.1.
64.0
66.3
54.0
q·3.3
1+6. 'I'
q·S).3
45.3
54.0
63.3

62. O
1.)). O
62. O
56.0
6l.0
70. I)

72.0
65.0
66.0
68. O
60.0
71.(1
72.0
7'·1·. O
77. O
85.0
91.(1
88.0
93.0

100,0
104,0
1.12.0
1l6.0
:I.;?l , (I

129.0
l33.0
l (I ~.:.; • O
105,0
l (10. O
99,0
10~,0

100.0

20

6, :~

4,6

6.6

7.8

~;.. ll·

9, '7'
U,(I

12,lJ.
1.::.::.7
11.8
1.1..2
114·. :}
17. C')

20.7
22.9
2 1.\.• ~'':;

27. O
21. ::5
21.,5

26.9

~;9 10
l'·1.0

36.0
38, (I

43.0
45.(1
44.0
l17. (I

I.~B . O
!:,j2, (I

!:':;6. O
~:jB. (I

62. O
~':o:' . (I

713, O
Elf.:o.O
~37 . [)
9:~: I (I

10(1 . [)
1 oe). (I

:1.1.4·.0
:1.1.1 . O
:1.20. O
132.0
:I. 3~3 , O
13;::. O
13/.j·. O
132,0

:1.1.1·0. O
131. O

2:1

l ~.:j • {.

l ~:! . 2
li.:.,:;:"
17', :..'
l3. :,;
1l.(3
1, ::~ , ~:.;

17.2
10.1
17.6
1.7. Si

23. (I

2f.:. l
, O

33. E:
.:1

30. Ej

.1

,+t·.O
~:; 1. , (I

O:;ll·, (I

49.0
~:i l . (I

~S·:;; , O
63, O
67. O
6'7'. O
6 ~~.i • [)

70, (I

Bl. (I

El ~5 . (I

'l,!.). [)
.0

fl' ~5 • O
1.00.0
?6. O

1, O1, , O
100. O
1. Of:" O
l 1 ~.'5 . O
l10 , O
1:L 1.). O
1 ;.~ (I , O
12:.:'.;. O
1.1 ::.~ . O
i O~:5 • O

So'l,O
101,0
lOD. O
100, l]

9 I 6
9.0

lO.;)

11. 1+
7', ll·

:1.1,2
(. O

10. H
1.2. El
ll~ , I.~

l ~~ . ll'

:l.6.B
l ( . ::.~

1.'/.0
:,'0.0
1::3. 1+
19.LI·
l':;-,;:?
20. O

lE:,I.I·
r

33.5
3 15. ~?

33. o
3~:5 . O
3H. (I

;'52. o
36.0
1+:1. . o
44.0
46.0
48.0
49.0
54.0
1.>1.0
64.0
6~::; . o
73.0
80.0
82.0
Ol.~ • O
91..0

100.0
:1.:1. O• o
117.0
116.0
125.0
1LI·3. O
151,0
1. ::.~ o, o
:1.33,0
132,0
11+3. I)

:i. ~.:.i /.:. , O
154.0

4.5
4.7
4.9
5.1

~s . 1
4.3
4.7
5.:1.

6,3
7.0
7 7

8.
9,0

9. (I

8.8
9.3

10.4
1.l,3
1l.7
12.2
12. ,-:.
1.5.1
14.6
15.6
18.8
19.5
20,9
24.0

::.'B. o
29.0
27.0
28.0
33.0
28.0
30.0
3!.:.i. o
39.0
40.0
LJ·~:; • O
43.0
49.0
57.0
62.0
66.0
73.0
~3 o. o
86,0
86.0
9210

101]. I)

109.0
11? (I

11;.::.0
109.0
l20.0
129. O
11.3.0
1.18,0
11.4.0
116.0
:1.21.0
131. I)

211·

12.7
12,7
13.1.
12.3
1:3.1,
12,3
1.1..1.
12.1
1,3.9
13,9
lLJ·.8
16.2
1. '7. O
18.0
19.5
20.1
20.3
20.3
21.1
23.1

27.(
30. :I.
31.8
29,3
30.1
32.3
34.1
37.4
40.(
1+2,9
ll·3. '7
44.7
48.(1
1~·9 . o
50,0

~:.i4. o
~:58 . o
59,0
61.0
63.0
67. O
71.0
71.1·. o
7D. o
82.0
87.0
93.0

101.0

:I. °1 . °
98,0

100. o
1. Of:, [)
:I. 1;:?. o
1 07. o
:1.09.0
113.0
106.0
l07,O
1 O"? I)

ll0.0
l l ~5 . O
1.19.0
119.0
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25 28 30

...J. i

t, I ~:.i

,I)
7. :3

3,

7 , ::.:~

65.

59.

9.l.f

10,3
10.

8. (I

,('I

8,1.1

10, O
11
12.
1'+, ::,
15,

,?, "1
9.

11.8
13.
lLJ,lf
1.7. [I

20,1+
21.
;:;::1.1
1+::;;: ,if

~.:.i:l. • O
::.i'+,1.)

105.
102.9

100.
106.
108,
104.
:I. O~:.; •
:I. 07.
105.
10:1.

,q
I .~'.,

71,
64.

86.

.0
,LI·

7, O
D, O

.2

76.

16.:1.
1'·1· , ~3

19,0
21.
24,4

, ')

.1.1

'.1.0
C;-,ll

10,
10,El
ll,4
10,8
13, :I.
J l l·,1
11,9
11.

34,
,:1

LI·l.f. H
47,8
49.6

62,9
71,
71.6

60.9

61.5

:1.3,4
17. O
18.
;:?0,:1.

~5,1

11)0 .
100.0
:1.0.1.,:_.
102.
LOO.

,o

.0

.0
,O

t.J , Ci
~:.;I.l· • °

,O
,O

(-'::3 t O

71, O

.1

93,

75.

(.9

46,
~.:il • B

.8

102,6
9:1.,2

,o
.4

:I. 1:1. . ~s

115,8
121.
l?O. l
119,3
1~) J , I.i.
122,4
1;;;1.:1.
125,
129.2
122.5
123 .
:I. ;;~8 , LI

125.0
12:1..3
110.6
117,
122.8
127.
:1.33.
:1.32,7
t ~::'(', :I
:I. ~:~q , '-':-'

l1J.
t 0'+ ,q
100.0

, O
,O

91 l

'7'.L).

11, '(-'
11,6
12, '+
12 , ,~',

13, :-5
lll· .
13,9
:I. ~S , B
1'':';, O
12.
1'+,2
15.
1:3,:,
1':;',6

77,

39 .
43,
48.
48,
50.

12.8
:1.::.),:1.
ll+ .
:l.1.i·.0
12,4
10.0
11 , :.~

12, '=;'

33,

.0
~.~ O l B

39.
ll·O,

35.

100,
:I. O:J.
11.:1.,
104.
JO(),

11 1+.
:1.0''::".
102,
110,
11q·.
110'.:..
11'5,
115,

18,7

83.

98.

':,'0.

70,

64.

90,
;.~. q..

84,

21,

21,
20.
20,3
20.9
20,5

:~ O, I.J
3 LI· o ~::.;

:,3'+ ,

:?1.0
19.
18.3
1'=;'.14·
18, (?
19.8
;:;' O . i.~

51,4

74,

98.

81.

J01,
:1.00,
10'1'.
lU.,
:I. 07,
l O:~? .
10fl,
1:1.2,
1:13.
:I. 013,

23.
~l.

,o
2tj, O
31,0

4,1
3,8
'+.1.)

:~; . 1
,4

31.0

'+ , O

7,0

,8

lO, {,
:l.O,J
., "~,

40.0
lit,O
q.I.J., O
q.':;, O
!~:;:!. , O
60,0
f.,!:'!, O
.':,1+. ()

,~:J, O
78.0
85.0
8,~') . O
0:;0, O

100: O
108,0
11{;oO
11':;',0
l 1 ~"i , O
:1.2:3. O'
128.0

, O
10"/.0
102, O

9!:S. f)

.0

.0

:J.:I
8,8
'7' •

:I.:L.J
12, ':.1
J 3 , ~~.

l4.
:I. f.:, ,

18.
21.
:.:.:: I.~ • 1
~: ~s . j

30.0

67.1

,:1

,o
. 0

:I. . I~.

l , ~?

l ,'.:.i
1,7
:1..6
:I.,ll·

:1..
l.
1.0
l,
1..<:
1,7

4,5
ll·.7
!.:;i.1.1

.0

,4
100.0
1150
12509

:1.43.0
:I. .~,I.I· ,

:1.73,
:1.58.
:1.67,
1{:,0.
l {;",:' ,
:I.

183,

.6

45.6
7", "1

,1+
11·1·~.'.i , 's

27'-1. :I.

:l.3B. C."i

138,6
l'+3, ?
J l ~:; , D
lOO.O
1:?1.i·,7
:1.2'7'.3
1:1. -;'. O
llB. c,'
:1.23, ",7

l~;2, ::,
llG.

.1.1·

167.0
l!;.:.iE;:,

175,
175,6
17:1.,3

'-1·:,).1
::::0,7

115,8
154.4
:1.61.1· ..))
16D, i+
198,
214.0
187.7
170,
1 ,~){, , 7'
1.:)6, '/
193,0
lE:2.
17tl. '7'
l 7~:i . l~

100. '('
171.9
:l.t')tl,l+

33'-1, :1

3:3 l l·. l
20(? ,
;:::09, S)

3:U,'<:,
T::; 1 ,2
:."~;8:L ,
lj. O:~? . {.
428.3
406,9

14·2lf·, o
LI.7~". 1+

436.

,(I

,O
. 0
.0
, O
,O
,(I

.0

.0
,O
,O
,O
,o
,(I

,O
.(1

.(1

,o
,(I

,O
.0
.0
.0
.0
.(1

,O
,O
,(I

,o
,(I

.0
,O
, O
, O
,(I

, O
6,0

11,0
l::?. O
15,0
1.9, O

. 0
,O

:?3, O
::? ~j • O

. 0
30, O
3~~ , O
:."~::I. . O

,O
35.0
ll·/:., O
LI·"," • O
'-I. U , l)

71. O
:I.. OO• O
112. O

1~?8, O
lJ.9, O
1;:?0.0
11ti, O
1 ~~: 7' , O
166,0
164,0
:tt.7, O
181, O
1 [:LI·,O

11,0
:1.::'::.:1

27,

LI·;;},

1+(;::,7

47,
47,0
~~; 1 , O

,O
!50, "'('
~)ll· , 1.1.

80, :.?
85,0

11.
1:::.;.1
:1.:1.,
1 :'~,::3

:I.~::'; , 7
:1.7,
lD, :I.
18,9
:?O . ~5

::'::3. :1.

:I. .0
1:::;,9
1 ,

.0

'l,l
B. j

75 ..

,o

B I

68,1
,1

LI, ?

q.. l.j

~:.l .

'~':I. , 1
87, l
90,

:1.00.
102.

10'+,
102,
111,
1 oe.
1:1.0.
110.
10,'.").
110.
l
112,

,8

1:1..
1:::,0
:1.4.8
11.0
10,

.1

58.6

9.0

4,0
'+,{,
4.

7,6

2,0

100.
108,
U1,
118
128.
137.
lq·3.
l:."l.:Q.
1::.)7,
119,
109,
1 1 :."~: .
109.

73.

71,

65

,?,

49.0
~.:.; O. q.
6:1.,0
/.3. l l·

12,2
12,4
10,

.6
B. {,

83,1.1
80.
89,1.1

:1.1.
l'+,L)
:1.4,2
1:..~; , 1.1·
:1.4,9
1'+,'/
16. :I.
13,6
1:1.,8
:1.3,3
:1.3. :I.
15.8
11·1·.0
:1.5,
16,
16.
14,0
10.

';;'.1
15,9
19,4

'-I"
,1'1

:1.:1..

,o
95.1

100.0
100.0
100,0
108.0
:I. O~j , O
10'+ , O
103, O
'/7, O
94,0
93,0
91.0

,o
,o

1 9:3~.~

1933
193 1+
1 S) 3~.:;;

1936
1937

1';J ~5 ~.:i

1978
197'?
1980

1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
19'/!;5
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o 37 38 39 4-0 4-1 4-2 4-3
1913 15.9 6.5 5.2 3.3 · O 6.4- 10.9
1914- 13.8 6.0 4.7 3.0 • O 6.2 10.5
1915 16.1 7. O ~). O 3.2 · O 6.6 11.3
1916 16.4· 8.0 5.4 3.5 · O 8.8 11.9
1917 16.4 7.3 4.6 3.9 · O 9.7 9.9
1918 14.5 6.2 4.0 3.4 · O 10.4 8.3
1919 12.0 6.1 4 '") L~. 2 · O 13.0 9.1
1920 12.2 6.9 5. O 3.8 .0 10.4 10.5
1921 ~-j, 8 3.7 4.1 3,'+ • O 8.2 8.3
1922 8.1 4.8 3.9 2.5 · O 6.6 9.5
1923 8.3 6.0 4.6 3.4 · O 5.2 10.5
1924 12.7 7.4 5.1 4.6 · O 5.2 11.9
1925 12.4 7.7 5.6 5.5 .0 6.2 12.1
1926 12.2 8.2 6.6 il.5 · O 7.8 13.3
1927 12.2 8.6 6.7 ., .1 .0 9.2 13.9
1928 14.1 9.9 8 ,.) 8.2 · O 11. 8 14.5
1.929 :1.6.4 11.1 9.1 8.4 · O 13.7 16.4-
1930 14.1 10.8 9.7 9.4 • O 15.0 16.8
1931 12.7 10.5 9.0 8.9 • O 12.9 15.8
1932 13.1 10.0 7.7 6.9 · O 8.6 14.5
1933 15.9 10.6 7.3 7.6 • O 9.4 14.9
1934 21. 4 14.1 10.1 8.9 .0 11.1 18. O
1935 23. O 16.3 12.8 10. "7 .0 L~.4· 20.2
1936 24.9 18.1 13.9 12.0 · O 14.5 22. O
1937 27.6 20.4 15.7 14.1 .0 20.5 24.6
1938 26. O 18.8 17.4 15.1 · O 22.3 24.8
1939 28.3 22. O 18.7 16.5 · O 23.1 27.1
1 <;>40 2il.3 18.4 18.7 lil.8 · O 2L~. "1 24.8
1941 25.6 17.9 19.2 17.5 · O 29.9 24.2
1942 27.0 20.6 21. 3 18.8 · O 29. :I. 25.7
1943 27.4 21.2 22.7 19.9 · O 31. 6 26.9
1944 28.3 21. 2 22.9 21. 9 .0 33. L~ 28.3
1945 26. O 20.2 18.9 17,3 · O 28. O 27.9
1946 27,0 30. O 24.9 24.9 .0 35.2 33.7
1947 2~i l 8 31. 2 25.7 24-.4 • O 38. O 34-.7
1948 27.4 33.2 26.5 28.6 · O 41.1 37. O
1949 30.2 34. O 28.0 32.0 17,0 4·6. O 38.4
1950 30. O 36.0 31. O 35.0 20. O 48. O 40.0
1951 33.2 39.0 35.0 38.0 23.0 49. O 42.6
1952 34.8 38.0 35.0 41.0 27.0 52. O 41.6
1953 32.5 36:0 34. O 38.0 31. O 52. O 42.8
1954 35.7 40.0 37. O 39. O 35. O 57. O 45.7
1955 42.2 44.0 40. O 41.0 39. O 57. O 48.7
1956 45.9 45.0 42.0 44.0 43.0 57. O 50.7
1957 47.9 47.0 45.0 47. O 45.0 68. O 53.3
1958 47.2 48.0 46.0 47. O 49. O 73. O 53.9
1959 51. 6 51. O 49. O 51.0 54, O 73. O 57.8

. 1960 59.7 -- -"59. O 55.0 57. O 60.0 74. O - 63.2
1961 66.1 65.0 63.0 62. O 64. O 77, O 67.9
1962 69.8 67.0 69.0 70. O 70. O 85. O 71. 7
1963 74. O 70. O 72.0 74. O 75. O 84. O 76.2
1.964 84.8 82.0 78.0 79. O 83.0 91. O 83.\2
1965 92.9 90.0 88. O 87.0 90. O 99. O 89.5
1966 93.3 97.0 9 LI·. O 93. O 97.0 105. O 92.7
1967 94.2 93. O 96.0 9L~. O 97. O 106. O 95.2

.1968 100.0 100. O 100. O 100. O 100.0 100. O 100.0
1969 1. 09. O 109.0 107.0 109.0 108.0 109. O 107.0
1970 115. O U.8. O 119. '0 114. O 120.0 121.0 114.0
1971 114.0 119.0 121.0 125. O 130.0 127.0 115.0
1972 116, O 123.0 119.0 128. O 131.0 j.45. O :1.18.0
1973 126. O 1.31.0 128. O 134. O 141.0 152.0 127.0
1974 135. O 135.0 :1.48.0 162. O 141. O :1.56.0 133. O
1975 124.0 140.0 145. O 181,0 149. O 180.0 131.0
1976 115.0 137. O 139.0 175.0 151. O 172. O 130.0
1977 105.0 131.0 134. O 170.0 143.0 14-4-.0 123.0
1978 109.0 125.0 131.0 159.0 144. O 118.0 121.0
1979 125.0 132. O 142. O 173.0 164.0 99. O 129.0
1980 122.0 142.0 141.0 186.0 154.0 85. O 129.0
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Tab1e 3 Prices in Swedish mi.ning and

manufacturinCj 1913-80

Index 1968 = 100

The branches are nurnbered according to the list

presented above (page 9 7)~

3 1. o 11 12 13 14 15

1913 25 13 16 21. 35 '')., 16 56 26 17 18 21+ 23 17 28
191L~ 2l~ :I. l l· 16 ,",),..} 35 ;!.ll· 18 54 27 17 18 :'~5 ~!~j 1.7 30
1915 23 :~ (I 21 29 42 32 22 ,56 29 19 21 27 27 19 52
1916 26 26 2L~ 1+2 52 31 24 59 37 20 26 34 35 23 67
1917 3~:; 2";: 29 69 lB8 ~56 30 61 75 :n 44 53' 70 33 78
1918 L~6 l~ 1 41. J 1 ~~ 164 l~2 4·4· 68 115 49 52 89 110 57 106
1919 ::;3 IH ~iO 69 97 58 :':;0 98 97 4'') 4·1 92 78 68 85
1920 1+7 34 4LJ· 49 95 63 52 129 87 44 39 100 69 69 8~
1921. 4· ~:5 27 32 40 82 4·6 47 162 62 43 26 5B 49 54 47
1922 39 21 ~!5 33 ~)4· 3~~ 38 136 51 36 ~!5 51 43 46 38
1923 38 18 25 :33 4·9 29 35 109 45 33 26 47 38 41 36
1924 37 1.7 ;~5 32 l~9 31. 34 88 42 38 31 47 L~ 1 41 3~
1925 ~5 ~':! 20 25 31 51 33 33 72 42 38 33 46 39 42 37
1926 ~36 20 23 29 l~8 -1., 33 56 l~ o 37 32 43 39 38 35
1927 36 19 23 30 39 33 33 60 IU 37 32 42 38 36 35
1928 -10 1<;' 24· 28 39 32 33 60 40 38 34 41. 40 37 40
1929 37 2l 23 30 38 29 33 49 39 39 32 42 41 37 36
19~50 38 J 9 18 29 34 26 31 41. 3L~ 38 26 39 l~ 1 36 32
1931 38 1 1+ 17 26 2S"' 25 30 34 :32 38 23 36 39 35 30
1932 38 l l l· 15 24 27 23 29 36 31 38 27 34 l~ o 33 27
1933 3'+ 14 16 24 ~~~j 23 28 39 31 41 26 35 38 32 27
1934 35 1 ~j 18 26 25 2ll· 27 38 30 L~3 ~~5 35 36 31 29
1935 37 lB 18 28 25 24 27 39 30 43 2 1+ 35 37 30 29
1936 37 19 18 20 26 25 27 38 30 4~~ 24 34 ~~8 30 29
1937 42 19 20 27 27 27 .,-, 39 30 43 26 36 ~58 31 :34
1938 ~jl 20 21 28 ~!~:.i 27 27 40 29 4L~ 2~) 35 39 31 32
1939 4·6 21 23 28 2 1+ 28 28 41 30 4. 1+ 26 36 1+1 32 32
19l~0 l~9 25 26 26 32 31 30 44 36 ~jO 34 l~6 ~il 3~j 4~
1941 50 ~52 30 34 4·(1 3l 25 50 40 59 ~59 50 65 41 48
1.942 ~.:.il 34· 32 65 70 3l 21 58 l~ 7 61 37 54 70 47 54
1.943 52 36 4·7 66 66 32 2'+ 67 5'+ 61.~ 46 55 68 50 56
19l~4 52 ~~6 l~ ~j 64· 61 31 23 65 52 67 44· 57 7" 51 58
1945 61 36 45 62 70 31 36 72 50 68 41 56 75 5~~ 60
1946 57 3l~ 45 61 61 34 21 74 5;.~ 67 45 59 80 56 55
1947 ~)8 35 5l 63 63 37 41 73. 59 72 52 65 87 64 5-'
1948 63 40 5~~ 73 7l(. l~2 45 82 68 78 56 71 93 70 59
194·9 73 43 52 66 75 41+ 41.j. 8~5 67 80 5~~ 74 101 71 61
1950 84 43 ~)3 64 7~5 l~2 L~4 87 71 79 73 81 101 74 62
1951, 1,04 51 58 63 99 48 :50 102 93 86 91 109 1.23 85 99
1952 159 {ID 64 87 1,09 62 56 124 84 93 96 88 110 83 83
1953 165 61 66 7"7 114 68 57 105 85 96 101 85 108 82 81
1954 140 60 65 79 U.3 66 58 U.3 92 96 120 86 106 80 81
1955 143 65 68 79 112 6'+ 59 102 9 '.j. <,7 107 85 103 81 79
1956 1,52 73 T? 79 :1.07 63 62 112 92 96 111 86 101 82 78
1957 16l~ 70 76 79 9'+ 66 63 112 92 95 108 93 103 84 80
1958 166 70 73 80 95 66 67 106 96 104 98 87 102 86 80
1959 148 72 77 81 95 68 68 105 91 107 94 86 96 82 91
1960 lt~6 7 ll· ?'9 80 95 71 69 1.06 - . 85- -1:{}'6 - - ---tJ2 -:-. - 88' 95--- - '8ll- -91'
1961 145 75 81 79 95 76 71 101 82 110 92 90 94 86 91
1962 1{)! n'j 82 79 96 79 76 1.12 80 88 93 91 93 88 92
1.963 123 84 88 81 97 85 81 146 89 91 95 93 <,3 90 92
1964 :1.22 92 92 En 100 88 87 138 94 95 105 96 97 93 92
1965 122 9l~ 97 93 103 92 90 115 93 97 107 97 100 95 94
1966 U.9 101 96 98 1,01 96 94 110 98 99 108 99 99 97 104
1967 1 O~:; 98 97 99 99 99 98 109 99 100 105 100 100 <19 107
1968 100 100 100 1.00 1. o O 100 1. OO 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1969 100 105 102 102 99 105 100 107 98 100 8 1+ 102 102 100 106
1970 1,13 109 108 1,07 11.6 1,12 108 110 102 100 90 104 106 103 105
1971 124 109 116 110 119 119 115 115 106 103 98 108 108 104 103
1972 125 119 :1.29 119 115 :1.27 126 132 109 112 99 114 111 109 :1.17
1973 114 129 133 125 141 128 135 140 116 121 108 129 115 117 142
1974 137 1,28 124 ll~7 198 131 151 213 167 1,42 122 155 131 132 142
19nj 191 134 128 177 172 139 173 217 181 163 133 163 143 145 142
1976 192 :I.l~9 143 195 179 1.53 1.95 218 :1.93 178 178 175 155 155 165
1977 172 164 156 208 210 158 216 238 244 196 206 191 161 170 187
1978 1~)7 179 173 227 223 173 236 255 262 213 240 211 169 186 198
1979' 181 191 183 235 243 183 252 273 276 222 239 220 183 208 2~8
1980 210 203 204 254 255 200 280 303 320 241 255 245 204 240 279
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NOTES

ProdLJcer pr ices.

2 The relationship between relative prices and the structural
transforlnation of Swedish industry 1913-77 has been studied in
Josefsson-Örtengren, 1980.

3 This again rests on the assumption that the underlying long
term productivity and eost structure ls not affected by the price
controis.

4 For 64 observations a con'elation coefficient of 0.25 is suffici
ent for slgnificance at the 5 per cent level.

5 See i\ppendix 2 for a presentation of the data.
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INTRODucnON

Too often the econotnic problems of a country are discussed in

isolation fro:n the development in other countries. By examining

a group of countries, a wider perspective is given to the study of

each country. In this paper, industr ial developJnent in four Europe

an countries is described and cornpared. This is done with special

reference to the marked deterioration in economic conditions

which occurred in the wake of the oi! price boom in 1973/74 and

which has troubled a large part of the world since. Stagflation 

low economic activity accompanied by rapid inflation - has become

a· widespread and persistent phenornenon. This is illustrated in

Figure 1.

In addition to a purely descriptive part, the study contains a

discussion of the significance for structural change and long-run

industry growth of such key variables as prices, profits and in

vestrnents. The arguments brought forward are substantiated by

empirical evidence from the four countries.

The countries studied in the paper are the Federal Republic of

Germany (subsequently referred to as Germany), the Netherlands,

Sweden and the United Kingdom (U.K.). This choice of countries

gives a good spread of "econolnic size" and in policy responses

to the econornic problems of the 1970s. Germany is representative

of a deflationary approach, whereas the U.K. and Sweden ven

tured a pronounced inflationary route. The Netherlands was closer

to Germany in this respect.

The period covered is 1960-80, but data for sorne variables are

not accessible for years before 1963. The figures used for 1980

are preliminary.



Figure l Growth of real GDP and consumer prices in the

OECD area 1961-81
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The manufacturing sector is disaggregated into eight sub-sectors

(industries), following the United Nations' International Standard

of lndustrial Classification USle) of 1968. The industries analyzed

are:

ISIC

code

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

Food, beverages and tobacco

Textiles, wearing apparel
and leather

Wood and wood products

Paper and paper products,
printing and publishing

Chemicals and chemical petroleum,
coal, rubber and plastic products

Non-metallic mineral products
except products of petroleulTI
and coal

Basic metal industries

Fabricated metal products,
machinery and equiprnent

Subsequently

referred to as

Food

Textiles

Wood

Paper and printing

Chemicals

Non-metallic
minerals

Basic tnetals

Engineer ing
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2 DATA CONSIDERATIONS

The data presented and analyzed in this paper are collected from

a large nUJnber of statistical sources. As far as possible, interna

tional publications have been used. But to some extent it has

been necessary to turn to local statistical publications. In a few

instances, local statistical authorities of the countries have been

consulted directly. The statistica1 sources used for the study are

listed and numbered on p. 166. References in tables and figures to

the list of statistical sources are Inade by giving the numbers as

signed to the sources, instead of writing out their full titles.

It must be recognized that each of the eight lndustry categories

studied here produce a wide variety of products. The industry

data used in this study thus represent averages of products (and

of firms) which differ in capita1 intensity, labor productivity, re

search intensity, demand elasticity and so on. The analysis of the

eight industries is therefore bound to oversimplify and leave out

many aspects of industrial developrnent. For example, structural

change within the sub-sectors cannot be captured. Nevertheless,

the level of disaggregation adopted is the finest available which

gives adequate cornparability between the countries.

Even on this highly aggregated level, the data are not cornpletely

comparable between the countries. This is due, for exarnple, to

inconsistent industry classifications and variable definitions, differ

ent coverages of enterprises and, for monetary variables, the

probleln of different currencies. But such statistical imperfections

should mainly affect across-country cOJnparisons of ~"y'els_, but

not co!nparisons of rates of change.

The data consideratjl)nS mentioned here should be kept in rnind

when interpreting the results in the following presentation.
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3 THE MANUFACTURING SECTOR

Let us first take a broad look at the aggregate lnanufacturing

sector in the four countries. It will serve as a frarnework for the

subsequent industry analysis.

3.1 Manufacturing in the Total Economy

In the countries studied here, the manufacturing sector constitutes

around one fourth to one third of total production and em

ploym-ent (see Table l). Gerrnany has the relatively largest manu

facturing sector of the four. The employment shares are larger

than the production shares in Sweden and the United Kingdom,

whereas the reverse is true in Germa~y and the Netherlands. In

all four countries, the manufacturing sector - in terms of both

production and employment - diminished sornewhat in the 1970s

relat j ve to the rest of the econorn y.

The rnanufacturing industry also provides the countries with for

eign currency through international trade. Table 2 shows that ex

ports of manufactured goods account for two thirds of total cur

rent account receipts in Germany and Sweden, and wel.l over one

half in the other two countries. The relatively low and falling fig

ures for the Netherlands and the U.K. can partly be explained

by sizable and rapidly growing exports of petroleum and natural

gas products from these countries. The Netherlands also have a

rnuch larger share of exports of agriculturai products.

3.2 Production Growth

As indicated above, the rnanufacturlng sector in the four countri

es did not even keep up with the sluggt~h growth of the rest of

the econolny in the 1970s. Clear evldence of the poor industrial

growth performance in the last decade is presented in Figure 2.
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Percentage share of the manufacturing seetor in

GDpa and total employment

Annual averages

Production

1960-70 1970-80

Employment

1960-70 1970-80

Germany 40 38 35 35

Netherlands 33 28 28 24

Sweden 26 24 31 27

United Kingdom 29 26 35 31

a Gross pomestic product at current prices.

Source: OECD, 1'982, "Historical Statistics 1960-80".

Table 2 Percentage share of exports of manufactured goods

in total current account receipts

1970 1980

Germany 75 76

Netherlands 62 60

Sweden 76 75

United Kingdom 57 54

Sources: OECD, 1982, "NatIonal Accounts", Yol. II.
United Nations, "'Yearbook of International Trade Sta
tistics", editions 1976 and 1980, Vol. 1.
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In Germany, Sweden and the Netherland5, industrial production

increased rapidly during the 19605 and the first few years of the

19705. A pronounced break in the growth trend occurred in all

four countries in connection with the oil crisis' in 1973/74. (See

also Tables 4A - 4D.)

Figure 3 reveals some interesting deviations between the countries

starting with the severe recession of the rnid 1970s. The ~l1ain

objective of Swedish econornic policy in 1974/75 was to bridge

the recession. The expansionary measures taken seerned successful

at first: Sweden was not as hard hit by the recession of t 975 as

were the other countries. But prices and, in particular, wages

rose by far more than in most cornpeting countries. Thus, the

competitiveness of Swedish industry deteriorated rapidly..As a re

sult, Sweden saw a sharp "deJayed" reduction in industrial activ

ity in 1977, from which the country has not, yet fully recovered.

What was gained at first was rnore than lost in subsequent years.

Germany and the Netherlands, on the other hand, lived through

the recession of 1975. Then, in 1976-80, the Gerrnan and Dutch

manufacturing industries follqwed a relativeJy favorable growth

path.

The unique development of the British manufacturing industry is

rather ruthlessly exposed in Figure 2. The U.K. did not ride the

booIn of the 1960s. British industry followed a negatlveJy diverg

ing growth path cOtnpared to the other countries over the whole

period studied. The general deterioratian in business conditions of

the mid 1970s irnplied for the U.K. econolny that an aJready troubl:

some situa t.ion got even worse.

3.3 Employment Growth

Manufacturing ernployment and production deveJoped quite differ

ently in the 1960s and 1970s (see Figure 4). A strlking feature

is that it decredsed over the two decades in each of the four
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Figure 4 Total manufacturing employment 1960-80
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countries. That decline was not set off by the deep recession ini

tiated by the oil crisis. TabIes ~A-4D show that Dutch, Swedish

and U.K. manufacturing emploYlnent had a negative growth trend,

even in the industrially expansive period of 1960-73. And the cor

responding German figure is just barely on the positive· side.

The four countries. show a similar pattern up, through the mid

1960s. In the first half of the: :decade, employm·ent increased in

the rnanufacturing sector. It peaked: around 196.5. The decline

that followed continued through the 1970s in the NetherIands and

the U.K., halted only by a few cyclical upturns. The drop in the

Netherlands is conspicuous. Following several years of steady in

crease, Dutch manufacturing employment decreased by more than

25 percent frorn 1966 to 1980. As we can see, out of those 15

years there was only one - 1970 - with an increase in employ

ment. This development is even more striking given the fact

that, in tenns of volurne of production, the Dutch rnanufacturing

industry was the most expansive of the four in the period.

In contrast to the other two countries, Germany and Sweden

have on the whole maintained their level of manufacturing em

ployment since 1960, although i t was slightly lower at the end of

the period than at the beginning. Apart from a much s tronger in

crease in Germany than in Sweden in 1969 and 1970, they foI

lowed essentially the same cyclical path up to 1974. Froln then,

the curves quite nicely mirror the contrasting developrnent of out

put in the two countries since the oil crisis. Swedish industrial

employment rose substantially in the mid 19705 - much a result

of the inflationary "bridging over" policy of the time. It then fell

sharply in 1977 and 1978, before leveling out. In Germany, on the

other hand, industrial employment declined !narkedly frorn 1970

to 1976, and then started to rebound. In each of the years 1977-

80, German manufacturing ernployment increased.

A corollary of the dirninished labor force in rnanufacturing is

tha t the expansion in production has, on the whole, been achieved

through gains in labor productivi ty.
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To sum up, we have noted three salient features of the aggregate

industrial deveJopment in the four countries during the two

last decades:

the abrupt and uniform deterioration in growth trends in

1973/74,

the extrerneJy poor growth performance of the British manu

facturing industry over the whole period,

the long-run stagnation in manufacturing employment.
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4 GROWTH AND DECLINE AT THE SUB-SECTOR LEVEL

In this sectjon, the growth performance of the eig~t manufactur

ing sub-sectors is exarnined and compared across the sectors and

countr les. We' ask: Was the boorn of 'the 19605 evenly spread out

arnong the industries? Have SOlne industries been able to maintain

their ~l1omenturn from the 1960s into the rnid and late 1970s?

What iJnpact has the worsening business climate had on employ

ment and productivity? What are the principal across-country dif

ferences and slmilaritles in industry growth patterns?

4.1 The Growth Race over 1960-80

Indicators of the relative output l performance of the industry ca

tegories are the' gro'wth elasticities, defined and shown in Table 3.

The winner and the loser in the growth race - chernicals and

textiles, respectively - are easily identified.

The chernical industry's performance was outstanding. It shows

the strongest growth in all countries. Several factors are impor

tant here (see Pousette, 1981). Forernost alnong these are relative

ly inexpensive raw materials (oU and natural gas) and the devel

opJnent of significant new products, e.g. plastics and other syn

thetics. Furthermore, the considerable improvements in living stan

dards since the second world war have had more favorable

demand effects on chernicals than on other industries.

The poor performance of the textile industry is almost as strik

inge This industry experienced the weakest growth in all countries

except the U.K. where basic metals were even less vigorous.

The textile industry' has witnessed a rapid technological change in

the last few decades. But that technology is internationcrlly mo

bile, and less know-how is needed than in other industries

(SOU 1980). This has enabled newly industrializing countrles2 with
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Industry elasticities of output growtha (1960-80)

ISIC
code Germany' Nether lands Sweden United' Kingdom

31 Food ' 0.52 0.79 0.43 1.06

32 Textiles 0.1"8 -0.42 -0.28 : 0.11

33 Wood 1.00 0.62 1.14 0.94

34 Paper and printing 0.80 0.87 0.77 0.89

35 Chemicals 1.70 1.89 1.69 2.50

36 Non-metallic minerals 0.90 0.68 0.59 1.11

37 Basic ,netals 0.62 1.19 1.02 -0.61

38 Engineer ing 1.25 0.98 1.32 0.67

a The ratio of the growth rate of each industry to the growth
rate of manufacturing as a whole.

S0l:l!.~~~: Same as in Figure 2.

lower labor cqsts to enter and capture substantiai market

shares. World textile competition has thus tightened considerably

at the expense of manufacturers in the industrially mature coun

tries.

For the other industries, the picture is less clear-cut. The relative

output performance of these industries differ considerably be

tween the 'countries. An exception is the paper and printing sec

tor; its growthelastici ties in the four countr ies lie close to each

other, and place the sector in the rniddle range of performance.

As for the across-country differences, the growth pattern of the

U.K. deviates most strikingly frorn the norm. 3 In particular, the

food and non-metallic mineral industries were notably more expan

sive in relative terms in the U.K., whereas the reverse holds for

basic metals and engineering. The growth patterns of Germany,

Sweden and the Netherlands are more alike. This is especially

true for Germany and Sweden.
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4.L The Trend Break

We next di vide the 1960-80 period studied thus far into two

subperiods. The first covers the "golden" years of the 1960s and

early 19705, and the second covers the stagflation years that fol

lowed. This is to study the impact on the industries of the dete

riorated business climate of recent years.

The cut-off point between the two periods is taken as 1974.

Although Dutch and Swedish industrial production still increased

strongly in 1974, this is the year that marks the beginning of the

persistent s1owdown in gro\vth in most of the industr ialized

world. In TabIes 4A-4D absolute growth rates of production, em

ployment and labor productivity are exhibited.

lt is clear from cOJnparing growth rates of the two periods that

we are dealing with a marked and general stagnation in industrial

act j vi ty. In both Sweden and the U.K., total manufacturing actual

ly had a negative trend growth in the period after 1973. Ger

many and the Netherlands did better in this respect, but the stag

nation is evident. The extent of the deterioration is weIl illumi

nated by the fact that not one industry in any of the four coun

tries came, even close to equaling its first-period growth perform-

ance.

Growth of employment were, not surprisingly, lower for almost

all industries in the lat ter period. But the reductions in employ

ment growth rates were, in general, significantly smaller than

the reductions in output growth rates. Consequently, labor produc

tivity must have developed unfavorably in the mid and late

1970s. This is verified by the two last columns of Tables 4A-4D.

When calculating labor productivity growth rates, an adjustrnent

must be made for changes in working time per employee. Over

1960-8?, the average industrial worker in Germany, the Nether

lands and the U.K. enjoyed an approximate 0.5 percent reductlon
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Tables 4A-4D Annual percentage growth ratesa of production,b

employmentC and labor productivityd

ISIC
code

Table 4A Germany

Productlon Employment Labor productivity

1960~73 1973-80 1960-73 1973-80 1960-73 1973-80

..............~"t-.':.__ ~.:'-.~__ .:.=:__ ... ~.;....-...... __________ .....,.. .....~~......~~~~-:.-c;..~ .........~~~.:..... e.->--...a-e__o--~~I.,.,.~_o-o~o..o.....*,,-~.s.-..........~~ ....eo-~..........o-.~

31 Food 3.0 1.2 -0.1 0.6 4.1 1.0

32 Textiles 1.7 -0.9 -1.9 -4.3 3.9 4.8

33 Wood 5.2 1.1 -0.1 -0.2 6.2 1.6

34 Paper and printing 4.3 2.9 1.5 -1.7 3.5 4.7

35 Chemicals 9.6 2.4 2.6 -0.6 7.7 3.1

36 Non-metallic minerals 4.8 2.2 -0.6 -0.3 5.7 5.4

37 Basic lnetals 3.1 1.1 -0.6 -5.2 3.9 6.5

38 Engineer ing 5.9 3.1 1.4 -0.7 5.0 3.8

3 Total manufacturing 5.1 2.1 0.5 -1.3 5.0 3.6

Sources: Production and employment: same as in Figures 2 and 4. Hours worked per en
ployee: 6, 9, 12 (see Statistical Sources).

Table 4B The Netherlands

Production Employment Labor productivity

ISIC
code

1960-73 1973-80 1960-73 1973-80 1960-73 1973-80

...~.......- ... c....~~.. -___~~.;;....~ .....................~~~~..........._~~.."..a--....a.--.-......c...................~~~cw..e--4-.""""o-o--..... _o-a-....~_........~__................

31 Food 4.3 1.7 -0.5 -2.3 5.6 4.5

32 Textiles 0.4 -5.2 -4.9 -9.6 5.9 5.3

33 Wood 4.6 0.0 0.5 -2.7 4.7 3.4

34 Paper and printing 5.4 2.7 1.2 5.0 4.1 -1.0

35 Chemicals 11.8 2.9 1.8 -1.3 10.8 4.3

36 Non-metallic minerals 4.5 2.0 -0.8 -2.8 5.8 5.6

37 Basic lTIetals 8.8 -0.4 3.2 -1.5 6.1 1.9

38 Engineer ing 5.9 1.6 -0.4 -2.1 7.1 4.3

3 Total manufacturing 6.2 1.4 -0.6 -2.7 7.6 4.5

Sources: Production and employment: same as in Figures 2 and 4. Hours worked per c

ployee: 5, 6 (see Statistical Sources).
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Table 4C Sweden

ISIC
code

Production

1960-73 1973-80

Employment

1960-73 1973-80

Labor productivity

1960-73 1973-80

Sources: Production and employment: same as in Figures 2 and 4. Hours worked per em
ployee: 6, 12 (see Statistical Sources).

31 Food 2.5 0.8 ,0.3 -0.8 2.5 2,0

32 Textiles 1.1 -2.4 -2.2 -3.1 3.8 1.3

33 Wood ,3.1 -2.3 -0.1 -0.7 3.5 -0.9

34 Paper and printing 2.6 -0.5 0.2 -0.9 2.8 0.7

35 Chemicals 6.0 0.9 0.3 0.0 6.1 1.2

36 Non-metallic minerals 3.6 -2.2 -0.6 -1.8 4.6 0.2

37 Basic rnetals 0.6 -5.3 -1.3 -2.8 2.4 -1.7

38 Engineering 2.1 -1.2 -0.2 -0.9 3.0 0.4

3 Total manufacturing 3.0 -1.1 -0.4 -1.2 4.0 0.7

31 Food 1.9 0.6 -0.8 0.3 4.3 1.8

32 Textiles l~O -6.0 -5.1 -6.8 7.4 2.3

33 Wood 6.1 -1.1 0.4 '-1.4 6.8 1.4

34 Paper and printing 4.4 -0.4 -0.6 0.1 6.3 1.2

35 Chemicals 8.4 -0.1 2.1 -0.2 7.9 1.9

36 Non-metallic minerals 5.0 -3.0 -1.1 -3.0 7.4 1.3

37 Basic Inetals 6..3' -1.6 0.3 -1.4 7.4 1.7

38 Engineering 6.4 -0.3 1.0 '-0.3 6.9 1.8

3 Total manufacturing 5.3 -0.7 -0.1 -0.8 6.7 1.7

Sources: Production and employment: same as in Figures 2 and 4. Hours worked per ern-
ployee: 6, 12, 15, 17 (see Statistical Sources).

Table 4D The United Kingdom

Production Employment Labor productivity

1960-73 1973-80 1960-73 1973-80 1960-73 1973-80ISIC
code

a Logar i thm ic linear trend growth.

: b At constant prices.

c Number of employees.

d Output per houri
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in working time per year. In Sweden, the corresponding figure

was 1.5 percent . Those reductions in working time explain why

growth rates of labor productivity are higher than what would be

implied by a linear relationship between growth rates of produc

tion and employment (measured by the number of employees).

Note that the two most expansive econornies of the four after

the oi! crisis - Gerrnany and the Netherlands - experienced a larg

er decrease in Inanufacturing employment than the other two coun

tries. This is reflected in their more favorable labor productiv

ity growth rates for the period.

Turning to the individual industries, we find that the strength of

the chemical industry has diminished q~ite considerably (both rela

tively and absoluteiy). In tenns of output and productivity

growth, the chemical industry has not maintained the unique posi

tion it enjoyed in the 1960s and early 1970s. Nevertheless, the

chernical industry still ranks high in all countries. It stands out

as the only industry which, in each of the four countries, has con

tributed to total employment growth by employing alarger labor

force in 1980 than in 1960.

The food industry exhibits a reverse development. It performed

poorly during the 1960s and early .1970s. Since then, food has fared

better relative to the other industries. Besides chemicals, 1t is

the only lndustry, which increased 1ts output in each country

over 1974-80, albeit at a very low rate. In Sweden it even shares

with chernicals the top position in terms of output growth.

Furtherrnore, the Gerrnan and Swedish food industrieswere the

only sub-sectors (not counting a tiny 1ncrease in Swedish paper

and printing), which increased their employment in the period. Gen

erous governrnent assistance to' the food industry has contributed

in darnpening the impact of the general recession in the econornies.

In recent years öne of the frequently-mentioned "crisis indus

tries" has been basic metais. The rnid and late 19705 saw a marked
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deterioration in its growth performanee in the eountries studied

here, as weIl as in most other industrialized eountries. Iron and

steel manufacturing constitutes the main sub-aetivity of the basie

metal industry. Produetivity performanee of basie metals was ex

ceptionally poor in the Netherlands, Sweden and the United Ki~g

dom in 1974-80. The deeline in output growth rates was not

matehed by a proportional deeline in employment growth rates.

In sharp eontrast to this, however, was the development in Ger

many. There, basic metal employment dropped to the extent

that output per hour increased by more than in any other indus

try in the four countries in the period af ter the oi! crisis.

To explain the deeline of basie metais, it is erueial to understand

that the growth of this sector in a eountr y is elosely linked to

domestic industrial expansion. Due to heavy transportation eosts

and trade barriers of various kinds, the basie met.al industry is a

relatively home-mårket dependent industry. The rapid industrial

upswing and the extensive reeon~truetion work that followed the

seeond world war eonsequently fueled the growth of the basie

metal industry in most OECD eountries. But when the industrial

maehinery in these countries started 'to break down in the 19705,

the iron and steel and related industries were more severely af

feeted than other industr ies. The s!ow growth of U.K. basic met

als, already evident in the 19605, foreshadowed the long-run stag

nation in British industrial activity.

Indeed, there is more to the problem of the basic metal industry

than a shrinking homemarket. The basie metal produeers in the

developed countries have lost considerably in competitiveness to

manufaeturers in newly industrializing eountries. Many developing

countr ies experienced an industr ia! boom in the 1970s. Demand

eonditions in these eountries were thus favorable for building up

abasie llletal produetion eapaeity with best-praetice technology

and effieient scale. Aided by a relative fall in transportation

eosts, these more effieient manufaeturers can sueeessfully eompete

even within the OECD area.4
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lt is clearfrom the numbers in Tables 4A-4D that the problems

of the textile industry are of cIder date 'than those of other indus

tr ies. The trend growth rate of textile' output was very low al

ready in the 1960s. A high rate of liquidatjons, in combinatjon

with an extensive mechanization of surviving firms, led to a signl

ficant exodus' of labor. This helps to explain why textile labor pro

ductivity growth was quite favorable in the 1960s' and 1970s.

Wood products manufacturing is another industrial activity whlch

, has expe'rienced severe problems' since the oi! crisis. As we shall

see in a subsequent 'section, this industr y is (relative! y) far more

important in Sweden than in Germany, the Netherlands or the

United Kingdorn. With an abundance of quality raw materials, and

with proximity to the European market, the Swedish wood indus

try has traditionally supplled a large share of Swedish export reve

nues. But competition from North America has stiffened. And

increasing exploitations of fast-growing forests in Latin America

(Brazil), West' Africa and parts of Asia represent major long-term

threats to the traditional ma~ufacturers.

Thus far' we have dealt almost exclusively with the gröwth perform

ance of the industries. The' next step is to examine the structure

and change in the 'manufacturlng sectors 'of our four countries.

This section unarnbiguously shows that a trend break in growth

occurred in the rnid 1970s. Of particular interest then is the ques

tion of whether a more rapid industrial transforrnation has fol

lowed in the wake of the worsened business conditions.
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5 STRUCTURE AND CHANGE

The law of cornparative advantages states that a country will spe-
. , .

cialize its production apparatus according to the country's relative

cost advantage. Differences in eost structure exist since coun

tries differ in raw material endowment, climate, skill and size of

labor force, capital stock, etc. In, this section th~ industrial special

izations of Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the U.K. are

studied. The characteristics of the change in each country's indus

triai cornposition in the 1960-80 period is exarnined. The "rnag

nitudes" of the structural change are determined and cornpared

across countr ies and between the growth and the stagfiation pe

riods.

5.1 A Standard for Comparison: The "Average" Developed

Economy

Table 5 displays the relative size of the eight industry categories

in two major groups of countries in 1963 and 1975. Looking at

the sector weights in the developed market econolnies, whi,ch are

the relevant ones in this context, we see tha t a dorninant posi

tion is held by the engineering industry. Approximately 40 per

cent of total manufacturing production consists' of the manufacture

of engine'ering' products, such as metal tooIs, office and COiTI

puting machlnery, electronics, motor vehicles and ships. The sec

ond largest sector is' 'chernicals, which accounts for about 15 per

cent of total rnanufacturing.' The food industry is third in size,

and the other sub-sectors follow with gradually declining weights.

The figures indicate that the two largest sectors are gaining in

lmportance, whe'reas textiles and basic iiIetals are regressing~ But

on the whoie', the industrial structure in the developedm'arket

econornies changed 'only rnarginally over the period 1963-75.. '

To show that 'the industrial structure sketched above is by' no

means universally applicable, corresponding figures are given for
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Percentage weights of industries in total manufactur

ing production in the world market economies

Developed I market economiesa Developing market econorniesb

ISIC 1963 1975 1963 1975

31 Food 12 12 27 20

32 Textiles 10 8 20 15

33 Wood 4 4 4 3

34 Paper and printing 8 8 5 4

35 Chemicals 14 15 16 22

36 Non-meta.llic minerals 4 4 5 5

37 Basic rnetals 9 8 6 6

38 Engineer ing 40 16 22

38 Engineering 38 40 16 22

So_~E..~: United Nations, 1982, "Yearbook of Industrial Statistics", Vol. I.

a Canada, the U.S., Europe (excluding centrally planned econolnies), Australia, Israel, Nev.
Zealand, Japan and South Africa.

b Caribbean, Central and South America, Africa (other than South Africa), Asian Middh
East and East and South-East .~sia (other than Israel and Japan).

the developing market econolnies. In this group of countr ies, food

and textiles play a much larger role. But a significant shift is

evident, from these industries to the rnore technology-intensive

chemicals and engineering. The large weight of chemicals is pri

marily due to large-scale petroleum based activities in oil-rich

nations.·

Now, let us redirect our attention to the rnanufacturing sectors

of Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the U.K. A substantiai

amount of information is cOlnpressed into Figures 5A-50. The ar

rows connect three points, with each point representing the out

put and employment shares of a particular industry in total manu

facturing in the bench-mark years 1960, 1973 and 1980, respective

ly. Thus, the figures give an overall picture of the industr ial

structure and its change in each countr y since 1960.
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Figure 5A Germany

Percentage share of sub-sectors in total manufactur

ing output and ernployment 1960, 1973, 1980
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Figure 58 The Netherlands

Percentage share of sub-sectors in total manufactur

ing output and employment 1960, 1973, 1980
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Figure 5e Sweden
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Figure 5D The United Kingdom

Percentage share of sub-sectors in total manufactur
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Not surprisingly, the pattern of industrial structure in the devel

oped market econornies combined is clearly recognizable in all

four figures. The degree of conformity with the general pattern

is particularly high in Germany and the U.K. In this sense, manu

facturing is less speclalized in these econornies than in the Neth

erlands and Sweden.

5.2 Germany

The advance of engineering and chernicals, and the relative decline

of food, textiles and basic metals, have characterized structur

al change in Germany since 1960. The engineering industry

strengthened its already dorninant position. In 1980, 42 percent of

industrial production and practically half of industrial employment

originated in engineering activity. With rapid growth in the 1960s

and early 1970s, chemicals moved up from fif th to second place

in terms of volume of production - past the stagnating food, tex

tile and basic metal industries. Non-metallic minerals and the for

est-based wood and paper and printing sectors, each accounted

for approximately five percent of total manufacturing, with no

significant changes over the period.

5.3 The United Kingdom

The U.K. appears to be cast fro:n the same lndustr ial mold as

the "average" developed econorny. The similarity in structure and

change is striking. But in this seemingly "normal" picture of the

U.K. industrial sector one can still see important characteristics

of the British economic problems of recent decades. The U.K.

eCOnOITlY has traditionally been heavily dependent on export reve

nues in textiles, basic metals and two engineering sub-sectors 

shipbuilding and motor-vehicle manufacturing.5 Those industries

are the ones that have lost most ground since 1960. They have
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not been able to keep up with the .technological advance in corn

peting countries, and therefore have declined continuously in in

ternational competit iveness.6

But, a reorientation towards industries based on scientific and

production skills can be discerned. The U .K. chemical industry,

which exports such articles as cosrnetics, pharmaceuticals and fe r

tilizers, almost doubled its share of total manufacturing produc

tion over 1960-80. Machlnery (office and conlputing in particu

lar), electrical engineering and electronics are other relatively vig

orous sectors. These are now major export industries, and their

expansion in the 1970s has reversed the decl ine of the aggregate

engineer ing sector.

5.4· The Netherlands

Turning to the two smaller cOlJntries we find that their industrial

activ.ity is more country-specific. With a small horne market,

these econolnies must rely more on specializatlon and foreign

trade. The. distinct features of their manufacturing structure clear

ly reflect differences in their cornparative advantages.

A major trait of Dutch manufacturing is the extraordinary

growth of the chemical industry. In 1960 it already accounted

for almost one fifth of total industrial production. By the time of

the oil crisis, chernicals had advanced to a leading position with

over one thlrd of rnanufacturing output. The ernployment share of

the chernical industry, however, was at this time a mere 12 per

cent. Since then the Dutch chelnical industry has lost a great

deal of its rnornentuifl, but, as is noted above, it has continued

to be the rnost expansive sub-sector of Dutch manufacturing.

The rise of chernicals in the Netherlands is closely associated

with the country's fune'tion as a major sea gateway into Western

Europe. Rot terdam is the world's top-ranking port, and receives

much of Europe's imported oU. Some of the crude oil is passed
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on to other countries - for example by pipeline to Germany - but

much is refined within the Netherlands before forwarding. Petro

chernicals, made from products of the refinery operatjons, repre

sent a principal sub-sector of the country's chernical industry.

Other sub-sectors of Dutch' chemicals have greatly benefited

from significant discoveries of natural gas in the northeastern

Netherlands at the end of the 1950s.

The Netherlands' comparative advantage in trading is based on

historical and geographic grounds, as well as on sheer necessi ty,

since trading is the way the Netherlands can rnake maximum use

of a limited variety of domest~c resources. The trading advan

tages spill over to many other parts of Dutch manufacturing. 7

Another industry particularly linked to the ports is basic metais.

Cheap imported ores and coal provided a basis. for the' rapid

growth of the iron and steel industry in the 1960s and early

1970s. But, as Figures 5A-5D show, the basic metal industry ac

counts for a smaller share of total manufacturing in the Nether

lands than in the other countries studied here. The recent diffi

cuJties of this industry, felt throughout most of the industrially

mature countries, are also evident in the Netherlands.

The combined engineering sector in the Netherlands today gener

ates a lower value added than chernicals, but in terms of employ

ment it is more than twice the size of any other industry. Good

transport connections and a highly skilled labor force are key fac

tors behind the growth of successful electrical and electronics in

dustries. However, other parts of the engineering industry, most

notably the once-flourishing shipbuilding sub-industry, are experienc

ing severe problerns.

The food industry plays a more important role in the Netherlands

than in most industrialized countries. It is based on the rern~rk

ably productive Dutch agriculture. A relative decline of the indus

try in the 1960s has come to a halt. The beverage industry, in

particular , proved quite viable in the 1970s.
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5.5 Sweden

Yast forests and a wealth in high-grade iron ore are pivotal fac

tors behind the evolution of the Swedish industry. Forest-based in

dustries, such as saw-milling, pulp-milling, paper-making, wood

chernicals, plywood and lumber, yieJded the bulk of Swedish ex

port revenues for several decades. Sweden's specialization in

those industries is plain from Figure 5e. The cornbined wood and

paper and printing share of total manufactur ing is more than

twice as high in Sweden as ln the average industrialized country.

But for sorne decades, there has been a continuous trend toward

greater. forward integration, i.e. increasing the value added, in

this sector of Swedish manufacturing. This is necessary to with

stand the lncreasing competltion from developing countries better

endowed with raw rnaterials.8

The rich iron deposits in northern Sweden were the basic source

for a once world-dominant iron-ore industry. They also fostered

the developlnent of an important speciaity and high-quality steel

industry. The basic metal industry in Sweden is in fact smaller ,

relative to total manufacturing, than in most developed econo

mies. Like the case in other industrialized countries, the Swedish

iron and steel industry has experienced increasingly severe prob

lems since the early 1970s, due to an erosion of competitive

ness. The spec.ialty steel industry has weathered the crisis in bet

ter shape than have related sub-sectors, thanks to a higher degree

of specializatlon and quality.

The long emphasis on skill and quality in the Swedish steel indus

try carri~s over into those finishing and fabricating indu~tries

which process that steel. Among Swedish specialities are industrial

and office machinery, eJectrical equipment and motor vehicles.

These are the main elements of the Swedish engineer ing sector ,

which has throughout this century steadily increased its share of

industrial production, employment and exports. Although the engi

neering sector did not grow, in tenns of output, in the second
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half of the 1970s, its share of total exports continued to increase.

The viable sub-sectors of engineer ing are expected to provide

the expansion needed in the Swedish eCOn01TlY to offset the antici

pated continue.d stagnation in basic industries.

Another important industry, also with roots in the forest and

basic metal sectors, is chernicals. It has been the fastest growing

industry in Swedish manufacturing since the second world war. In

spite of this, chemicals in Sweden accounted for a smaller share

of total manufacturing value added than in any other developed

market eCOnOlTlY in the late 1970s (United Nations, Yearbook of

Industrial Statistics, 1978 edition). Phannaceuticals and certain

plastics represent the most vigorous sub-sectors, taking advantage

of high quality research.

As for the textile industry, its position and development in Swe

den has largely been the sa,ne as in the other three countries. It

entered the 1960s still as a major industry. But its importance

has continuously diminished due to the factors discussed above•

.5.6 Structural Change Quantified

Significant structural changes occurred in Germany, the Nether

lands, Sweden and the Uni ted Kingdom in the 1960s and 1970s.

Some of the principal characteristics of those changes were high

lighted in the previous sections. In this section, we define a sum

mary measure to quantify the overall industrial transformations

of the four countries. In particular , a measure of structural

change with respect to output is cOlnpared, for each country,

with the degree of change in the employment structure.

In Figures 6A-6D we can follow the extent of the yeariby-year

structural change that took place, in terms of both output and

employment.9 (Shifts within the sub-sectors are not accounted

for.) Except for a ·few major fluctuations, - there appears to have
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Figures 6A-6D. Annual structural changea with respect to output

and employment 1961-80
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Figure 6C Sweden
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been no significant change in' the rate of the transformation over

the period. Nor are any conspicuous across-country differences

readi ly suggested by the figures.

A cornparison between output and employment structural changes

yields some interesting results. We note that in the four countries

the organization of manufacturing activity was clearly more

rigid with respect to ernployment. A closer inspection of the curves

indicate that this tendency was stronger in the United King

dom and, to sorne extent, in Sweden than in Germany and the

Netherlands. This can be checked for a given period by dividing

the average yearly output transformation with the average yearly

employment transformation. The greater the resulting ratio, the

"more rigid" (on average) was. the employment structure relative

to the output structure. Such ratios are' displayed in Table 6.

All our ratios increase between the first and second per iod. That

increase is particularly marked for Sweden, whereas Germany ac

counts for the srnallest rise. For both periods, the U.K. shows the

highest "relative rigidity" of employment structure.

Table 6 Ratio between average yearly output transformation

and average yearly employment transformationa

1960-73 1973-80

Germany 1.63 1.89

Nether lands 1.40 1.95

i, Sweden 1.67 2.4.5

United Kingdorn 2.14 2.59

a See note 9 for a defini tion of structural transformation.

SO_l:I!_~~_~~: Same as in Figures 6A-6D.
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Part of an explanation of these across-country differences can be

found in the industrial policy carried out by the respective govern

ments. l O Massive post oil-crisis governJnent subsidies to Swedish "crisis

industries" (shipbuilding, steel, textiles) have slowed adjustments in the

Swedish employment structure (Carlsson, Bergholm and Lindberg, 1981).

In contrast to the Swedish orientation of industrial policy, German gov

ernrnent support has to a large extent promoted prornising knowledge

intensive industries, primarily in the chemical and engineering sectors.

Germany's pool of migrant "guest workers" may also have fostered a

greater correspondence between output and employment transforma

tion.

In the United Kingdom, plans for an active industrial policy, with em

phasis given to promoting growth-sectors, were formulated in the early

and mid 1970s. But by the end of the decade, little progress along

these lines had been made. Large-scale government rescue operations

were still cornmon.
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6 PROFIT MARGINS AND TRANSFORMATION PRESSURE

Previous chapters have given an overview of the direction and

speed of changes in the manufacturing sectors of each of the

four countries. .In the remainder of this paper, some underlying

determinants ·are disc~ssed. In particular we focus on the roles of

profi ts (this chapter) and investrnent activity (next chapter).

6.1 An Operational Profitability Measure

Data limitations force us to use crude measures of industry profit

ability. The measure used here is the gross profit margin (or

operating slJrplus). It is defined as

M=~.~ w
- P:-QTC

where

M

p

Q
W

L

Q/L

ULC =

gross profi t margin

value added price index

value added at constant prices

hourlylabor costs Oncluding all social charges)

hours worked

labor productivi ty

unit labor cost

The measure is then standardized by transformation into index

form. Index 100 denotes the average level for the period 1963

73, which we regard as an approxim~tIon of a "long-run equilibri

um level" of the rate of return on total capital. A useful feature

of this measure is that it is easlly decornposed into prices, labor

costs and labor productivity (or prices and unit labor costs). This

faci Iitates the analysis of changes in profi tabili ty .11
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To use the gross profit margin as a measure or an indicator 

which is the point here - we have to assume that the value

added share of depreciation charges on fixed capi tal 12 remains

constant over time. If that share is actually rising (falling) then

M gives a positively (negatively) biased picture of changes in pro

fi tability. Natlonal account statist ics of the four countr ies sug

gest tha t the share of depreciation charges on fixed capital in

the total econotny has been fairly stable since 1960, with a slight

tendency to rise in the 19705. Fi8ures avallable for the Swedish

manufacturing sector show the same development. Hence, it

seems reasonable to assume that M gives a fair picture of profit

abili ty over time. The rneasure should at least not exaggerate

the negative development of profit margins in the 1970s.

6.2 Manufacturing Profit Margins in 1963-80

Figure 7 exhibits the developinent of total manufacturing profit

margins in Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the U.K. It

must be stressed that the graph should not be used to cornpare

~'yels of profitmargins ; here we are studying the development

over time.

Over the whole period 1963-80, profi t margins are declining. Up

through 1972, profi t margins in the four countr ies moved togeth

er quite closely, with relatively moderate fluctuations. Then

they becaJne rnore volatile and unsynchronized.

We can observe sOlne interesting differences between the countries.

Swedish manufacturing profi t margins developed more fa vor

ably up through 1974. But the conspicuous profit boorn of 1973/7'+,

attributable to rapid price increases in raw material products of

particular importance in Swedish manufacturing, was followed by

several years of extreIne wage escalations and sInall positive, or

even negative, productivity changes.
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Dutch profi t margins followed a somewhat dit ferent path. Frorn

1963 to 1975 they decreased more than in Germany, Sweden

and the U.K. But in the second half of the 1970s, Dutch profi ts

rebounded strongly, thanks to good productivi ty performances and

moderate labor cost increases.

In Germany, a deflationary economic policy with a revalued DM

kept inflation in the 1970s at lower levels than in most compet

ing countries. But wages were not checked to a corresponding

degree. And since productivity growth was not sufficient to off

set the gap between the wage and price increases, profi t margins

developed unfavorably.

Aggregate profit margins in British manufacturing tluctuated great

ly during the 1970s. But on the whole, rapid price increases off

set poor productivi ty performance and substantiai wage escala-

tions.

6.3 Prices, Profits and Structural Change

What roles do prices and profits play ln structural change? In a

market economy the price systern fulfills an irnportant signaling

function in the resource alloca t jon process. A decrease in the de

mand for a product, for exarnple, puts downward pressure on the

product's price. This is a signal to existing and potential produc

ers to reduce output. In that case, a decrease in price is accorn

panied by a decrease in quantity~

But one should not expect to find tha t the relationship between

relative prices and output is always positive. Whether the two var

iables change in the sarne or opposite direction over a per iod de

pends, to a great extent, on changes in relative productjon costs.

In the example above, a cost-saving technical break-through in

the manufacture of the product leads to an increase in supply. If

this increase in supply is greater than the decrease in demand,

the end result \\'i11 be that the price dropped and the quantity

lncreased.
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In principle, the price-output relationship is positive if the mar~

ket disturbance primarily derives from the demand side, and nega

tive if the disturbance is primarily due to changes in relative

costs (the supply side). Hence, the development of relative prices

is, in isolation, a poor indicator of the direction of structural

change. This is underlined by Table 7, which shows that there

was no systernatic long-run correlation between the relative deve

lopment of sub-sector prices and output in the four countries in

cluded in this study" 13

A more frui tful approach to "exp1aining" structural change would

begin with an exam ination of relative profi t performance

across industries. After all, producers generally try to allocate

their resources in the most profitable way. And since changes in

both prices and costs are captured by the profit concept, the re

lationship between relative profit performance and output growth

should be unarnbiguously positive. But because, for instance, of

imperfect foresight, goverrunent intervention and rigidities in fac

tor mobility, the ex post relationship may not be monotonic. 14

According to this line of reasoning, the most expansive industr ies

over a period shou1d be the ones which performed most favor

ably in tenns of profitability, and vice versa. Table 8 shows that

this holds weIl for Germany, the Netherlands and the U.K. The

low correlation coefficient for Sweden is to a large extent due

to the fact that a sharp fall in basic iTletal profi t margins in the

second half of the 1970s was not matched by a corresponding de

cline in output growth. The level of opera.tions in the Swedish

basic metal industry in the period was artificially. sustained by

massive government support. In fact, if the basic metal industry

is deleted fro:n the calculation, the coefficient for Sweden be

cornes highly significant.
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Correlation between the relative development of sub-sector

prices and output

Germany Netherlands Sweden
1960-80 1963-80 1960-80

United Kingdom
1963-80

Correlation coefficlent -0.24

Level of significance

0.54

0.10

-0.10 -0.33

Table 8 Correlation between the relative development of sub-sector

profit margins and output

Sweden
1963-80

Germany Netherlands
1963-80 1963-80

Basic
metals United Kingdorn
deleted 1963-80

Correlation coefficient 0.65

Level of significance 0.05

6.4 Transformation Pressure

0.66

0.05

0.11 0.81

0.025

0.75

0.025

An interpretation of the discussion and the elnpirica.l evidence

presented in the previous section is that the greater the spread

of profi tability across the industries, the greater the "structurai

tension" in the manufacturlng sector • Lacking proper data on profit

ability the dispersion in profit margins should be an appropriate

measure of the degree of transformation pressure.

In this section our profi t mar gin indices (deflned on p. 148) are

used to construct proxies for "transformation pressure" in the

four countr ies. As a Jneasure of dispersion, we take the sum of

the weighted absolute dif ferences between the profitmargin
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index of each sub-sector and the index of the aggregate manufac

turing sector . It seerns plausible that structural change in one

year is affected by the dispersion in industry profitability in pre

vious years. This is taken into account by defining the transfor

mation pressure in year t as the arithlTletic average of the disper

sion in profi t margins in the years t, t-l and t-2. 15

Thus defined, the year-by-year transformation pressure in the

four countr ies is presented in index form in Figure 8. It is impor

tant to note that the curves represent crude approximations of

the changes in transfor:nation pressure over time. They cannot be

used for across-country level compC}-risons•. Nevertheless, at least

one conclusion follows fro;n Figure 8. Concurrently with the gener

al deterioration in business cHrnate in the mid and late 19705,

pressure for structural change increased considerably in all four

countr ies. 16

Recall from section 5.6 that a corresponding increase in the rate

of actual transformation did not take place. On the contrary, the

extent of employment structural change generally decreased sorne

what in the period. To exp1ain this seerningly contradictory de

velopment - that high transformation pressure went hand in hand

with low transformat.ion response - one has to deal with the deli

cate problern of a possible two-way causaiity. Certainly, one can

readily suggest tha t in the sluggish economic climate, in which

the expansi.'1~ sectors cannot soak up unemployed resources, fac

tor rnobility tends to decrease even if transformation pressure is

high. On the other hand, it is also guite plausible that the rigidi

ty of the econolnic structure is a principal cause - not an effect 

of the econornic lrnbalances, which, in turn, are manifested in a

rise in transformation pressure. In other words, as long as the 1n

dustriai structure does not adjust according to transformation

pressure, the fundalnental imbalances will persist and may even

get worse. 17

As a final remark we add that the tendency to low factor mobili-

ty in periods of low econornic activity is frequent.ly enhanced by

governrnent actions aimed at curbing short-run unernployment.
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7 INVESTMENTS AND GROWTH

Investfnent is a key elernent of the growth process. Besides adding

dlrectly to aggregate dernand in the econolny, investrnents lay

the foundatlon of future production growth. The "good old years"

of the 19505 and 19605 were to a large extent the resul t of a vig

orous investrnent activity. Today, it is frequently said that to

get the wheels spinning as they used to, capital formation must

increase significantly.

In this chapter we take a broad look at the industrial investrnent

development in Gerrnany, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United

Kingdorn and relate investrnent growth to output growth. We

want to highlight statistically a few widespread "beliefs" about in

vestrnents. The ambition is not to explain investrnent behavior.

Final.ly, we discuss the importance. of the allocat.ion of a given

amount of aggregate inves tments between sectors.

7.1 Manufacturing Investments in 1963-80

Figure 9 displays the growth of the volurne of manufacturing in

vestrnents from 1963 to 1980. It is evident that investrnent activ

ity was, on the whole, strong up through 1970. For Germany, the

Netherlands and the U.K. the first half of the 1970s saw a dra

matie drop in annual investfnents. It is worth noting that this

drop started before the oi! crisis of 1973/74. Swedish industrial in

vestrnent, on the other hand, continued for severalmore years

along the trend fro:n the 1960s.

In 1977 the investrnent trend turned upward again in Germany,

the Netherlands and the U.K., whereas Swedish investrnents fell

sharply in the last three years of the 1970s.

7.2 Investments, Investment Ratios and Growth

With the developtnent in the last decade as shown in Figure 9, it

is not surprising that an incredse in investment actjvity is fre-
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quentJy cal1ed for as a remedy for economic stagnation. In this

section we ask whether the most expansive industries in each

countr y (in the years since 1963) are the ones which showed the

strongest growth of investrnent, and vice versa.

Correlation coefficients between the relative growth of industry

output and investJnents are presented in Table 9. In Germany and

Sweden a strong positive correlation is evident. The coefficient

for the United Kingdom is significant only at a .25 leve!. The ex

traordinary output growth of the Dutch chemical industry in the

1960s and early 1970s ·was achieved desplte low levels of invest

ment .. To a large extent this explains why the correJation between

the growth of investrnents and output is so weak in the

Netherlands.. If the chemical industr y is deleted from the calcula

tion we find that the correlation becomes highly significant ..

Frequently, investment development is discussed in terrns of

investrnent ratios, i.e. capital formation related to production.

The investment ratio is sometimes casually taken as equivalent

to "willingness to invest". Since industrial investrnent rat ios

have generally fallen in the 1?70s, it is accordingly concluded

that "willingness to invest" has diminished. This, so the argu

ment goes, is one reason for the current economic stagnation.

For the economies to return to the old growth path, invest

ment rat jos must be raised to their former leveis. That means

that investtnents rnust increase by more than production.

If this line of reasoning is valid, there should be a long-run positive

relationship between the relative development of industry out

put and investrnent ratios. In other words, industries with the

strongest developrnent of their investJnent ratio should, in princi

ple, grow faster than the other industries.

This has not been the case in the .four countries since 1963,

according to Table 10. The relationship actually seems to be nega

tive. A plausible explanation is that the most expansive industries

are the ones that tend to become more and more knowledge-intensive.
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Correlation between the relative development of sub-sector

investments and output

Nether lands
1963-80

Germany
1963-79

Chemicals Sweden
deleted l 963-80

United Kingdom
1963-79

Correlatjon coefficient 0.65

Level of significance 0.05

0.27 0.61

0.10

0.94

0.005

0.37

0.25

Table 10 Correlation between the relative development of sub-sector

investment ratios and output

Germany ·Netherlands Sweden
1963-79 1963-80 1963-80

United Kingdorn
1963-79

Correlation coefficient -0.53

Level of significance 0.15

-0.60

0.10

-0.35

0.25

-0.39

0.25

Table Il Correlation between the relative development of sub-sector

investments and profit margins

Swed~!1.. _......_.....~_____
Germany Netherlands United Kingdom
1963-79 1963-80 1963-80 1963-73 1963-79

Correlation coefficient 0.68

Level of significance 0.05

0.61

0.10

0.10 0.81

0.01

0.11
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Substantiai increases in fixed capital formation in these indus

tr ies, large enough to raise investrnent ratios, could very weIl be

detr irnental to those industr ies.

7.3 Investment Allocation and Growth

Growth in investrnents in machinery and buildings is certainly nec

essary for long-run output growth. But the quantity of invest

ments is not the only important explanation. One should not only

ask the question How much?, but also Where? That is, not only

the level, but also the allocation of investrnents among firms and

industries, should be studied. This could be called the "quality"

aspect of investmerits. For favorable long-run growth, it is cru

cial that uncompetitive firms and industries do not account for a

"disproportionally" large share of total capital formation. In prin

ciple, investrnent resources should be allocated in' proportion to

the competitiveness of the industries. A misal1ocation of invest

ment resources is likely to impede the expansion of viable sec

tors, and to postpone an inevitable adjustment of, the structure

of the economy.

We nowexarnine the allocation (or the "quality") of the manufac

turing investments made since 1963 in the four countries. We re

gard relative profitability as equivalent to competitiveness. Ideal

ly, the industries with the strongest investtnent growth over a pe

riod should be the ones with the most favorable development of

profitability. Thus, a suitable measure for this study of the quali

ty of investments within the manufacturing sector is the correla

tion between the sub-sector development of investrnents and pro

fit margins. The stronger the positive correlation, the higher the

"quality" of the combined investrnents made in the period.

We see from Table 11 that in Germany and, to. alesser degree,

in the Netherlands, there is a clear positive association between

relative growth of investrnents and profit margins. In Sweden and

the U.K., on the other hand, there is no significant correlation. If
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we choose' the period 1963-73, however, the Swedish correlation

coefficient becomes highly significant.

Hence, given that the coefficients in Table 11 are appropriate

measures of the quality of investments, we can conclude that

Germany and the Netherlands in 1963-80, and Sweden in 1963-73,

benefited from a growth-conducive allocation of investtnents. By

this definition, a considerable misal1ocation of resources must

have taken place in Sweden in the last decade. This appears to

be true for the whole period 1963-80 in the U.K.

The results provide a plausib~e explanation of two "inconsistencies"

between aggregate investrnent and output growth in the Brit

ish and Swedish manufacturing sectors. The first inconsistency

(compare Figures 2 and 9) is that the British manufacturing in

vestments followed the same growth path as did the German and

Dutch investments, and yet the British output growth was much

below the others.

The second inconsistency is that the very strong S~edish invest

ment activity' from 1970 through 1976, relative to the other coun

tries, did not lead to a correspondingly favorable growth in indus-

'trial production. In fact, since the mid 1970s, Swedish industrial

growth has been lower than in most developed economies. In

Örtengren (1981) it is shown that the seemingly favorable growth of

Swedish manufacturing investments in the first half of the 1970s

was to a large extent based on vigorous investrnent activi ties in

governrnent,...owned industries which are' now considered crisis indus

tries.

In conclusion, an inference to be 'drawn from this section is that

some of the sluggishness in the British etonomy in the last two

,decades, and in the Swedish economy in r~cent years, is due to

a misal1ocation of investments.
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8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The most significant aspect of manufacturing growth in Germany,

the Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom in the last two

decades is the sharp break in output growth trends which oc

curred in connectjon with the oi! crisis in 1973/74. The deteriora

tion' is evident for all industries.

The German, Dutch and Swedish manufacturlng sectors experi

enced a similar development in terms of production growth up

through the first half of the 1970s. Thereafter German and Dutch

industries outgrew Swedish industries. British manufacturing fol

lowed a considerably slower growth path throughout the whole pe

riod.

Total industrial employment in the four countries dropped over

the period 1960-80. lt peaked in the mid 1960s (in 1970 in Germa

ny) and the subsequent decrease was most notable in the Nether

lands and the U.K. The rate of decline did not increase apprecia

bly' in the period af ter the oi! crisis, despite the marked slow

down in output growth. This circumstance reflects an unfavorable

laber productivity growth in the inid and late 1970s.

Regarding performance of individual industries, knowledge-intensive

industr les galned in itnportance at the expense of labor and

raw-material intensive industries. In the last two decades, the

chernical industry was the by far most expansive, whereas

textiles declined considerably in both absolute and r'elative terms.

More recently, the basic metal industry has run into severe prob:...

lems.

The industrlal structu're and its change In Gerrnany and the U.K.

correspond closely to that of the average industrlalized econorny.

Engineering accounts for about 40 percent of total manufacturing

productjon, and the chernical industry is growing in relatjve size.
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In the Netherlands, chemicals, and to some extent the food indus

try, play alarger role than in the other three countries. Sweden

has a strong specialization in forest-based and investment-goods

industr ies.

Transformation pressure (measured as dispersion in profit margins)

increased considerably in the stagflation period. But structural

change did not "follow" transformation pressures. In fact, the

rate of employment structural change appears to have fallen in

the second half of the 1970s. Throughout the period 1960-80, the

industrial structure was cleary more rigid with respect to employ

ment than to output.

A correlation analysis shows that relative growth rates of the var

ious industries were positively associated with profit performance

and investment activity. Investrnent ratios, on the other hand,

appear to have been. negatively correlated with output growth,

wher,eas no sys~eInatic relationship is found between the relative

development of sub-sector output and prices.

Empirical evidence presented in the study suggests that the poor

industrial performance of the United Kingdom since 1960, and of

Sweden since the mid 1970s, is to some extent a result of a mis

allocation of resources. Section 5.6. indicates that the structural

adjustment of employment was relatively slow over the whole pe

riod in the -U.K., and slow also in Sweden in the period af ter the

oil crisis. Furthermore, section 7.3 shows that in the U.K. over

the whole period, and in Sweden in the period 1973-80, the al1oca

tion of investment resources to a relatively large extent went to

uncolnpetitive industries.
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l The term output is used interchangeably with volume of produc
tion throughout the paper.

2 Such as Brazil, Mexico, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and
Hong Kong.

3 This observation coincides with one made in United Nations
(1977) where the manufacturing industries in a group of European
countries are studied for the period 1958-70.

4 For a thorough discussion on the recent development in the
steel industry in a historical perspective, see Carlsson (1981).

5 eoal mining is another histor ically vi tal industry. But i t is
not dealt with here, since it is not part of the manufacturing sec
tor.

6 See Pavitt (19~1) for a thorough exposition on innovation activi
ty and British econolnic performance.

7 See Wheeler (1975) for a discussion on the significance of
trade for the economic life in the Netherlands.

8 See Rhenmann (1979) for an examination of the new conditions
for the Swedish forest industry.

9 Overall structural change S in period t is here defined, by

n
S L

i =l

where n

x. - x. l I1 , t l , t-

= number of sub-sectors

in total manu-Xi, t = percentage share of sub-sector
facturing i~ period t. .

10 Boston Consulting Group (1979) contains a comparative review
of the industrial policy in Germany, Sweden and United Kingdom.

11 See Eliasson (1976) for a discussion on the merits of using
gross profit margins as an approximation of profitability.

12 Depreciation charges on fixed capital is synonyrTIous with con
sumption of fixed capital, which is the term often used in nation
al accounts statistical sources.

13 See Josefsson-Örtengren (1983) for a thorough investigation
into the .rel~tionship ~etween relative prices and output growth in
the SwedIsh Industry dlsaggregated into 42 sectors.
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14 Two variables are monotonically related if they always change
in the sarne d,ireetion.

15 Transformation pressure TP -in period t is thus defined by

I (m.
I ,t-a

where n

Xi,t-a =

M·l,t-a

number of sub-sectors
percentage share of, sub-seetor i in total
manufacturing produetion in period t-a
p.rofi t margin index of sub-sector i in pe
rIod t-a
profit margin . index. of aggregate manufac-
turlng sector In period t-a. ,

16 This is in agre'ement with Josefsson-Örtengren (1980), in whieh
the dispersion in relative !?!lee changes is used as a measure of
transformation pressure in Swedish industry in 1913-77. Josefs
son and Örtengren found a marked rise in the transformation
pressure for the first half of the 1970s.

17 This discussion is further elaborated in, for instance, Carls
son, Bergholm & Lindberg (1981) and Eliasso:n & Lindberg (1981).
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I IRTRODOCTIOR

The oriCJin of this paper vlas the need to provide

import and export functions for the IUI-model of

the S\ledish economy used in the 1979 forecastinq

exercise, later on extended to support the analy

sis in ·the KRAN-project. This paper summarizes the

results of the estirnates of price elasticities in

foreign trade in that exercise. It also Sl1rveys

resu1 ts for Svleden obtained by others and briefly

compares results for other countries.

~he final section of this paper presents estinates

of Swedish import an~ exrort price elasticities at

a disaggregated level. The results are exploratory,

looking more for the specification sensitivity of

estimated coefficients than for any firm resnl ts.

The resul ts a.re, hO\leVer, close to those obtained

for Sweden in JTlost stunies using single eauation

methods of estirnation. Uhen aggregating over the

commodity groups \le find a price elasticity of

about -1.4 for total Svledish exports, the main

impact falling in the year after the relative

price change. Price elastici ties seern to t.le much

lov/er for exports to the Nornic COllntries than for

exports to ~lestern Europe and North America, \lhere

price elastici ties for S\ledish gooos tend to be

around -2. The price elastici ty for aq9re~:fate im

ports see~s to he just below l in this exercise.
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II TIME S~~ES ESTIMATION OF PRICE ELASTICITIES

IB IRTERBATIOBAL TRADE

a) The Theoretica1 Background

Empirical \lork on est.imating export and import

functions and price elastici ties in foreign trade

is basen on the assumption that goods in interna

tional trade can be distinguishe<1 from goods pro

duced domestically. The measurement of price elas

ticities follo\.vs the standard approach in consumer

theory. It is assumed that the consumer allocates

his incorne among commodities in an effort to achie

ve maximum satisfaction. Total i~ports will be the

outcome of ~ process \vhereby the quant ity import

goods purcha.sed by any consumer is decided hy his

income, the price of imports and the price of

other consllmahle commodities.

Aggregate import deMand for the e~onomy is expres

sed as

f(Y, P , P )
ro y

(l)

\i!here Y could he nominal nDP of the country for

vlhich imports are est.irnated, Pm the price of im

ports and Py the price of domestic cOMnodities.

~he export function can be written analogously as

x f(tJ, P , P )
S vI

( 2 )

vlhere \.] and

rest of the
price.

P\1 refer to incorn.e and prices

\--lorld and P is the c10mestics

in tJle

export
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~10st empirical \lork on the determination of income

and price elastici ties in foreign trade has been

done on the basis of (l) and (2).

An attempt. at providing a rationale for an import

demand function like (l) is discussea by Arminqton

(1969) in his article Il "P'. Theory of Dernana for

Products Distinguished by Place of Proouction".

Armington makes a distinction between goods and

products. Products are characterized by kind as

v/ell as ~y place of production, \Jhereas a good is

a group of products from different geographical

locations as illustrateo in figure l.

Figure l 'l'he trade matrh

Svpplying countries

l 2 ro

Goods l XII X
12

X
lm

2 X21 X22 X2m

n Xnm

Product demand is derived hy assuming consumers

(in this case consuming nations) maxirnize utility

subject to a budget constraint.

particular country Ci is

The demand for a particular product X.. by any1J

Xi j =Xi j (D, PIl' P 12 ' · · · ,P lm' p 21' ~22' · · · , P 2m' · • · , p nI ' Pn2 ' · · · , p nm)
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\lhere D is an income variable, n the number of

products and ro the number of countries. Since

there are ffi demands for each product, and since

there are mn products, the demand si~e is com

prised of m2 n proauct aemands of vJhich ron are

c10mestic demands and mn(n-l) are export or iPlport

dePlands.

If many countries or areas are aistinsuished in

the model the equations \'1ould be too eomplicated

for practical use.

Several simplifying assumptions are made to get

the extremely simplifie~ import demand function

(l) .

In partieular '..ile use t.he fa.ct that produets of the

same kino are elosely associated and assume that

demand for any particular produet X.. can be vlri t-
1J

ten as a function of X. and the relative produet
l

priee in the ith market. (Armington (1969), pp.

164~165.) Formally Arrningtonassumes weak separabi

litY of the utility funetion \Jhieh irnplies that

the demand for product Xij ~s the outcome of mini

mizing the east of purchasinq the volume Xi.

Typieally all foreign countries are grouped togeth

er, and the demand for total imports of the ith

good (X .. ) is expressed as a function of demand
1J

for the ith good, wherever produced (Xi) an'el the

ratios of the average. import price (Pij to the

price level' in the market (P.) 'v/here J' stands for
l '

the jth group of countries.

Armington discusses only the theory. of conSUPler

choice. HO\tlever, final consumption goods are less

impQrtant than intermediate goods in international
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trade. For example, only about 25 percent .of S\'Je

dish imports are classified as consumer g000S. The

most important class of commodi ties' by value are

industrial. input goods, ahout for 40 percent .

Fuels add another 10-15 percent. Clearly a model

of import behavior P1USt dravJ on the theory of firm

dernand for inputs.

It is usua11y assuPled that imports of ren., materi

als and unfinished goods can be explained by a

sif'1ilar equation.(Leamer (1970), p. 12.)

f (Q, P ,p)m q ( 3 )

where Q is the level of production of the indus

try , Pro import prices and Pq prices of goods pro

duced in the country. Such an equation can De

derived from the cost function' of the industry or

firm.

A model that attempts t.o exp1ain trade flovIs \Ji11

involve other exp1anatory variables affecting

demana besioes prices and income. It is co~pn

practice to include explanatory variables for non

price rationing, vlaitin0 time, durnmy variahles for

unusual events, seasonal variables and lagged va

riables that capture respanses through tiPle.

b) 'l'he Least Squares Rias in Sinq1e Equation

Estimation

Althouqh the CJuestions have been raised long aga,

(Orcutt (1950)) only recently (Goldstein and Khan

(1977) ana Artus and Sosa (1978)) have studies of

export- and import price elasticities payed serio

us attention to the least squares bias and simul

taneous equation probIero. The "normal" procedure
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has been to run 0LS regressions of the "demand "

equations, assurning that the resu1 ts \li11 not be

too far from a true estimate of t.he aeP1and price

elasticities. (Stern, Francis and Schumacher

(1976), p.7.)

Equation (1) and (2) intend to capture the aemand

relation. But data on prices and qllantities, are

connected by both a dernand and a supply equation.

A set of observations on prices ano quantities

tells us little about either equation. ~e equa

tians are not identified. t10re information will

have to be added. If we kno\-J something about the

relative stability of the supply and demand

curves, for example, if other influences on demano

remain unchanged over time \lhile those of supply

varieo, the ohservations \iJould trace out a. price

quanti ty demand curve. In practice, hO\leVer, both

sets of influence are likely to varv and the price

quanti ty scatter reflects dernana as ~Jell as supply

shifts. In other words I the ordinary least sauare

method will not give unbiased estimates of the

parameters, because the explanatory variables are

not generally uncorrelated with the error term.

Only if prices are truly exogenous i.e. if

import and export prices are given paralneters, not

affecteo by the actions of agents that dec ide

import and export quantities, \IIi Il OLS estimates

yield unbiased estimates of the price elastici

ties. This amounts to the assumption of perfect

elasticity of supply.

The assumption of totally elastic sllpply may hold

for imports to a small country like Sweden. Estima

tes of import demano price elasticities on the

basis \ of OLS regressions can be an acceptable
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method as far as small countries are cancerned. In

the case of estimates of export dernand the assump

tian of a perfectly elastic supply curve is harder

to defend. \Je have nevertheless estimatea export

price elasticities by aLS regressions in this

paper. The resul ts can be interpreted a.s demand

price elasticities under the assumption of perfect

ly elastic supply or as weighted averages of the

supply and demand price elasticities.

c) SoIDe Empirica1 Resu1ts

Surveying the results of empirical studies on

price elasticities gives the overall iMpression

that most national studies and international compa

risans are based on a single equation specifica

tian like (l) and (2).

"Price elasticities in international trade" by

Stern, Francis' and Schumacher, (1976) extensively

surveys the results of studies of export and

import price elasticities. 1 Table 1, taken from

that puhlication, summarizes the "best" results

obtained for several industrialized countries

i.e. results that give price and income variable

coefficients with the expected sign and of "reason

able" nagnitudes.

The resul ts in general gi ve price elasticities in

the range from -0.5 to -2.5. On a disaggregated

basis there is a clear tenoency for price elastici

ties to be lower for raw materials and input goods

than for finished manufactures and consumer goods.

From a S\'ledish perspective it is worth nating that

export price elasticities seem to he the highest
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SUDDary of selected e1asticity resn1ts

Imports Exports

SITC SITC SrTC SITC Total Country SITC SITC SITC SITC Total
0+1 2+4 3 5-9 imports 0+1 2+4 3 5-9 exports

-0.80 -0.47 -0.96 -1.84 -1.66 United States -0.85 -0.86 n.a. -1.24 -1.41

-0.80 -0.58 -0.52 -2.06 -1.30 Canada n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.79

-0.66 -0.91 -0.57 -1.42 -0.78 Japan n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.77 -1.25

-0.58 -0.80 -1.11 -2.36 -1.08 France n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1.-31

-0.78 -0.25 -1.17 -2.53 -0.88 W. Germany n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1.11

-0.87 -0.25 -0.44 -1.22 -0.65 United Kingdom n.a. n.a. n.a. -2.00 -0.48

-1.06 -0.22 -1.35 -1.34 -0.83 Belgium- n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1.02
Luxembourg

-1.52 -0.47 -1.00 -2.61 -1.05 Denmark n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1.2P.

-1.59 -0.93 -0.L.4 -2.61. -1.37 Ireland n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.R6

-0.96 -0.50 -1.16 -1.02 -1.03 Italy n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.93

-0.26 -0.94 -0.01 -0.88 -0.68 Netherlands n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.95

n.a. -0.27 -n.a. -0.74 -1.32 Austria n.a. -n.a. n.a,' - n.a. -O. 93

-0.09 -0.50 -0.33 -0.99 -0.50 Finland n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.78

-0.58 -1.15 -1.36 -1.65 -1.19 Norvay n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.81

-0.47 -0.52 -0.24 -1.05 -0.79 Sweden n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1.96

-0.15 -0.17 -2.78 -1.21 -1.22 Switzerland n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -1.01

-0.73 n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.42 Australia n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.74

-1.12 -0.75 -0.34 -1.23 -1.12 New Zealand n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. -0.70

Source: Stern, Francis and Schumacher (1976), Table 2.2.---
Note: "Best" 'Point Estimates of Long-run Elastic1ties of
Demand for Imports and Exports, by SITC Commodity Group and
Country.
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for Swedish exp.orts. ~h·is :is" a .finding that· de5~r;'"

ves a more extensive ana1ysis than can be presen

ted in this brief survey.2

Estimates of· total export· price elast·icities for

S\/edish f_9reign trade in different studies most

often . poipt to values in the -l to -1.5 range.

Studies in which supp1y considerations a.re taken

into ~ccount exp1icitly suggest price e1asticities

around -2 .. (Ettlin (1977), Axell (1979), Jansson

(1979).) But "two eqllation'~ studies also differ in

assuming that the 1aggeq. effects of price changes

will take longer to work through the system.

Table 2 summarizes the result of some recent

studies of import and export price elasticities

made for Sweden.

Lindström (1980) estimates export price elastici

ties for Sweden by explalning Svledish shares of

imports to 13 OECD markets for three commodity

groups - intermediate goods, invest.ment goods. and

consumer goods - by the present and lagged relati

ve prices and relative t~riffs. The aggregation of

the 39 elasticities obtained resul ts in an estima

te of the total elasticity of -1.4.

Hamilton (197~) estirnates import price ~lastici

ties for 28 cornrnodi ties. Changes in the share of

imports in total domestic purchases (i.e., imports

/production less exports) are explained by relati

ve prices, i. e. S'vvedish import price and the aomes

tic price. This study exploits the availability of

S\/edish production statistics on a SITC (i. e. ,

trade statistics) basis, in addition to the stan

dard (ISIC) classification basis.
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su.-ary of price e1asticities for Sveden

Period Leve1 of 'Price e1asticitles
disaggregation

Lindström 1963-74 3 classes l. Intermediate
goods -1.3

(Expor~s) yearly data 13 countries 2. Investment goods
3. Consumer xoods -2.2

Total -1.4

Hamilton 1960-75 28 commodity 5. Textiles and
yearly data groups Cloth1ng -1.7

(Imports) 6. Manufactures ••• -1.5
3. Iron and Steel -2.0
2. Glass -0.8
4. Chemicals -o
l. Foorl -0.7

Total -1.7

Ettlin 1965-74 Manuf.goods Exports -2.2
(Exports) quarterly
(Imports) data Manuf.goods Imports -2.2

Rorwitz 1973-78 Manuf.goods -1.6
(Exports) quarterly -2.2

data

Axell 19"65-78 Total -2.6
(Exports) Quarterly

data

Jansson 1963-77 En~ineerin~ -2.1
(Exports) yearly Chemicals -1.1

data
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':'he price elösticit·y· for total exports ohtainea by

Horwitz (1979) is based on a OLS regression of

S\/edish market shares in total exports of nanufac

tured goods from i.ndustrializ~d qountries on Swed

ish relative export prices for manufactured

goods.

Axell (1979) estimates reduced-form demann and

supply price elasticities of total exports from

Sweden. His results, together with those of Fttlin

and Jansson, support the idea that demand price

elasticities are significantly higher, vmen the

supply side is taken into account explicitly.

Ettlin (1977) a1so takes the least squares bias

inta consideration byestimating two export func

tians, depen~ing on \fuether exports can be consid

ered to be constrained from· the demand or from the

supply side.

Jansson (1979) estiMates export price elasticities

for two manufacturing sectors, chernicals and engi

neering, using full information maximum likeli

hood. Supply elasticities in his estimate are

high, vlhich indicates that the bias in est_imates

obtained by OLS might not be too severe. HO\leVer

the demand elas-tici ties are higher than those oh

tained hy other~.
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III DISAGGREGA'l'ED PRICK E~ICITIES IIf SVEDISB

FOREIGB TRADE

a), The Data

In the model, for which estimates of import and

export price elasticities were a reguire~ input,

producti ve act,ivi ty is broken: dOvln inta l 7 sec

tors, 1-3 cover agricul ture, forestry and mining,

and ,4-17 cove'r r.lanufacturin9 industry proper. \le

have made an effort tö' estimate- price elasticities

on goods following this breakdown, hut due tb poor

data on prices in international, trade estimates at

such a disaggregated level must be consic1ered ex

tremely:tentative~

Data for' import relations \vere obt'ained from S'Jved

ish official st,atistics used' in the SVlec1ish Long

Term Surveys. Domestic production as ~'lell as im

ports anc] exports for eacl1 sector were given in

eons tant 1975 prices., Fxport data has also been

cOllecte,d frorn international trade statistics .

(OECD Trade By Commodities, Se'rie.s B.) 'rhe elassi

fication to match trade, statistics to production

data is S110\ln in Table 3. Collection of more de

tailed data was not' feasihle '~iven the number of

countries ano'products involved.

Implicit price indices have been calculated using

data for current. value iPlports anC1 exports and the

1975 constant prices series in the above mentioned

r1ata hase.

r:'he rr.i.ce indices normally used in ,the est.imation

of foreign trade price elasticities are the so

calleo unit_ va.lues, implicit prices obtaineo from
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C1assification of trade statistics used

for ca1cu1ation of export JDarket shares

Sector ISIC SITC Rev

7

8

Textile and clothing
industry

Wood, pulp and paper
industry

32

33, 341

61, 65, 83-85

24, 25, 63,
64, 82

Il Chemical industry 351, 352, 51-59, 26,
356 part of 89,

part of 4

14

15

17

Basic metal industries

Engineering excl
shipyards

Other manufacturing

37

38 excl
3841

39

67, 68

69, 7 excl 735,
part of 81

customs statistics , \1here tot.al value is divided

by qUCtntity, and quaIity differences neglected.

The use of this proxy price index may gi ve resnl ts

very different from those obtained \-1 i th a prorer

price index. (Kravis, Lipsey o.nd Pushe (1980).)

Due to the lack of aata on prices for the comnodi

ty groups corresponding to those used in ~he

Model, export functions were only run for 5 com~o-

di ty grouJls for \Thich an internationa.l rrice t11uS

defi'ned, could be relatively easi1y ohtainerl.. AnCl

even in those instances the relative price for

exports is obtained by camparison of a S\lec1ish

export price an~ an international price index at a

sompvihat higher level of aS0re?c.tion.
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b) ~rt Price E1asticities

Equations for imports to Sweden for each sector

were expressed as the import share of total supply

as a function of the relative price bet\leen import

prices and Swedish producer prices.

The regression run was

~1

Y f(P lp )
y ro

\lhere ~1and Y are expressed in volume and Y stands

for domestic supply i.e. total production plus

imports less exports, Pm the price of imports and

p the domestic price index.
y

The price coefficient is expectec1 to be positive

in this formulation since an increase in the rela

tive price (i.e., in aomestic prices relative to

the foreign prices) increases the level of im

ports.

Three equations \\7ere estimateo : The import share

explained by relative prices the same year and the

t\IO previous years; import shares exrlained by

relative prices and a trend; import shares explain

ed by the relative price and the laggecl import

share (Koycklag). A summary of the results are

found in Table 5,' \Jhere the price coefficients in

col. l and 2 refer to the sums of the first and

second years.

r::'he resul ts are rather robnst against changes in

the specification of the lag-strl.1cture. ~he re

sults reported in the appendix suggest, hO\leVer,

that better estimates of import demand coule he

obtained using a more elaborate specification than
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eCluation (1). Tt is also evident that the present

level of aggregation is not. weIl sui ted to t11e task

of estimatin0 import equations.

c) Export Price E1asticities

The export Market share regressions \lere perforrl1eo

using a some\lhat ~i fferent approach. Fi ve sectors,

in which exports consti tute a substantiaI part of

total production and for vlhich. a relative price

seemed relevant in explaining export perfornance

pattern of market

total OECD-irnportsshares of Swedish exports

(0urn of 14 OFCD-countries)

given in Figure 2. A more

in

for

of

aresectors

a.nalysis

those

detailed

1963-77Theincluded.\lere

export shares in current prices by market and

commodity groups is fauna in Horwitz EC (1979).

Svledish relative prices in the current and previ

ous year were used to explain tl1e S",edish market

share of imports to three markets: the Nordic

rnarket, \Jestern Europe excluding the Nordic coun

tries, and North America. The eauation tested \Jas

x
il

vlhere X and \7 are expresspo in vol lune.

~he results in tahle 5 point to a price elasticity

of about -1.4 for total S\vedish exports, the rn~ in

impact falling in the year af ter the relative

price change. r;his resllIt holns for t11e r.otal of

the sectors included, as wel.l as for the most

important sector - the engineerina sector. 3
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Tab1e 4 Summary of import price e1ast!cities using

three specifications of· the import funct)..on

2yearlag

Sector 5
Food industry

2yearlag
and trend

0.3

Koycklag

1.2

Sector 6
Beverages

Sector 7
Textile

Sector 8
Wood, pu1p, paper

Sector 9
Printing

Sector 10
Rubber products

Sector 11
Chemicals

Sector 12
Petroleum

Sector 13
Non rnetallic

minerals

Sector 14
Basic minerals

Sector 15
Engineering
(exel. shipyards)

Sector 17
Other manufact.

1.8

5.8

1.7

0.8

l. l

2.3

1.8

2.1

0.9

1.4

0.'3

0.3

0.4

O.gL

0.5

1.1

6.2

2.2

1.9

2.1

0.5

1.4

a Only one year lag included

b
Only first year effect
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Price elasticities seeP1 to De much lower for ex

ports ta the 1'1ardic cauntries than for exports to

\Jestern Europe and l\lorth America I \lhere price elas

tici ties tend to be aroun("1 -2. ~1ore detailen re

sults giving commodity and market breakdo\-lns are

faund in the appendix.

Tab1e 5 Export price e1asticities

For detailed results see Appendix

--------------~:----------~-------_._--
Nordie Western North Total

Countries Europ2 America

Sector 7
Textile & clothi~g

Sector 8
Wood, pulp, paper

Sector 11
Chemicals

Sector 14
Basic rnetal

Sector 15
Engineering
(exel. shipyards)

TOTALa

-3.7

-1.3

1.0

0.6

-0.5

-0.2

-1.9

-2.5

0.1

-1.0

-1.8

0.8

-5.3

-4.1

-0.5

-2.4

-1.8

-1.4

-1.4

a Estimate for total export.
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Figure 2 The Swedish market share in OECDa

imports

Seetor 7

Textile & elothing
Sector 14

Basie metal

4

1 · O 3

T , I I I , , I T , I , , I , I , ,

1963 65 70 75 77 1963 65 70 75 77

2.0[

.., r::
J • ..J

a The sum of imports to 14 eountries.

75 77
I I

70

, I

Sector 15

Engineering (exel. shipyarc

4

T J I

1963 65

2.0

2.5

75 77

! I

3

, I T ! I . J , I

75 77 1963 65 70 75 77

Totala

3.0

70

, ! ,

2

OT , I

1963 65

Sector 8

Wood, pulp, paper

See tor Il

Chemieals

T , I , I

1963 65 70

1 O

11

1 2

1 3

1 il
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SilEDISH IMPORTS

log M
C + ~ l l09(~~1t + ~ 2 lO9(:Y) + ~ 3 l09(:X) + trendy

ro t-l m t-2

(Standard error in braekets)

C ~ l ~ 2 ~ 3 trend SEE R2

Sector 3 -0.20.4 0.002 -0.069 -0..068 -0.002 0.04 0.30
(0.06) (0.07) (0.06)

Sector 4 -2.35 -0.036 -0.040 -0.198 0.012 0.06 0.15
(0.16 ) (0.149) (0.159) (0.01)

Sector 5 -1.288 -0.016 , 0.146 0.167 0.009 0.03 0.54
(0.13 ) (O .16) (0.15 ) (0.002)

Sector 6 -1.547 1.101 -0.526 1.240 0.001 0.04 0.32
(0.27 ) (0.43) (0.34") (0.003)

Sector 7 -0.547 1.019 0.363 0.718 0.037 0.03 0.99
(0.35 ) (0.27 ) (0.35 ) (0.006)

Sector 8 -2.28 0.724 -1.686 1.024 0.050 0.05 0.95
(0.61) (0.93 ) (0.602) (0.006)

Sector 9 -2.96 0.086 0.362 0.433 0.041 0.04 0.98
(0.307 ) (0.40) (0.32 ) (0.01)

Sector 10 -0.72 0.332 0.691 0.383 0.042 0.05 0.94
. (O. 31) (0.59 ) (0.5S) (0.004)

Sector Il -0.76 0.005 0.076 0.189 0.005 0.03 0.00
(0.157) (0.17) (O.li) (0.003)

Sector 12 -0.49 -0.044 0.053 0.112 -0.024 0.04 0.87
(0.09) (O. Il ) (0.09) (0.002)

Sector 13 -1.59 (1.704 0.305 -0.756 0.038 0.05 0.92.
(0.72) (0.13 ) (0.51 )

Sector 14 -0.97 -0.007 0.413 0.020 0.01e- 0.04 0.84
(0.22 ) (0.25 ) (9. 21 ) (0.OO2)

Sector 15 -0.87 0.887 -0.315 -0.422 0.019 0.03 0.93
(0.44) (0.69) (0.64) (0.003)

Sector 16 -0.83 0.853 -1.088 -0.883 -0.883 0.48 0.18
(1.04) (1.129)(1.07) .(0.07)

Sector 17 -0.36 0.391 0.154 -0.027 0.041 0.06 0.38
(0.225) (0.37) (0.37 ) (0.005)
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SWEDISH IMPORTS

l ~1 ~
P

M
+ ~ l .log ~ + ~2 logog y = '- p

Y(t-1)ro

(Standard error in braekets)

C ~1 ~2 SEE R- 2

Sector 3 -0.17 -0.05 0.236 0.04 0.20
(0.30 ) (0.30 )

Sector 4 -1.87 0.065 0.230 0.07 -0.01
(0.14) (0.36 )

Sector 5 -0.164 0.145 0.884 0.03 0.56
(0.11 ) (0.21 )

Sector 6 -1.23 0.882 0.203 0.06 0.41
(0.33 ) (O .18)"

Sector 7 -0.022 0.647 0.895 0.03 0.98
(0.30 ) (0.06)

Sector 8 -0.15 0.198 0.911 0.08 , 0.87
(0.37 ) (0.21)

Sector 9 -0.82 0.545 0.717 0.05 0.97
(0.22) (0.11)

Sector 10 0.108 -0.03 1.054 0.04' 0.96
(0.25) (0.09)

Sector 11 -0.54 -0.085 0.294 0.02 0.05
(0.09) (0.28)

Sector 12 -0.005 0.048 1.075 0.04 0.85
(0.07) (O .12)

Sector 13 0.16 -0.164 1.065 0.05 0.92
(0.35 ) (0.09)

Sector 14 -0.23 0.515 0.751 0.04 0.75
(0.21 ) (0.15 )

Sector 15 -0.04 0.031 0.934 0.05 0.77
(0.36 ) (0.13)

Sector 16 -0.67 0.995 0.151 0.50 .0.13
(0.74) (0.29)

Sector 17 -0.04 0.147 0.898 0.06 0.84
(0.225) (0.119)
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SWEDISH EXPORTS

(p ) + a 210g(;:)
X

+ a llog P:log - = C
W

t t-l

(Standaro error in brackets)

C al a'2
SEE R- 2 DW

Nordie Countries

Total exports 3.8 0.39 -0.59 0.07 -0.9 0.50
(0.4) . (0.7)

Sector 7 3.7 -1.69 -1.97 0.12 O 0.76
(" l. 3 ) (1.4)

Sector 8 9.4 -0.53 -0.68 0.12 0.31 0.74
(0.3) (0.4)

Sector 11 -1.99 '1.25 -0.27 0.11 0.31 0.91
(l . l ) (0.2)

Sector 14 0.16 -0.86 1.46 0.15 O 0.91
(0.5) (0.9)

Sector 15 5.27 0.42 -0.92 0.06 0.25 1.00
(0.7) (1.4)

Western Europe

Total exports 9.68 -0.89 -0.91 0.05 0.90 0.89
(-1.7) (1.7)

Sector 7 8.5 -0.49 -1.45 0.07 0.82 1.58
(0.7) (1.9)

Rector 8 14.25 -0.92 -1.56 0.04 0.95 1.51
. (2. l) (3.3)

Sector 14 0.73 -0.24 0.34 0.076-0.14 2.19

Sector 15 5.46 0.16 -1.12 0.059 0.60 1.47
(0.3) (1.7)

North America

Total exports 8.68 0.18 -2.00 0.097 0.68 0.94
(0.2) (1.9)

Sector 7 -8.5 3.3 -2.55 0.20 0.08 1.1
(1.5) ( l . l )

Sector 8 24.2 -5.3 0.03 0.30 0.65 0.84
(1.6) (O)
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C al a 2 SEE R- 2
D\'1

Sector 11 -2.7 -2.3 -1.8 0.22 0.05 1.23
(0.9) (0.8)

Sector 14 3.18 0.61 -1.14 0.14 -0.05 1.49
(0.4) (0.7)

Sector 15 11.4 0.04 -2.40 0.11 0,72 0.88
(0.03) (1.9)

Aggregate estimates

S.ectQr 15 7.6 0.06 -1.4 0.07 0.68 1.04
(0.7) (l .7)

TOTAL 7.·9 -0.27 -1.13 0.045 0.86 1.17
(0.6) (2.2)
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BOTES

lEstimates obtained in direct connection vIi th ge
neral model bui1~ing exercises are not included.

2 Similar results are obtained hy Ror\!itz (1982)
OLS estirnates of demand price elasticites for
export of manufactured goods from Il inaustfiali
zed countries. The results rest heavi1y on the
assurnption of perfeet e1asti.city of supp1y. \1hen
supply e1asticities are allo\ved to be less than
infini te, 8\ledish export demand price e1asticities
are more conpati01e with those of ~ther countries.

3 Results using a similar approach by Lindstr5m
(1980) gave no significant resu1t for investment
goods, the price elnsticity of \Jhich was assumed
to be -1.0.
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I INTRODUCTION

This paper is concernea with the relationship re

tween an exogenous foreign price shock an~ the

subsequent (and consequent) movement in the domes

tic price level. The reason for approaching this

t.opic again, given the existing ahunda.nt litera

ture, was a desire to investigate empirically

three hypotheses suggested recently by simulations

of a rnddel of the Swedish economyl. Specifically,

( l) does the Svledish price level ad just smoothly

to a foreign price shock or ooes it overshoot and

oscillate?, (2) does the size of the foreign price

shock matter for the speed of the adjustment pro

cess?, and (3) does the domestic price level re~ct

differently to a foreign price increase than to a.

foreign price oecrease? These questions are a.ddres

sed here using a modified version of a price equa

tian commonly useo in studies of the transmission

of inflation, and using data on S\Jedish. consumer

prices and iMport prices for the perioc1 1947 to

1979.

':'he next section discusses the price equation

which vlill be used ano takes up SOI'1e theoretical

arquments concerning overshooting end asymmetries

of adjustment. In sectian III -the empirical re .....

s u l t s are pres ented , eval ua ten. aDel cornpa.red to

those of the simulat.ion model refered to above. In

t.he final section t.he principal limitat.ions of the

study are taken up t00ether \'1 i th susrgestions for

extensions.
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II THEORETICAL CORSIDERATIONS

The Domesti.c Price Equation

A COffiITlon specification for an equation, determi

ning the domestic rate of inflation in a small

open economy, with a fixed exchange ra'te is

( 1 )

\Jhere

the domestic rate of inflation

n*,t the forei0n rate of inflation (m.easllreo

for instance by the rate of chanqe in

import prices)

the expectation formed at time t-l of

the value of the variahle x at tiMe t.

a vector of variables capturing the

effects of domestic and foreign monetary

and fiscal policies.

Special cases of equation (l) have been proposed

an~ estimated in the Ii tera ture. The parameter a
2

has, for instance, been assurned to equal zero in

'\lllich ease the Ciomest.ic rate of inflation is deter

P1ineo, solely by the actlla~ rate of foreisrn infla

tion (Maybe with a distrihute~ lag effect) and

monetary an~ fiscal policies 2 . It is alsa possible

to assume that. al = () and that the eX}Jectec1 rate

of inflation c1epends on t.he expected forei~rn rate

of inflation. In that case the domestic rate of

inflation will re oeter~ined ~y the expected fore

ign inflation rate in addition to policy variab

les 3 .
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It can be a.rgued that hoth of the above special

cases represent r:1isspeci fications of a more qen

eral model in vlhich the foreisrn influence on the

c10mestic rat_e of inflati.on comes from both expec

ted and unexpected foreign pr ice shocks hut wi th

different coefficients and lag structures. In line

wi th the v/ell-knovffi Phillips curve analysis, expec

ted inflation shouln influence domestic price-set

ting behavior directly and with a unit coeffi

cient. Expected inflation may in turn he a function

of expected foreign inflation. Unexpected foreign

inflation influences dornestic prices either by a

direct arbitrage rnechanism or by wore indirect

influences on defYlands and supplies of traded ana

non-traded goods. This indirect influence is

likely to operate Jllore slav/ly than the expecta

tions-based one, and hence the coefficient, and

the distributed lan, attached te the unexpected

part of foreign inflation \vill be oifferent froP1

the uni tary coefficient. on the exppctec1 part. r:::11us

'vIe can vlrite

(2 )

\lhere cI:> (Lo) is a polynomial in the lag operator L

vfuich in turn is defined hy LX~ = xt_l

In order to illustrate ho\.J the implications of

eauation (2) differ frOP1 those of a mone1 in 'dhich

foreign disturbances affect dOMestic inflation

only via actual values of il *, consider the f01lo\l

ing tv/O exanples. In both cases assurne that for

eign inflation increases from 5 percent to 10 per

cent per annur:, but tl1at in case one the increase

\laS expected to occur, \111ereas in case t\rJO it \-vas

totally unexpected. In t11€ model \lhere only actl1al

values of t},e foreign inflat_ion rate matt.eren,
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there \lould be no difference hetween the t\lO

cases. In the model surnrnarizeo by (2), hOvlever ,

case one v/ould inply an immediate increase in

domestic inflation from 5 percent to 10 percent,

whereas ca.se t\JO v/oulo. imply a slower up\'Jard ad

justment in the inflation rate. Fconometric ana

policyanalyses which do not take inta account the

distinction bet\"een expected anel unexpected for

pign price shocks will treat the twa situations as

equivalent and lead to erroneous coefficient esti

mates and conclusions.

Oversbootinq

In his simulations of the effects of unexpected

export-price shocy:s on the S\Jedish consumer price

index, Fliasson (ap. cit.) found that the adjust

ment path involved oscillations of the CPI around

its new equilibrium path. Re thus observed periods

when the domestic price levelovershot the long

run egpilihrium level implied by the price increa.se

of exports. Such overshooting may have undesir

able conseQuences for resource allocation as a

result of shifts in profitability bet\Jeen oiffe

rent oomestic inoustrial sectors. Pence i t is of

interest to find out if it is an empirically veri

fiahle feature of the S\11e0ish econorny.

T\JO oifferent kinds of overshooting in response to

a foreign price shock should be ~istinquished:

overshooting of the price level and overs}10otin0

of the inflation rate. Suppose that in full equilit'

rium the relative price of imports to domestic

gooCls \-.Jill return to its initial level. 4- '='hen, as

a natter of simple arithmetic, it follo\lS that the

domestic rate of inflation must necessc3rily over-
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shoot the foreign rate (except in a very special

case mentioned belo\J), vJhereas the domestic price

level need not do so.

Consider Figure l. It depicts a once-and-for-all

change in the price of imports. In panel A t\JO

possible paths of the oomestic price level are

sho\Jn. Both converge on the new price of imports,

as they must if the relative price is to return to

the initial level. The dottea path represents a

monotonic convergence and the dashed path an oscil

latory one invol ving overshooting . In panel P the

rates of change of prices are shown for the same

price shock. TJnless

to 11*, there must

\Jhich fl is higher

process.

Figure 2 sho\\TS the adjustrnent path to a once-ana

for-all increase in the foreign rate of inflation.

Again, panel A inaicates that the nomestic price

level mayor May not overshoot, and panel B shows

that the inflation rate necessarily does. To

repeat, this overshooting of the inflation rate

follo\JS automatically from the assumption that re

lative prices will ultimately return to their ini

tial level and that the dornestic price ao justment

is not instantaneous.

Asymmetric adjustments

The proposi tian that t11.e adjustment proc~ss to

price shocks is different for price increases than

for price decr~ases a.nc1 for large as opposed to

small price changes has often been stated. As

applied to price increases versus price decreases

the argument is usually that JTlany prices and "vages
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Figure l Domestic price transmission paths from

once-and-for-a11 change in import price
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are sticky in the cJovJnvJard direction and that one

should therefore expect a longer ad justment path

for a negative price shock. than for a positive

one.

A theoretica1 arqur:ent for a di fferentia1 effect

of large versus small price shocks can be built on

the idea that there are costs attached to alterinq

prices, and that these costs increase with the

speed \li th VJhich the an justment is ca.rried out.

The adjustment costs Play be associated with chang

ing price list_s and informing retailers about

these changes. They can al so be due to loss of

9000\lJill aP10ng custorners if changes of prices take

place too frequently.

Faeing such costs, the rational firm which has

same short-run power to set i ts price, will weigh

the present value of the henefits from changing

the priee vIi th the present valne of the adjustment

costs. If the former is <7reater the firm v/iII

deeiae to adjust its priee. If the adjustrnent cost

is fixed and indepenoent of the size of the change

and of the speeo \.Ji th vJhich the chanqe oecurs,

then the a}love ar~ument implies tJlat the firm will

either adjust. or not., but if it has decided to

adjust it will do so immediately. Since tre pre

sent value of the benefi ts of adjusting depenas

posi tively on the size of the foreign price shock,

the larger the shock, the :r.1ore likely i t is that

firms \li11 adjust, but there is no reason to be

lieve that they vli1l do so slo\vly. In order to e's

tablish this kind of behavior it is necessary to

assurne that the east to the firm of changing its

price depends on t.he speed at \lhich it ooes so. In

that case, it vlil1 fo1lo\l that a lar<]er foreign

price shock will lead to quicker adjustment than a

smaller one.
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III PRELIHIRARY EKPIRICAL ARALYSIS

In a preliminary attempt to estirnate the paraMe

ters in equation (2), some simplifying assumptions

had to be ma.de concerning the influence of policy

variables, the formation of exrectations, and the

lag structure implicit in the C/J (L) function. As a

first step the policy variables denotea by Z in

(2) 'vJere left out completely. Fxpectations concern

ing the rate of increase in foreign prices were

assur1eo to be formed according to the adaptive,

error-learning, process ~efined by

(3 )

The expected rate of domestic inflation was assum

ed to be made up of tvlO components, "the first an

aoaptive process similar to that in (3) , and the

second a distributed-Iag function of the relative"

price of domestic to foreign goods. The latter

variable VJas included \!lith the idea that an in-

crease in the relative price of domestic goods

vlould lead economic agents to expect the domestic

rate of inflation to slav'! down some\lhat beca.use of

shifts in demand away from domestic gooas. The two

components of the expected rate of inflation are

combined in (4)

ex
l-(l-a)L Ut - l + ~~(L) PELPT_1 (4 )

The definition of the re"lative price variable vlas
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estimates of the a I s \·/ere obtained by

the l00arithm of the dornestic price

on the logari thm of the foreign price

and a time trendS. nate also that the

error learning coefficient a is assumed to be the

same in (3) and (4), and that the distributed lag

function on the relative price variable is the

sal"1e as that on unexpected foreign inflation in

(2) up to a multiplicative constant ~. From the

argument given above concerning the effect of rela

tive prices, ~ should be negative. Combining (2),

(3) and (4) and defining

( 5)

Atternpts were made to estimate the lag function in

equation (5) Doth without restrictions and with

the Alman-lag technique. The former failed in the

sense that the coefficients on the individual

lagqed variables were very poorly determined, prob

ably because of the relatively large number of

parameters invol ved compared to t_he number of ob

servations. ':rhe Almon-lag procedure, \/hich did pro

duce coefficient estimates of "correct" sign and

plausible value, was abandoned because it proved

cumbersome vlhen it carne to testing for the pres

ence of asymmetries in the adjustment process. The

lag pattern finally settled on assumed that the

lag distribution took the form

~(L) (6 )
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It can be shown that this formulation is equi va

lent to the infinite series

~(L)

\lhere'

d
o l

bl

bl 0i-l + b 2 d i - 2 for i ~ 2.

The function defined by (6) allows for a flexible

lag structure, and is still relatively simple to

estimate since it involves only two parameters.

Nate also that (6) irnplies tha.t the sum of the lag

coefficients is equal to unity, ensuring full

transmission of foreign inflation in the long rune

Combining (5) and (6) gives

\lhich in turn can be rearranged to reao

+ cl(1-a)RFLPt_2 (7 )

Equation (7) is the form which was confronted vIi th

the data 6 . The results for the whole sample period

1951-1979 ana three subperiods are presented in

Table l.



Tab1e l Estimation resu1ts
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The first thing to notice in this table is that

all coefficients 7 have the expected signs and are

highly significant, especially for the full sample

period. bl and b 2 hoth lie in the interval zero. to

one, which the theory predicted; b 3 is negati ve

a.nd b 4 positive as the discussion around the

effect of the relative price term implied. The

estimate of the error-learning parameter ex in t.he

adaptive expectations formulae also has a plausi

ble value. From (7) it can be seen that a = l + b
4

/ b
3

which, given the parameter estimates of the

first rov! of Table l, implies a = .11. The good

ness of fit of the equation is satisfactory ann,

again for the full sample in particular , there is

no sign of any serial correlation in the residu

als. In order to check the ability of the mooel to

tracY: the dornesti.c rate of inflation il, the esti

mates in the first rOvJ of the ta'ble vvere used to

calculate a predicted inflation rate. The correla

tian coefficient betvJeen that predicted rate and

the actual inflat.ion rate vJas .86. Fig'ure 3 pre

sents another measure of the roodell s ar·ility to

track the a,ctual inflation rate during the saITl.ple

period. ~he dashed line represents the modells

dynamic ex post for~cast of the rate of inflation.

That is t.he forecast based on the act_ual movernent

of the import price index during the v/hale sample

and the act_ua.l value of the consumer price inc1ex

for the period 1947 to 1950. From 1951 on\vards,

the model uses its 0\11n forecasts of II t \'lhen it

calculates Ut-i· Fence it represents a better test

of the dynarnic structure of the model tl1an the

correlation coefficient between the actual and

fitted valnes of the regression itself. As can he

seen from the figure, the model again does qui te

\vell in tracking the actual inflation rate (solid
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Figure 3 Actua1 va1ues and dynamic forecasts of

the domestic rate of inf1ation
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line)8. The only notable exception is 1977 and

1978, \lhen the model significantly .11nderpredicts.

Returning to the resul ts in table l, i tappears

that the coefficients of the independent variables

vary \li th the sample period. Several explanations

seem plausible. One possibility is that the simple

expectations schemes underlying the formulation of

the es timat.ed equations are inadequat.e, and that

more sophisticated mechanisms are necessary. This

\tJill be emphasized again in the last section of

the paper. Another possibility is that the size of

the price shock influences the spee~ of adjust

rnent. In fact, the splits of the saI:lple \lere deter

mined by the criterion that. the first ann third

subperiods \lould be ones with relatively 1ar0e

foreign price shocks, and the middle subperiod one

\/i th rela.ti vely small ones. \li thou.t pretencling

that the pe~iods actually chosen are free of objec

tian, it appears from these results that lRrger

price shocks result in more rapid adjustment as

T1easured by the shape of the rjJ (L) function in

(2) .9

late

Using the estirnates of hl and b2

the lag structure accorcling to the

to calcu-

formulae

just helov! equation (6), it turned out that the

cumulative effect after five years of a unit nis

turbanee \laS .82 for the first su'bperioc), .45 for

the second , and .65 for the third. These estimates

as far as they go, thus support the tl1eoretical

argument presented above.

To test for the influence of the size of the price

shockmore forro.ally, the following mooification to

equation (7) \laS int.rocJuced. It \tJ'as hypotl1 E?sizpd

lilrit the nUI:10er of

price

I

that the coefficients hl and

l'oth the size a.nd si0n of

ShOCK. 10 Gasen on a need to

ftJncions
of •_orelSD

of
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eoeffieients to be estimated and on same rrelini

nary tests, the functions defining 1""1 and b 2 'vlere

ehosen so that the SUJTl of bl and b 2 \Jas unaf.feeted

hy the size or sign of th~ shocl<. The speeifie

funetional form was

( 8)

\lhere 111~ I indicates the absolute value of lit ana

·where

{

l if 1I~ < O
D =

t O if Ut ~ O

lJith these modifieations the eauatian \Jhich \Jas

fitted to the aata toak the form

vlhere, as befare, el = -~(I-bl-:b2).

the theory t.hat the priee adjust.ment

(9 )

A.ecorc1 ing to

is faster for

large eompared to snall and for positi ve cornpared

to negative price shocks, th~ estimate of blI

1 ...:3 b .. ,:::J 1 f b 2 . T1shou ue posltlve anu t.lat o. J

I
ne0atlve . .t le

resnit of orninary least squares estiPlat.i(~n for

·the full sa.mple periorl \1as·
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.0018 + .1811 (y -x) +
(.45) (1.14) t-~ t

- .1478 (Yt-1-Yt-2) Dt - .9379 RRLPt_1 +
(1.02) (-5.93)

+ .8334 RELP
t

_
2(4.86) ,

R2 = .95, D-\J = 2.07, (t-values in parentheses) .

As before, all the 'c'oefficients have the expected

sign, but this time the significance level of SOPle

of them is rather 10'v/, especially for the coeffi

cient of the variable capturing the effects of the

sign of the price shock. The size coefficient is

significant at the 90 percent level, hO\Jever, lend

ing same support to the idea of an asymmetric

adjustment process.

'I'aking th.e above point. estimates at 'face val ue,

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the differences that

the size of th.e price shock rnakes for the acl just

ment path. Figure 4 sho'v/s the cumulated \/eights of

the CJ?(L) function calculated as before, v/hereas

Figure 5 also takes into account the fee~back

through the relative price variable. Fi0ure 5 ,thus

shows the complete adjustment path followin0 a

price shock in period 5. 11 A nurnber of observa

tions are prompted by these figures. Besinning

\'1 i th the weights in the w(L) function (Fig. 4), it

is clear that the dist_ribution associated wi th the

larger price shock (the solid line) indicates a

faster response than the one associated \Jith tl~(;"

snaller price shock .12 Again, this is \-/hat the

theQry in section II sU9gested. Second, it is

note\10rthy that the lag distributions in Fi<]. 3
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Figure 4 Cumu1ative 'weights in the (L) function
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show a smooth convergence towards the long run

value of uni t y, indicating that any overshoot.ing

in the adjustment process must he oue to feedbacks

through changes in relative prices. This is con

firmerl in Figure 5, v~ich captures the full a~just

ment process including this feedback. Here, a

marken tendency for domestic prices to increase

above the long run equilibrium is shovJn. \lhat

seems to be happening is that. the initial shock

increases the relative price of imports, which in

turn sets up forces that drive the dornestic price

level above i ts long run val ue - even though the

adjustment path indicated by ~(L) is monotonic.

,Concerning the difference between the adjustrnent

process for large and srrla.ll shocks, Figure 5 con

firms the conclusion from Figure 4 that adjustnent

is faster the larger the price shock. Put another

feature is also evident. The larger price shock al

so leads to vlider (less ciaPlpea) oscillations

around the long run value.
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Figure 5 Norma1ized adjustment paths of the domestic

price 1eve1 to a foreign price shock

in period 5
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~his suggests that even thouqh agents react faster

to alarger shock, their reactions to chanqes in

relative prices lead to relotively larger fluctua

tions in the domestic price level. 13 This conclu

sian is intuitively appealing. La.rger shocks

create more noise in the system \-lhich should lead

to larger swings in relative prices.

Finally, comparing the adjustment patterns in

Figure 5 Yli th those obtained by Eliasson ShO\IS

that the overshooting property of his simulation

model C!oes seern t.o exist also in aC'tual .r0st-\lar

data on import and consumer prices in S\-7eden. ~he

oscillations Are very much larger (I vlould arque

thctt they are too larqe) in Fliasson I s rnoci.el than

in the present one. Furtherroore, the effect of the

size of the dist.urbane,e is tl1e opposite there than

here. A possible reason for this might be' that

Eliasson uses export prices as a measure of the

foreign price variable instead of import prices

use~ in this study. This remains a conjecture,

hO\leVer, and should be investigated further both

theoretically an~ empirically.

I·n sup:unary, it appears from the present study that

the trans~ission of price changes from import

prices to domestic prices in Sweden's post-war

experienre has inval vecl bath oversllooting an<1 asyn

l;letric response to large vs. small forei0n price

shoc~s. The asymmetry hypot~esis applie~ to the

sign of the price shock was rejected on stanc'1arCl

statistical confi~ence 9roun~s.
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Extensions

At a theoretieal level an important extension of

the present paper would be to consider alternative

hypotheses concerning the formation of expecta

tians. Of partieu lar interest might be the ratio

nal expectations hypothesis \-Jhich v/ould undoubted

ly iMply that, in forming expectations about next

year I s rate of inflation, agents look not only at.

eurrent and past domes~ic policy and rates of

inflation but also at the current and past rates

of foreiqn inflation.

Another cha.llenge for theory v/ould be to vlork out

in more detail a rationale for the empirieal find

ing (if it stands up to further scrutiny) that

the size and, to same limited extent, the sign of

tl)e foreign price shock al ters the transmission

process.

At a.n empiriealleveI th'e -most obvio',us shortcorn

ings of the present paper are, on the one hand,

the exclusion of dornestic policy variobles from

the regression and, on the other hand, the faet

that the reIevance of the r1istinctioll bet\/een ex

peeted and unexpeete<l pr iee shoeks has not been

determined emririeally. This renains to he aone in

future v/ork.
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ROTES

l See Gunnar Flia.sson "HOvl Does Inflation AffAct
GrovJth? Experiments on the Swedish ~1iero-to
tiaero t'1oc1el ", in rJiero-Simulation t1odels, r1ethods
and Applications (B. Bergmann, G. Eliasson, G.
Orelltt, eds.), Stockholrn: The Industrial Institute
for Eeonomic and Social Research, 1980.

2 See, for instanee, CalI"1fors, Lars, 1977, Svle
dish inflation and international price inflllences,
in: L. Krause and \1. Salant, eos., \7orlowide infla
tion: Theory and recent experience (The Brookings
Institution, \7ashington, D.C.).

3 See Laidler, David, 1976, Inflation - Alternati
ve explanat.ions and policies: r:'ests on dato (1ra\ln
from six countries. in: Karl Brunner and Allan
i1el tzer, eds. , Institutions policies and economic
performance, Carnegie-Rochester Conference Series
on Public Policy, Vol. 4 (North-Holland, Amsterdarn)
251-306.

4 ':1lis is indeed v/hat one should expect to happen
in the case v/here the foreign price shock is the
result of pure foreign inflation and not of a real
change such as a change in the terms of trade.

5 The sample period was 1947 to 1979, p \"a5 the
Swedish consumer price index adjusted for indirect
tax changes, and p* \vas the import price index.
The result of the regression was

lnP t
= 2.54 + 0.423 lnp* + O.30t

(24.6) (14.6) ·t (28.10)

R2 . 19, D-vI = .33, (t-values in parenthes is ) .

6 The ra.\J oata y.lere observations on the S\Je(~ish
consumer price index adjusted for indirect tax
changes and on the S\Jedish import price index for
the period 1947-1979. Data sources: The Swedish
Economy, Stockholm; Konjunkturinstitutet, various
issues.

7
':'he except.ion is th,e constant ,hO' for vvhich

there were no' strong prl0r expectatl0ns concerning
sign and size any \7aY.

8 The correlation coefficient betvleen the actua1
and predicted series is .81.
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9 ~his is not an entirely unobject.i ve measure
since the relative price variable \lill 11e affectec1
by differences in the speeds of adjl1stment and
\l i Il i n tu r n i n f lu e n c e t h e overa Il a. <1 j u S tP1e n t pr0

cess.

10 Tv/o measures of the rrice shock vere trieo I n*
and (H-t - n* l)· ~he former gave uniformly mor~
satisfactory ~tatistical results.

Il The paths are normalized on the size of the
foreign price shock.

12
~he weights are calculateo for a price shack

of 15 percent and l percent respectively.

13 Nate the v/ord " re l a tively". Hhat is being des
crihed is not the absolute variat.ion a.round the
long-run value since the figures have been nornal
ized to a unit shock.
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ABSTRACT

In simulation experiments for the Swedish economy, the impact

of afuture oil-price shock was measured in terms of the requir

ed stabilization policies, and the possibility of insuring against

such price shocks by way of agradually increasing oil tax was

evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

The small, open Swedish economy depends on imported oil for

roughly 2/J of its use of primary energy. It is, thus, particularly

vulnerable to sharp increases in the price of oil. A major concern

in current Swedish energy policy is the adjustment and stabiliza

tion problems that a future oU price hike would create. This

paper reports on a simulation study of these :'problems and of the

possibility of easing them by the use of oil taxes. The emphasis is

on the methodological approach which is exemplified by sotne nu

merical results. 1

THE PROBLEMS POSED

In a policy-oriented study, the choice of a' suitable measure of

the macroeconomie impact of a large future oil-price hike de

pends on the foeal problem or dominant threat posed by in~reas

ed oil-prices. If the main worry' is the unavoidable long-term

welfare losses . resulting from unfavorable terms-of-trade develop

ment, one may want to measure these losses, e.g., in terms of

equivalent variations around a reference consumption path, assum

ing that the Swedish adjustment policies are efficiently planned

and executed.2 It may be, however, that the major pereeived threat '

is not so much the new high level of oH priees as the abrupt and

unexpected way it rises. 'The general experienec of the two price

hikes of the 70s seems to point that way.3 In particular ,- many of

Sweden's present diffieulties, manifested by a mounting deficit
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both in public budgets and in external exchange and by a shrink-,

ing and underutilized export industry, can be viewed as arising

from a failure to cope with the stabilization problems caused

by the oil price hikes (cf. Eliasson and Ysander, 1981). If the par

amount concern is to reduce the risk of again losing controi of

the stabilization problerns and having the econorny degenerate

into stagflation, then the relevant impact measure should, instead,

use as a benchlnark the policy adjustments required to restore

balance in the econorny..

We have chosen to gauge the impact, primarily in terms of the

adjustlnents in wages and in private and/or public consumption,

required to restore balance both ln external exchange and in the

labor Jnarket within 3 years. The task of minimizing some social

loss function for stabilization policies, of the kind surveyed in

e.g. Gramlich, 1979, is here avoided since targets are specified

in advance and the successive solutions turn out to be unique or

nearly unique withln the respective policy, space assumed. Instead,

we concentrate on trying to register how the necessary adjust

ments \vill appear to the households and voters", thus rneasuring

the political strains involved in coplng with the stabilization task,

and the corresponding risk of not coping. This' criterion is then

applied to the following three types of question.

How big can the impactor the policy adjustments required be

and how does it vary with the kind of policies actually pursued

in Sweden and abroad? How does the lmpact of a sudden price

hike cOfnpare 'with that of a correspondingly large but gradual oil

price increase? How much of the lmpact on the Swedish econorny

can be directly attributed to the increased oi! bill and how much

is caused indirectly by repercussions on other world markets? To

what extent do various possible restr ictions on domestic policies,

i.e., limited flexibility ln flscal and budgetary policy, affect and

exacerbate the problerns? One Jnight thlnk of the alternatives as

a kind of ladder of political feasibility. On top is the first-best

solution, where all countries, including Sweden, adjust smoothly

and swiftly, leaving the world markets largely unperturbed. At
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the bottornof the ladder is a situation where the Swedish govern

ment is not only faced with world market repercussions, but also

has its hands tied by political commitments to various groups of

consumers and wage earners.

The second type of question is concerned·· with the costs and bene

fi ts of an oi! tax buffer, i.e., of anticipating an eventual future

oi! prIce hike by agradually increasing oi! tax. The third type

of question, finally, deals with the effects of posslble increases

and of the policies of adjustment or iflsurance they caU forth on

the use of oi! and other kinds of primary energy.

THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The model we have used in the sirnulations is a 23-sector growth

model for the Swedish economy, designed for medium- and long

term policyanaIyses. Besides import and export functIons, it in

corporates various mechanlsrns for dynatnic adjustrnent, such as a

vintage approach to capita.l fonnation in industry, a Phillips curve

like determination of wages, domes'tic price-setting depending on

cost and capacity utilization and on world-market prices, and a

sub-model for Iocal govern:nent taxing and spending behavior. The

model was also partIcularly tailored to allow for both long-run

and short-run energy substi tution.4

Our cholee of Instru!'nents for controlling the model econolny has

been guided by priorI ties and practIce in current SwedIsh policy.

We employ three ,nain policy instru'nents: wage policy, incorne

tax and publles consumption. Wage policy means controlling the

long-term growth tr·end of nominal wages. The incotne tax can be

looked upon. as a representative of a wide variety of tax aQd

transfer measures. Finally, we assume full controi both of central

and local govenrnent expenditures. We have not included an active

exchange policy atnong our policy instrurnents since 1t appears

in the rnodel to be a substitute rather than a cornplernent to

wage policy.
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The 9 base-case simulations are listed in Table l. Around these

base-case simulatio,ns, various kinds of sensitivity analyses have

been carried out.

As a measuring rod for our sirnulations, we have used a reference

case, i.e., a standard scenario -for the development of the Swed

ish economy in the .80s and 90s •. A detalled discussion of this

case and of alternative conditions and strategies for Sweden is

given in Nordström-Ysander, 1980. In the reference case, the pre

sent imbalances in the Swedish econorny have been eliminated by

1990, in accordance with curre'nt governrnent policy objectives.

The price of oil is assumed to increase annually by 1.5 percent

rela tive to the price of finished goods in international trade. The

coal - price is assumed to adjust proportionately, although with a

certain lag, to changes in the oil price.

Below the reference case and the case of agradual oil prlce in

crease in the left-hand column of Table l, different variations of

the oil crisis scenario are listed in order of increasing adjustment

problerns. The oil crisis itself is modeled as a 60 percent rise in

the relative oil price, occurring early in 1991.1 In the gradual

price increase scenario (GO), the same total relative price increase

is reached in 1991 by a 'steady rise throughout the eighties. In

the first oil crisis simulation (00, the oU price hlke occurs with

out lnterrupting world trade. In the second (OS), various cyclical

repercussions on other world rnarkets are taken into account.

Based on the experience of the 70s and on sorne experirnents car

ried out for this purpose on the LINK model,5 the resulting world

trade cycle is Inodeled as a 3-year ·pattern led by a short-lived

speculative boorn ln raw material and investrnent' goods, of domi

nant importance stia for Swedish exports, followed 'by a general

trade slurnp. Over the first 4 years of the 90s the annual increase

in the volurne and price of world trade (excepting services)

will be, on the average, rnultiplie9 by a factor of 0.6 and 1.2 re

spectively, cOlnpared to the reference developrnent. To facilitate

cornparisons, we let, in both cases, publicconsurnption develop as
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Nine simulations 1980-2000.

No oiJ. tax Oil tax

No
hik
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i

l

p

r

i

c

e

h

i

e

oil price REF - The reference case TREF - Oil tax wi thout
e oil price hike

GO - Gradual oil price
increase

OI - Oil price hike
without \1Jorld
lT'.arket repercussiöns

OS - Oil price hike wi th
world market TOS - Oil tax with

Increasing repercussions but oil price

without policy hike
economic r~~trictions

and
MW - Minus wage policy

political

adjustment MP - Minus also public
consurnption

costs policy

MR - Minus also the
possibility of
lowering
real wages
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in the reference case, registering the shrinking room for increas

ed consumption in terms of private consumption.

The 3 variations MW, MP, and MR in Table 1 simulate the effect

of, successively taking into account restr ictions on the use of

economic policy instruments which, judging froTTI' the experience

of the 70s, rnay weIl be perceived as binding by Swedish decision

makers. In MW, we take away the wage policy instrument, mak

ing it impossible. to influence the long-terrn trends in nominal

wage incredse. This must then be cornpensated for by a more 'ac

tive use of the control of public consumption. In MP, this policy

instrument is also blocked, public consumption again being prescrib

ed to follow the reference pattern. FinaIly, in MR, the need for

trade union support is suppos~d t<? force the govern:nent to guar

antee no decline in i real ·wages, thus -increasing the unemploy

ment needed to ensure external balance.

Two additional cases, in which an oil tax is \used as a buffer

against the possibility of an oU-price hike are listed in the r'ight

hand colurnn of Table l. The oH tax ·we study ~as, a very simple

construction. It is successively stepped up during the 80s, annual

ly adding an extra oH price increase of around 5 percent, so that

by the beglnning of 1991 lt has raised the dom'estic oU priee as

much as the assumed size of an eventua.l oil price hike.

If the oil crisis materializes, the TOS-case, the tax is used as a

buffer, the lifting of the tax neutralizing the ralsed import price.

We then rneasure the benefits by cOlnparing the resulting develop

ment during the 90s with the uninsured case, OS, assuming the

salne access to policy instruments. If the oil crisis does not COlne

(the TREF-case), the oil tax rernains and causes sorne retardation

in growth during the following decade. The cost of the tax insur

ance is evaluated by cornparlson with the outcorne in the ref

erence case which, apart frorn the tax, rests on identical assurnp

tions.
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THE IMPACT OF AN OIL-PRICE SHOCK

The difference between alternative impact measures can be shown

by cornparing the effects of agradual price rise (GO) with that

of an oi! price hike, which does not affect world markets (01).

To reach the goal of balanced external payments in 1990, in

spite of a continuous deterioration of terms-of-trade in the gradu

al price rise case, means that private standards must increase slow

er while export sales are further boosted. Rising energy bills

will be cornpounded with a sharper rise in incorne tax for the

households but will be offset for industry by more rnoderate

wage developments. Compared to the reference case, private con

sUJnption will be down "'-/7 percent by the beginning of the 90s, while

the set-back in GNP during the 80s will be negligible but will in

crease sornewhat in the 90s, when the export-drive is allowed to

sJacken while structural effects on industrial productivity successive

ly matures. In tenns of interternporal consulnption standards,

the drawn-out sacrifice needed for agradual adjustrnent in the

80s are undoubtedly greater than the sharp but short set-back ex

perienced during a policy-contained oil price hike in the 90s. If,

however, we measure instead the impact in tenns of the political

strains imposed by the necessary adjustrnents, we get a quite di f

feren t picture.

The adjustrnents in wage and tax policy needed to accornrnodate

the gradual price rise are rather marginal. On the other hand,

the policy adjustments required to restore balance in 3 years

af ter an oil-price shock turn out to be quite drastic. This is true

even when no account is taken of possible world rnarket repercus

sions, the OI-case. The high oil price must be cornpensated

for by holding back private consumption, budget policy will have

to be so tight-fisted that the level of 1990 is regained only by

1994. That parsimonious regime will be reflected in a temporary

increase in unernployment. The rate of norninai wage increase

drops fror-n almost 10 percent in 1990 to about 3 percent in 1991

while the rate of inflation goes up from 6 to 9 percent, implying
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an almost 6 percent cut in real wages instead of the 3-4 percent

increase of the preceding years. Balance in the external pay

ments is reached in 1993, but continuing concern for the external

payment situation will lnake it irnpossible to recover more than a

small part of the relative losses in cansumption before the turn

of the century.

Figure 1 shows how stabilization prob.lerns are exacerbated in the

rnore realistlc case (OS), '.vhere world il1arket repercussions are

also taken inta account. To regaln balance in external accounts

in spite of stagnating tendencles In world trade will require even

tnore herculean efforts in stabilization policy. There will have to

be a wage freeze in 1991, and wage earners rnust accept an 8

percent cut in real wages that year and expect another l percent

cut in the folh)'W'ing year. The relative reductlon in private con

sumptlon and GNP levels over the deeade will be more gradual

but al together about one third larger than before. The direct ef

feets of the prirnary oil price shock still dorninate the picture

but the simulation results show that the various problerns and pol

icy strains during the adjustrnent period have aU grown by sorne

thing like one third through the indirect effects, transtnitted by

the world inarket.

Our situat.iorl af ter an oil price hike becornes even worse if we

climb further down the feasibility ladder introducing, successlve

ly, various restrictions limiting the policy space ..

Without access to wage policy, i.e., without being able to influence

long-terrn trends in norninai wages, the governlnent will have

to use public expendi tures as a substi tute instrufnent. If we can

not rapidly improve our cOlnpetitive position, the only 'way to elim

inate the external deficit within a few years is to save irnports

by substituting public for private consumption on a large scale.

We can see what this means by cOtnparing this restricted case

(MW) with the case (OS), 'Nhere no constralnts were placed on
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Figute 1 Oil-price hike with world market

repercussions (OS).
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the policy instruments. Instead of just freezing private consump

tion for a couple of years, taxation -must noW force it down al

most 10 percent below the 1990 level while, at the sarne time,

encouraging an extre~nely rapid increase of public consumption at

the rate of around 7' percent annually. Moreover , this policy

would have to be cOlnpletely reversed frorn 1994 onwards if we

want to let private consumption regain its previous share of total

consumption. A conc~mitant effect would be a very high rate of

wage inflation in the first years af ter the price shock.

If public consumption cannot be treated in this cavalier fashion

but must be left to develop according to its preset pattern in

the reference case, we are left with taxation as our only avail

able stabilization tool, the MP-case. External balance in 1993

can then only be reached at the price of an almost doubled

unemployment rate in 1992-93. The further decline of private con

surnption in the MW-case can now be avoided -- which also

means that, despite increased unernployment, \GNP-deve10pment

will be slightly more fa vorable.

If, on top of all this, we add the restriction that real wages

should not be allo'wed to fall, we will end up with unernployment

rates for 1991-93 that are as rnuch as 3 times as high as the nor

mal values that could be attained when there were no restric

tions on stabilization policy. The fluctuations in wage increase

and in lnflation will, at the sarne time, be much larger. What

these simulations illustrate is simply the fact that political limits

on feasible policies or flexibility can rnake a difficult stabiliza

tion problern unmanageable or ~mpossible.

THE USE OF AN OIL TAX AS -INSURANCE

The effects of lntroducing agradually increased oil tax during

the 80s without any 011 crisis occurrlng are shown in Figure 2. The

increased energy costs reinforce the industrial problerns, increas

ing unernployrnent and shrinking the available rooln for private

consumption increases cornpared to the reference case. Due to
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Figure 2 OH tax wit~out oil price. ··hike .(TREF).
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OH tax with oil-price hike (TOS).
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the low estimated price elasticities in Swedish foreign trade, how

ever, oi! substitution turns out to make it easier to handle our

balance of payment problem, even enabling us to raise our private

consumption standards ternporari!y in the 90s a bit further

than what would otherwise have been possible. We will neverthe

less pay a price in the form of reduced growth in GNP and in in

vestrnents, finishing the century with a somewhat smaller and

less modern industr ial capaci ty.

If the insurance costs do not seeln very impressive, the bene

fits, in tenns of reduced stabilization problems, if an oll crisis oc

curs, may be quite dramatic, as shown by Figure 3. Instead of ask

ing wage earners to accept an 8 percent cut in real wages in 1991

with rnore sacrifices to follow, it is now enough to have them ac

cept a very slow increase over two years. Domestic inflation

rates are reduced in '91 by as rnuch as a third, and GNP, employ

ment and private consumption develop slightly more favorably.

All this is due to the forced reductions in oi! use and to the slow

er increase of our dependence on world markets, achieved by

the oi! tax in the 80s.

THE IMPACT ON ENERGY USE

The development of the use of oil and other forms of primary

energy, implied by four different simulations (REF, TREF, 01 and

-OS) is illustrated in Figure 4. We see that the stagnation of primary

energy consumption is expected to continue over the 80s, due

to galns fro~ conservation, low econolnic growth and an ongoing

shift towards less energy-intensive industrial branches. An oi! tax

would caU forth further savings in the 80s, while an unbuffered
/

oll-price shock would keep energy 'tJemand stagnant during the

90s.

For the use of oi!, shown by the. lower curve, a substantiaI re

duction is foreseen for the 80s. Naturally, changes in the oil-
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price will have even more dramatic effects here. The expected

reduction in oil use in these cases is only marginally due to slow

econolnic growth. Besides energy conservation and structural

change, substitution by coal, nuclear power and indigenous fuels

such as peat and wood are major' contributing factors particularly

in the projections with sharply rising oil-prices.

h980 322.0 297 18 40 445 ' 1.38 0.92

1990 REP 396.8 219 43 68 456 1.15 0.55

2000 496.5 258 70 112 545 1.10 0.52

1990 TREF 393.1 162 59 76 425 1.08 0.41

2000 487.8 141 125 138 509 1.04 0.29

1990 OS 396.8 219 43 68 456 1•15 0.55

2000 481.0 175 75 122 476 0.99 0.36

1990 TOS 392.0 152 62 78 419 1.07 0.39

2000 479.0 157 85 129 475 0.99 0.33

A more detailed account of the projected composition and devel

opment of the use of various forms of primary energy in terms

of TWh is given in Table. 2.

rrwh/GNP

Oil

Indigen-:
ous

eoal fuel Tbtal Total

The use of primary energy 1980-2000.

GNP

Billions
of Sw.cr.
1975
prices Oil

Table 2
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NOTES

1 The study has been conducted by the author and T. Nordström.
Some further results are presented in Nordström-Ysander (forthcom
ing). The study forms part of alarger project dealing with va
rious aspects of energy crises and econoll1ic adjustment. A prelim
inary report on this whole project is given in Ysander, 1981.

2 The theoretical analysis by Svensson, 1981 and' the simulation
experiments by J.D. Sachs reported in Bhandari and Putnam, 1982,
exemplify studies that focus on intettemporal welfare and balance
of-payment effects.

3 Compar isons made between the effects of gradual vs. abrupt oil
pr ice increases in this and other studies (e.g., Jacobson and Thur
man, 1981) also lend support to this interpretation.

4 A detailed description of the model is given in Jansson, Nord
ström, and Ysander, 1982. How the impact of an oil-price hike
depends on various kinds of inertia in the form of sticky prices
and wages has also been studied by i.a. Giavazzi, Odekon, and
Wyplosz, 1982.

5 ef. Sarma, 1981, whose interpretation and measurement of the
impact on the Swedish economy, however, differ from ours.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with an analys is of the global econornic aspects

of (a) changes in the prices of fuels and primary metais, and (b)

deterioration of inflationary conditions in the United States. The

quantitative basis of this study is the world econometric model

of the \Vharton Econometric Forecasting Associates (WEFA).

This study was carried out during November 78 - April 79. Since

then there have been many revisions not only in the data but

also in the specIfication of \VEFA 's world model Itself. As the re

sults shown here do not take account of these revisions they may

be somewhat outdated. Nevertheless these results are presented

here In the spirit of on-going researach into the effects of

shocks on \vorld-wide trade and economic activity.

The \VEFA system consists of a set of national econometric mod

els. These models are inter-connected by means of a linking mech

anism. In the linking system there are two important channels

which capture some of the interdependencies that exist among

countries. The first is through flows of goods between different

countries; the second through their associated prices. A descrip

tion of the linkage rnechanisrn is given in section II.

~ection III consists of a discussion of how imported fuels influ

ence domestic pr ices in the countr ies included in the medel.

CSection IV gives the details of the alternative scenarios under

which the sirnulations were carried out.

Section V presents the rnain results of the simulation exercises.

Results are for several key econornlc variables. The countries are

aggregated into three major groups:

(1) the world,

(2) the OEcn countries, and

(3) NORJ')I(-: countries
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The Nordie countries include Denmark, Finland, leeIand, Norway

and Sweden. In the simulations involving petroleum prices the

Nordie group excludes Norway, which is a net' exporter of petro

leum. In all other simulations the Nordie group includes Norway.
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II LINKAGE MECHANISM IN THE WEFA SYSTEM

The basic idea of interdependence on the goods flow side can be

expressed by the identity:

n

Xii = L aijtMjt
j=O

(2.1 )

In this identity Xit stands for the volume of exports by country i

to the n countr ies or regions of the world in any period t, and

the Mjt 's are the imports of the jth country or region from all

its trading partners. The aijt'S are, therefore, the import market

shares:

X ijt
aijt = M

jl
(2.2)

Xjt represents exports of ith country to jth country in period t.

In simplest terms, equation (2.1), when aggregated across i, is

the identity total exports of the world equals total imports. This

identity must also hold in value terms:

n n

L Xii PXu = L Mjt PMjt
i= 1 j= 1

(2.3)

where PXit and PMjt are the export and import prices of coun

tries i and j. Using the above identities, it can be shown that:

n

PMjl = "L a ijl PXit
i=1

(2.4)
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This, in a way; is the dual to equation (2.1), expr-essing import

prices as weighted averages of the jth country's trading partner's

export pr ices. Equations (2.1) and (2.4) use the same import-share

coefficient matrix, but in (2.4) it is in its transposed form: the

summation in (2.4) is over a column index, and not over a row

index as in (2.1).

When applying equation (2.1) to the real world, a serious problem

arises in generating aijt 's in the forecast period. One expects the

aij's to change in the future, but it is difficult to know in what

way. In the \VEFA system, this is handled by applying a version

of the - Linear Expendi ture System (LES) to a set of equations

based on (2.1). The advantage of. the LES procedure is that it pre

serves the overall balancing identity (2.3) in the process of ob

taining estimates of parameters in each individual export function.

The basic equation used is:

(2.5)

Here VX ijt is the value of exports from ith country to jth coun

try in period t, VM jt the to~al value of imports of jth country,

and bij is a regression coefficient. XijtO is an estimated volume

of exports of ith country to jth country, uslng a base-year trade

share matrlx. In actual simulations, the above equation Is sum

med over j, to get total value of exports (VX it) of ith country.

For ease of interpretation we have otnitted the nonessentiai

terms at the end of the above equation. The corresponding llnk

age on the price side comes through the price of imports:

n

PMjt = L aij PXit
i=1

(2.6)
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On the basis of some assumed, initial values for the VXi's and

the PMj 's, along with a full set of exogenous variable assump

tions, each country's model is iterated to convergence. The vari-

ables obtained fro.1l this solution include the VMj's and PXi's for

each country. These, along' with sample period estimates of

aij 's and blj 's, are then entered into equations (2.5) and (2.6) to

obtain a new set of VX i 's and PMj 's, in general different from

the initial assigned values. The individual country models are now

resolved with the new values, and the procedure repeated until

convergence is obtained among countries as well as within coun

tries.

In the WEF A system used in the simulations reported in this

paper, the above linkage procedure is applied only to trade in

manufactured goods (SITC 5-9).1

For primary goods the procedure is less direct. It is assumed that

the SITC 0-4 group is one comrnodity with a single world market.

The price of that cornmodity is related to an exogenously assum

ed set of prices of. ten important comrnodities, all given rela

tive to the overall comrnodity "prices.2

Ouantities, on the other hand, -are modeled on the im-port side,

and assumed to be exogenous (trended) on the export side. Dis

equilibrlum between total world imports and total world exports is

removed by adjusting the overall commodity price.

There is yet -another set of international linkages in, the systern.

A few equations, particularly those relating to the foreign trade

sector -- volurnes and prices of traded goods and capital flows -

contain "world" variables, converted to a cornrnon unit of ac

count. Where that conversion would not make sense (prices, inter

est rates), weighted averages of national variables are used.

Those "world" variables, where endogenous in the national modeIs,

can be recomputed on each linkage ("among countries") iteration.

Since equations within each country model use the same "world"

variable, this type of linkage is of a "pool" variety. All countries

draw on the sarne world "pool".
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III THE PRICE SECTOR

Since we are particularly interested in the impact of a change in

fuel prices on the world economy it is convenient, to respecify

some of the equations in the price sector of the WEF A world

model. To introduce the price of fuels directly into the price-in

formation mechanism of each country, we respecify the equation

for the domestic demand deflator as

PDDt = A ( J;;;' )a ( ~~J) fl PDDi_l eut (3. l)
t t

where PDD = Domestc demand deflator

YW = Total wage bill

GDP = Gross domestic product

VMG = Value of imported goods

u Error term

The domestic demand deflator is thus related to" unit labor costs,

unit import costs, and to its own lag. The imports, VMG, are the

sum of the imports of primary goods (VM04) and imports of manu

factured goods (VM 59), where each value in turn is the product

of the appropriate volumes and prices. This brings the influence

of import prices more directly to the heart of the price mecha

nism.

The particular functional form chosen may be justified on a num

ber of grounds.3

Once this key price is determined, it affects the model in a num:

ber of ways. It occurs as an' argument in equations for implicit

deflators for 'other end-use categories of GDP, and the GDP de

flator is cornputed as an identity and thus contains it implicitly.

It enters the itnport demand equations as a relative price, plays

a strong role in wage determination, and can be found impllcitly

in several other equations in the systern.
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The estimation results obtained for this key price are quite satis

factory and are reported in Table 1; the parameters correspond

to those of equation (3.1). The tests, reported in parentheses

below the coefficients, are always highly significant for A and a.•

For B, they are weak' for Australia and Denmark. However, since

they still had the correct sign, we retain them in the equatlon

for simulation. Pararneter Y is not significant in a number of

cases (Ireland, New Zealand, Switzerland, and Turkey), and the

equations have been re-estimated without it. The overall fits, as

is common with price equations estimated in level form, are

good, as shown by the adjusted R2,s. Finally, we compute the

long-term elasticity of price with respect to unit import cost and

report it in the (BI 1.. )1) column. In a number of cases this elast

icity is considerably larger than its short-term counterpart B.
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Estimates of the domestic demand deflator equations

Country A a f3 y f31 (l-y) R2 DW
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Austria .4423 .2520 .2047 .4847 .3972 .998 1.46
(4.7) (2.5) (3.8) (3.4)

Belgium .3866 .6017 .0786 .1838, .0963 .999 1.85
(13.5) (7.8) (2.8) (2.2)

Canada .455 .245 .1788 .5173 .3704 .999 1.45
(12.5) (3.0) (7.4) (5.9)

Denmark .3226 .5903 .0254 .3296 .0379 .999 1.52
(7.2) (6.3) ,(0.7r (3.3)

Finland .4836 .5499 .1131 .2996 .1615 1.0 1.64
(15.0) (9.7) (5.3) (4.8)

France .4685 .395 .1169 .4299 .2051 .999 2.2
(11.4) (5.6) (5.3) (5.9)

Germany .4384 .5087 .0792 .316 .3432 1.0 1.67
(9.2) (14.1 ) (3.3) (5.6)

Italy .4415 .2765 .1438 .518 .2983 .999 .9
(14.6) (3.7) (6.0) (7.0)

Japan .3959 .3121 ' .0802 .5895 .1954 .996 .88
(3.5) (1.9) (1.2) (4.7)

Netherlands .3212 .3147 .1531 .5137 .3148 .999 1.69
(8.0) (5.7) (3.5) (7.0)

Norway .4195 .5429 .1255 .3123 .1825 .999 2.01
(7.1) (4.4) (2.7) (2.3)

Sweden .3158 .232 .1091 .662 .3228 .999 1.37
(6.9) (2.3) (4.3) (5.9)

Switzerland .6482 .7402 .216 .998 1.22
(22.5) (20.4) (6.3)

U.K. .3769 .5508 .0644 .3814 .1041 .999 0.46
(7.1) (6.6) (1.7) (4.6)

U.S .4168 .4621 .0674 .4114 .1145 .999 1.2
(5.8) (3.6) (2.1) (4.4)
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IV SCENARIOS

For an assessment of the total effect of the sirnultaneous changes

in the various economies and in the inter-country flows of

goods, we constructed a baseline solution and then solved the

model under six additional scenarios. We took 1978 as the start

ing point and let .the model run forward in time for seven years,

through 1985.

A Base Case

At the time the study wasrnade, this was our best guess as to

where the different industr ialized countr ies, the developing coun

tries and the centrally planned economies would be over the pe

riod 1978-85. The assumptions were that the price of internation

ally traded fuels 4 would rise on the average 10 percent from

1978 to 1979 and 8 percent in each year thereafter, with the aver

age prices of internationally traded goods rising at about 7-8

p.ercent per annum. The assumption on the absolute price of fuels

meant that, except for 1978-79,' the average real price of, fuels

would remain roughly constant.

B Alternatives I, II, and III

In these scenarios we want to examine the impact of changes in

fuel prices on various economies and groups of economies. Alter

native I represents a situation in which the price of fuel was as

sumed to be 10 percent below that of the base case for the entire

per iod of simulation.

In effect that means no increase in the price of fuels from 1978

to 1979 and 8 percent per year thereafter.

Alternative II is, in a sense, the mirror image of Alternative I.

Instead of lowering, we raised the price of fuels by 10 percent in

relation to the base case. We want to see whether the simulated
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effects are symmetric to those of Alternative I: i.e. whether

the economies adjust differently to upward and downward price

shocks.

In Alternative III we raise the price of fuels 50 percent relative

to the base case. We consider this to be significant shock. It is

meant to see what the system, as represented by the World

Model, can withstand, if the effects are nonlinear• In other

words, we wanted to see if a 50 percent increase· in fuel prices

is 5 times worse than a 10 percent increase. To further facilitate

inter-country and inter-country group comparisons, we construct a

set of what we caU "Indices of Response" OR). They are com

puted as

Xl!
IR.=-'

l x~
l

(4.1)

'j
I

where i refers to the country, or country group, in question. The

superscripts stand for alternative and base cas,es (b to the base

line and a to the alternative) and X stands for the variable of fn

terest. These indices are set to 1.0 in 1978, and vary thereafter

in response to the shock in question.
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V INDICES OF RESPONSE FOR SELECTED ECONOMIC

VARIABLES

In this section we analyze the impacts of the changes in the var

ious alternatives on each of a number of chosen variables. Indi

ces of response for these variables are presented in diagrams for

three major country groups: the Nordic countries (Norway is ex

cluded in Alternatives I, n and III), the OECD group and the

World.

A Gross Domestic Produet (GDP)

Impacts of changes in fuel prices are presented in Diagrams l/I,

l/n and l/III. As might be expected, a drop in fuel prices is mild

ly stimulative for the world economy, while a rise in prices has

the opposite effect.

Results for the subgroups of OECD and the Nordic countries are

quite different, however. Gross Domestic Products of the OECD

group respond more strongly than the average to lower fuel

prices. An overwhelming portion of this is due to a strong re

sponse of the fuel-dependent Japanese economy. Other OECD coun

tries also respond positively except for the U.K. But even there,

the negative impact begins to take place only after 2-3 years, in

line with Britain 's recently acquired status of a net oil exporter.

The Nordic countries, on the other hand, react negatively to the

drop in oil prices. This is due to the behavior of the Swedish econ

omy but for what we consider to be quite different reasons. For

Norway, a substantiai oil producer and a net oi! exporter, a drop

in oi! prices has a depressing effect on GDP. In fact, it is not

before 1982 that this effect bottoms out (relative to the Base

Case), and that the rate of growth of GDP begins to move back

towards the world average.
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Diagram l/I . Indices of response: 'Real GDP

(Alternative I)
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Diagram l/III Indices of response: Real GD'P

(Alternative III)
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In the case of Sweden, when fuel prices are decreased by 10 per

cent, imports rise substaritially while exports change only slightly.

Volume effect outweights the terms of trade effect resulting in

a strong deterioration on the balance on current account. While

To explain the behavior of the Swedish economy (a relatively

strong negative effect of G'DP from a· drop in fuel prices) one

has to look at a number of factors. Total impact of a change in

fuel prices on GDP (and other variables in the model) is a combi

nation of a variety of responses whose importance varies from coun

try to country. There are country-to-country differences in im

port and export price elasticities; varied impacts of the inflow· of

international 'reserves on total reserves and hence on the creation

of money; different degrees of dependence on imported oil; differ

ent degrees of openness of the various economies; and, finally,

differences in the way productivity influences the formation of

wages and prices with the resultant impact on volumes and com

position of demand.
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this is offset sornewhat by a eounter in-flow of capital, the net

result is still a deerease in reser ves. This decrease has a nega

tive impaet on money supply despite the usual attempts by mone

tary authorities to sterilize the outflow of foreign reserves

through an increase in the domestic reserve base.

The decrease in foreign reserves also decreases the reserve

import ratio whieh for some eountries has a negative effeet on

investment and hence growth. The decrease in the money supply

decreases domestie credit on the one hand and on the other causes

an increase in the short and eventually in long term interest

rates. These two have a negative effect on the real side of the

model. Interest rates usually affect capital formation through the

user eost of capital while domestic credit enters directly as a

financial variable in both consumption and investment functions.

In both cases the effect on the rate of growth and on employment

is negative.

There also seems to be an unusually strong dampening effect

from the incorne side. Once GDP is negatively: affected through

the channels described above, capacity utilization falls which

holds down prices. At the same time, the rise in productivity is

slowed as Swedish firms do not slow down their employment in

step with the reduced growth in GDP. The productivity effeets

tend to slow down increases in wages and total incomes and u1ti

mately have an adverse impaet on consumption.· If to this one

adds a slow-down in government transfer payments which seem

to be quite responsive to the wage and price trends, it seems

that in Sweden all forces combine to give a somewhat atypical

and unexpected response for an oil-importing nation.

There is yet another reason for the unusual results for Sweden.

One only has to look at the Swedish growth pattern in the last 5

6 years. \Vhen the oil prices quadrupled in 1973-74, GDP growth

in most countr ies slowerl' down and by 1975 just about all OECD

countries (except Sweden, Norway, Australia and New Zealand) ex

perienced at least one year of negative growth rates. Yet, during
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1976-77 when rnost other countries were on recovery paths from

the recession, Sweden slumped, recovering only in 1978. Since

most models build into their projections the behavior of the past,

it should not be surprising to find the unusual results for Sweden.

R.esults of Alternative II suggest a certain symmetry in compari

son to Alternative I. Country-by-country effects are almost com

pletely syrnmetric as far as GDP is concerned, an impression

which is dispelled when one looks at· a wider assortment of vari

ables. It is quite clear, however, from Diagram l/III that what

ever the case is on symmetry, when the shock is quintupled, the

effect on even the aggregate is nonlinear• The OECD group and

the world as a whole, after a sharp slide in the first 5 years

begin to catch themselves.
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B Gross Domestie Produet Deflator (PGDP)

A ehange in the eost of imported fuels works its way through

the domestic produetion seetors and effeets various segments of

the final demand deflator. Changes in final demand priees often

induee movements in wage rates and priees of other faetors of

produetion. The simulations presented here eaptured both the di

reet effeets as weIl as the induced effects of fuel priee ehanges

on PGDP through the central price equation presented in the pre

vious seetion and through the other priee and wage equations of

the model. The limitations of PGDP as an indieator or general

priee movements .should, however,. be kept in mind when

interpreting the results.

A 10 pereent deeline in fuel prices has an initial effect of reduc

ing the average rate of inflation in the world by 0.2 percent

from the base case; the drop in the inflation rate for the OECD

group is much smaller - less than 0.1 percent (Diagrarn 2/1). A

10. percent deellne in fuel prices initially results in a slight in

crease in PGDP for Nordlc countries. This result, is d\J.e to the un

usual response of Sweden to changes in fuel prioes. A decline in

fuel prices has an initial adverse impaet on Swedish GDP through

the channels descr ibed earlier in this paper. The negative impact

on real GDP is accompanled by a slow-down in productivity

growth contributing to a rise in the general price leve!. However,

in the long-run the response of PGOP in Nordie countries is in

the expected direction (Diagrams 2/1, 2/II and 2/III).

The time profile of peDP under Alternative III is quite different

from that under Alternative II (Diagram 2/II). The effect of a 50

percent rise in impor~ed fuel prices on world inflation seerns to

wear off by 1983, except for the Nordic group. AIso PGOP sirnu

lations under AlternatIve III do not· seem to bear any linear rela

tion with those under Alternative II over a period of time.
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Diagram 2/1 Indices of response: GDP deflator

(Alternative 1)
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Diagram 2/111 Indices of response: GDP deflator

(Alternative III)
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C Manufactured Goods Exports Deflator (PX)

Diagrams 3/1, 3/11 and 3/111 show the effect of changes in fuel

prices on manufactured goods export deflators.

A 10 percent change in fuel prices (Alternatives I and II) does

not produce any significant changes in the export prices of manu

factured goods (Diagrams 3/1 and 3/11). The impact of a 50 per

cent rise in fuel prices on the world price of manufactured ex

ports reaches its peak by 1983.

However, there are wide variations in the impact of a 50 percent

rise in fuel prices on the price of exports among various coun

tries. These variations are shown in Diagram 3A. Diagram 3A shows

the percentage increase in Px under Alternative III compared to

the base case for a seleeted number of countries. For example,

the response of Swedish export prices to an increase in fuel

prices is relatively slow. As a result, Sweden enjoys a slight com

petitive edge in its exports over other countries under Alternative

III.
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Diagram 3A Manufacture export prices

(Alternative III)
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Diagram 3/II Indices of response: MNF Exports deflator

(Alternative II)
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NOTES

Standard Industrial Trade Classification, categories 5 through
9. These eategories eover the proeessed goods in contrast to pri
mary goods (SITC 0-4) whieh are by and large in their raw form.

2 Among the ten are the prices of fuels and metals used in
this study.

3 See the papers by O. Eekstein and D. Wyss, L.R. Klein, and
R.J. Rall and M. Duffy in Board of Governors of the Federal Re
serve System "The Eeonometrics of Price Determination", 1970.

4 Relative price of fuels = Price Index of fuels over world
prlee index of primary cornrnodlties. Fuels include crude petro
leum, natural gas, eoal and eleetricity. Primary eommodities
cover SITC 0-4. The indexes are based on 1970 = 1.
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ABSTRACT

The fir~ concern of this paper is the time di"mension of the ad

justment process in an economic system character ized by var ious

forms of monopolistic cornpetition. We attempt to define notions,

and measures, of stabili'!y that capture the macroeconomic conse

quences of shocks and disturbed price signalling in markets. We

want to know if, ~b.~'2, wh_~r~ and how an economy settles down

on a "steady" growth path and to what extent the answer de

pends upon the nature of the adjustment process itself.

It appears that a bounded space that is a subset of another bound

ed space is a more useful concept to deal with our problem than

the conventionai equilibrium and stablIity definitions. The bounds

should be considered as welfare determining and as such they

will be entirely arbitrary untll we have determined how national

welfare depends on the var iation in and the predictive uncertain

ty associated with a chosen set of welfare variables. Optimal ad

justTllent in our sense involves both (a) the time it takes to get

back to a steady growth path and (b) the loss (or gain) in long

term growth due to the adjustment process itself.

The seconq concern of this paper is to demonstrate through

micro simulation experiments how stability in that sense depends

on the structural diversity of the econoJTlY. The paper is mainly

exploratory, aiming at hypothesis formulation. Only a few of the

experiments used in this study have been properly designed to

allow strQng empir ical or theoretical conclusions in this context.

We have found tentatively:

(a) th~!. the less structural diversity (productivity or profitability)

across micro units (firms) in the initial state of the economy, the

less stable the macro economy vis a vis externally adm1nistered

price shocks.
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(b) tha! a certain level and distr ibution across firms of unused

capaci ty (cyclical slack) is needed to maintain a stable relative

price structure during a growth process.

(c) th~ the "Le Chatelier-Brown principle" is significantly at work

in the micro-to-macro model economy. Reversal speeds depend

importantly on the state as described by (a) and (b) and shocks

of various kinds can "prematureiy" trigger reversals. More particu

larly, the model economy can be made to perform excellently by

short-term criteria (high utilization rates, currently and efficient

lyallocated labor, etc) for extended periods of time, only to de

velop eventually a more shock sensitive supply structure.

(d) that the simulation experiments imply abasic, underlying trade

off between macroeconomic and microeconomic stability. The

closer to steady state output growth at the macro (lndustry)

level, the more the "Brownian motion" over time in the growth

rates among firms.

(e) th~! different (size, time, sign) price shocks require different

market regimes for optimal adjustment.

(f) that it was virtually impossible to settie the rilicro-to-macro

model economy used for simulation exper iments down on a "steady"

long-run macro state -- strictly defined -- for more than a couple

of decades, except at the expense of a not negligible reduction

of the growth rate. The reason seems to be the absence of suffi

cient micro "instability". The model features an endogenous exit

of firms, but no entr~. Hence the model is affllcted with gradual

"structural decay" in the very long term, meaning less structural

variation and more market concentration. The diminishing vitality

in the competitive market process that fol1owed appears to have

been detrimental to steady growth in the very long term. This

sensitivity may diminish when we have introduced market entry

as a standard feature of the model.
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(g) th~! output growth along an endogenously determined trend

cannot be sustained if not associated with significant short and

long cycles in economic activity around that trend.

This - list of properties of the .micro-to-macro economic model of

Sweden (called MOSES) indicates our area of interest, namely the

interaction of economic agents in a cyclically unstable growth

process - an old Schumpeter ian notion.

The model used is very complex, and the design and running of

experiments is a costly procedure. Experiments have been carried

out at different times and on somewhat different model specifica

tions. Hence, at this .stage we refer to our results as suggestions

and hypotheses for further testing. If some or all of these hypoth

eses hold up, they wiH call for policies quite different from the

conventional macropolicies.
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THE NonON OF STABILITY - THE PROBLEM

What Do We Want?

SuperfIcIal cornpar Ison of the behavIor of macro time ser ies for

any industrial nation during the steady 60s and the volatile 70s

suggests the following two questions:

l) What kind of pr ice system (p) will support a steady -- or stable

macroeconomic growth trajectory over a period of several dec

ades?

2) What kind of (supply) structure (q) and behavioral response pat

tern of an economic system will support that price systeJTI?

\Ve have tried to analyze these problems experirnentally within a

micro-to-macro simulation model of the Swedish economy. This

model endogenizes price and quantity determination across firms

and over time -- and hence economic growth -- in away described

below. We try to formulate a theoretical concept of stability cor

responding to the common-sense notion of stability that we need.

We need a concept where time (durability) is part of the stability

problem. The instabill ty domain may occur soon, before the sys

tem has exploded or collapsed. We do not care very much if a

disturbed system, because of the disturbance, does not return to

the same point from where it began to move. (Equilibrium points,

steady states and similar concepts appear to be of limited value

in this context.)

What Does Economic Literature Offer?

A superficial glance at the ·literature of economic theory shows

that stability problems have been treated in the following fash

ion. On the one hand we have the stability analysis of static

competitive equilibrium situations associated with names like

Arrow, Hurwicz etc. The problelTI has been to define the condi-
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tions under which the economy, when brought -- by exogenous forc

es -- more or less away from the equilibrium point, returns to

the -- or sufficiently close to the -- same point; the fixed-point

rubber-band analysis so to speak. Such analysis by definition is

restricted to a limited set of models -- and corresponding prob

lems -- with static fixed-point character istics (Lindahl (1938), Ar

row-Hahn (1973), Arrow-Hurwicz (1977) etc). Time has no empiri

cal content in those models: it is just a scalar parameter izing

the (fictitious) evolution of the system. Debreu's (1959) treatment is

the ultimate in this respect; pates are attr ibutes of commodities,

leaving very little economic meaning in the time concept (cf

Smale, 1976). A recent development along similar lines has been

phrased in ter ms of so-called search equilibr ia, where no single

price, but rather a dispersion of prices (due to imperfect informa

tion) in l a timeiess world signifies an equilibrium and perhaps a

stable cluster (see Sharefkin 's paper in this volume). We also

have the large body of theoretlcal literature on monopolistic com

petiton. It is, however, partiai in nature and cannot easily be ap

plied and generalized to micro-to-macro analysis except in the

way we have done 1t below.

The concept of ~ctical stability suggested by LaSalle-Lefschetz

(1961) in a sense recognizes time. Practical stability lmeans

that a process eventu~ returns tolerably close to a point of

equHibrium that has been disturbed, without necessarily approach

ing that point monotonically. A flying areoplane is a case in

point. Its flight path is practically stable, whatever happens to it

during flight as long as it eventually lands safely, tolerably close

to its point of destination.

Hence, practical stability is defined by LaSalle-Lefschetz in

terms of a point residing in a bounded region of anormed space

(bounded orbit), a notion supported by Berlinskl (1976) who argues

that the notion of "stability makes sense only relative to some

measure, of distance" and' that the same norm notion is sufficient.
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The Distance and the Time

But there is a very different family of stabi1ity concepts that

have originated in physical and engineering sciencies. They repre

sent changing structural forms mathematically. Questions posed in

this literature concern what circumstances make such forms stable

and under what conditions they collapse. For instance, when in-o

puts (causes, pr ices etc) pass slowly through a weIl defined do

main, under which structural circumstances do var ious forms (sys

tems) exhibit abrupt changes (discontinuities, cathastrophes etc)

in the corresponding state spaces? The mathematics is often bor

rowed from natural science models (meteorology (Lorentz 1976),

stress analysis, under which configurations does the bridge collapse,

etc). Much of this discussion has been as~ociated with Zeeman

and Thom. There is, however, a variety of half-built bridges that

connect these notions with the economist 's preoccupation with

the price characteristics of competitive equilibria -- even though

the various authors reside in different academic and' linguistic

worIds and do not normaIly honor each other with cross

references. The distinction between the short. ~nd the long run

are cases in point. The short term presup'poses la fixed structure.

If the system is disturbed it returns to equilibrium without disrupt

ing the structure. In the long run, somehow, structure changes.

In Smale (1967), Thom (1972) and others the short and the long

terms are submerged in the same structure and it becomes inter

esting -- as we wil,l see in our later quantitative model analysis -

to talk about "structural stability" (Smale (1967), see also Ysan

der (1981».

Recent theoretical work based on Lorentz (1963) has demonstrated

that, with sufficient nonlinearities and tendencies to overshooting,

random-looking system behavior can be deterministically generated.

Such systems could very weIl be unstable even though they pos

sess an equilibrium. Trajectories would be very sensitive to initial

conditions and would move away from .any periodic cycle that

can be represented. Such behavior has been termed cha~tic (Day,
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1982, 1982b). In such systems both structural change, economic

growth and "unpredictable" (by any forecast ing method) events

could be generated. As will, be seen below, the micro-to-macro si

mulation model we use for illustrative purposes exhibits all these

features.

When a system is inherently unstable or chaotic and remains far

enough fr"m any established steady state for sufficiently long pe

riods of time, the dlstance suggest~d by Berlinski (1976), rather

than the steady state or the equ'ilibriuI11 point, becomes the im

portant criterion for evaluating the stability properties of the sys

tem. A disturbing degree of arbitrarlness as to the choice of refer

ence for measuring the distance2 then enters the scene. Among

other ,things, the analysis now requires an entirely new tool-box

compared to the one that economists normally carry. Economists

generally worry about the return of the system, at some future

time, to a referenc~ point called the equilibriull1 point or trajec

tory, not about when and how far away the process will be dur

ing the adjustment per iod. But during a deep depression or a run

away inflation, policy makers and individuals will worry about

how fast they can get the economic system back into a tolerable

operating domain, and not about the systems operating character

istics 10 years from now. Suppose we introduce a bounded domain,

called the stability domain. It is bad for the system (an aeroplane,

an economy etc) to be outside that domain. It represents danger ,

unpleasant social conditions etc. As soon as the system gets out

side that stability domain, time becomes important, namely the

time needed to get back.

Looked at through the new pair of glasses suggested in engi

neering literature, the important thing is that a perturbed process

moves in a bounded orbit (say a band around a growth path) and

,stays there, and how long that readjustrnent takes. Quality and

safety contrels applied to engineering production systems offer a

host of examples. Even though an explosion in the output flow of

a chemical plant would eventually stabilize, the point is that ex-
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plosions should not be allowed to occur at all. It is obvious that

some ~ctic~ stability problems of economics resemble this one.

Arbitrariness here also refers to the possibility that we don't

know our system (moden. We may be thinking in terms of a macro

economic model that describes the 60s weIl, to figure out what

to do in the late 70s. Then, of course, we don 't know the loca

tion of, or about the existence of a point of equilibriurn very

weIl.

Second, the new pair of analytical glasses aIlows a host of inter

esting and natural notion.s of distance. The introductory ques

tions suggest some his_t_oric be~chmark. For instance, instability

could be said to prevail if the amplitude of the business cycle

passes outside some preset limits -- if the level of output drops or

falls significantly below an established growth trend or if the

unemployment rate reaches 6 percent or more. By such standards

the so-called high market response experiment in Figure 5 would

be in an instability region most of the time after year 30. The

economic circumstances then prevailing would {certainly warrant

the label unstable, crisis, .depression or collapse in common

language. The concept of an equillbrium in the economists' sense

then does not offer much help as a reference for measuring dis

tance and especially in the general class of models that we con

sider, where it often does not exist. Third, the equilibriulTl point

may be a very erratic object, especially if the system (the pro

cess) norrnally operates at some distance from that point, calculat

ed by some method. The stability of an aircraft in flight is

again a case in point. Even if an equilibriui1'1 flight path could be

calculated, during flight the distance from the ground is really

what matters.

Boundedness and Response Strategies of Actors

B..9..~~<i~c.!~es~ thus appears to be the interesting concept to use In

defining a notian of stability. What can we draw upon in defin

ing that notion?
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Resili~nce, originating in the biological sciences (Holling 1973,

May 1973 and Grumm 1976), is a concept we can try. Resilience

obtains when an external shock does not move the operating char

acteristics of the system more than marginally (srnall rightward

movement to the left in Figure l).

Figure 1

Suppose you shock the system with external signals like those

of the 60s and the 70s. The oi! shock of the 70s would not have

brought the system down as it did with the real economy, if the

system .-would have been resilient. An econornic model, a real life

economy or the Northeast U.S. power grid (that collapsed in the

middle 60s) can be designed to be more or less resilient vis-a-vis

events like the oi! shocks of the 70s. One does not want to build

infinitely resilient (or stable) systems. One wouid, however, like

systems designed to be resilient vis-a-vis shocks that are likely

to occur. In that sense, i t is interesting to discuss the resilience

of various systems (say the three models described in this confer

ence volurne and the real economy) in the context of price devel

opments of the kind described in Josefsson's-Örtengren's paper.
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Suppose now that we have an economic model the state of which

is currently and endogenously updated through the dynamics of

the ongoing economic process. The micro-to-macro model described

below exhibits exactly those properties. One clear conclusion then

follows. The state of the economic system will depend critically

on the actual~ the economic process has taken. In policy

terms this means that if the economic process is set in motion

at some point in time, one could, in principle, move the system

differently up to a later point In' t~me (everything else the same),

and the breakdown character istics (the resilience) vis-a-vis partic

ular shocks would differ accordingly. One feels inclined to de

mand such properties from any theory claiming, to explain the

events of the 70s.

Controllability is a ~.ey notion for m'acropolicies.',Most macroecono

metr ic models up to the middle 70s were resilient ,to even extreme

price shocks by assumption (cf the simulation runs in Sarma 's

paper) or any departure from desired activity paths could be

easily corrected by the informed policy maker in charge. On the

other hand, the micro-to-macro model economy to be discussed

later in this paper· appears not to be resilient if I shocks are 'suffi

ciently large and resilience appears to depend ,significantly on the

micro character istics. of the state of the economy. Resilience

can, however, be enhanced by improving behavioral strategies by

the var ious actors in the economy. In macro models the only real

agents are the macro poljcy makers, and in this 'setting the'· con~

cept of controllability of the 'system naturally arises. Arrow-Kurz

(1970) discuss controUability fro'm a centralized point of view,

and this is the notion .applicable"to most macro models of a Key

nesian type.

In dynamic, micro-based models .the controllabHity concept be

comes much more1complex. Both -firms and individuals .. act in re

sponse to price signals that they interprete individually, and may

act both in accordance with policies and against policies. In the

noncooperative game situation tha~ follows, inconsistent behavior
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develops easily and normally at the micro leve!. Actors in an

economy (firms, individuals, governments etc) are equipped with

rules designed to·· help correct locally bad situations within the

normaloperating domain of the system. Suchwas also the case

for the -operators; of the Northeast, U.S. powergrid in the 60s

and at the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor in 1979.

A system can also be equipped with rules to improve rules of be

havior, emergency operating rules~ learning by doing, .information

gathering . and so forth. To some extent this is the case in the

micro-to-macro model economy used for illustration in' this paper.

It is very much the case in the real world. There are, however,

limits to what can be in implemented in the form of such safety

devices. Time -- to observe, to learn, to understand and to act -

is a very practical constraint in designing and implementing good

behavioral strategies.

The complexity of most real-world systems makes improvements

in operating rules an individual, iterative procedure that may even

he destabilizing, in the sense of lowe~ing the resilience of the

system. Firms or households in the micro-to-macro economy re

spond to mistakes by being more cautious, thus causing. trouble

for the system as a whole in the form of rising unemployment.

Micro units are also equipped with expectational devices that are

rationaI . for them as individual actors. Combined with quantity re

sponses in the economy and secondary price adjustments, prices

of the economy sometimes "overshoot" significantly, occasionally

causing serious collapses of parts of the economy (Eliasson,

1978a, pp 105 ff). In this perspective, governments trying to cor

reet the cour'se of the economic process in the seventies on the

basis of exper ience from the 60s may, in' fact, have been the

cause of the economic distress exper lenced (direct intervention in

markets, legisiation, subsidies etc), because they did not under

stand or predict the response of the economic system.
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Stability as a Welfare Notion?

No one of the stabllity notions descrlbed above appears to be suf

ficient for our purposes. An economically relevant notion of sta

bllity must have some welfare content. We are looking for a

bounded region in the space of goal var iables of an economic sys

tem. Some of those var iables (say unemployment) must stay with

in the same bounded domain indefinitely if the system is to be

considered stable. Mathematically the process would be uniformly

convergent. Whenever outside the band or the tube the process

has to return to be called stable (cf Figure 2).

Figure 2

For other variables (like output) the "domain of stability" can

change over time as the system evolves. Dramatic departures

from some norrnai range, sa}:' norrnai cyclical variations, are call

ed instabilities. If such a. departure occurs, the important point

for stabili ty is not that the var iables return to earlier stability

regions, but that all goal var iables return to regions that are call

ed stable. Rather than comparing two equilibrium situations we

would prefer to study the systems in two stability regions (the

two tubes in Figure 3).
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Figure 3

One would expect normal economic systems to contain several

such, possible "stability rated" regions to return to.

Thus, even though the Swedish economy was thrown into a "desta

bilized phase" after the 1973/74 oi! shock, there is a range of

choices of future stability regions Oncluding growth bands) within

which to stabilize eventually. Swedish policy makers could take

their pick frorn the international, exper imental policy theater of

the 70s, and their choice would determine which stabillty region

would be the ultirnate outcome and how long it would take to

get there. A normative (or ethical) welfare function for the na

tion, or at least 1ts policy makers, is needed to make this choice.

Wi th such a welfare function, a unique growth band can be chosen.
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2 STRUCTURAL COMPARABILITY

The man in the street might say that the performance of the

Swedish economy was "stable" during the 60s and "unstable" in

the 70s. The implicit notion would be that the two developments

g(60) and g(70) had been generated by the same underlying eco

nomic structure "ljJ. Do we understand, and know how to character i

ze, the nature of "ljJ in sufficient detail? Suppose we do; then

- at what ndistance" from the empirically known (and measured)

g(60)(= g(70)-g(60») does development become "unstable", and

- whatcauses that departure?

Alternatively, one could ask whether the talk about a growing

structural instability in the Swedish economy during the 70s rath

er refers to a change in the underlying structure? To an econo

mist that last possibility must be very disconc,erting. He must re

place his earlier concept of the general economic structure with

a new concept h. We then cannot give meaningful answers to the

two introductory questions. Comparability requir~s that g and h

be subsets of a gener~l class of structures ~J that can generate

both g(60) and g(70) or any gO) that would be of interest to com

pare, with or to explain g(70). A general class of structures ~

that is capable of generating both a business cycle and a variety

of structural developments is required for, e.g., a good growth

model. Obviously such a model has to be based on very extensive

information. Is it possible to formulate and estimate a model

with such powerful explanatory capacity? We must if we want to

understand (and be able to recognize) such turbulent economic be

havior at that of the 70s. The only informational basis for such

early recognition would have been data generated during the 60s

and earl ier .
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Prices

In the standard theory of competitive economic equilibrium, both

sides of the market take prices as given. This theory can be ex

tended by introducing expected prices, also taken as given from

the Walrasian auctioneer. But what happens if· expectations are

mistaken?

Suppose mistaken expectations have moved the actual price p to

a point arbitrarily distant from the market clearing point p. We

assume that this can happen without disrupting the process or

the system, i.e., the structure of the system (g) remains unchanged.

Standard competi~ive analysis is concerned with the conditions

under which p returns to p' again without changing g. First, only

a limited set of structures g allow p to vary around p without

changing g. Second, even if var iability in p is allowed in some

neighborhood of p, lp-pI< E: , additional restrictions apply to g if

return of p to P is to be guaranteed. If not, we have abasic in

consistency between economic structure and price dynamics. Or

rather: are structures g with nonconverging prices economically

interesting, and of practical importance? Traditionally, structures

g for which an equilibrium point does not exist and for which

convergence of p to P is extremely slow, have been considered

theoretically uninteresting and of no practical importance. Expressed

differently, if the existence of an equilibrium in' the conventionai

sense cannot be proven, we should re ject the theoryor the

model! One could argue, however, that such rejected structures

would be the relevant ones if we want to take up Schumpeter 's

challenge, and try to explain business cycles as an integral part

of an endogenous growth process.

There are two important reasons for attempting that task. First,

instability in the' traditional sense of non-convergence to p may

be the normal characteristicof economic systems when sufficient

ly disturbed. If, for instance, decision makers repeatedly traverse

the same "cobweb" cycle, they will eventually learn and change
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their decision strategies. If the situation is very complex they

may stick to their old rules of thumb as long as the variation in

outcomes are acceptable ("stable"). If not, a complex situation

with many actors offers a very large number of possible strategy

choices, meaning a structure g(70) very different from g(60). Per

haps this is the normal tendency of an economic system. (See

Sharefkin 's paper in this volume.)

Second, convergence to p, or to an entirely new p may not occur

within this new system or within any typical economic structure.

Instead, structures g and prices p may keep oscillating in a mutu

ally dependent fashion. (g, p) E~). This is one way to describe the

behavior of the micro-to-macro model that we use for illustra

tive purposes below. As long as g stays within a bounded region,

we caU the system stable. The second objection is the more im

portant one. It covers the first and, if valid, it rules out the

above theoretical procedure as unsound, because it excludes many

important economic phenomena.

An extensive literature on systems stability exists in which no ex

plicit price system parameterizes the response surface of the

model. The economist should merge the two approaches. The engi

neering model, with no explicit prices or market clearing, and

the economist 's model that responds to God-given prices should

be merged into a new model, where both structure g and prices

p are endogenized. At least three aspects of economic reality

can then be recognized in the model. First, decision makers have

to recognize that prevailing prices may be non-clearing prices

and unreliable predictors of future prices. Second, market interde

pendencies have to be allo'wed; a disturbance in one market may

spread to other markets. Third, the speed of market responses

may be such that disturbances keep growing, at least for some

time (Uovershooting", see Eliasson (1978a, pp 105 ff), and Genberg's

paper in this volume). To accommodate these features, the model

or theorymust meet at least three requirements. Disequilibria or

instabilities will have to be normal, endogenous parts of the eco-
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nomic growth process, that is also endogenous. The endogenization

of . supply and capacity growth requires a micro representation at

the level where supply decisions are taken (establishments, firms).

These three requirements summarize Schumpeter's view of "Busi

ness Cycles and Economic Growth" as a process in which entre

preneurs figure importantIyas agents of innovative change and

creative destruction. The micro-to-macro model used below in

this paper builds in these three features. Under certain circum

stances such models are not "structurally stable", and part of our

analysis is devoted to this particular property•

Such modifications of our world concept, however, make for

much more complicated mathematical formulations. Since prices

depend on quantities, stable aggregation functions no longer exist,

except in unusual or peculiar circumstances (Fisher 1965, 1969,

1982). Assume that agents in the market respond to a perceived

price signal by adjusting quantities at different rates. Then those

agents will not act in an identical fashion over time, and any

cross section in time would find different actors striving to ad

just their positions to different prices. Inconsistent behavior,

more or less, is the normal state of affairs. There is no way of

obtaining stable aggregates, and we must resort to explicit micro

to-macro process analysis; supply must be modeled at the micro

leve!. The only remaining question is whether we should try to

restore mathematical tractability by a stochastic device (see

Sharefkin's paper) or be satisfied with a cumbersorne numerical

analysis. It appears as if simulation will be the most efficient,

and perhaps the only possible analytical technique to perform in

teresting ec~nomi~ modellng.

How Should We Go, about Modeling the Dynamie Properties of an

Economic System?

One has to introduce

(l) the time (t) it takes for pr ices to respond to the response of

actors to perceived pr ices, and
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(2) the magnitude. of response it takes to move prices (p) within

the chosen per iod of time, and

(3) the magnitude of quantity response initiated by a particular

price signal (= q).

Time can be modeled as continuous or diserete; the discrete ver

sion involves the choice of proper time unit. A particular require

ment to note is that only a restricted set of response patterns

on the part of decision makers 'are compatible with a stable sys

tem ljJ. There must always exist some classes of response speeds

and response steps that will confront the system with an even larg

er, needed adjustment the' next moment or period and so on.

(The non-explosive or non-collapsible class may not include optimiz

ing behavior on· the part of the individual decision makers in re

sponse to perceived prices.)

Asecond aspect is that such a system deals with actors (decision

makers). To be "aggregable" it must exist in a state resembling

static equilibrlum. - The system can collapse to.; a static equilibri

um in certain special cases. But are those special' cases of any- in

terest?

Any other state would involve quantities (q) changing .at different

and changing rates.

Does there exist, within the system

1V (t,p,q, ... )

defined in some space, a state where all quantities move at the

same, stable rate? What would the trajectories of' p be in the

corresponding space?

Does the system tend to remain in the domain defined by these

trajectories, and do those trajectories remain roughly in place if

the system is disturbed by some outside shock?
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The conventionaI presumption is that the p vector stays put if all

quantities change at a constant rate. Stability of quantity aggre

gates and of the price vector are then guaranteed, and aggregate

quantities will change at the same rate as its component quanti

ties. I conjecture that if the parameters regulating adjustments of

type (1), (2) and (3) above differ across micro units, then a sys

tem that has been pushed out of a (q, p) micro steady state

(strictly defined) will never return to such a state.

Initial Structures

A common procedure for studying the stability properties of an

economic model is to position the system in equilibrium and then

to shock it. That procedure is believed to isolate the effects of the

shock from other features of the dynamics of the system.

This procedure assumes two things. First, it assumes that the sys

tem's response does not depend upon the initial position in rela

tion to the perceived equilibrium position. Suppose, for example,

that the system moves to very different equilibria which depend

critically on the initial departure from equilibrium; or that the

time it takes for the system to return to some common equilibri

um depends critically on its initial state. Second, such an analyti

cal procedure assumes that an equilibrium position exists from

which to depart when shocked. If we have a dynamic systems re

presentation of our economy, it may be difficult to find an ini-'

tial equilibrium. Exogenous price signals driving the system may be

incompatible with its initial and updated structure for a very

long time. Once started on a particular, initial structure, that

structure may for ever drive the (q, p) e: 1JJ system in a fashion

that now and then takes it out of the bounded orbit, and into an

unbounded orbit that passes outside the stable region.

Say that we define "economic stabi1ity" to rnean that GNP' moves

within a predetermined' maximum amplitude around a smooth

growth path. If the economic system cannot be manipulated, by
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varying initial structures and/or policy parameters, to maintain

such a smooth growth path, then the system would be called un

stable or uncontrollable. One question that we must ask after having

performed the simulation exper iments to follow is whether such

an instability should not be considered normal, or unavoidable, be

havior of any economy. It is easy to demonstrate that a large

class of models with dynamic features (feedbacks) exhibit cycJical

properties. Why should models be restricted to the class that gen

erates periodicity? Should not a good economic model generate

(endogenously) a real depression occasionally? (ef Day, 1982,

1982b. Also see simulation experiments below.)

A special case of the initial structure problem is the cyclical prob

lem of capacity utilization. Capacity utilization is part of the

initial state that determines the production and investment deci

sions of firms each quarter. Capacity utilization is also part of

the actual as seen against the potential productivi ty specification

of each firm. Local scarcities -- insufficient labor or machinery,

for example -- may generate local price and wage escalation. If

more widespread, those price and wage escalations may destabilize the

relative price structure in a cumulative way. If this is a valid hy

pothesis3, then there is a tradeoff between the overall degree of

capacity utilization and the long-run growth rate. A certain level

and distr ibution (across firms) of slack is needed to maintain a

stable relative price structure, which in turn is needed for a stable

growth rate. Thus there may be a conflict between trying to sta

bilize' quantities q (like business cycles) and prices p. The more

stable q the more erratic the p structure. The more stable the p

structure, the more prone to erratic adjustments the quantities q.

Ill-timed expansionary policies, and perhaps stabilization policies

in general, would then be undesired events fr0n:' a long-term

point of view. They may reduce long-term growth rather than in

crease it (as conventionally believed), because they affect the dy

namic (across micro units and over time) allocation process nega

tively. Perhaps the policies of the 60s had something to do with

the limited abillty of the economy of the 70s to absorb the ex

ogenous shocks then delivered.
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Micro Versus Macro Stability

Thus far we have talked vaguely about structures. Stability has

been defined in terms of one particular dimension (variable) of

that structure. Choose a simple structure, say a very simple macro

economic medel. Any chosen macroeconomic model can be dis

aggregated further into substructures. We have many sector mod

els and a few micro models based on decision units (firms, house

holds).

Suppose we have a time trajectory of aggregate industr ial output

and its components in terms of individual firm outputs. To what

extent should one expect compatibility between component stabili

ty and aggregate stability? Is stable and uniform mieroeeonomic

growth supportive of macroeconomic stability or is there a con

flict?

Nobody really knows, since neither a micro stable nor a maero

stable system in the above senses have ever been modeled simul

taneously' (ef Sharefkin's paper. Burton Klein (1983) has also ad

dressed this problem.). We. argued above that variation across

miero agents (firms) in the dynamie specification of the model

would make attainment of a steady state (q, p) situation infeasi

ble. The problem can, however, be studied "experimentally" within

a micro-based maero model. We can try to obtain macro stability

and study what that state looks like at the micro level, and vice

versa. We will do some of this in what fol10ws.

In such a eontext, however, it becomes important to represent ~

.8!:..~!!.on exactly. Even if the behavior of individual firms can be

modeled, the number of units change through exit and entry, and

surviving units change in size. Maeroeeonö"mic models are based -

explicitlyor implicitly -- on the "static" equilibrium assumption

because such an assumption is required· for stable aggregates.

Departures from that assumption require that very peculiar addi

tional assumptions be imposed if stability in aggregate relation-
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ships is to be preserved. This is, of course, a very unsatisfactory

state of affairs.

The dynamics of a market prlclng system can be expected to de

pend upon concentration tendencies. This becomes more important

the longer the time per iod we study. The evolvement of micro

structures over time must therefore be a part of our inquiry. In

each time (decision) per iod a new micro structure represents the

initial structure for the next per iod. Structural .stability then be

comes important. Structural stability as here defined captures a

particular type of micro stability in the growth process, namely

how initial structures evolve over time.

As an introduction to the next section, suppose we have two sys

tems g(60) and g(70) that both belong to lJJ. Their properties

differ in the sense that g(60) describes a choosen period (the 60s)

well and similarly for g(70). We can think of g as a dated, macro

model, g(60) being estimated on macro data for the 60s and simi

larJy for g(70). The shift from g(60) to g(70) is what we call

"structural change". It can be "quantified" in terms of the chang

es in the matrix of estimated coefficients. To explain the shift,

however, we must understand the underlying common structure lJJ,

which includes a micro representation of the supply process.
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3 EXPERIMENTS AND NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

We have argued that, when demand and supply relationships are

interdependent, at the micro level the concept of an equilibrium

gets blurred and mingles with the concept of stability (also see

Sharefkin 's paper). We asked whether the notion o.f a stable equilib

rium carried any useful information atal1 in an analysis of a

market economy with an endogenized price system subject to

shocks. One particular aspect of this problem is under which cir

cumstances str~ctural J.gL adjustment driven by induced price

change (p = F(g») is a stable process in ou~ particular meaning of

uniform convergence, namely when it takes place within a bound

region in the space of particular target var iables. In what follows

this problem will be investigated and illustrated through experi

mentation with a micro-to-rnacro model of the Swedish economy,

cal1ed MOSES. (This model economy endogenizes both relative

price change and structural responses.) Economic growth is endo

genous under an upper technology constraint on individual firm in

vestment. Firms consistently. str ive for higher profi ts on the basis

of adaptive pr ice expectations (p. = E(p(t-l), p(t-l )••). This will

lead to maximum profits if and only if price expectations are- rea

lized over the indefinite future.

Our analysis is carried out in three stages. Two versions ~of the

model are used: one initialized in 1968, using predominantly syn

thetic firms with unrealistically equal labor productivity, profita

bility, and capacity utilization characteristics across the firm pop

ulation, and one initialized in 1976, with 150 real firm units cover

ing some 80 percent of value added in Swedish manufacturing in

dustry. In the latter case, the micro performance distributions

are very accurately represented across the flrrn population in the

initial year l 976.

In steE._~~~ we run an extensive series of experiments on "one

shot" price shock experiences on the 1968 firm distribution, using

a var iable rnarket and individual firm parameter design to mimic
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dif ferent market regimes. This set of exper iments, reported in

some detaH in the appendix, also gives us some familiarity with

this, still- unconventional model economy. The firms in the model

economy are subjected to the 1969 through 1973/74 price expe

rience associated with the "oH crisis". From 1976 on, foreign rela

tive prices (exogenous) are returned to the earlier, s,table trends

of the years 1963 through 1972. Some of the exper iments are

then rerun with identical patameter specification on the more

realistically structured 1976 data base and results are compared.

~ two contains a series of relative-price induced structural ad

justments (price pivoting) under variously specified market re

gimes on the 1968 data base. This time, the relative price trends

that began with the oil crisis are either continued through 1987

or accelerated.

~ !hree, finally, reports on attempts to move the realistic

1'976 model economy anta a steady-state macro-Ievel time path

by enforcing a set of internally consistent exogenous assumptions

on inter alia foreign prices, the interest :.rate and technical

change embodied in new investment vintages.: Those exogenous

assumptions are imposed in a fashion that should not disturb the

system unduly. It should be observed, however, that the Swedish

economy in 1976 (the initial year) represented a substantially dis

turbed economy.4 Hence, the initial state from which simulations

began underimposed, externa! (foreign prices etc.) steady state

conditions, means a significant initial disturbance.

The purpose of these "historical" and very long (50 years) experi

ments is to investigate the long-run stability and convergence prop

erties of the micro-to-rnacro model. We want illustrative an

swers to the question: do we want stabil ity and convergence, and

if so, exactly in what sense?
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The Optimal Rate of Structural Change

Price Shocks

In the first set of exper iments we found:

1:1. For the 1968 initial struetural speeifieation of the produe

tion seetor (with little struetural diversity between firms), and

for trend pro jeetions of exogenous var iables there seems to exist

a flrm and market behavior parameter region within whieh the

eeonomy adjusts to a long-run growth trend with fairly long

swings in output and emploYll1ent. The amplitude of those swings

is within long-run historie experienee; this is our definition of sta

bility. (Also see Figure 5 and the aeeompanying text.) The mar

ket and firm behavior parameters determine whether the gener

ated . trend ean be supported in the very long "historie" tenn.

1:2. The ability of the eeonomy to stay within the stability re

gion for a partieular shoek and a partieular parameter speeifica

tion depends very mu-eh on the initial effieieney distr ibution of

produetion units. Generally speaking, the more equal the firms,

the more likely that large ehunks of the population of firms will

collapse in response to a large relative priee ehange. The econ

omy will then be thrown outside the boundaries of the "stability"

region, and will be thrown further the speedier firm and labor re

sponses to priee impulses. (Cf Eliasson 1978a, pp 105 ff, Eliasson

1978a, pp 72 ff.)

1:3. The more unstable the relative priee strueture, the more er

ratie eeonornie development and the lower the rate of trend

growth generated.

1:4. We infer that for eaeh initial, "struetural" representation

(state) of the miero units there exists a response pararneter speei

fieation that ensures approximate stability (boundedness) and a

higher growth rate (the optimal struetural adjustment speed).
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This set of exper iments suggests that long-run stable growth ~t

the macro level requires a ric,h variation in micro structures.

Such an observation runs counter to the idea of generally stable

growth patterns at lower micro leveis. Two conclusions follow

from this. First, growth models in which growth is endogenized,

have to be rich in micro speciflcation for a stable long-run

growth trajectory to be generated. Second, that richness in micro

variation also has to be dynamically unstable. In such a model

set, to which the MOSES modei economy belongs, one should per-

.haps not be able to prove the existence of a competitive equilib

rium, even as an ex ante state.

Price Pivoting

In the second set of exper iments we change the competitive con

ditions affecting Swedish model firms in foreign markets. The ex

periments are carried out on three different initial structures;

(l) all synthetic firms with little between-firm diversity (1968 ini

tial year),

(2) half of the sample of real firms, but with a data base that is

incomplete in important respects. Somewhat more between-firm

diversity (1968 initial year).

(3) Most firms (150) real. Complete micro data base. Very good

quality representation of initial micro structures for initial year

1976.

In all three experirnents, relative prices were pivoted in favor of

engineering industr ies against raw mater ial industr ies, or vice

versa. The same aggregate manufacturing-industry price develop

ment· was employed in all the experirnents.

The exper lrnental results support our earlier findings. Changes in

cornpetitive condltions in foreign .rnarkets requlre an adjustrnent
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of domestic supply structures; capital must be scrapped and new

capital accumulated. There is an intermediate period of output

losses and a slow-down in economic growth that persists, at the

end of the exper iment per iod (30 years), in all runs.5 This loss is

fairly small, in the long term, when foreign relative price change

is slow. When "price pivoting" is rapid, on the other hand, the re

lative price structure of the economy is disrupted (see Josefsson's

Örtengren's and Genberg's papers in this volume). Under those cir

cumstances, we must recognize and distinguish between two kinds

of dynamic, allocative losses. First, there is an "allocation loss"

due to faster scrapping of output capacity (remember that no sub

sidies etc were introduced in these exper iments) than the compen

såtory accumulation of new, competitive capacity. Second, the

market price disturbanee generates errors in both employment,

production and investment decisions at the micro level. The ef

fects of those errors on prices and capacity !inger on for many

years.

Historie Experiments

The third set of exper iments on the new 1976 real firm data

base was designed to investigate the feasibility of moving a "real

life model economy" ante something that resembles a steady

state macroeconomic growth path. That path should stay close to

some exponential growth path, given a set of internally consist

ent input "signals". The initial 1976 state was a state of disrupt

ed supply conditions ("disequilibrium"). Forcing long-term, consist

ent external steady state conditions on the firms of the model

economy (different from those that had prevailed on the average

for the 20 or so years preceding 1976 and definitely at variance

with the 1976 supply structure) amounts to an additional shock to

the firms. The exper irnents were carried on for 50 years by quar

ter, and the reader should nate carefully that these exper iments

were only for analytical purposes. We do not pretend to have

made an y kind of forecast.
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We were also interested in the behavior of individual firms in the

macroeconomy when positioned on that sort of steady path.

111:1. We were only partly successful in obtaining a steady state

representation of the economy. It appeared as if both cyclical and

very long macro fluctuations are needed for sustained economic

growth to occur. If an extended boom withoutcycles was engi

neered for a long per iod an equally extended collapse or per iod

of stagnation tended to follow. Such long boom per iods forced

"equality" and more parallei growth pattern on the firm popula

tion --, and vice versa -- by forcing the low performers to exit.

More concentration followed.

111:2. The model has endogenous exit. But there is no "entry of

firms device" in the current version of the mode!. In exper iments

of 50 years (200 quarters) or more the model is effectively sub

jected to agradual, structural decay in the sense of diminishing

micro (structural) variation. After 30 years between 78 and 97 of

the 150 initial firms shut down. We conjecture that this may be

the reason for the apparent macroeconomic coll8:pse in some of

our experiments. With steady entry of new firms, some of them

more innovative and cornpetitive than the best existing firms, in

dustry structure would be updated. We hypothesize that this

would have made the model economy more robust against external

shocks. Such long-run exper iments are very costly and we did not

have the opportunity to rerun the rnodel with an entry feature

(see Eliasson 1978a, pp 52-55).

111:3 If the market regirne is very responsive to external market

changes a rnedium tenn allocative ("static") efficiency improve

rnent can be obtained. In the longer term, however, competitive

fall-out and "str uctural equalization" (due to such "forced short

term . optimization") makes the whole industry very sensitive to

small disturbances. If too much feasible efficiency is squeezed

out of the econolny in the short and medium term, the economy

becornes rnore vulnerable to disturbances of var ious kinds.
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One concluding hypothesis (not yet satisfactorily demonstrated

through simulation experiments) is that competitive equilibrium

conditions may be a non-attainable state in a dynamic micro-to-macro

model economy. As model economic performance approaches this

state the competitive process weeds out low performers and di

versity decreases. The entire economy grows increasingly unstable

(collapse prone). If you manage to steady the price structure you

destabilize quantitites and vice versa.

Our conclusion is that long-term stable economic growth at the

micro level in the micro-to-macro economy that we are investigat

ing requires a wide and constantly changing performance disper

sion among the participating micro units. Wide but realistic dis

persion was assured initially (in 1976) through the real firm data

base. Continued and changing dispersion, however, requires that no

structure g of \jJ be a proper subset of g(t-l). Since model struc

tures at various points in time are proper subsets g(t-I) E: g(t),

the model structure is gradually losing structural content during

the 50 year (quarterly) runs reported on in the next section, and

the whole model gradually converges to a very simple one-sector,

one-firm model (concentration tendencies) where the whole price

mechanism becomes unsettled and finally breaks down, generating

strong cyclical fluctuations at the macro leve!. We have not had

the time and resources needed to activate the entry module (see

Eliasson 1978, pp 52-55) of the economy to test the interesting

hypothesis that persistent structural dispersion (as opposed to con

vergence upon simpler and simpler structures) is a prerequisite

for steady, long-term macroeconomic growth.
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4 POSTSCRIPT ON OUTPUT COLLAPSES,

CONTROLLABILITY AND THE NON-ATTAlNABILITY

OF AN EQUILIBRIUM STATE

If designed properly, the MOSES economy can be made to stay fair

ly close tö a steady-growth trajectory for a few decades. During

that period, productivity and other performance measures improve

at a steady rate. But then some endogenous disturbance causes

the system to "collapse" -- to fall far below the previously steady

growth trajectory. In those eases where we have identified the

cause ·of the collapse, either some large produetion unit has gone

bankrupt. or a sudden scarcity has developed in some market. The

labor market and loeal or global wage formation is partieularly

critieal in this respeet. Sudden scarcity makes priees and/or

wages rise rapidly, creating a ehain reaction of output reduetions

in other markets. That collapse is, however, always endogenously

slowed. Prices increase due to scarcities, investment and output

slowly recover. The econorny eventual1y returns to its previous

steady-growth path or a new growth path and the reason has

been a realignment of factor and produet prices. Normally steady

growth then persists for several years. If the exper iment is allowed

to continue,' however, pr iees and quantities will eventually be in

eompatible and' again the situation may be resolved by another

eollapse.

We eall sueh collapses "instabilities" even though they are of llmit

ed duration .and even though the econolny the goal variables -

reeover and resume their steady growth. In some simulations on

some market specifications ("regimes") they appear onlyas short

and long cycles around an endogenously deter rnined trend.

This aeeount of the MOSES simulations suggests an explanation

of the disorderly econornie behavior in the world econofny after

1973. The late 50s and the 60s saw agradual smoothing of the

business eyele, and agradual increase in capacity utilization

rates throughout the production system of the industrialized
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world. The maintenance of countercyclical and slowly-lncreasing

excess-demand pressure through Keynes inspired demand policies

was undoubtedly at least partly responsible. The productian effi

ciency of the. industrialized world increased. This was manifested

in higher total-factor productivity growth rates. We know from

our simulation exper iments that such a development breeds incon

sistencies between quantity and price structures and is usually ac

companied by an increasing sensitivity of the (real) economy to

both external and internai (endogenous) price disturbances. Such

inconsistencies ("tensions") may be gradually released if both the

price system and quantity structures are flexible and align in the right

proportions to produce long and moderated swings around a steady

(endogenously determined) growth path. Flexibility can, however,

be both too slow -- crea~ing rigidities -- or too fast -- creating

erroneous adjustments (overshooting etc). The conjecture would be

that 10 to 20 years of successful demand management in western

economies coupled by institutionai and legal change that fixed

both pr ices and quantities in past structures had eventually fostered

a fragile, inflation- and collapse-prone global economicsystem.

That system was thrown into a state of disorder by various disturb

ances, the most important being the 1973/74 oi! price hike. On

top of this came the apparent inability of policy authorities and

their advicers to understand what was going on.

Analogies from much simpler physical systems may be useful

here. The Northeast (U.S.) electricity blackout in 1965 is a case

in point. Let us describe that collapse in terms suggestive of the

economic mechanisms at work in MOSES.

The electr ical power grid of the Northeastern U.S. is (and was at

the time) automatically interconnected. A failure in part of the

system was automatically compensated for by supplies from else

where or by the activation of reserve generating capacity. Two gen

eral properties of such systems are relevant here. First, the

more efficiently tuned (the less spare capacity, or slack), the

less the ability of such systems to cape with component failures.
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Complex systems of the kind we are discussing are not weIl un

derstood in all their details, and that was even more the case in

1965. They can usually be controlled only in some normaloperating

domain. Simplified, operating rules then apply and can controi

the system. The entire system (our, ljJ above), however, requires

such a large number of combinations of rules to cope with all

conceivable incidents that a listing of rules for all contingencies

is infeasible. Not even extensive computer simulation studies of

the entire system can identify event sequences that may be cata

strophic. Such an unlikely sequence led to the 1965 blackout.

An economy is vastly more complex than a large, modern power

grid. Economic blackouts are even more likely for the national

economy; only their timing can be surprising.

One might then argue by analogy, that the extensive political ma

nipulation with the Western industr ial economies during the rise

of their welfare state systems has carried those economies out

of th~ir normaloperating domains and into inflation- and collapse

prone domains. Contemporary economic science, has only a rudi

mentary understanding of those domains.

Within large, complex systems, the distinction between exogenous

and endogenos trigger ing mechanisms becomes blurred. An oH

price shock, or the failure of a power generator in a complex

grid, would normally be called exogenous ; but the consequences,

which ar ise in ill-understood ways, ar ise from intr insic features

of the system.

Returning to the MOSES economy, one might say that even though

the Swedish economy is vastly more complex than the 1965 North

east power grid, the MOSES representation of it is not. Still,

the MOSES economy exhibi ts instabilities of a similar , structuraI

kind.
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SUPPLEMENT

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS

a) The Micro-to-Macro Model (MOSES)

This article does not allo·w a satisfactory description of the micro
to-macro Inodel used as analytical instru~ent.

The princIpal idea behind the model design, however, is that long
terJn investlnent financing declsions withln each firm are organiza
tionally separated from short terJn production and employment
declslons according to what we call the additive targeting theo.=.
rem (Eliasson 1976a, p 291ff). A stylized version of the produc
tion and employment machinery with a stochastic interpretation
added can be found in Sharefkin's paper in this volume.

Investment spending follows a rate of return dependent cash flow
that is held back by an acceleration (capacity utilization) regula
tor as described in Eliasson-Lindberg (1981).

The most important exogenous variables are:

The domestic interest rate. (in these experiments),

foreign market (relative) prices (see Eliasson (1978»,

technical change In new investment vintages at the firm
level (see Eliasson (1980» and

the labor force.

The econolny is driven forward in time by these exogenous inputs
only. Technical change in best practlce vintages is projected for
ward from estimates made in Carlsson-Olavi (1978) and Carlsson
(1980). Technical change is transformed into productivity growth
through the individual finn investrnent decision each period and
the current (endogenously determined) operating status of that ad
ditionai capacity. Hence,. econornic growth is endogenously deter
mined under an upper, unattainable technical constraint. In the
short term this constraint is determined by the best alternative
allocation of labor over existing vintages of. capital in firms. In the
long term the upper constraint is defined by the best of all possi
ble allocations of investment resources in the modelover some
chosen "long-term period".

The macro household consumption system' builds on modified estip"
mates from Dahlman-Klevmarken (1971) and the income tax sys-
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tern is based on marginal macro tax rates estimated in Jakobsson
Normann (1974) with indexation fro:n 1975 and onwards. This clos
es the demand and supply sides of the MOSES economy.

A pr incipal presentation and overview of the model is found in
Eliasson (1978a and 1983). Bergholm (1983) presents the current
operational status of the model and Albrecht-Lindberg (1983) the
micro data base used for initializing the model runs.

b) The 1973/74 OH Price Shock Accomodation under Various
Market Assumptions - Step l

In the first experimental round we designed a set of experiments
on a real firm data base, but with incompletely specified initial,
structural conditions. Most importantly, the spread in productlon
efficiency - measured by labor productivity - under normal capac
ity utllization across firms was unrealistically small.

As exhibited in some detail in Tables l through 3 we had four differ
ent experirnents set against a reference run and reality ; high, semi
b.!~' slow and ~ slow response. To .get familiar with these
"market regimes" the reader should first consult Table 3. The
market response parameters are explained in Table 2. In Table 3
they have been varied, one at a time, and the macroeconomic
outeorne has been compared with a chosen reference rune The re
sults are commented upon in a separate text accolnpanying the
table. Each of the four market regimes in Table l represents a
certain combination of response parameters in rabIes 2 and 3.

We ran the real foreign relative price scenario through these
four econornies for the years 1968-1975. Relative prices then
took on a continued stable trend together with l all other exogen
ous variables from 1976 through 1988. Tables l and 3 show simula
tion results for the first 8 years onIy.

This meant that relative price experience, interpreted by firms in
the data base from 1963, was a fairly reliable predictor of future
price change through 1970. There is a brief recession experienced
by all in 1971, followed by a dramatic disruption of past price ex
periences, both relatively and absolutely, especially for basic indus
tries through part of 1974, followed again by a complete and un
expected reversal. Price expectations in firms are formed in an
adaptive, error correcting ("learning") fashion. If price develop
ment follows a stable cyclical pattern, firms are gradually learn
ing to predict with some reliability. When this pattern in price
behavior disappears -- as it did af ter 1974 -- firms first projected
past patterns and made production and investment mistakes.
When the error learning mechanism failed to predict weIl they be
came confused and adopted a cautious stance, in the sense that
prices ~underestimated and wages overestimated compared to
what the same price signals would otherwise suggest.

High or fast market response means that a finn puts heavy
weight on recent experience and responds very rapidly with quantity
adjustrnents. Slow is the reversed situation. High (fast) response
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would guarantee rapid approach to a steady equilibrium point, if
lLexists. All actors in the market would learn the signalling code
and expectations would appear to be rational. If the equilibrium
is not stable because firms are adjusting too rapidly according to
erroneously perceived future prices, the price system that deter
rnines the "equilibrium position" is disrupted: again. The same ex
pectational assumptions at the micro' level would generate price
expectations that, for instance, would notapproximate -- within
a meaningful time horizon -- what a rationai expectationshypoth
esis would predict.

Macroeconomic behavior of the model is illustrated in the table.
Over the "real time" period the normal and the semi-high market
response patterns generate the highest growth rates that are also
reasonably close to reality, as shown in the left hand column.
The fast and the slow response patterns are not so good. The in
dustriai sector loses almost half of its growth momentum during
the 8 year period ending in 197.5. Hence, extreme market re
gimes (very speedy or very slow) do not seem to be conductive to
growth in this experimental setting of the model economy.

However, when .the exogenous environment is al10wed to stabilize
on past trends from 1976, things are reversed again under some
market regimes. Firms gradually learn to interprete price signals
and to predict. Under other regi mes a destabilize~ .economy
never gives- domestic prices a chance to stabilize even though for
eign (exogenous) relative prices are forced back (exogenously) on
a steady state development.

Th~ high response economy (called 822 in Table l) is in a bad
shape, exhibiting rapidly adj':Jsting investment and production deci
sions along tangential expectations, that turn out to be all
wrong. The economy collapses over the next 10-15 years, register-
.ing a steady decline in indus~r ial production of 7 % per- year.

However, the very cautiously-responding decision makers of expe
riment 831 that have not adjusted their structure very much and
that have relnained faithful to historic, pre-crisis price experi
ence, of course benefit from the return to past price trends. Their
old assets suddenly became profitable again. They win out sub
stantially in the overall 20 year rune

To judge from Josefsson's-Örtengren's (s~e their paper in this vol
ume) historie price study, relative domestic prices on manufactur
ed goods, in fact, more or less returnedto pre 1973/74 positions
by the end of the decage. When that relative price structure is
imposed in the experiment on foreign p~~.~es towards the end of
the 80s, the results mentioned above were obtained. In reality,
on the other side, a new OPEC price shock occurred in 1979, and
threw the economic system into turmoil again.



Table l Shock accolnmodation under different market regimes. Eight year experiments beginning 1968 (endogenous variables)
Percentage change per annum, when not otherwise indicated in variable list

4.7 4.1 3.8
15.1 14.5 13.2

6.7 5.9 3.3
-1.5 - 6.0

3.2 4.6 5.7
7.7 6.5 7.2 ev

'::>
6.5 7.2 13.1 C'I

.. 3.1 5.0 8.3
2.6 6.3

33.4 29.0
25.0 27.4

13'~& 19.1 17.7
&.,6 - 5.4
7.5 10.1 8.8

,,2.0 6.8 9.8

A21 7.8 4.4
A22 6.4 14.1
RU (2.0) 6.3
CON 2.7 -0.2
GNP 3.1 3.7
CPI 6.4 6.7
DI 11.1 6.9
SAVR 3.0 3.3
RI 7.3
X 31.6 33.3
IMP 28.6 24.5
BW 13.5 14.4
NW 10.4
x('{oI) 6.2
M(vol) (6.2)

11.2
5.9
7.5
2.6,.

-ProduetlOn- by-subfndustrl-·----'-·--------·----:------,·-~·--------------------~,-.-------'--.~---._.-.-----------.------~-------'--,-----'--
(1) RAW 6.5 6.4 5.4 - 7.3 7.1
(2) IMED 3.2 5.5 4~7 . 6.6 4.8
(3) INV 6.8 4.1 3.0', 5.1 4.9
(4) CON 2.5 4.6 2'.9 ' 5.5 5.7

--~'-----REAC-'---REF-'-----~-""--'-C6W--------------'-~'-CÖ'W-----'--.'------SEMl-----.-------'<---HIGH---'---'-·--------------REF'--

800 LOW 821 HIGH 822 1000 1035
831 832

Q-----'--~-'6"J1.-------'-·5_:ö-'-·---·--~·_--·-·_·-3.7-·--·--·---'----·-~·-4.5-'-·------'--'-··-·-·-3~1---·-·-·--_·-'---'-=-7~1·--'--·_·-'-_·-·-'-'-5.9--_·--5:-6---'-·--

L -1.3 +0.8 -0.2 -0.5 +1.8 -10.3 0.8 -0.2
PR()D 5.5 4.8 ·4.4 5.5 3.0 11.0 5.9 5.8
PDOM 6.1 7.0 5.8 7.0 8.5 9.1 7.0 7.7
W 12.7 13.0 2.8 16.7 13.7 28.1 14.0 15.7
M 31.5 40.9 47.4 37.9 43.5 29.5 40.8 33.0

8.6
15,.0
8.9

-l ~.7,

2.2'
"6.0 .

4.4
, 2.0'

__~ _.,_-__~.~_ ...~ _ _".~__...._..~ ...._ ..........._~ ....~.~~~~......~~~-.--~~~~a.-.~ ............~.-..,....~-~" ..._4__~..-:.--........~~....-.~~ ..... - ....-..:...~.... ,..-..~~.....--..-..'*"'.~~.__:_~......-.-...~~~ .....~.,..._ .....----.~_ ...........'_~.c.._~~ __ ...... '.... ~_,~•.-~

Nate: Symbols are explained ,,'on next pag~. Numbers. in headings are identification' numbers for experiments.. We have kept them for
easy reference both in text and back to sources. '
A reference case (REF) is a carefully calibrated model specification that reasonably wel1 tracks the trends of the real national ac
counts variables (see Eliasson, 1978a, pp.32-51). The maln difference between REF 800 and REF 1035 is that experirnents with num
,?ers above 1000 have a monetary sector with an endogenized domestic interest rate turned on -- the foreign interest rate is exoge
nous. Nate.. 'oowever, from Table 2 that some other parameters also had to be changed to obtain satisfactory tracking performance.

...........'"'----.Q.t__..~_ ........---:.._--+-._.- ........,,-- ',."m__"~ '=' 'UI__ "'lift ~ rn,II"I-6 ",of v,-:a.~rc: ~,C7n __ n::.rt-Iv fnr nt-hpr nl.rno,c:;p,c:; -_ ,rt" data have not been com-



PMameter spedfication

........----·--·----80Ö----8-21-·-...822-~-83i-:~--831'-~-823---824 ----82;:--""7826---82r---828---829-~-8jQ-·---rööo--·lä35-·-1036----

(Low) , (High) (S~mi- (Low
high) Low)

NITER 9 9 18 12 5- 12

KSI 0.15 '0.15 0.5 0.3. 0.1 . . 0.3

IOTA 0.5 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.3 0.6

SKREPA 50 50 50 .50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

MAXD 0.06 >{).06' 0.18 0.18 ' . 0.03 0.18

MARKETITER J J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

GAMMA 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0-'.3 0.1

THETA 0.01 . 0.01 0.05 '0.03 0.005 0.03

TMX 5 5 1 3 7 3

TMIMP 5 5 l 3 7

Variable list

50

3

3

9

0.15

0.5

50

0.06

3

0.1

0.01

5

5

9

0.25

0.5

50

0.06

3

0.1

0.01

3

3

UJ
o
~

Q; industr ial output
PROD; labor productivity .
M ; profi t margin :(percent "of value added)
A22; unused machinery:, capacity:.;
GNP; Gross national product, constant prices
DI; disposable incorrie, current prices
RI; rate of interest on industrlal loans, (exogenous in all

experiments except 1000 and 1035)
BW; borrowing in manufaeturing sector
X(voI) ; export vo!ume .

L; industr ial employment
W; industr ial wage eost leve!
A21 ; labor hoarding (percent of employed, measured in hours)
RU ; unemployment (percent)
CPI; eonsumer price index
SAVR; household savings ratio (percent of DI)

. X ; export ratio (percent of gross output)
IMP import ratio
NN ; net worth (nominal) in manufaeturing sector
M(voI); import volume
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Sensitivity analysIs, single parameters
Trends 1968-75 for manufacturing (8 years)

REAL REF 831 823 824 825 826 827 828 829 830
800 Low

Low
REF

____.......... ..-&--'1•.. -:. ...... _ ..... • __-... __ --..._. __4IIf.~ .........~ ........... _ ...............................-. ................--_............~-- ......._..............-- ......... ....:, ...~ .........~ ........

DQ 6.4 5.0 3.7 3.8 3.8 4.4 3.8 3.7 3.7 4.7 4.3
DL -1.3 +0.8 -0.2 0.3 -0.1 0.4 +1.3 -0.2 0.4 0.4 0.3
DPROD 4.8 4.4 4.1 4.5 4.6 2.8 4.4 3.8 4.8 4.6
DPDOM 6.1 7.0 5.8 5.8 5.8 5~8 7.6 5.8 5.8 6.6 5.8
DW 12.7 13.0 2.8 4.4 4.9 6.3 4.3 2.8 3.2 8.8 4.4
M 31.1 40.9 47.4 46.6 46.6 43.9 49.1 47.4 46.8 46.0 46.8

Explanation to Table 3

The referenee for the single pararneter sensitivity analysis is the low-Iow
market response ease in Tables 1 and 2. Note that the table only exhibits 8
year runs. In the longer terrn sorne of the effeets may not be sustainable,
for instanee, the positive output effeet in experiment 825. For sueh experi
ments see Historie experiments below.

First (823) we more then double the number of searehes eaeh firm is allow
ed "in the labor inarket eaeh quarter (from 5 to 12 =NITE"R, see Table 2). Obviously
most labor is being realloeated and industrial employment inereased eompar
ed to the referenee ease. A substantiai inerease in wages over the refer
enee ease is observed, but only a very small, positive output effect. Profits
suffer.

Seeond (824) the propensity of (the extent to whieh) a firm in seareh of
labor to upgrade its own wage level when it meets another firm with a high
er wage leve! is inereased from 10 pereent to 30 pereent (=KSI). Again, only an
extra wage esealation that eats into profits ean be observed.

Third (825) we double the fraetion of the expeeted next year "wage inerease
~ the firm uses as its initialoffering bid when ent~ring the labor market
(from 30 to 60 pereent = lOTA). This time wage escalation is even higher
and the profit' margin deerease larger, but a stronger positive output effeet
from the realloeation of labor can also be observed. Total manufaeturing
output grows .7 pereent faster per annum 1968~75 than in the referenee
ease. The reader should note here that model speeifieations are sueh that
firms needing more labor for profitable expansion enter the labor market
first.

Fourth (826) the imposed restrietion on produet priee dispersion (fraetion by
Wfi1Ci1 priee increases are allo'Ned to differ from expeeted values during one
year = MAXDP) is lifted from 3 pereent to 18 pereent. The result is higher
produet priees, higher profit margins and more employment, but no more
output. Labor productivity growth is almost halved.
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!:l!!h (827), the reservation wage of the worker is lowered. He now moves
in response to a wage offer only 10 percent (=GAMMA) above his correct
wage, rather than 30 percent as in the low-Iow response reference case for
these experiments. Everything else being the sarne, there is very li ttle macro
economic change to observe in the table.

Sixth (828), we raise the proportion of a firm 's labor force that is
ä.i1öWed to quit in response to a generous wage offer from one raiding firm
from 1/2 percent to 3 percent (=THETA). The macroeconornic response is
higher wages, smaller profit margins, more employment and less productiv
ity growth, but no positive outputeffect.

Seventh (829). Export price elasticities are raised. Firms aim at adjusting
their export rat ios to levels motivaied by foreign domestic price differen
tials in 3 years rather than in 7 years (=TMX). This time a strong output ex
pansion propelled by export growth sets in. It is, however, inflationary in
both domestic prices and wages, and the cost for firms is somewhat lower
profi t margins (a higher wages share).

Eight (830). The same variation is now imposed on import price elastici
ties. The effect on output and domestic emploYi11ent is the same. Increased
foreign price cornpetition, however, leads to no extra dornestic price in
creases.
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c) Price Pivoting -. Step 2.

In this set of experiments the structural adjustment of the econo
my to post 1973/14 (oi! shock) 'relative price signalling is studied
under 'three initial structural specifications. Externa!: conditions
("price pivotingft

) are imposed by pivoting relative foreign prices
against, or in favor of, certain markets, while preserving the
time development of the aggregate industrial export price index•.

In the 'first si'mulation round - sbown in Figures 4 - 'structurai vari
ation across the initial firm population is small.. The micro firm
data base is all synthetic. The productivity spread across the
firm data base is very' narrow•.In the ~econd round of experi
Vlents we used the new rea! ,firrri' data 9ase with half the -number
o~ firms being real and with'. more across-:-firm diversity in terms
of initial. productivity. A more elaborate se"t of experiments, with
both .differing tax and market regimes, on exa~t.l'y, this second ex~

perimental set up has aiready. been report~d in Eliasson-Lindberg
(1981). The two sets of experiments were ihitialized on the 1968
data base. 1968 was; a fairly normal recessionyear of the 60s.

A third set of experim~nts (~.ot reported on) has been run on the
new 1976 data base with 150' real firms. Practical reasons . and
costs prevented an identical experimental design. Nevertheless,
the results from the third set of experiments emphasize the differ
ences observed between the two first experiments, namely that
structural variability is imperative for economic. systems stability
when the economy is subjeeted to exogenous disturbances. If this
is a normal property of an economy it indeed warrants further
empirical inquiry. This satne 1976 initial data b~se will be used
in the historie experiments to be reported on in the next seetion.
It was also used to analyze the shock-like interference in the
Swedish economy of an extre~ne industrial subsidy prograrn and
the imagined (MOSES simulated) withdrawal of these subsidies
(Bergholm-Carlsson-Lindberg, 1981). The 1976 real firm data base
is described in Albrecht-Lindberg (1983).

From this also follows as a supplementary suggestion that, if you
do not properly specify and measure your initial conditions, you
cannot say very much about the results of any policies or pararn
eter variations. Initial conditions dominate the dynarnic nature of
the effects. Comparing two equilibrium situations does not appear
to be a very interesting or fruitful exercise at all af ter this in
quiry.

Some results frorn the first set of experiments on all synthetic
finns are shown in Figures 4. The second set is reported on in
much detail in Eliasson-Lindberg (1981. To get the exact mean
ing of price pivoting, see Figure 2,. page 402.) Because of that we
only report briefly on the results. In both cases relative prices
are pivoted slowly (5 years) and rapidly (one year) against
and in favor of basic industries respectively. Af ter pivotlng, the
realized relative pr iee spectr um is preserved throughout the 20
year period studied. It appears that rapid relative price pivoting
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Figure 4C Profit margins in fast and slow pivoting experiments
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under a fast market response regime is an unstable combination
that makes the economic structure prone to collapse. Total out
put decreases.

One expected result is clearly exhibited. The price-favored sector
gains in output growth and vice versa. Overall manufacturing out
put growth decreases for all of the 20 years of the experirnents,
but more so .the faster the pivot. The decrease appears larger
when pivoting is in favor of raw mater~al producers, probably be
cause raw material producers were relatively less efficient in the
initial 1976 state.

Average manufacturing productivity declines in all experiments re
lative to the reference case (Figure 4D). Profit margins, how
ever, stabilize in all exper iments around the level of the reference
case, even though the ups and downs are larger in the fast pivot
ing experiments (Figure 4C).

The less across-firm variability in productivity performance, the
more likely that a large fraction of output capacity in the sector
that is hurt by the market development will be forced to exit at
an early stage, generating a sudden supply vacuum in that mar
ket. A ternporary increase in the domestic price level much
above the foreign price level, and an excessively rapid expansion
in the remaining firms, are consequences. Then follows a sudden
influx of imports that takes the domestic price level down below
the foreign price level. This instability keeps repeating itself and
spreads to other sectors.

The more initial, structural variation and the srnaller (slower) the
quantity responses of the systeln per unit of time, the smal1er
the total output loss over the entire experiment.

d) Historie Experiments - Step 3

The goal of this experiment was to define a set of consistent ex
ternal assumptions for the model and then atternpt to engineer a
steady growth path of output detennined by the underlying tech
nology assumptions on productivity change In best-practice, new
investrnents. The external assumptions were set up as follows:

Annual c:hange (p.srcent)

(1) Foreign price (each 5
sector OPFOR)

(2) Labor productivity in new 2.5
investment (each finn, DMTEC)

(3) Credit market Ioan rate 7.5
(4) Labor force (net) O
(5) Public sector employment 1
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These exogenous assumptions ·were imposed "for: ever" af ter an
initial adjustment period from "real" data 1976 of 2 years. No rel
ative price ehange was assumed, and all firrns drew upon a pool
of equally specified investment objects.

Ini tial conditions end of 1976 are as observed in the IUI-Federa
tion planning survey. Henee, as introduced in this set of historie
runs, they are far from any kind of "equilibrlum" .state. Any
change in external market eondi tions baek to norrnal or back to
a consistent and steady long-terrn input of exogenous variables
would mean something like a shock for the firms·. residing in the
initial state of the experirnent.

Furthermore, the period preceding 1976 is one of abnorma!
change, due to the oil price disturbance. This shows up in the
data base that defines the, last 5 years of experience of the
firms. Hence, the market environrnent of the firms at the end of
1976 has a very different interpretation and appears -- to thern -
very difficult to predict. Generally speaking, firms' expectations
(learning) functions would not generally predict weIl.

Wages are endogenously deterrnined withln each finn under a eon
straint: that firms try. to maintain a profit margin determined
fro:-n a long run· profitability target as long as this does not
mean that they plan to lower. profits below alevei that they ex
pect is feasible. This means that firms allowing. wage change. to
exceed

DPFOH. + DMTEC = 7.5 percent

for many years will experienee cash fIow problems. If they con
tinue they either have to shut down or dwindle away, since they
cannot finance eontinued investments.

The long-run profitability target is imposed through the credit
market (exogenously here). Finns invest in the long run in propor
tion to their real rate of return, and they borrow to lnvest in ex
cess of internal cash flows in proportion to their excess rate of
return above the market loan rate.6 Hence the· exogenously ap
plied Ioan. rate lW'ill eventually dominate both the investrnent and
the short terrn (quarterly) production decisions.

S~nce individual-firm profitability will eventually depend on the
"equalitarian" productivity assumption in new investrnents, one
would expect that very shnilar rates of return will eventually ob
tain across finns, narnely when all pre 1976 vintages have been
replaced by new investrnent. In the longer ter/n a 7.5 pereent nomi
nal rate of return equal to the tnterest rate should prevail.

Thus, in the long-run all firms should be very similar , it appears.

Three differently-specified market regimes are sufficient to illus
trate our arguments. In the ~ or slow rnarket adjustrnent re
gime (specifications are identical to those in Table 2) firms are
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slow (KSI is low) to upgrade their. ownwage level when they
learn about firms that have higher wage leveis. Firms are slow in
looking for new labor, when they need it (NITER is low). Even
though firms expect· a wage increase next year they offer only a
small fraction of the' expected increase when they enter the
labor market to hire people (lOTA is low). Firms are slow to ad
just prices above or below expected levels when the market is ex
pansive or in recession (MAXDP is narrow). Workers have a high
reser vation wage.: they require ,a fair ly large increase above the
current wage to move (G.AMMA is high). Finally, only a very
small fraction of a firm 's labor force leaves each time the Inar
ket (other firms) off.ers generOllS wage increases (THETA is
small). In the hjgh or fast market response case (822) all those
parameters are changed in the opposite direction, as specified in
Table 2. There is a normal market regime (REF = 800} ldentica.1
to the low case except for the reservation wage. Workers leave
for the same wage increase, offer (more than 10 percent) as in
the Dj~ response. case. ;

What do the simulation experiments tell us? The story is very
straightforward (see Figure 5).

The' high market response case generates an initial period of fast
output growth. For thirty years, output growth is close to what
is feasible. (The upper line (MAX) defines maximum output
growth with no additional labor input and all installed capacity
replaced by new vintage capital each period.) Firms are very
cornpetitive, and each sector is restructuring very fast in response
to the adjustrnent in foreign prices imposed by the experi
ment. A large number of firms are competed out of business, and
the remaining ~irms (in e,ach sector) are beginning to take on
very similar performance characteristics. Laid off labor is not re
hired because the .;achieved industrial organization i~ very effi
cient. The reason for this high performance up to the year 30 is
essentially the high utilization rate of existing capita!. Apparent
ly this steady, fast" growth situation is not ver y stable. A few
large firms need more labor' just af ter year 30. To get it, they
increase their wage offers rnore than had been normal earlier,
and. othe~ firms start losing w'orkers. (because of fas t response as
sumptions). AH other firms rapidly adjust their wage levets, and
awhole range of sirnilarly profitable and productive firms sudden
ly find theJosel ves in a distr·essed sItuation. A wave of bankrupt
cies and exits .follows, and the economy goes inte a tail spin. 30
years of fast growth is replaced by an almost 15 year period of
coniplete stagnatton until the econorny begins to recover. In the
bjg!l:llj.&.~ market response case (not shown), the growth period is
terrninated even faster and the foUowing depression is extreine.

In the low response and the normal cases there is no initial, fast
growth period and no collap~The low response case yields a
long run 50 year terrninal output lever- almost equal. to that of
the blK.~ response case af ter the collapse. The norrnal case (REF)
yields a substanltively (30 percent) higher terrninal output level,
corresponding to roughly 0.7 percent faster output growh per
.rear.
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One can note froil1 the diagram that average profi t margins are
lower and more unstable in the high market response case, al
though the business sector manages to restore long-run profitability
at the expense of less investrnent, less growth and higher unem
ployment.

Long-run manufacturing output growth is increased even rnore if
the governrnent abstains from drawing one percent extra from
the labor force every year (REF 2). Manufacturing output now
grows almost 0.9 percent faster per annum for 50 years than in
the normal market case. More firms remain at the end of 50
years, and productivity growth is slightly slower (since the rnanu
facturing sector now employs practically all people that went to
the governrnent sector in the earlier case). Unemployment was
slightly higher in the beginning, then roughly the same (below 2
percent all years af ter 30 years). Profitability is the same as in
the normal case but the output level is 50 percent higher, and 75
percent higher than in the low response and high response market
regimes.

On the other hand, if the public sector pulls two percent, rather
than one percent, extra from the labor market every year (i.e.,
if public employment increases exogenously by two percent every
year) while the labor force does not increase at all, the industry
sector collapses very soon, due to an extrerne wage cost inflation
that throws all firms, except the very best out of business (not
shown).

A semi-high market regime (sarne as 832 in Table 2, simulation
results not shown) produces expected results. The early, first 30
years 1 upswing and the following collapse are not as' pronounced
as in the high-response market regime. The economy has recover
ed substantially and much more than in the high Jnarket response
case by the year' 50.

An extre~ne low-Iow market response (same as 831 in Table 2, re
sults not shown) produces an asyrnmetric set of results, fully corn
patible with our idea of an optimal rate of structural adjustment.
In the high- and serni-high market response settings, adjustments
of structures were too fast, and generated instabilities in the
model economic systeln. This time adjustrnent is too slow, and
the "steady state resefnblance" of the REF and low experirnents
(see Figure 5A) disappears. Af ter 20 years of falrly slow expan
sion, 20 years of complete stagnation in industrial output fol
lows. During the last 10 years of the exper irnent, the industr ial
structure has· finally adjusted to the steady state conditions impos
ed exogenously and a rapid catching up effect in output can be
seen. By year 50 output has reached the level of the REF case.

The reader should note that assumptions about initial conditions
and technical change ernbodied in new investrnent have been iden
tical In all historic experirnents teported. Ex~_rJ!n-!.llt...~I..._. d~s}.8..fls_
9JJJ!!..._~_~_~~!_~~_t_ ..r~gi~. This should be sufficient to demon
strate the extrernely important role of the rnarket regime in ex-
plaining long-tenn macroeconolnic growth.



Figure 5 Historie experiments 1977-2027 (50 years)
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Two additional things should also be mentioned here. First, techni
cal change at the plant level has been set roughly at the rate of
growth that we have observed for best practlce plants during the
period 1955/75. Nevertheless, manufacturing output growth is only
at about half the rate observed during that period or during the
preceding 100 years. (If the rate of output growth in Swedish
manufacturing had continued for the next 50 years along the 100
year trend established 1870-1970, output would have been more
than four times larger -- and the index. in Figure 5A at just
above 1400 -- in the year 2027.) Two factors help explain this dif
ference. This time best practice investment have identical charac
teristics throughout the manufacturing sector , and there is no
growth in the labor force. Hence, there is much less potential
for structural change than has normally been the case. When we
introduce more diversity, larger long-term growth rates are nor
mally obtalned. But structural change, induced by different Jnar
ket regimes, nevertheless, manages to generate a growth differ
ence of 1.5 percent per annum on the average for 50 years in the
four cases reported on.

Aseeond facto r may, however, be an even more important expla
nation. The MOSES model as currently set up has an endogenous
ex]! feature but no market entr..x.. Lacking this innovative poten
tial typical of a capitalistic market economy, the Swedish economy
as described by the model is subjected to agradual, structural
decay. In short period (up to 20 years) runs this does not matter
so much. In 50 year runs it matters a lot. Mark'et competitive vi
tality is lost (as we have demonstrated in a few experiments
w~~h entry (Eliasson, 1978a, pp. 52ff)). Firms tend to become ver y
sirnl1ar, and grow in phase. The econorny gets very sensitive to
disturbances. The. loss of diversity (to many exits) was what
brought the MOSES economy down af ter 30 years in the high-market
response case.
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NOTES

For the sake of simplicity, assume no dividends.

M 3f a - ( p + li p ) ~ B + ~ REN- i ) ~ <I> (1)
P

RNW

B= fraction of depreciable assets in total assets.

p = depreciation factor

<I> ;: ratio of debts to net worth (NW)

RRN = Nominal return to total assets

i = nominal loan rate.

liNW DIVIDENS
NW + N\'V

sales
a = ässets

NW = net worth (replacement valuation of assets).

5 Note that we have later fed the model with the real price de
velopment 1973 through 1976 and simulated future development
of the Swedish econoll1Y on the basis of real price development
through 1980, on the 1976 real data base with and without the
Swedish industrial subsidy program fitted in exact amounts to the
actual firms that received subsidies. The results support the
above conclusions. See Bergholm-Carlsson-Lindberg (1981).

6 The profit targeting and investment decisions can be briefly
described as follows:

Goal variable = value growth of firm =~NW/NW

4 For reasons of eost or time we have been unable to design
the experirnents in such a fashion that all results can be neatly
exhibited and compared. There are several open ends, and practi
cal considerations made impossible a revamping of the 1976 data
base to a new base with more similar firms, which would have
been the preferred experimental procedure. The results are, how
ever, of such a nature as to warrant an exploratory presentation
of this kind.

Or a "gener ically stable process'~, as they are also called.

2 A similar kind of arbitrariness afflicts the choice of "lag
length" in econolnic modeling.

3 This property has been observed frequently in the· MOSES micro
to-macro economy, for instance when simulating exchange rate
'changes under variously composed initial conditions as to capacity
utilization (Eliasson, 1977). Another example of this is that when
an entry of firms module was added to a series of simulation ex
perim~nts, relative prices stabilized compared to the case with
no entry, because local bottlenecks disappeared at various points
in time during the simulations. As a result of a more stable rela
tive price development also economic growth was somewhat in
creased (Eliasson, 1978a, pp. 52-55).
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W l
Profit margin = M = 1 - P • Q/L

Targeting applies to M.

A target on M can be deterJnined by the help of (1) from a tar
get on RRN (the rate of return). This target in turn can be deriv
ed from the nominal rate of return on net worth (RNW).

Given expectations on W (wages) and p (product prices) and a tar
get on M, alabor productivity requirement follows from (2). This
is the way the production decision in a firm is taken.

The decision to acquire further debt' is linked to the dif ference
(RRN - i) in (1). When new borrowing is deterrnined also total
available finance for investment is given fro'TI the production-pro
fi t plan. The investrnent - financing plan is realized if not held
back by the existence of unused machinery capacity ffi the finn
(endogenous variable).
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1 IIft'RODtJCTIOli

The 1980s and 1990s promise to be a difficult

period for stabilization and growth policy. One of

the lessons of the 1970s--that our economies are

vulnerable to oil import price risk--must be put

to use. The question is how.

In trying to answer that question, we proceed by

constructing several highly simplified abstract

models. Each model aims at capturing some essential

feature (or features) of the problems of macropoli

cy in the new, supply-troubled international envi

ronment of the 1980s. Policy instruments are iden

tified and rules for deriving optimal policie~ are

stated.

This paper has been written with macromodeling for

Swedish macroeconomic policy very much in mind,

but the author is relatively ignorant of Swedish

conditions. \fuere there are suggestions for experi

ments with realistic macro models, the models in

question are existing models of the Swedish econo

my. \Vhile it would be nice to have a new class of

models built from the start with the new environ

ment in mind I many crucial choices must be made

long before a new model generation can emerge.
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1.1 The Two (or Three) Energy Prob1ems

There is a tendency to talk about "the" energy

problem, but we all know better. At least two

energy~related problems are worth distinguishing.

There is one looming reality: uncertain energy

supplies and prices in the world markets of the

1980s and the 1990s. In away, this is nothing

new: import commodity price instabilities are famil

iar to every trading country. But oil is not just

another comrnodity. It is the premier commodity

traded internationally, and has few short-term sub

stitutes. Because oil prices have since 1973 been

set by OPEC, "forecasts" of future world-market

oil prices rest in part on forecasts of the stabil

ity of the OPEC coalition, and thus upon the

relative power of OPEC member states and world

demand for OPEC oi1.

Forecasting an oi1 price future is thus akin to

forecasting, to the penny, what a compu1sive gam

bIer will be worth after a month in the casino of

Monte Carlo. The oil-importing countries face an

energy price lotteryover that period, and what

should be "forecast" is the lottery: the spread of

future energy prices which must be taken seriously.

Identification of the large and noninsurable

price risks of oil import dependence as "the"

energy problem is our point of departure.

To go further, we need ways of connecting that oil

price lottery, and our devices for dealing with

the problem, with our objectives. In jargon, we

need models tying together the lottery on oil

prices, our policy instruments, and our policy

objectives. Since the set of policy instruments at
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1.2 Energy, Policy in the Short-Term

term of about 10 to 20 years.

regroupto

choose between these

to offer. Begin with

particular with Alan

macroeconomistsforced

we are still far from agreement about

of the worldwide depression of the

the macroeconomic disappointments of

have

answeri

causes

I am too unprincipled to

camps i both have something

the first approach, and in

the

1930s. But

the 1970s

sive

in two camps. In the first camp there is insis

tence that years and perhaps decades will pass be

fore we have a "good" macroeconomics. Meanwhile,

current-generation macroeconomics is judged ade

quate to the task of explaining what went wrong-

and what might have been done. The second camp, af

ter a long hard look at the "foundations" of cur

rent generat~on macroeconomics, despairs of build

ing anything on them, and seeks to rebui1d those

foundations anew.

What went wrong with conventionaI stabilization

policy in the 1970s? There will never be a deci-

The 1970s have been, and the 1980s and 1990s prom

ise to be, periods in which stabilization policy

is destabilized. Prescriptions and decision rules

accumulated during the steady expansions of the

1950s and 19605 will be challenged. The oil-import

price-risk problem will command careful examina

tion.

our disposal changes with the time horizon over

which they can be deployed, we distinguish two

kinds of energy planning periods: a short or

middle term of about 2 to 5 years, and a longer
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Blinder I S recent book. l In Blinder I s view "what

went wrong" in the 1970s is quite simple: the

American economy was repeatedly shocked from the

supply side--by food and energy price increases

and by devaluation of the dollar. But both policy

makers and some economists clung to the belief

that all macroeconomic disturbances are aggregate

demand disturbances, and demand restraint the ap

propriate response. The result at the time was the

recession of 1974-75, the worst American recession

since the depression of the 1930s. One legacy is

enduring controversy over what current-generation

macroecono~ics can contribute to 'macroeconomic

policy.

I f we accept this view, then we can continue to

use the currently-available tools of macroeconomic

analysis--either large macroeconomic models or

small, II summary" versions of those models consist

ing of equations defining the relationships among

wages, prices and unemployment. True, several

novel macropolicy instruments must be added to the

traditional demand-side instruments. ~fuereas

fiscal and monetary policies once were sufficient

for dealing with demand-side disturbances, we now

need a roster of complementary supply-side instru

ments, including one-shot cost-reducing policies

like tax reductions. Optimal policy mixes of

demand and supply-side instruments can be devised:

though the tradeoffs between inflation and UnelTI

ployment are less appealing than they were for

traditional demand-management policy in a slack

economy, those tradeoffs are no less real for

being less attractive. They can be explored either

by large-scale macrosimulation or by systems of

wage-price equations. Either method can be used to

design optimal policy responses to supply-shocks

and disturbances.
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This program is appealing: it is after all both

practical and labor-saving. But it would be a

mistake to dismiss attempts to go further. For

there is a real, and possibly a serious , problem

inherent in the program. The high inflation rates

of the 1970s have disrupted the relationships upon

which estimates of the structural coefficients of

the parameters of a full macroeconomic model, and

all the coefficients of a much smaller wage-price

equation system, rest. Because the program sug

gests that we base the design of optimal policies

against stagflation on those estimates, the de

rived policies may be quite wrong, given the new

values of the structural coefficients. But our

knowledge of those new values is severely limited

by the limited number of observations available on

the new structure.

There is a way to avoid this difficulty: the rele

vant structural coefficients can be endogeniped,

so that we know (for example) how they shift in a

period of rapid inflation. That in turn will re

quire both a rethinking of macroeconomics and new

kinds of macromodels. We are well into that period

of rethinking2 , and some of the early-generation

models are up and running. Using those models to

design optimal macropolicies against stagflation

is premature, but the stakes are so high that not

using them may be much more costly.

Rather than choose between the two macroeconomic

camps, I have instead temporized. I sketch two

general analytical methods for designing o~timal

stabilization policies against oil-price shocks in

particular, and against supply-shock induced stag

flation more generally. The first method builds on

conventional wage-price equations, is relatively
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routine, but may give misleading results. The

second method builds upon some of the newer work

in macroeconomics and macromodeling. It is compara

tively incomplete and tentative, but promising. In

both cases, the objective is the same: to design

optimal macroeconomic policies against supply

shock stagflation.

1.3 Energy Po1icy in the Long-lJ.'erm

Over the long term of 10 to 20 years, the econo

mies of the developed countries must undergo sub

stantiaI structural change and adjustrnent to the

new international econornic environment. Uncertain

oil import prices are only one feature of that new

international environment, but they are arguably

the least predictable, and least controllable, fea

ture'.

OPEC may be able to set the price of energy in the

world rnarket over the next twenty years. Individ

ual firrns and enterprises cannot be expected to

insure themselves against oil-irnport price risk

efficiently. Left to thernselves, firms will bear

that collective risk individually, by diversifying

over activities varying in energy intensity--and

therefore in vulnerability to energy price in

creases. vfuile rationaI for each individual firrn,

individual firm decisions, taken ,together, will be

inefficient. Too much insurance against the collec

tive oil-import price risk will be purchased.

There is an alternative to the rnarket-deterrnined

allocation of energy price-related risk: a delib

erate policy aimed at encouraging "flexibility ll in

structural adaption. Though formalization and pre-
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cision seem disproportionately difficult, the com

monsense notion of flexibility is simple enough.

Consider the example of a firm planning to invest

in capacity wi th which to meet demand for output

over a ten-year planning horizon. Say that the

firm is a large mul ti-product firm with signifi

cant market power in several product markets, that

demand for the firm I s products may fluctuate over

the ten-year planning horizon, and that the firm

must choose between two kinds of new plant. The

first plant type permits a large cost reduction

per unit of composite output for the (current

period) output mix; the second makes possible a

smaller cost reduction per unit (composite) output

for the current output mix, but also permits cost

reductions for other output mixes that may be

better matched to fU,ture demand conditions. Under

these assumptions, the best choice for the firm

may be the second kind of plant7 that choice gives

the firm more IIflexibility" in facing uncertain

future output demand.

This story is easily recast as a parable for an

oil import-dependent economy facing uncertain oil

import prices. The uncertainty is on the input,

not the demand side, but the idea is the same.

Distinct kinds of dornestic capital equiprnent are

characterized -by differential factor-input intensi

ties: inputs are disaggregated at least far enough

to distinguish capital goods of various energy

intensities, labor, and energy. If oil imports are

important, and oil import prices uncertain, poli

cies pushing firms (and hence the country) toward

investment in less energy-intensive capital equip

ment may make sense. Such policies increase the

IIflexibility " of the economy in adapting to an

international energy market in which supplies and

prices are uncertain.
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To make this general idea more precise we need a

model. The vintage capital models of growth,3 de

veloped during the debates of the 1950s over the

role of technical change in economic growth, are

in fact exactly what we need. In those models

capital equipment is tagged by the date at which

it is purchased. Past investments, embodied in

physical capital, can no longer be changed in

response to changing input prices, but current

period investments can be chosen with current

period and expected future period prices in mind.

Section 3 below specifies and explores avintage

capital model of an economy facing uncertain

future prices. A definition of the "right arnount"

of flexibility is proposed, and rules for "buying"

that amount of flexibility with a tax on imported

oil are derived.
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2 SBORT-TERK ERERGY PROBLEMS

Here, as elsewhere in this paper, the source of

all energy problems is taken to be the uncertain

price of imported oil. The focus in this section

is on what macropolicy can do after the economy

has been shocked by a sudden oil price increase.

Thus, we regard short-term energy problems as

simply one species of the genus of problems posed

for traditional stabilization policy by supply

side shocks to the economy.

Supply-side shocks were a distinguishing feature

of the macroeconornic history of the American econo

my in the 1970s. In the wake of that decade, the

impression that rnacroeconomic theory could not ex

plain what had happened gained currency. The asser

tion that macropolicy IIfailed" because macrotheory

was, and is still, inadequate seemed too obviously

tr~e to be questioned seriously.

But the truth is somewhat more complicated. IICur

rent ll rnacroeconornic theory can easily "explain"

stagf1ationary episodes such as those of the

1970s. 4 That it was not used to do so at the time

is unfortunate but understandable. And that it can

do so aft·er the fact does not prove that current

theory is "valid II . Still, seeing how far current

theory can go towards an explanation is instruc

tive.

It is easy to see that supp~y-side shocks can

cause stagflationary episodes: the analysis is

about as trivial as such things· can be. Shift

aggregate supply upwards against unchanging aggre

gate demand : the resul t, for at least some portion

of the (real) time period of adjustrnent, is simul-
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taneous inflation and contraction of real economic

activity--the definition of stagflation.

lJhether this qenre of macroeconomic analysis, and

policies derivea from such analyses , are adequate

is another question, one vlhich will be open for

some time. For the purposes of section 2.1 we

assume that the answer to this question is yes. In

section 2.2 we throw caution and current macroeco

nomic theory to the \Jlinds. The resul ts are some

guidelines for exrloring the limitations of cur

rent macroeconomic analysis in dealing with supply

side shocks--and some sobering insights ·into the

difficulties inherent in that exploration.

2.1 Standard Hacroeconaaic and Supp1y-sbock

Policy Design

Consider first the case in \lhich the government

sets I:1.acropolicy instruments to insure that real

economic activi ty does not fall in the vlake of a

supply-side shock. In the jargon that has grown up

around this issue, we say that the government

"fully accomodates" the shock. Under that full-a.c

comodation assuJTlption, ,,,/hat will be the impact of

the shock on the rate of inflation?5 If vIe can

anSvler this question, we \t/iII he abte to design

one particular anti-shock policy--a one-time reauc

tion in some cost-increasing tax or program.

Under the assumption that the government fully

accomodates the shock by fiscal and monetary

policy, the usual priCe-\lage equation systems sim

plify considerably, since all nonprice and nonwage

influences can be isolated in the constant terms

of these equations. In a general formulation in
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which the rate of price change (respectively nomi

nal \lage change) depends only upon lagged values

of the rate of \Jage changes (respectively the rate

of price changes), two equations describe6 the

evolution of both price and \Ja.ge inflation:

n.
P

t
a + ~ b 'V't .

j=O J -]

ffi.
+ ~ ~.

.
w

t a Pt-i
i=O 1

(2.1 )

(2.2)

These eguations c;an easily be reduced to a single

equation describing the evolution of price infla

tion alone:

In terms of the constants of the Original system,

the constants appearing in the single-price infla

tion equation are given by:

p

A

n+m •
A + ~ Yk Pt-k

k=l

L: b.~.
i+j=k J 1

l-b 0 f3 0

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

Estirnation ~i this system on United States data

gives results that are virtually "accelerationist":

the sum of the coefficients in the pure price

level equation is .slightly less than one. Thus an

initial shock to the price level huiids , over rnany '_

periods, into a substantial increase in the price

level.
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Even this restrictive framework can help us in the

design of polieies for dealinq with an exogenous

shock to the price-level. Remember that this formu

lation is restrietive preeisely beeause convention

aI macropoliey settings--fiscal and monetary poli

eies--are assumed aceomodationist: the level of

real economic activity is heIn constant. Now con

sider the ehoice of one additional policy instru

ment--a one-time reduction in costs. Because price

increases are east-sensitive, that reduction trans

lates rapidly inta a reduction in the rate of

priee inflation. Devices for carrying out such a

reduction are available in many cOllntries: taxes

on eapi tal incol1"e, or payroll taxes, or both, can

be reduced .

Assuming that the tax system \tla.S optimal prior to

the shock, a one-time cost reduction imposes a

social loss. \Je are willing to incur that loss

because there is a benefit associated with reouc

tians in the rate of inflation.' Rernernber \vhat the

principal component of that benefit is: inflation

causes a "cra~Jl away from money" , and a reduction

in the effieieney of the transactions mechanism.

Though the "transaetion functian II is coneeptual1y

and empiriea1ly elusive ana the source of much

nisagreement, any maeroeconoMie policy choice im

plieitly rests upon some transactions function.

For present purposes , simply assurne that the loss

from distorting the tax system by the cost reduc

tion, and the transactions benefit of reduced in

flation, ean be summarized in a loss function
7

L(e,p). Now ~le have come far enough to promulgate

rule 81.

Rule

post

optimal cost-reducing

to be sllperiMposed on
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accornodation, proceed as follo\JIS. Es tirnate, or

guess at, a loss function expressing the traoeoff

between the impact of the cost-reducing policy and

the inflation that policy is intended to slow.

':'hen estimate the above priCe-\lage systern, and use

i t, together vii th the loss function, to der i ve the

optimal cost-reducing policy.

Sorne technical comments are inevi table here: they

can easily be verified by the reac1er. The single

equation 2.3 describes the evolution ,of the price,

level under an accomodationist policy, and trans

lates a reduction in the current-period price ~eve1

into a reduction in the ra.te of inflation in every

period thereafter. Technical1y, we shou1d define

the loss function L over the rate of inflation in

the period in which the cost-re~ucing policy is

implemented and in all successive periods. But in

practice something much less ambi tious shou1d do:

for example, a separable quadratic loss function

defined on the cost-reducing policy and on the

rate of inflation in a few future periods mi0ht be

chosen. l7ith a positive-definite guadratic form

chosen for L, it is easy to sh 0\-1 that the optiJ11al

cost-reoucing policy is al'vlays \'le1l-aefined (by

loss minirniz.a.tion), anel that i t' has sensible prop

erties. In particular, it is alvlays positive, and

vanishes in the limit in \lhich zero social cost is

assigned to the rate of infla.tion.

Rule SI ha.s the virtue of sirr.plicity. Tt a1so has

one glaring defect: the presumption that post

supp1y-shock governrnent policies are policies of

strict acconodation, with the level of real econom

ie activity maintained in the \-lake of the shock.

That is a very special constraint on the kinds of

policy responses to exogenous price shocks that

can be considered.
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plied by the expanded wage-price system.

Here, in the context of a particular system of

expanded wage-price equations , is the proposal.

Begin from the following standard equations:

Assume that policy can control the unemployment

rate--for exarnple, that fiscal and monetary policy

are set to maintain unemployment at sorne eons tant

(2.7)

(2.6)

compute optimal policies by minimiz

over the ·feasible combinations im-

Assume further that same cost-reducinglevel.

n m
w A + ~ p .

+ l: CjlogU
t

_ jt j=O
tPt-j

j=O

.Ro.
D + l: E,W

t
.Pt j=O ] -]

policy is a.vailable: that by choosing an instru

Ment c I \le can achieve a one-time slovling of the

rate of increase of the price level. Then with a

loss function8 L(U,p,c), we can use the above

system of equations to choose an optimal e, an

optimal constant level of. unemployment TJ, and an

optimal rate of inflati6n p. In particular, we

have Rule 82:

ity. Finally,

ing the loss

It would 'be helpful to have a similar frame\vork

susceptible of broader interpretation. One particu

lar extension is straightforward: write down an

expanded system of wage and price equations in

which measures of real economic activity affecting

\vage and price inflation appear explicitly. Then

construct a loss function over both supply-shock

response policies and those measures of real activ-
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Note that in this case, both a0gregate demand-man

agement and cost-reducing policies are sirnulta

neously optimized.

Rules like Sl and 82 are about all ",e can expect

from "conventional" macroeconomic forrnulations

tha.t fall short of simulations \lith full rn.acroeco

nomic models. The cost and difficulty of such simu

lations suggest exploi tinq \lhatever information is

embodied in simple vlage price equation systems

like (2.6) and (2.7).

easy to

coeffi-

the alternativAs? One is

endogenize the structural

Rut \Jhat a.re

pose: try to

cients.

But there is a price to be paid for that sirnplici

ty. The structural coefficients in \lage-price sys

tems ma~y shift. rapidly during a period in \Jhich

many import~.nt economic relat.ionships are being

redefined or renegotiateo. Because the 1970s clear

ly \vere such a period, "Je must be cautious both

using rules SI and 82 as guides to policy in

similar periods in the future.

Rule 82: To estimate the optimal comhination of

cost-reducing and conventional (fiscal ann mone

tary) stahilization policy instruments following

a supply shock, proceed as foliOvis . Estirnate, or

guess at, a loss function expressing the tradeoffs

between the impact of the cost-reducing policy,

the inflation rate, and the constant rate of unem

playment . Then estimate the Il full II vlage-price

system. Us'e i t, together \li th the loss function,

to derive the optimal fiscal, monetary and cost

reducing policy settings.
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2.2 A1ternative Approaches to Supp1y-shock

Po1icy Design

2.2.1 Motivation

The previous

supply-shock

coefficients

section stated rules for constructing

optimal policies from the estimated

of wage-price equations. But those

derived policies will be open to question if the

estimated coefficients are changed by the shock to

which we are responding.

Significant shocks to the economy may change the

behavioral relationships these coefficients summa

rize, and hence the coefficients theroselves. Faced

\li th this situation, 'Jle can do ei ther of two

things. \Je can try to reestiP1ate \lage and price

equations from post-shock data, or we can try to

endogenize the changes in those coefficients. Rees

timation will be most difficult vlhen we need it

most. For in the months immediately following a

shock, vlhen compensatory policies can be most ef

feetive, there \/ill be relatively little data from

which to estimate the new structural coefficients.

But y/e have argueo th.at there is an alternative:

" endogenize" the structural coefficients aprearing

in the \vage-price equations. For if \Je knO\l ho\"

those coefficients are changed by the shock, \/e

~ can simply apply rufes like Rules Sl and 82 to
II

wage-price equat.ions vIi th the new structural coef

ficients ..

effort to provide a microeconolT'ic founaation for

macroeconomics. It will be years before the re-

Endogenizing

an ambitious

t.he changes in thöse coefficients is
9program, relate"d in spirit to the
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turns from that effort are in: in the interim,

about all 'vIe can do is exarnine the properties of

simple models with endogenized structural coeffi

cients. \~e hope to ohtain a specific constructi ve

procedure for the structural coefficients of wage

price equations--in our simplified construct and,

by extension, in the full l10SES modeIlO of the

Swedish economy developed at the Industrial Insti

tute for Economic and Social Research (IUI). The

reader is fore'vlarned that much of what follo'vlS in

this section is speculative and incomplete, and

that at least sorne of what. follo'vIS is undoubtably

'vlrong.

2.2.2 A Mode1 with Endogenous Strueture

SiMulations analogous to those suggested at the

end of this section may ul,timately be run \.,ith the

r10SES model of the S\ledish economy. But HOSES is

too coroplicated for the purposes of this section:

the complexity of a large ~acroeconomic model

qllickly exhausts the intuition. For that reason ,,"e
begin with a "reconstrllction" of a minimal, and

some\lhat more tractahle, model. The mooel describ

ed here shares certain features ""i th t10SES, but

the t""lO should not be confused. It is entirely

possible that the t.wo models hehave very different

ly in same i~portant respects.

\Je \'lant to preserve and mirnic those features that

distinguish t10SFS from. the rnore conventionaI mac

roeconornic models . Thus, 've 'vlant firrn hehavior to

be quided by a. kind of satisfieing planning pro

cess, ano not by "profi t maximization Il .11 ~.Je "'vant

the allocation of labor aeross firms t.o be the

outcome of a process of search 1:'y firms over a
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segmented labor market. And \le \/ant demand in

product rnarkets to be Keynesian effective demand,

not \lalrasian demand .12

'le begin by formalizing our simplified version of

the t-10SES simulation model of the S\ledish economy.

Begin by introducing some notation. There is a

finite nuinber of firms f=l, .... , /F/ indexed by the

set F. There is a single consumption and capital

good: once embodiea as capital, i t cannot be con

sumed and does not depreciate. The comnlodi ty vari

ables appearing in the model are

The corresponaing price, profit,

return variables are

Q(t/f)

Q(t)

L(t/f)

L(t)

K(t/f)

K(t)

E(t/f)

E(t)

p(t)

PE(t)

\1 (t/ f)

n(t/f)

m(t/f)

"P(t/f)

PE(t/f)

\l( t/ f)

n(t/f)

"
rn(t/f)

Firrn f output (per year) in year t

Aggregate output

Firm f labor input

TotalIabor input

Capital input to firm f

Total capital input

Fnergy input to firro f

Total energy inrut.

an0 rate of

Price of consumption/capital good

Price of energy imports
Firm f \'lage

Firm f profi t

Firm f target rate of return

Expected output price

Fxpecte~ energy input price

.Expect.ed \-lage

Fxpected profit

Expected rate of return on capital.
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p(t)Q(t/f) = ,,(t/f)L(t/f) + PE(t)F(t/f) + n(t/f) (2.8)

The ex post identity linking firm f costs, reve

nues and realized profit is:

(2.9)

F(f) (K(t+l/f), IJ(t+l/f), E(t+l/f»)
(2.10 )

LL(t/f)
f€F

LO(t/f)
fSF

Ff(K(t/f), L(t/f), F(t/f»)

L \l ( t / f) L (t / f) + P F ( t) L F ( t / f ) + ~ Il ( t / f )
f€F . f€F feF

"-

Q(t+l/f)

P(t+l/f)O(t+l/f)-W(t+l/f)L(t+l/f)-PF(t+l/f)E(t+l/f)
~ ~(t+l/f)

P(t/f)K(t/f)

\lhere

The heart of the model is firm behavior: firms are

the active agents in the labor markets. Each firm

f in each period t plans for the next period t+l

in the follo\tling \tIay . Beginning from the current

period realized rate of return m(t/f), firm f

constructs its next (t+l) period planned capital,

labor and energy input vector. Given expected

next-period prices, the firm constructs a rate-of

return-feasible region X( t+l) defined by the re

quirement the expectea rate of return v/il1 exceed

the next-perioa target rate of return. That re

quirement is:

p(t)Q(t)

Q(t)

Q(t/f)

L(t)

Actual and expected variables are distinguished by

placing a carat, or "hat", on the expected vari

ables. Aggregate and firm-level variables are re

lated by the identities
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This is plausible because planned energy reguire

ments are Placle firm by cormni tted future purchases

of oil imports. Assume next that planned invest

ment is realized if consistent with realized

profit; that if realized profit is positive but

insufficient to allov; realization of planned in

vestr1ent, realized investrnent eguals realized

profits; and that, if realized profit is nega

tive, then rea.lized investrnent is zero. SUITlMariz

ing these assumptions, vIe have:

Assume now that the firm chooses a vector at

random from that dornain. That assumpt_ion rnimics 13

the " satisficing tl behavior of firms in the full

f10SES model, since each firm employs a rough satis

ficing criterion, rather than glohal optimization.

The input vector chosen is of course a planned

input vector. Plans may not be realizen: to speci

fy the dynamics of our model, vJe must speci fy a

relationship bet\ileen planned and realizea quanti

ties. Assume that planned energy requirements are

always realized, so that

vectors of expected inputs

(2.13 )

(2.12 )

(2.11)

guaranteed. The condition

of rate-af-return feasible

K(t/f) otherwise.

A

K(t+l/f) if ll(t+l/f) ~ K(t+l/f) - K(t/f)
A

IlK(t+l/f) if K(t+l/f) - K(t/f) ~ n(t+l/f) > O

F(t+l/f)

K(t+l/f)

K(t+l/f)

K(t+l/f)

E(t+l/f)

{K(t+l/f), l,(t+l/f), E(t+l/f)}

Thus feasibility is

(2.9) defines a set
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E (. If)

\Jhere vie introc1uce (or reintroduce) the follo\Jing

notation:

(2.14)( S i g i ( K ( • / f ), L ( • / f ), E ( • / f) ) i P E ( t. ) ) ,

\le \-vill need s orne definition like the following

one: a HOSESl equilibriu~ is a 3/F/+l tuple

A

PE(t) Energy input price vector.

K(. If)

L(./f) Stationary stochastic processes (determined

endogenously by the model).

s Labor-market search algorithm (s€S)

g Trend gro\Jth rate (determined exogenously,

e.g. by population growth rate)

The most striking departure from convention in

the full HOSES model is the lahor market determina

tion of vlages and labor allocat_ion. In naSES,

firms enter the labor Markets--actually interfirrn

raiding markets--armed with their planned labor

input requirements (L(t+l/f)). Taken together with

those plans, the t.~OSFS labor-market search equilib

rium concept chosen determines a realized labor

input, and therefore determines the next-period

production of indivi~ual firms. Typically the firrn

ehooses a lahor-market search concept s from a set

S of feasible search concepts S at the market

level. Some specifications of s will be oecornpos

able to the firln level, so that s becomes an IF1-
tuple of firm search concepts (sl,s2' ... ,s/F/).

Later ';le v/ill add this complication: for the time

being suppose that s is specified at the market

level. That specification leads to a relatively

simple HOSES-type equilibriurn concept.
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\vhy is this HOSESl eguilibrium concept a sensible

one? Remenlber that firm (satisficing) behavior is

modelled as firm selection of a planneo input

vector from a (rate-af-return constraint) feasible

set of planned input vectors. The ra.ndom element

in that selection makes the model inherently sto

chastic. Since the simplest stochastic process is

a stationary stochastic process I the most na.tural

outcome--and the simplest equilibrium concept to

manipulate--is one in vJhich the output processes

generated by the model are alsa stationary stochas

tic. 14

Suppose that vIe can prove (and not merely assert )

that K, L , and E are stationary stochastic proces

ses • Then there vlill be a relatively siMple 'v,ay in

\ilhich to think abollt the v/ay the model describes

the econornic impact of an abrupt' change in the

pr ice of irnported oil (an "oil price shock" ) .

Before the shock , the economy will be described by

one stationary stocha.stic process; after the

shock, it will settle dOvln into another. The

effect of the shock can be summarized by listing

the parameters of those pre- and post-sh.ock sto

chastic processes.

In the HOSESl equilibriurn concept I the labor

market sea.rch algorithm is specified for the

market as a v,hole: s was given froM the set S of

possible labor market search. A rnore ambitious

HOSES equilibriurn concept , 15 which \ile c~ll t10SES2 ,

would allovl firms independent choice of their own

labor-rnarket search algori thrns I ""i th each firm f

choosing an algorithm sf from a feasible set Sf·

The point of this extension is to define an equilib-

rium concept in which all firms are doing "about

the right amount" of searching. Each firm t schosen
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search concept sf should in some sense be the

"best" one for that firm, given the search con-

cepts chosen by all other firms.

(2.15)

L: \7(t/f)L(t/f) +
f (2.16)

L: d(t/f)
f€F

L: \-7 ( t / f ) L ( t / f ) +
f€F

ll(t/f) - K(t/f) + K(t-1/f)

PF(t.) LF(t/f)
. f

c(t) + I(t) + t1(t) = p(t)Q(t)

+PE(t) L: F(t/f) + ~d(t/f).
f€F feF

d ( t/f)

t1 (t)

Then equality of demand and supply reads

I(t) L (K(t/f) - K(t-l/f»)
fSF

c(t)

To close this sirnplified t10SES-like model \ve need

tvJO things: a demand side describing the product

market, and an expectation-formation model describ

ing how target rates of return and expected

prices and wages are developed from their current

period analogs. For the demand side, take

\lhat can "best" mean here, since we have abandoned

profi t maximization as a rule for the determina

tion of firm behavior? Since the searching is

going on in the labor market, "best" might mean:

the search concept that keeps realized labor

closer to planned labor requirement than any other

search concept available to firm f--given the

search behavior of all other firms.
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SiMilarly, expected (output) prices and expecteo

wages are revised ~ased upon changes in prices and

wages over the last two periods

Finally, target rates of return m(t/f) are revised

proportionately to the discrepancy between real

ized and expected profits

(2.17 )
'"

"'(t/f) + n(t/f)-ll(t/f)
ro Ym P(t)K(t!f)

Note that "the" labor market is not in "eguilibri

um lt
: wages in any given period can differ between

firms. \li th these eCluations Vle have completed the

description of our simplified ~'~08ES model. \Je sum

marize this section in Rule 84, a rule for design

ing optimal policies for shocks in ~10SES-type

Modeis.

Rule 83: to design optimal policies for supply

shocks in HOSES-type models , proceed as follovls.

Begin wi th a loss function describing the trade

offs between inflation, unemployment and the par

ticular policy to be deployed against the shock.

Construct the feasibility frontier frorn the under

lying BOSES-type model by simulation: that fron

tier tells us howashock of a specified type and

given size shifts the parameters of the stochastic

processes defined by the model. pick an optimal

policy by constraining the loss function with this

frontier and the gi ven shock, and then minirnizing

loss. The frontier can be constructed in either

HOSESl or MOSBS2 equilibriurn concept variants. Op-

P(t+l) p(t) + ym(P(t) - P(t-1)) }
(2.18)

i'i( t +1/ f ) \1 ( t / f ) + yw (H( t / f) - \1 ( t -1/ f) ) .

'"
m(t+l/f)
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timal policies can be constructed in eith.er va.ri

ant: and in MOSES2 the structural coefficients can

actually be endogenized, since firms will alter

their labor market search procedure in response to

the oil price shock.

Let us close this section wi th some reflections on

the HOSESl and HOSES2 equilibrium concepts. There

are two kinds of issues here: the general issue of

which kinds of equilibrium concepts should be

taken seriously, and the related issue of the

corresponding notions of stability.

Equilibria like ~10SESl and BOSES2 may not exist,

or their existence may be hard to prove: this is

because the driving process, the selection of a

random feasible input vector from a set of feasi

ble vectors, may not have any nice properties . of

stationarity. Typically, only stationary input pro

cesses give rise to stationary output processes ,

and then only under highly restrictive conditions.

But we would argue that th.e general notion of this

kind of tlequilibrium tl , rather tha.n the existence

of a special kind of equilibrium with particularly

simple properties like stationarity, may be the

important thing. Rernember what "ile mean \J/hen we

talk about tlsta.bilizing tl the economy, or about the

successes and/or failures of stabilization policy.

One pieture, often shown to illustrate the success

of postwar Keynesian II stabilization II policies,

shows that quarterly percentage fluctuations in

gross domestic product \'lere notice.ably smaller in

the post-\llar years 1946-75. Pretend that such a

picture really tells us something about the behav

ior of a dynam.ical· system we both understand and

can, to some extent, control. \lh.at are we saying

about that dynamical system when we claim that
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post-war stabilization policies have been effec

tive? Possibly that we have been able to steer the

system to a (balanced growth) equilibrium. But

another, and perhaps a more plausible interpreta

tion, is that we have been able to "bound the

orbi t II of the dynamical system wi thin a sm.all

neighborhood of some balanced growth path. If

there are such system orbi ts which do not coincide

with balanced growth paths--either indefinitely or

over some time interval--refusing to look at any

thing but balanced grovlth paths may be unduly re

strictive. \Je may be throwing away the most inter

esting system trajectories, and perhaps even

those system trajectories with some descriptive

realisrn. 16

In going beyond the simplest equilihrium concepts

we do surrender sornething important: the possibili

ty of a simply-described, or simply-parameterized,

equilibria. A balanced-growth equilibrium is com

pletely describea by a few parameters: that is why

(economic) grolvlth theory has emphasized balanced

gro\lth paths. And a stationary stocl1astic process

can also be characterized by a " re l a tively small"

number of parameters. Simple descriptions of equi

libria perrnit simple characterization of the re

sults of a change in exogenous parameters:' compara

tive statics, comparative balanced growth, and the

analogs for stationary stochastic equilibria all

build on this truism.

Nov/ let us turn to the second kind of issue--sta

bility. \fuatever the equilibriurn concept, only

stable equilibria are of any real interest or

importance. Rernernber the reasans : rea.l-world sys

terns lv/ill spend little (real-) time in, or in the

neighborhood of, unstable equilibria. How, then,
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should we define stability for the stochastic equi

librium concept introduced in our simplified HOSES

model? Remember how stabiii ty notions are defined

in standard general equilibrium theory. First we

embrace the \lalrasian tatonnement model of price

adjustment. Then an equilibrium is called stable

if there is an open, uni t-price-simplex neighbor..

hood of the equilibrium price point, from any

point of which the \lalrasian tatonnement moves us

tO\lard the equilibrium point. ~Jithin that open

neighborhood, small initial price displacements

a\lay from equilibrium are follo\'led by a return to

equilibrium. Remember, however, that the initial

equilibrium prices depend parametrically upon the

initial endowments of the individual agents and

llpon their preferences. Thus even in the determi

nistic pure exchange economy, a second kind of

stability is of interest: stability with respect

to the parameters of the model endowments and

preferences. Again, an isolated equilibriurn point

is stable in this second sense if small changes in

the parameters produce only small changes in the

position of the equilibrium in the unit price

simplex. In the jargon increasingly fashionable in

economic theory, equilibria passing the first test

are called "stable" , and equilibria passing the

second test are called '.'generic".

tIe have distinguished bet\veen these two notions

because we want to examine their natural analogs,

for stochastic equilibria, as candidate stability

concepts for our simplified MO~~S model. It is

neither necessary nor desirable to choose between

them. Each generalizes to the stochastic case, and

each provides a concept useful in examining the

stochastic equilibria of our heuristic model.
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First eonsider stabili ty against loeal priee dis

plaeement. In a stoehastie equilibrium model the

initial conditions generally determine stoehastic

proeesses-distributions of endogenous variables in

future periods. If for small' changes in initial

condi tions the determined distributions eonverge,

for times far enough in the future, to the same

distribution, then we say that the equilibrium

from whieh we started is IIstoehastically stable ll
•

Forrnalization requires some nation of ",hen two

probability distributions are IIeloselI.

NO\'1 eonsider to the seeond stability concept, the

one we have ealled generieity of the equilibrium

",i th respeet to the model parameters. In our ease,

the most interesting model parameters are the para

meters of the stochastic input proeesses that

dri ve our model i the parameters of the stoehastie

firm planning process are examples. Then generiei

ty means that a shock leads to only small changes

in the input and output stochastie process. To put

some teeth into these heuristics, we neea a notion

of eloseness for stochastic processes. Remember

that a stochasti.c process is a sequence of random

variables, and that· two sllch sequences are close

",hen the joint distributions of the random vari

ables are elose. For the simple case--a serially

uncorrelated process, with single-period distribu

tions bein0 generate~ by a finite parameter distri

hution--a natural defini tion of the distance be

t\leen tv"o stoehastic proeesses is the Euelidean

distanee between the parameters of the two proces-

ses.

The general idea goes through for more complieated

proeesses . Suppose, for examp.le, that the proees

ses are covariance-stationary: that is eovarianees
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depend only on lag length. ':11en those stochastic

processes are completely determined hy avector

with either a finite number, or a countable infini

ty, of components. Gi ven vleak conditians on the

rate at which serial carrelation vanishes 'vlith lag

length, those v~ctors will be square-surnmable and

thus lie in the space 1 2 . Since 1 2 is anormed

space, the 1 2 norm defines a distance between any

t\IO stochastic processes .

Thus we have defined concepts of stochastic stabil

i ty and stochastic generici ty for our simplified

r10SES model. That simple model embodies many of

the difficul ties inval ven in defining such con

cepts in the full HOSES model. HO\1 Illight one do

experiments 'vlith our sinplified ~odel and, 1"'y im

plication, how should one do experiments \-lith the

full HOSFS model? lIe are interested in the re

sponse of the model to oil iIPport price shocks,

\rlhich enter the calculations of the model' s econom

ic agents through the oil-price expectation func

tion. In each case, we \lant to kno\v \tlhether the

systeP:1 returns to the pre-shock long-term growth

path or settles inta some new long-term 9rO\lth

path. And \ve \lant same idea of hO\J long i t wi Il be

hefore the oscillations about that new path fall

\Flithin som.e predetermined fraction of the initial

displacernent from the long-term gro\vth rath. That

SaMe long-term gro\lth path will be defined, in

some sufficiently long run, is guaranteed by the

trended-qroVlth exogpnolls variable useo in ~1()SES

model runs.

Very generally, stability and rapid convergence

are assured by capi tal flexibili ty and ry price

expectations \lhich do not depend "too P1uch" on the

Cl.1rrent price system. 7hus, \le \lant to " es tirnate",
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by simulation, two kinds of magnitudes. For a

given oil price shock, vIe' 'ovant to estimate the

arnplitude and duration of the resulting distur

banee as functions of the capital flexibili ty and

price-expectation function parameters. And we want

to "estimate", by simulation, the largest oil

price shock for which convergence, within some

prespecified time interval, is to the original

growth path.
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3 KNERGY PROBLEMS IR THE LOBG'""'I'ERM

3.1 The Opti.ma1 Vintage Capita1 Structure:

A SI.p1e Hode1l7

onfunctionalwelfareSocial

consumptian pro9rams

Firm (or private-sector) profit

Vintage v'pro~uction function.

States of nature~ s € S

Capital vintages~ v € V

Firm (or private-sector) proba

bilities of future oil prices

Government probabilities of

future oil prices

Capital rentals

Energy prices in state s

Initial capital-goods endowment

Consumption prograM

~otal second-period vintage v

capital

Energy inputs complementary to

K(v)

E(v,s)

11

f(v) (K(v), E(v, s))

\J( C)

s

r(v)

e(s)

C(O)

C(l), C(2,s)

K(v)

Here vIe Vlant an anSVler to a simple question. Sup

pose that the government has in its possession ex

cellent information on oil-import price risk, and

has at its disposal onepolicy instrument--a tax

on imported oil. HOvl should the government set

that instrument so as to push the private sector

to a level of energy intensity that is optimal

gi ven the import price risk? \le begin vIi th a for

Mal model. Introduce the follovling varia.bles and

notation:
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( 3.3)

( 3. 2)

(3.1)

l: f(v) (K(v), F(v») - e l: E(v)
vev vev

C(l) + l: lK(v»)
vev

C(2)

C( O)

\1 (C)

r:'he government I s problem is to rnax (\l( C» subject

t6 resources (or initial endowments) and technical

constraints.

Uncertainty is the heart of the matter, put let UR

first get the notation right in the " certainty

case ", \/here things are simpler .18 Assurne th.at the

government has some well-specified objective

called social welfare, and write it as

The states of nature index future oil-import

prices: knowledge of the state of nature amounts

to kno\vledge of the future oil import price. There

are two periods, and firms can invest in any of

several vintages of capital goods . Capital goods

of vintage .v bear capital-market rentals r(v).

Output runs in terms of a single good, with output

from each capital vintage being produced 'vIi th corn

plementary energy (oi1 ) inputs E (v, s). There are

two time periods, and an· initial endowment C(O) of

the single consumption good must be allocated be

tween current consumption and investment in the

various vintages of capital goods. Firms and the

government differ in their views of the likelihood

of future oi1 price increases. Under t.he specia.l

assurnption that the government has full confidence

in its vievl of oi1 import price risk, 'v,hat should

be done?



But the private sector tries to maximize profit,

not social welfare. Profit il is given hy

No\v let us turn to the nore interesting and realis

tic uncertainty' case. The government tries to max

imize expected social welfare,

Nate that it is the qovernment I s subjective proha

bility PG(s) for future oi1 prices that enters

here. The problem is to max E(W(C») subject to

resource (or endowment) and technical constraints:

(3.6)

(3.4)

E(v) 

(3 .5)

l:
vev
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f(v) (K(v), F(v») - el:
vev

C(O) C(l) + l: K(v) ( 3. 7)
vev

C(2,s) L
f'(v) (K( v), E(v,s») - e(s) l: F(v,s)

vev vev
(3.8)

E(\1 ( C ») = Ul ( C ( l ») + l: PG( s ) U2 ( C( 2 , s ) )
ses

In the certainty case, there is only one (present

and future) energy price, e. Profit is written as

three sums for easier camparison with the uncer

tainty case below. The firm I s problem is to max

n(K(v),E(v) by ehoosing seconc-period capital and

energy inputs.

rr(K(v), E(v»)

1: r(v)K(v)
vev

C(l), C(2) ~ O }

E(v) ~ O

K(v) ~ O



behavior is again given

But now profit (K{v),

Pirm (or private sector)

by profit maximization.

E(v, .») is given by:

3f12
~

f
I l

C (l), C( 2, s} ~ O }E(v, s) > O (3.9)
; \

K(v} > O

Note that two maximizations are required to con-

struct the firmas production plan. In the first

(inner bracketed) maximizat.ion, the energy inputs

E(v,s) to be used \;Jith each vintaqe v of capital

max
K(v)

L: PF ( s) ( ma x {l: f ( v ) ( K ( v), E ( v , s »
s € S E ( v , s ) \vev

- e(s} ~ E(v,s} - ~ r(v)K(v»)I\ (3.10)
vev v€V y

Now let us see hOvl \Je can use this apparatus to

compute the "best" level of one familiar policy

recommendation, a tax on second-period imported

Again, the problem is to max E(\.J(C») subject to

resource and endowment constraints. The interven

tion in question is a single, seconn-period tax on

oil irnports, \vi th the per-barrel tax q independent

of second-period prices. Assume that the tax sched

ule is announced before period one begins, and

Social welfare is again given by (3.6).oil.

are cornputen, for each state of nature s and for

any given capital stock K(v}, v € V. In the second

(outer bracketeo) maximization, the optimal capi

tal stock is computed. The relevant (probalistic)

future oil price assessment is Pp(s}, the firm's.

Once chosen, the capital stock is fixed over both

periods, but complementary energy inputs E(v,s}

can be chosen after the state of nature s is

revealed.
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3.2 Opti.Ra1ity: sa.e R.emarks

assume that all tax revenues are distributed as

second-period consumption. Then the implied con

straints are

(3.13 )

(3.12 )

( 3. Il)

l: F(v,s)
vev

C(l) + l: K(v)
vev

Extension to the case of an oil-import tax depen

dent on import price is immediate: simply replace

e(s) by ~e(s) + q(s». The latter expression is

the (state of nature s) price, to domestic produc

ers, of a barrel of oil.

For the case set out ahove, conventionaI restric

tions on social \Jelfare and production functions

guarantee the existence and uniqueness of an opti

mum consumption plan. In the certainty case, this

is (C* (l), C* (2) ) , and in the uncertainty cases

(C*(l), (C*(2, s), s e s». Moreover, the certain

ty case can be "decentraliz.ed 11 in the following

sense. There are prices e, r( v); v € V) for \-Jhich

private-sector decisions, described in (3.5),

guide the econorny to the social optimum, defined

by the problem (3.1). Not~e that a discount rate

for future consumption can be introduced by intro-

ducing a coefficient PC(2) of the production func

tion term in (3.5).

C(l), C(2,s) ~ o }
E(v,s) ~ o

K(v) ) o

C(2,s) l: f(v)(K(V), E(V,s») - e(s)
vev

+ q l: E(v,s)
vev

c(o)
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the anS\ler,

(3.6) , (3.8)-

From ( 3 .10) ,

find the tax

Put for the uncertainty cases, there is an obsta

cle to "c1ecentraliz.ation" of this kinc1. Because

oilirnport price risks are noninRurable, we have

assumed that there are no conti.nqent (on future

oil prices) fut.ure consurnption-goo<1s markets. ':'hus

in (3.10), \lhich descrires firnl hehavior, there

are no coefficients pc(2,s) of the production

function terms (tl'lough \le might introdllce a state-

independent coefficient Pc (2) ). Pecause there are

"too fe\J" prices, in general there will be no 110pe

of using our tax instruments Q (s) to guide the

private sector to a socia.l \.Telfare-rnaximizinq set

of choices.

Rut \le can still pose the follo\ling question. If

\le insist~ that government interventions operate

through a ta. x instrunent <1, hOvJ weIl can \tre do

with that tax instrument? To find

proceed as follo\·ls. From eQ\1ations

( 3 • 9) , \·Je find the global optimum.

\lith e(s) replaced by (e(s) + q),

instrument q which gives us the "closest." private

.sector optimum. In other \lords: (3.10), \t,rit.h e(s)

replaced by (e(s) + q), becomes another constraint.

Social \lelfare is PlaxiMi~ed subject to this

constraint, and then the q(s) sivinq the hest

constrained social welfare optimum is determine~.

l7e summarize the resul ts ana conclusions of this

section in the follo\ling rule:

Rule L: To COTl1pute an optimal oil ifT1port tax pro

ceed as follo\lS. Choose a prohabili ty dist.ril'uti.on

on future nil prices, a niscount rate for future

constH"lption, and crucJe technological est.ifl1ates of

the energy-intensi ty of the var iOllS capi tal vin

taqes. Then cOl'1f'ute t.he opt.irn.al ('il iJ11f'ort. t.ax as

inri icate(l in eO\1ations (3. fl) throuqh (3. 10) .
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4 SOHMARY OF RULES

\le surnmarize the paper by brin0in0 together, in

one place, ,the rules and recommenClations put for

vlaro in the text. The reacler must ret.urn to t_he

text for exposition ano qualification.

Rule SI: For' a rou~h est.imate of the optiPlal cost

reClucin0 supply-shock policy to be superimposed on

accomodation, proceed as follmls. Fsti~ate, or

guess at, a loss function expressins the t-raoeoff

het'Vleen the impact of the cost-reducinq policy c

and the inflat_ion that. policy is intended to SlO\I.

Then estimate the above price-wage system, and use

it, together \Jith the loss function, to oerive the

optimal costreducing policy.

Rule 82: For rou9h estimates of the optinal combi

nation of cost-reducinq and conventionai (fiscal

and monetary) stabilization policy instruments fol~

IO'Vling a supply shock, proceed as follows. Esti

mate, or guess at, a loss function expressing the

tradeoffs bet'Vleen the iJTlpact of the cost-reducing

policy, the inflation rate, and the constant rate

of unernployrnent_. ':rhen estimate the "full" \la~e

price system. tJse it, together \vith t.he loss func

tian, to 'neri ve the optimal fiscal, Monetary and

cost-reoucing policy settings.

Rule S3: To design optimal policies for supply

shocks in B08ES-type mooels, proceed as follows.

Begin vIi th the loss function describing the trade

offs bet\Jeen inflatian, unemployrnent and the pa.r

ticular policy to be deployed against the shock.

Construct the feasibili ty frontier from the under

lying HOSES-type model by simulation: that fron

tier tells us howashock of a specified type and
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given size shifts the parameters of the stochastic

processes defined by the model. Pick an optimal

policy hy constraining the loss function \li th this

frontier and the given shock, and then minirnize

the loss. The frontier can be constructed in

either r10SESl or ~10SES2 equilibrium concept vari

ants. Optimal policies can be constructed in

either variant: and in MOSES2 the structural coef

ficients can actually be endogenized, since firrl1s

vlill alter their labor market search procedure in

response to the oil price shock.

Rule L: To cornpute an optimal oil import tax pro

ceec1 as follovJs. Choose a pro0ability oistrihution

on future oil prices, a discount rate for future

consumption, and crude technological estimates of

the energy intensity of the various capital vin

tages. Then compute the optimaloil' import tax as

indicated in equations (3.6) through (3.10).
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l. See Blinder (1981). Some\lhat similar in spirit
are B1inder (1980), Frie~ and Fchu1tze (1~75),
Grarn.lich (1979), nodigliani and Papaoemos (1978),
and pierce and Fnz1er (1974).

2. Arnong the major efforts at a reconstruction of
macroeconomic theoryare r1alinvaud (197'7), Hicks
(1979) and Tobin (1980). About the "ne\·, classieal
macroeconornics" I have nothinq to say: Tobin's
argument and final judgement--that the world repre
sented therein is intellectually intriguinq hut
not the vJorld vie happen to Ii ve in--seem persua
sive. See also Akerlof (1979).

3 . See, for example, the fundamental theoretical
papers of 'Arrow and Kurz (1970) and Calvo (1976).
For a textbook exposition see \Jan (1971).

4. For a notably clear example of such an exposi
tion see Chapter 2 of Blinoer (1981).

5. Here is a selective listing of the published
literature in this vein: Ando and Palash (1976),
Gramiich (1979), rleltzer and Brunner (1981), Bodi
gliani and Steindal (1977), Modi~liani and Papade
mos (1978), Pierce and Fnzler (1974), and v~allich

and \Jeintrauh (1971).

6. Here vve fol10\1 the setup usea, for other pur
poses, in Blinder (1981); see pp. 80-82.

7. For an extended, hut obviously incomplete ilis
cussion of the nation of a loss function for stabi
lization policy, see Okun (1981). ':'hough the sup
porting discussion is scattered through the text,
pp. 297-99 sUMmarize Okun's principal arguments.

8. Again, see Okun (1981). Nate that, in princi
ple, the loss function cited here is simply a More
general variant of the loss function cited in note
7 above. \·nty, then, do \le bother \Ji th the mare
restrictive case at all? There is a reason; the
reader vlill have to judge hOvJ com.pelling it is. If
one looks carefully at the loss function concept
used, for example, in Okun (1981), it is evident
that a consensus version of the loss function--one
acceptable to the major macroeconomic policy
makers and actors--will he difficult to attain:
IMplicit in the loss function is the relative
social east of unempIoyment and inflation, a
matter on vmich there is serious disagreernent.
Thus the real usefulness of the loss function
nation may be as a guide to '"vhat the tradeoffs are
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within some dornain of policy choicp de~arcating

the extent of consensus bet~Jeen macroecononic
policy aetors and deeision makers.

9. It is probably mislea.ding to ta.lk of a "pro
gramtt, since rnueh of ~Jhat is bein9 aone in rnodern
disequilibrium theory is in principle relevant to
the objeetive of enc10qenizinq the st.ruetural coef
fieients of a wage-priee equation system.

10 .. For HOnel of the S\Jedish Fconomie Systern. For
documentatian on the model, see for instance F1ias
son (1978, 1980).

Il. This is not the place to ffiscuss the issue of
"satisficing versus rnaxiMizin9". Rut since VJe 00
use the nation of equilibriurn, it may be worth
saying that equilibria can of course be defined
even when agents are "sa tisficing". Those equi.lib
ria ma.y be more complex than the unique equilibria
derivea from optimization, but that is another
issue. Fconomists who study actual firms have long
recognized the impossihility of "profit maximiz
ing" behavior by managers. And practical macroecon
orn.ists have corne to recoqnize the siqnificance of
simple internai summary·' signals-like rates of
return--in interna l information transmission. The
characteristic lag relationships between wages,
prices and costs are unintelligible in the absence
of such devices. See Eliasson (1978, pp 56-63 and
pp 142 ff), and Okun (1981).

12. In any macroeconomics that is descriptive of
actual macroeconomies, aemand is of course "effec
tive demand" . That the effective demana concept
"alone" has significant implicatians for economic
dynamics has recently been ShOv.ln by severa.l au
thors, notably Varian (1975) and Eckalbar (198()).
For an excellent survey, see Drazen (1980). Very
roughly, in t,his line of work all a~ents a.re opti
mizing, but two changes in the usua.l 'Jalrasian
as surnptions are fL1ade: aemanc1 is effective and not
\lalrasian demanii, and the market tatonnement is on
hoth quanti ties and prices. The novel resul t is
the possibili ty of stable non-\lalrasian equilib
ria.

':'he effort to find out how much 'vIe can explain
about involuntary unemployment from such simple
assumptions is intriguing. But the exclusion froM
such rnooels of features' of real macroeconomics
that almost must matter in price and quantity
determination leaves one to wonder about descrip
tive relevance. In particular, the non-'Jalrasian
equilibria in those models are based upon assump
tians of "t"J'O auctioneers "_-one in quantities and
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17. ':'his 'is a stylized version of the lur dynamic
sector model. See Ysander-Jansson-Nordström (1981).

one in prices--and full optirnization by individual
agents.

modern stability
possibilities, see

16. For an introduction to
theory, and to some of these
Hirsch and SMale (1974).

15. The notion described here in words is similar
to the Nash equilibrium concept of game theory. It
is not necessarily identical with the Nash concept,
since the noncooperati ve game is defined only in
the labor market. The desirabili ty of some Nash
like concept as a basis for a more plausible equi
libriuITl concept in economics' generally, and as a
basis for a better macroeconomics, is discussed in
Hahn (1977, 1978). A start tO~/ards understanding
the dynamics such systems can generate is provided
in Sma.le (1980).

14. This kind of "equilibrium in stochast.ic pro
cesses" is the hallmark of the so-called "new
classical macroeconomics". See, for example, the
equilibrium concepts defined in Lucas and Prescott
(1974) and Prescott and Townsend (1980). Though
introouced into economics by the proponents of one
very particular kind of rn.acroeconomics, this equi
librium concept shou1d be a fruitful on.e in any
rigorous macroeconomics.

18. '!'he reader familiar \/i th growth theory will
quickly note that we are using a two-period model,
and may reflect that an infinite-horizon model is
more appropriate here. ~rue; but we suspect that
there is little to be gained from the added com
plexi ty of the general, infini te-horizon case. As
a practical matter, political consensus on th.e
weighting of consumption this decade versus con
sumption next decade \lill be hard enouqh to reach.
To' . even talk of a' consensus on the \~eighting of
consumption inta the indefini te future is, to say
the least, optimist~c.

13. See Eliasson (1978, Pr' 73-75.) 'le say
"mimics". to emphasize that this mechanism is not
identical wi th the mechanism HOSBS-model firms use
to make their satisficing decisions. lt is however
useful for \-lhat we vlant to ao here: to define a
HOSES-like equilibrium concept. \ve repeat our cau
tion that the "reduced II model described in this
subsection is not identical with the full HOSES
model.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, the following problem will be discussed:

Is it possible to combine in one and the salne model the analysis

of

l. Stagflation - inflation and unemployment at the same time.

2. A productivity slow-down.

3. The effects of increaseq variability in the price structure such

as the effects of the so called oil _price shocks.

4. Increased uncertainty in business and consulners expectations

on prices, volumes etc.

In the 1970s, at the sarne time as inflation increased and stayed

high, actual price dispersion increased and began to behave errati

cally (see Josefsson-Örtengren in this volume). Predictability de

creased. This was generally thought of as an inrease in uncertain

ty. Unemployment was high even in peak years with increasing

rates of inflation. Capacity utilization was low and growth in man

ufacturing productivity was slower than before 1973 in almost

all OECD countries.

In this paper the ernphasis will be upon price uneertainty and not

upon uncertainty in expectations of volurnes demanded or sup

plied. This does not imply that volume uncertainty is unimpor

tant. For the formulation of investment strategies in the energy

field, for lnstance, volume uncertainty is probably more·· impor

tant than relat ive priee uncertainty. If the present approach

should appear fruitful, the analysis could be continued. so as to in

clude volume uneertainty.
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Survey measures of expectations are now available both for EEC

countries and for the USA. In empirical rnacroeconomic analysis,

actual measures of both means' and standard deviations of survey

measured expectations can now be used instead of "adaptive ex

pectations" or "rationai expectations".

As will be shown later in this paper, survey-measured standard

deviations in price expectations contribute significantly to the ex

planation of unernployment and the degree of capacity utilization.

Furthermore, the degree of capacity utllizatlon contributes signifi

cantly to the explanation of the productlvity slow-down after

1973.

Taken together, these empirical results lndicate an underlying sys

tematic relationship of importance for the understanding of stag

flation. A theoretical analysis could be based upon three alterna

tive classes of models: Ris~ models, su~ctive probability models

and unc~rtainty modeis. It will be argued below that use of the

concept of uncertainty in the sense of Knight (1921)1 is essential.

Variations in standård .deviations in price (and volume) expecta

tions should be interpreted as· variations in uncertainty rather

than in risk. The distinction between risk and uncertainty will be

further elaborated below.

In Walras-type multi-period equilibriurn models, stagflation cannot

occur. The introduction of one or more stochastic disturbanee

terms with' known probability distributions (risk), for inst;3.nce sto

chastic productivity, does not change anythlng essential. Such prob

abil.istic risk variables' have "certainty equivalents" (rneans adjust

ed for effects frorn risk-aversion) and the Walras equatlon sys

tems are' solved aS be·fore. Expected unernployment Is frictlonal.

Game theory, in the sense of von Neurnan and Morgenstern, and

uncertainty models appear more promising. The simultaneous and

persistent existence of unernployment, inflation, slow productivity

growth and low profits may be explained fro:n the adoption of
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defensive business strategies, the effects of which cannot be com

pensated for by means of conventionai monetary and fiscal poli;..

cies.

In order to be able to use game theory and uncertainty to inter

pret the regression results presented in the Appendix to this chap

ter, a definition of an "increase in uncertainty" in the econolny

in general is required. Suppose such a definition is formulated,

for instance as a measure of "uncertainty intervals" in general.

The central hypothesis is then:

A general increase in uncertainty in the economy will lead to

lower productivity growth, more unernployment and higher wage

increases (more inflation). These effects are simultaneous and in

terdependent.

This hypothesis is supported by the regression results presented in

the Appendix to this paper. An increase in uncertainty will in

crease "natural unemployment" in the sense of Milton Friedman

and decrease - capacity utilization. There is also a statistical rela

tionship between capacity utilization and the productivity slow

down.

UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION POLICIES

The policy recom mendation is uncertainty reduction both in gov

ernrnent policies (monetary, fiscal and exchange -rates) and in busi

ness itself. It is argued that the present stagflation cannot be

overCOine by-- means of conventionai monetary and fiscal policies 

at least not within a reasonably short period of time. The time

needed to stabilize a disturbed price system and reduce uncertain

ty appears to be long and costly. (See papers by Genberg and

Josefsson-Örtengren.)

lJncertainty reduction is -not new. Business has -always used a va

riety of methods to reduce uncertainty. Contingency contracts, fu

tures markets, horizontal and vertical combinations within the

sarne financial organization may be mentioned.
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Uncertainty is not always bad. Innovation and creativity are es

sentiai for growth and both require and give rise to uncertainty.

Without uncertainty, the econorny would be inflexible.

It may be assumed that the relatively stable growth of the 19505

and the 19605 represented a balance between uncertainty and flex

ibility that was adjusted to conditions as they were at that time.

Then a change occurred around 1970. It might have been caused

by endogenous factors related to a long period of stress upon the

econolny (cf. Eliassons contribution to this volulne and also a

study by Pehr Wissen2). Under these new conditions, a new bal

ance between policies aiming at uncertainty reduction (future

lnarkets, contingency contracts etc.) and flexibility was required.

This was, however, a slow adjustrnent. During the 19705, because

of that, actual price dispersions were higher, as were uncertainty

measures in surveys of price expectations.

As inflation goes down after 1981, actual price dispersions as

weIl as uncertainty measures in surveys of expectations will go

down again. This does not necessarily reflect a return to the sta

bility of the 19605 in underlying conditions. To a significant part,

it may be traced to more use of uncertainty reducing strategies.

For instance, conditions in oi! markets may be more volatile, but

futures markets are at the same time more developed. A new bal

ance is struck between uncertainty reductlon and flexibility .

Another example. In the labor ,narket, collective agreernents

often contain provisions for adjusting wages according to the de

velopment of a conSUlner price index (price-wage links). This may

be seen as a rnethod to redu<;'~.~T!certainty for both parties and

make an agreeJnent possible. for a longer period of time than

otherwise. The advantages in this must, however, be balanced

against the rec!l!ction ~f flexibility. In case of a disturbance, for

instance an unforeseen loss in terms-of-trade, price-wage !inks can

be destabilizing (see simulation experiments in Eliassons pap,er).
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Price-\.vage links in collective agreements have been forbidden by

law ln several countries, för instance at present in Germany and

in the 70s in Finland. There has also been a discussion in the

United States _. to introduce similar legisiation. Thus, the general

consequences of introducing price-wage links (as weIl as wage-wage

links) into systerns of collective agreernents in disorderly econo

mies is a topical subject.

We argue that an analysis on the basis of a risk model, i.e., a

model based -upon conventionai equilibrium theory (Walrasian equa

tion systerns) combined with stochastic disturbanee terms, is inad

equate to our purpose. The type of disturbances that actually

pose a problem in relation to contingency clauses in coIlective

agreetnents (price-wage links and/or wage-wage Bnks) are of a

non-stochastic nature.

The satne applies to energy markets. For instance, in long-term

coal contracts, price-price links are common. The same discussion

applies as weIl to collective agreements on wages. The desire to

reduce uncertainty and make long-run investrnents -possible has to

be balanced against the need for flexibility.

A major source of uncertainty are shifts in market regime (for in

stance when OPEC became an effective cartel in October 1973),

in exch~~~~ate!:.egime (for instance the break-down of the Bret

ton Woods-system around 1970) and in moneta~~ regime

(for instance when the Federal Reserve in October 1979 declared

str ict adherence to' rnonetary growth targets and disregard for in

terest rate consequences). Such events cannot be related to rela

tive frequency statistics in any meaningful way. It is not that they

occur seldorn - it is rather that there is no natural way to classi-

, fy them statistically. The importance of ttMar~~!._ regime uncer

tainty" is one major reason why uncertainty models are to :be pre

ferred over risk modeis.
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"NATURAL UNEMPLOYMENT" AND INFLATION UNCERTAINTY

Survey based measurernents of expectations give empirical evidence

for a. relationship between uncertainty, inflation and unemploy

ment. The analysis is based upon the "Expectations Augmented

Phillips Curve" as proposed by MUton Friedman and Edmund

Phelps in the late 60s.3

As the variable upon the vertical axis, they substituted the differ

ence between inflation ~.E0st and ~ ante for actual inflation

in the original Phillips Curve.

An unexpected increase in total demand will simultaneously lead

to unexpected increases in inflation and in employment. When ex

pectations åre fulfilled in the average, that is, actual inflation is

equal to expected inflation, unernployment is said to be at its

"naturallevel". There is neither an unexpected increase in total

demand nor an unexpected decrease. The leve! 'of "natural unern

ployment" cannot be changed by means of monetary and fiscal pol

icies. It is dependent on mobility in the labor market, demograph

ic factors, structural imbalances etc.

According to the regressions presented in Appendix A, "natural

unemployment" is also dependent upon uncertainty in inflationary

expectations. Measurernents of inflationary expectations among

households have been made for the USA by the Survey Research

Center at University of Michigan since 1948 and in the U.K. by

the Gallup Poll since the beginning of the 60s. The distributions

of qualitative answers from the surveys are first transformed to

quantitative variables by means of a transformation function.

Standard deviatio,ns of inflationary expectations across households

are then computed.

Theoretically, it is intrapersonal uncertainty rather than interper

sonal dispersions that is relevant. It may, however, be assumed

that there is a close correlation between interpersonal and intra

personal uncertainty.
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Furthermore, it may be assumed that business uncertainty is cor

related to households uncertainty. In other words the standard de

viation of inflation uncertainty across households is taken as a

measure of uncertainty in the econofny in general.

SIGNIFICANCE OF UNCERTAINTY REDUCnON

The regressions for the USA and. the U.K. indicate a significant

influence of uncertainty upon unemployment. Of the 4-5 percent

increase in "natural unernployment" in the USA from the 60s to

the period 1973-82, 1 to l 1/2 percent may be explained by

increased infiation uncertainty among the ~ .S. households. A con

tr ibution of the saJne order of magnitude seems to follow irorn

the U.K. regressions4.

Thus, in both the USA and the U.K., the in.crease in uncertainty

would account for between 1/3 and 1/2 of the total increase in

."natural unemployment".

The regression results confirm the importance of uncertainty for

an understanding of the stagflation problem. It seems to be a

clue to a major part of the solution.

This does not mean that "natural unemployment" can be reduced

by 1.5 percent from one year to the next by means of the adop

tion of "uncertainty reducing strategies" by governrnents and busi

ness corporations. Again, it is a balance between uncertainty re

duction and flexibili ty.

On the other hand, uncertainty reduction is a method for busi

ness firms to survive and to avoid disaster in volatile surround

ings. For .governrnents, more credibility in medium-term mbnetary

and fiscal policies may be attained by adapting uncertainty re

ducing strategies in this field. Thus, uncertainty reducing policies

are desirable in themselves for those seeking to adapt such poli

cies.
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They are relevant even if it cannot be stated how much of re

ductlon in uncertainty and in "natural unemployment" a new bal

ance between uncertainty reduction and flexibility will mean•

UNCERTAINTY AND OTHER MACROECONOMIC VARIABLES

For a number of EEC countries, measures of inflation uncer

tainty are available for business 1965-79 and households for the

years 1973-815. The diagrams in Appendix C illustrate the devel

opment of households' inflationary expectations in the EEC and

the USA. It must be remell1bered, however, that the concepts

are dif ferent in the business surveys from those in the house

hold's surveys. Consumers are asked about their expectations re

garding average consumer prices, whereas businesses are asked

for their expectatlons on their own particular prices. Thus, busi

ness is not asked about expectations of inflation in general.

EEC business expectations data have been analyzed by R.A. Bat

chelor6• In all four countries investigated, Belgium, France, Ger

many and Italy, Batchelor found significant, lagged relationships

between business inflation uncertainty and capacity utilization.

An increase in inflation uncertainty will cause a decrease in ca

pacity utilization and, it might be added, at the same time cause

an increase in unernployment. (See Appendix B). A similar , statis

tical relationship was found between inflation uncertainty and the

lagged difference between actual and expected output.

Paul Wachtel has used Survey Research Center data for the pe

riod 1955-73, that is before the second shift (dummy 073 in the

U.S. regressions, Appendix A) to study the effects of price uncer

tainty upon wages,prices and interest rates? His regression re

sults' support the view that uncertainty is a significant factor ex

plaining variations in those variables.
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RISK AND UNCERT AINTY

The concept of risk is based upon relative frequencies. In probabil

ity theory, the relative frequency is the empirical counterpart to

the probabilityas a theoretical concept. Events a~e classified ac

cording to some principle, statistics' are collected and relative

frequencies computed.

There are large and important classes of events for which. this is

an efficient approach. The existence of an insurance .business

may be taken as an example. Business can insure against fire,

wreckage and so on. Without an efficient insurance system, pre

dictabHity would be lower and profitable trade opportunities

would go unexploited.

There is, however, no insurance .available for the uncertainty that

the copper price may be higner three months from now or the

oil price lower six months from now. Instead, there are futures

markets that make it possible for individual buyers or sellers to

hedge against disadvantageous price developments. Uncertainty re

duction takes place via markets - not via insurance companies.

The characteristic for uncertainty as a theoretical concept is

that a number of "states-of-nature" are assumed to be admissible

without there being any .ground for assigning probabilities to

.those alternatives. For instance, price is conceived as lying be

tween two limits. The "admissible set of states-of-nature" is just

that price interval. The price just cannot be higher than the

upper bound or lower than the lower bound. It is not that the

probability is zero - it is just impossible. On the other hand; any

price between the two limits is seen as feasible. It is not a rec

tangular probability distribution over the interval. In other words,

there is no conceivable way of classifying events, collecting sta

tistics and computing relative frequencies that would yield any in

formation on the situation inside the interval.
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The concept of an "uncertain prospect" should be distinguished

from a probabilistic model using subjectlve probabllities. This

issue is discussed further in the next section"

"Uncertain prospects" and probabilistic models are two classes of

models, that can be used for different purposes. Each type has

its own properties.

In probabilistic modeis, decision rules are' of the type:. Maximize

expected values, often weighted by risk aversion.

Decision rules can also be designed for uncertain prospects. It is

asked: Is it possible to find a strategy that will yield a higher pay

off than any alternative strategy over the entire interval? In

this case such a strategy dominates all other strategies and con

stitutes the obvious decision. The decision-maker will follow that

strategy and no other strategy, on the ground that it will yield

the highest pay-off, whatever is the "true state-of-nature" inside

the set of admisslble "states-of-nature".

Obviously, there will often be no dominating strategy. For this

case, many decision rules have been suggested, such as minimax,

minirnum regret and so on. It is an empirical question whether or

not real-life decision makers foHow this type of decision rules. It

cannot be argued from normative grounds that any of them is

better than any. other. They just have more or less intiutive plau

sibility.

PROBA8ILISTIC SEARCH THEORY

In probabilistic search modeis, . the essential element is a "stop

ping rulett. When expected .gains from continued search no longer

exceed search costs, the rul~ says it is time to make a decision.

Search theory developed in the beginning of the 1970s with the

aim of explaining labor market s~arch. by workers. Search theory

can, however, equally 'W'ell be applied to any form of search in
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markets - whether markets for consumer goods, intermediate

goods or raw materials, financial markets, matkets for corpora

tions etc.

The central idea is that search takes time and is costly. A buyer

or a seller has to consider time and cost when deciding whether

to accept an offer to sell or to buy something or to continue

search. When search costs are high, it is better to make an early

contract rather than to continue search. If expected price (or

wage) dispersions are high, it pays to continue search rather than

make an early contract. If more information makes it possible to

make a better deal, it will pay to acquire more information at a

cost in terms of time and/or money.

This means that high price (or wage) dispersions will lead to long

search times and to high unemployment along with low cppacity

utilization.

In probabilistic search modeis, probability distributions of prices

etc are known. In the real world, conditions may change during

search in such a way as to' affect those probability distributions.

Such changes are best represented by means of uncertainty, not

risk. The probability that a probability may change is itself a prob

ability, and consequently search can from the beginning be guided

by the second, composite probability distribution. Thus,model

iing unexpected changes in conditions requires use of the concept

of uncertainty. For instance, å parameter in a probability distribu

tion is seen as uncertain. (ef. the contribution by Eliasson in this

volume.)

When probability distributions are not kn~~n and interpretations

in terms of relative frequencies are not possible, probability con

cepts can be used subj'ectively. Behavior is explained ~!! assum

ed subjective probabilities were being used by decision-makers.

This approach may be fruitful for situations like buying lottery

tickets. Logital contradictions are, however, difficult to avoid in
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more complicated cases, such as investment and/or marketing

strategies with sequential decision-making points distributed over

time. Among other things, it is inherent in subjective probability

that it depends upon the way it is presented and is not invariant

when the presentation of the decision-making situation is transform

ed without change in its logical structure. Furtherrnore, it is

difficult to combine subjective probabilities and risk aversion with

out getting into logical contradictions.

These limitations stated, search theory may offer a theoretical

explanation for the empirical finding (from the regressions present

ed below) that increased dispersi'ons in price expectations increase

unemployment and decrease capacity utilization. However, it

does not appear reasonable that of the increase in U.S. unemploy

ment from the 1960s to the period after 1973, as much as l 1/2

to 2 percentage units would be explained from a lengthening of

search times among unemployed job-seekers because of increased

dispersions in households' inflationary expectations.

Relationships between different markets as to dispersions in expec

tations have to be considered. Search theory is not yet very

much developed on this point, it is true. Some work is going on

in Stockholm at the Industrial Institute for Economic and Social

Research (IUI). Bo Axell and Jim .Albrecht, of Columbia Universi

ty, have investigated search behavior in a two-market econorny 

one commodity and one kind of labor8.

DECISION-PROCESSES MEAN MODIFICAnON OF MODELS 

NOT COLLECTION OF MORE FACTS

As was emphasized above, in many cases uncertainty decision mod

els do not contain dominating strategies. Various intuitively plau

sible rules such as minimax, minimum regret have been suggested

for those cases. Empirical research has, however, demonstrated

that decision-makers often act differ.ently. They try to Inodify

their rnodels until a dominating strategy can be found in the new
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modified model, rather than fol1ow some minimax, minimum re

gret or similar decision rule.

In other words, search processes under uncertainty may be better

modelled as search for new concepts, new frarnes of reference

etc than search for additional information in the form of more

observations within the sarne model. In this way, search under un

certainty may be differentiated 'from search under risk.

Frorn the psychological point of view this corresponds to some re

cent empirical findings.9 In the Montgomery-Svensson experiment,

the stopping-rule for search in the Stockholm market for one-farn

Hy houses was found to be the emergen.ce of a model with a

dominating strategy. Models were modified until such a result

was obtained.

The sequence of scenario structures used by Shel1 to cope with

the uncertainties of the 1970s as described by Jefferson is an

other example of the importance of search for new fraJnes of ref

erence and new concepts. The Shell decision .rule is that a project

must not lead to disaster under any scenario in the model and

that search must continue until such projects are found. In the

search process, models and projects are modified interdependently.

This approach would also have the advantage of connecting the

analysis of disturbances and variations with the basic analysis of

econotnic growth. If growth is seen essentially as growth of know

ledge - not growth of capital in the form of Jnachinery and equip

ment - the basic question may be asked: What is kflowledge? Is

knowledge the accumulation of Inore observations making confi

dence intervals shorter - as described in risk theory - or is lnore

knowledge essentially shifts frorn one set of rnodels to another,

capable of explaining a wider set of phenolnena without an in

crease in complexity? l O

If the latter approach is used, growth of knowledge may be seen

as the driving force in econornic growth. The accuI11ulation of cap-
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ital in the form of machinery and equipment is a consequence

of growth of technical knowledge, not an independent cause for

economic growth. If technical knowledge did not increase, the

economy would sooner or later reach a level of saturation with

constant capital and constant productivity, in other words, a sta

tionary state.

When seen in this way, the growth of knowledge is not a continu

ous process. It necessarily involves discontinuities, corresponding

to shif ts in models used. Such shif ts constitute cources of uncer

tainty. lt is important to observe that "market regime shifts"

must be included here. Knowledge is not only technical knowledge

in a narrow sense, it includes also knowledge about market orga

nization etc.

It is characteristic of the process of growth of knowledge that

periods of confusion and indecision occur from time to time.

There are periods when the basic structure of knowledge within a

certain field is relatively constant. Experiments and observations

are made, elaborations are added and so on. Essentially, however,

the situation is stable. Between such periods, there are periods

when important but unexplainable empirical data r:nake it difficult

to integrate theoretical structures, periods when contradictions

are prevalent.

Perhaps, the oil shock years can be interpreted as such an inter

mediate shift period. There was relative stability in energy mar

kets before 1973 - not in the sense that relative prices were

constant, but in the sense that the "Jnarket regimen was the

same.

The model used by buyers and .sellers was essentially the same.

OPEC existed, but was not a determining force in world oil mar

kets.

After October 1973, there was a .period of confusion and shiIt.

After some time, however, the new "market regimen was establish-
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ed and recognized by buyers and seJ lers in general. A new pe

riod began when oi! market forecasts, business and governrnent

planning on coal, nuclear energy and so on were based upon the

assumption that the oi! market was cartelized by OPEC for the

foreseeable future.

This changeover is not efficiently described as' the accumulation

of more observations within a rIsk model.

The same may be said on the history of contingency clauses in

col1ective wage agreernents 11. The development from one form

of contingency clause to another form is better described with

the help of an uncertainty model, and with the basic assumption

that the bargaining partners seek a consensus solution, character

ized by dominating strategies.

The mathematical treatrnent of uncertainty models is extremely

complicated. Basically, it is a question of game theory. There is

very little known in general about games with an arbitrary nurn

ber of players - n-person games 12• On the other hand, such gen

eral treatment is perhaps not really needed.

Uncertainty in different markets is interrelated. Thus, the prob

lem is not to analyze a single oligopolistic market, but a systern

of interdependent markets with varying degrees of latent possibili

ties for oligopoly. In ordinary price theory, it is taken for grant

ed that the market structure is cornpetitive, oligopolistic, mono

polistic or whatever case is demonstrated. The basic problem, how

ever, is: under what circumstances the market becomes competi

tive, oligopolistic or monopolistic?

This depends not only upon the situation in that particular rnar

ket but also on related markets. For instance, there is a rela

tionship between oligopoly on product markets and coverage of

collective agreernents in labor markets.
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THE PRODUCTIVITY SLOW-DOWN AND THE DEGREE OF

CAPACITY UTILIZATION

One important aspect of the stagflation problem is the productivi

ty slow-down. In almost all OECD countries, the rate of manufac

turing productivity increase was lower after 1973 than before.

According to regression estim-ates made by Yngve Aberg at the

IUI, lower capacity utiiization -was a major causal factor behind

the productivity slow-down. (See- Appendix D}13.

According to Batchelor, increased uncertainty was correlated with

lower capacity utilization (Appendix B). If these observed rela

tionships are combined, a relationship will emerge between increased

uncertainty and the productivity slow-down. It may be that

increased uncertainty is a basic cause for the productivity slow

down.

There is, however, no direct empirical evidence (in the form of

regressions) that supports this relationship.

Frorn a theoretical point of view, the existence of such a direct

relationship does not appear implausible. For instance, both pro

duction planning and investrnent decisions should be more diffi

cult, when uncertainty is higher. Such processes will then becorne

möre tirne consurning. More decisions will be postponed. Delays

will mean slower productivity increases.

On the other hand, ~t is possible to explain the relationship be

tween the degre-e of capacity utilization and the productivity

slow-dowfl from causal factors that are unrelated to uncertainty.

For instance, a plant is norrnally designed for a certain level of

production as -optimum. If it has to operate at lower (or higher)

leve1s organizational problems arise. A certain amount of slack in

the organization is unavoidable at lower leveis, and a certain

amount of overcrowding is inevi table at higher leveis. Balancing

between different groups of machinery etc is no longer optimal

when the degree of capacity utilizat.ion is too low.
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UNCERTAINTY, PRODUCTIVITY, UNEMPLOYMENT AND WAGE

FORMATION

Our basic hypothesis was:

A general increase in uncertainty in the econolny will lead to

lower "productivity growth, more unernployment, higher wage

increases and more inflation. These effects are simultaneous and

interdependent.

Henee, relations between uncertainty, capacity utilization and pro

ductivi ty should be expected to exist theoretically as weIl as em

pirically. It is, however, more diffieult to understand how en

haneed uncertainty will also lead to higher rates of wage increase

at the sarne levels of unemployment for wage and salary earners

and vaeaney times for 'elnployers.

If there is such a relationship it must be explained by reference

to the lower ends of uneertainty inter vals in models containing

consensus dominating business strategies designed to secure surviv

al, but not aiming "at expansion and high profits. If these 'surviv

al "points' permit lower expansion, lower investrnent, lower

growth rates, slower penetration of new markets etc than before 

and consequently less aggressive priee policies - will this also

imply"less sensitivity to wage increases?

Aecording to product-eyele theory the importance of strict cost

controi will be largest during the mature product stage. Among

other things the administrative tools for eost controi will be

more developed when business is matlIre, than during the expand

ing innovative period.

Perhaps the charaeterlstle for the period of increased business un

eertainty is the existence of a number of new expansi ve business

es like the North Sea oil fields, where wage formation is largely

uncontrolled. If relative prices are more stable, those kinds of busi

ness opportunities do not arise with the satne frequeney. Conse-
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quently, wage formation is also less volatile. Even if these areas

are relatively small, they can exercise a substantiai disturbing in

fluence upon wage formation in general, and industrialized struc

ture as the Norwegian examgle demonstrates. 14 Wage-wage links

exist in all kinds of labor markets, even when plant bargaining dom

inates as in the USA. Wage-wage !inks do not require a central

ized wage bargaining system such as in the Scandinavian coun

trles.

Thus, if higher volatility in the price structure and increased

price uncertainty is combined with certain institutions in the

labor market (that exist because they were efficient earlier,

under more stable conditions), it follows that an increased uncer

tainty in the economy will lead to higher wage increases at the

same rate of unemployment.

In the exploration of the increase in "natural unemployment", a

wider frame-of-reference than just labor market search has to

be applied. Only then will it be possible to explain why in Jnany

countries, especially in the, .USA, business corporations reacted to

increased uncertainty by adopting defensive strategies that yield

inflationar y wage increases in spite of an abundant supply of

labor.
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CONCLUSION

We have argued in this chapter that to interpret the significance

of variations in dispersions in price expectations as measured by

survey methods, it is essentiai to use uncertainty models rather

than risk modeis. Using game theory,. it should be possible to de

fine variations in uncertainty as a systernatic part of a theoretical

structure, containing also, among other variables, simultaneous

unernployment and inflation (stagflation), productivity and growth.

Empirical evidence (statistical regressions) has demonstrated the

significance of relationships between those variables for a so

lution to the stagflation problem.

Uncertainty has to be reduced. Reduction of uncertainty can take

place through futures markets, contingency clauses in long-term

energy contracts and in collective wage agreements and by rnany

other methods. The use of such methods to accomplish uncertain

ty reduction has, however, to be balanced against the need for

flexibility.

Here, systelnatic theoretical analysis has a gap to fill. This analy

sis has to be based upon the theory of uncertainty, not risk.

Under uncertainty, it is, for instance, possible to demonstrate

that the use of .contingency clauses may reduce flexibility in the

macro-economic adjustrnent. If contingency clauses are too rigid,

future disturbances can put the econorny into a tailspin.

By contrast, risk modeis, built upon Walrasian equation systelTIS,

containing stochastic' disturbance terms and maybe also probabilis

tic search and decision making processes, generally satisfy the Pa

reto principle that a contingency rule that is mutually advanta

geous to the parties (for instance, trade unions and employers' orga

nizations) is no obstacle to welfare optimum. Only special assump

tions on risk aversion (that would intuitively not appear as 'nor

mal') lead to situations when this 'Pareto principle' does not hold.
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Thus, risk models cannot logically produce many types of behavior

that constitute basic political problems in a Disorderly Global

Economic Systern. Relevant models are more cornplex and require

more difficult analytical toois, for instance simulations. The con

cept of uncertainty is definitely needed to understand what has

been going on in the 70s, ~ven if it brings with it mathematical

complications of an order that we cannot handle in the tradition

al fashion. Only uncertainty models can, for instance, provide a

theoretical basis for a discussion of legislation concerning contin

gency clauses in collective agreements.

The same may be said regarding the analysis of interrelations

between uncertainties in different markets. To study how uncertain

ty regarding expected oil prices (or coal prices) is diffused

through the economy, many elelnents are crucial that are not present

in risk modeis. It is not sufficient that new price observations

are added as time passes. 'Market regime uncertainty' is essential

for the diffusion process, and this cannot be re'presented in risk

modeis. Econornic growth itself is not a stochastic process within

one and the sarne model. Growth of knowledge, as represented

by model shifts, is an essentiai part of econornic growth. Growth

itself is uncertain, at the sarne tirne as it creates uncertainty, in

Knight's sense, as distinguished from risk.
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APPENDICES A-D: REGRESSION RELAnONSHIPS BETWEEN BASIC

VARIABLES

"Appendix A: Statistical estimates of the relationships between in

flation uncertainty and unemployment

The regressions on the following page demonstrate three things.

First, inflation uncertainty among households, as measured by

S(PE), is clearly significant in equations l and 3a. An increase in

inflation uncertainty will increase unemployment. Of the total in

crease in U.S. unemployment from 3-4 per cent in the 19605

to 8-9 per cent in 1981-82, 1.5-2 per cent can be explained from

increased inflation uncertainty. Even if this is less than half of

the total increase, i t is large enough to be interesting.

Second, the difference between actual (PA) and expected (PE) in

flation is also significant. If actual inflation is one per cent high

er than expected, unemployment is reduced around 1/3 of one

per cent. The 'Expectations Augmented Phillips Curve' is confirm

ed.

Third, the dummy for the 'first oil price shock' gives better fit if

located between 1972 and 1973 than between 1973 and 1974.

Thus, the oil price increase in October 1973 cannot have been

the only and major cause for this shift.

Therewas no shift in the second oil price shock but it was one

between 1969 and 1970. According to the regressions, the, break

down of 'Bretton Woods' increased unemployment more than the

1972-73 shift did.

On page 3, R.A. Batchelor's regressions for the U.K. are quoted.

The similarity to the U.S. data on page 2 is striking.
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Appendix B: Effects of increased price uncertainty upon real

output

In the main text, it is assumed on theoretical grounds that increas

ed price uncertainty will decrease capacity utilization and real

output. The table below gives empirical support to this assump

tion. There is a clear statistical relationship with one year lag

from an increase in uncertainty in business price expectations to

a decrease in capacity utilization and a reduction in actual out

put in relation to expected output.

Estimated regression coefficients 1965-77

Independent variable: Standard deviation in business price expecta

tions.

Belgium France Germany Italy

AetuaJ output

Current -0.21 0.57 -0.32 -0.32
i Lagged l-year 0.02 0.18 0.24 -0.00I
I

I Difference between expected and actual outputI:

I'
i Current 0.16 0.03 0.15 -0.28

Lagged l year 0.15 0.49 0.46 0.30

Degree of capacity utilization

Current 0.34 -0.10 0.21 -0.32
Lagged l-year 0.32 0.33 0.45 0.40

From R.A. Batchelor, 'Expectations, Output and Inflation', p. 19.

II ~
II!iii! I

i:

The estimated relationships b<rtween real output and price uncer

tainty are clearly significant wheh lagged capacity utilization is '

used as output variable. All coefmcients are positive and of the

sarne magnitude.
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Next in significance and robustness is the relationship when the

lagged difference between expected and actual output is used.

Lagged relationships are always better than current. Thus,

causation is from price uncertainty to output, not vice versa.

Appendix C: Household's inflationary expectations

mean values and variances

The following figures for EEC countries are based upon tables in

Papadia-Basano: Survey based inflationar-y expectations (of house

holds). Dispersions were supplied by authors. The U.S. figure is

based upon Survey Research Center data.
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USA. Households 1966-81

Dependent variable = Unemployment U

Independent __._. -F_g_u_a_ti_o_n_N~u-m-be-r-__=__---_=__--
variables l 2 2a 3 3a

Constant 0.67 3.50 3.49 2.08 1.64
(1.02) (13.22) (10.33) (3.Q6) (3.27)

PA - PE -0.24 -0.36 -0.44 -0.33 -0.37
(2.07) (3.99) (3.50) (4.15) (4.46)

S(P)E 0.75 0.31 0.41
(7.80) (2.21) (4.10)

D70 1.85 1.72 1.49 1.22
(4.92) (3.32) (4.10) (3.38)

D74 1.99 1.06
(5.83) (2.05)

D73 2.07 0.99
(4.02) (2.29)

DW

0.80

1.24

0.91

1.87

0.81

1.69

0.91

2.18

0,92

2.12

= actual increase in consumer prices

= expected price increase 12 months earlier•
Survey Research Center data.

= standard deviation in price expectations
among households

= Dummies for years 1970-81, 1973-81 and
1974-81.

Figures in parenthesis are t-statistics.

DW = Durbin-Watson statistic.
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UK. Households 1962-81

Dependent variable = Unemployment U

Independent variables

DW

Eguation Number

0.94

1.57

2

-1.37
(2.03)

-0.22
(5~29)

0.70
(5.14)

5.35
(5.12)

2.95
(7.14)

0.95

2.08

Figures in parenthesis are t-statistics.

Source: R.A. Batchelor: A Natural Interpretation of the Present
Unemployment, pp 32 and 3~.

For the U.K. PEmeans current inflationary expectations.

Thus (PA-PEh-l means that expectations one year earlier are

compared to actual inflation one year earlier, not to current ac

tual inflation as was done for the USA.
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Note that PA and PE are defined for periods ·of 6 months not 12

months as in the USA.

For the U.K., lagged standard deviation of inflationary expecta

tions gives better fi t than uniagged, contrary to the USA.

RPW

OIL

RER

real product wage disequilibrium

real oU price

real exchange rate

= dum mies for years 1975-82 and 1979-81.

The conclusion from this is that inflationary expectations among

households are clearly slgnificant both in the USA and in the U.K.

The increase in standard deviation of inflationary expectations

from the 1960s to the late 70s was around 3 percentage points

both in the U.K. and in the USA.

With a coefficient around 2/3, this would mean that increased in

flation uncertainty contributed around 2 percentage points to the

increase in unemployment between the 19605 and the late 70s.

If 'natural unemployment' in the USA was between 8 and 8.5 per

cent 1973-81, compared to 3.5 per cent in the late 1960s, it

would have been around 6 per cent if inflation uncertainty had

been the same in the late 70s as in the late 60s.
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= actual price increase

~E = expected price-increase
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Figure 2 Households France

Percent
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Households Netherlands

Percent
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Households Denmark

Percent
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Households Itaiy

Percent
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Households United Kingdom

Percent
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Households Germany

Percent
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Householcls Belgium

Percent
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Households USA

Percent

16 Actual-rate of inflation at T

1 4
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Source: Actual inflation: OECD Statistics.
Expected inflation and variance in expected
inflation: Table supplied by Richard Curtin,
Surveys of Consumer Attitudes, Survey Research
Center, University of Michigan.
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Appendix D: Statistical estimates of the relationships bet een

capacity utilization and the productivity slow-down

Yngve Åberg distinguishes three sources of productivity increase:

capital intensity, capacity utilization. and technical progress.

The first is a physical measure; \.Ising OECD capital stock data.

Capital is increased annually by investments in buildings and ma

chinery minus depreciation. It is standard methodology.

For capacity utilization, however, Åberg uses his own measure.

He defines "capital in uselt economically, as price adjusted capi

tal income. His definition is based upon the assumption that the

real net return to "capital in use" does not have a time trend. In

other words, "capital in use" is seen as a stream of services

rather than a set of objects. The degree of capacity utilization is

then defined as the ratio between "capital in use" (as measured

by Åberg) and capital stock (as measured by OECD).
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Manufacturing produetivity increase and contributions from capital etc

Annual percentage increase

Dif ference *
1953-73 1973-80 1976-80 -73/80 -76/80

Japan: Productivi ty 8.7 4.6 6.3 4.1 -2.4
Contribution from

capital intensity 4.5 3.8 2.3 -0.7 -2.2

capacity utilization 0.5 -1.2 2.2 -1.7 +1.7

technical progress 3.7 1.9 1.7 -1.8 -2.0

W Germany: Productivity 5.3 4.4 3.4 -0.9 -1.9
Contribution fro:n

capital intensity 2.3 2.2 1.5 -0.1 -0.8

capacity uti! ization -0.1 -0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4

technical progress 3.2 2.7 2.5 -0.5 -0.7

France: PrQductivity 5.3 4.1 4.2 -1.2 -1.1
Contribution from

capi tal intensi ty 1.5 2.6 2.4 +1.1 +0.9

capaci ty utilization 1.1 -1.0 -0.4 -2.1 -1.5

technical progress 2.6 2.6 2.1 +-0 -0.5

Grea!_Britain: Producti vitY 3.6 1.4 2.0 -2.2 -1.6
Contribution from

capital intensity 1.6 2.0 2.2 +0.4 +0.6

capaci ty uti! ization -0.2 +2.0 -1.8 -1.8 -1.6

technical progress 2.1 1.5 1.5 -0.6 -0.6

~ Compared to 19531'""73
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Frorn this table it would appear that a major part of the produc

tivity· slow-down from 1953-73 to 1973-80 was caused by the de

cline in capacity utilization. In Japan, it was 1.7 percentage units

out of 4.1, in Great Britain 1.8 out of 2.2, in Sweden 2.6 out of

3.6, in the lJSA 1.2 out of 1.4 and in Canada 1.3 out of 1.9 per

centage units.

The same is not true, however, when 1953-73 is compared to

1976-80. Only in Great Britain did the contribution from capacity

utilization constitute a higher proportion of the "productivity

slow-down" in 1976-80 than in 1973-80. Thus, it seems that, in

most countries, the impact of lower capacity utilization was con

centrated to 1973-76.
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